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CHAPTER 1: THE SW SECTOR OF THE CASTLE: PERIOD PLAN SUMMARIES 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The plan of the principal buildings in place until the reign of James IV evolved around three open 
spaces and exploited a series of natural building lines in turn defined by natural bedrock terracing.  
The three open spaces survive today as the Upper Square (Courtyard 1), Lower Square (Courtyard 2) 
and Lion’s Den (Courtyard 3), the major buildings for accommodation, defence and ritual/formal 
usage were distributed towards the edges of each of these relatively level areas on the natural rock 
summit. 
 
The courtyards 1-3 are separated by pronounced drops in the bedrock head and these have been 
variously used to both define the courtyards and to build on several levels between each platform as 
defined by the courtyards.  This congruence with the strike and shape of the bedrock head has 
determined the two key characteristics of all the building at the castle up until the reign of James IV.  
These are alignment NW-SE and the use of borrowed space in the lea of each terrace.  The latter saw 
the creation of multilevel accommodation at an upper level.  These elements form the context for the 
evolution of a series of enclosures within a defensive circuit, the functions of each was refined to meet 
the increasing sophistication of the royal household. It is uncertain whether the topography of the 
castle informed the ultimate cellular layout of the medieval castle and later Palace or whether the plan 
was a function of prevailing architectural practice.  It is highly likely that only in aspects of access and 
prominence did the Stirling Castle layout before the later 17th century follow the trends of Europe 
and England. In short the building work at Stirling and by association at similar rocky sites such as 
Edinburgh Castle was a function of the natural site to a large degree. 
 

PERIOD 1: MID-12TH CENTURY TO MID-15TH CENTURY 
 
Defensive Walls  The castle was defended on its S side by a rampart/curtain following the N 

side of a pronounced fault or break in the bedrock.  This line was enhanced 
to form a ditch. To the W the rock terracing defined a zig zag or diagonal 
trace running to meet the W end of the Chapel of St Michael1.  

 
Defensive Structures  The main entrance and gatehouse lie close to the Period 2 version. 
 
Residential Structures  On the E side of Courtyard 3 were two separate ranges aligned N-S with a 

gap between -Structure P:1A and Structure P:1B.  These two rose to two 
levels above a ground floor.  It is likely that P:1B abutted the N face of the 
rampart.  A further residential building P:1C lay parallel to the rampart and 
lay to the W of P:1B exploiting the same terrace which defines the S side of 
Courtyard 3.  This building was aligned E-W and may have featured a first 
floor.  On the W side of courtyard 3 was a further building P:1D aligned E-W 
lying to the N of the W end of P:1C and extending westwards to the limit of 
the Period 1 curtain. 

 

                                                 
1 It remains to be established beyond doubt the exact location of the Chapel of St. Michael. Throughout the text therefore, reference to the 
Chapel’s whereabouts should be qualified somewhat by this observation. 
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Formal Buildings  The NW corner of Courtyard 3 is defined by the Chapel of St Michael P:1E 
which ran obliquely down from the western limits of the castle enclosure 
along part of the northern side of Courtyard 3 and the southern side of 
Courtyard 1.  There was a gap between P:1E and P:1D. 

 
Overall the principal buildings within the curtain wall on the SW corner of 
the castle were grouped around Courtyard 1 and may be regarded as an 
integrated complex featuring ranges/hall (P:1A, P:1B, P:1C), service structure 
P:1D, Chapel (P:1E). 

 
Access  Gaps between separate buildings around Courtyard 3 provided natural 

routes between Courtyards 1, 2 and 3.  A perimeter route may have been 
achieved via the curtain wall itself. 
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PERIOD 2: LATE 15TH CENTURY TO EARLY 16TH CENTURY 
 
Defensive Walls   The forework of James IV was built off the earlier masonry and followed the 

same line.  At ground level the forework featured new gun positions creating 
a battery on either side of P:2A.  These gun positions were accessed via a gap 
between N face of forework and S side of P:2C and new trance under P:2C. 

 
Defensive Structures  A W tower was built within the new Forework and may have been floored to 

second floor level (P:2A). This was one of a series of mural towers along the 
new rampart and complimented a new , towered gatehouse.  

 
Residential Structures   P:1A and P:1B are combined at first floor level to create P:2B.  This new 

combined structure was vaulted at ground level. P:2C is extended to meet the 
W side of P:2B and rises to at least first floor over vaulted basements. 

 
Gallery  A new route was established over the demolished remains of P:1D running 

from the W end of P:2C towards the Chapel of St Michael (P:2F).  This gallery 
probably projected beyond the N side of the extended P:2F to meet the E face 
of the Kings Old Buildings.  This gallery operated at ground and first floor 
levels and possibly overlooked a garden or terrace (T:1) immediately to the 
W. 

 
Service Structures   A kitchen was established (P:2E) S of P:2F and W of P:2B. 
 
Formal Buildings  The Chapel of St Michael may have been extended on its southern side to 

accommodate the new P:2D gallery which in order to meet the Chapel 
ground floor was built on two levels. 

 
Open Spaces  Courtyard 3 is now defined on at least three sides by extended ranges P:2B 

P:2C and gallery P:2D.  Within the line of the western curtain and S of the 
new kitchen P:2E was and open space accessed by two ground floor doors in 
gallery P:2D. 

 
Access  The beginnings of a ground floor system of trances/passages is in place these 

include a passage running below P:2B, passage linking Courtyard 3 and the S 
alley (running between P:2A and P:2C).  P:2D represents formal access route 
between P:2C, P:2F and possibly P:2 G at first floor level with ground floor 
access to Terrace 1 and Courtyard 3. 
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PERIOD 3: MID-16TH CENTURY  
 
Defensive Walls  The James IV forework is lowered and thickened on its northern side on the E 

side of the Princes Tower P:3A.  A new W wall is created projecting beyond 
the line of Period 1 / 2 this wall  retains a significant earthwork below the 
level of the Period 2 Terrace 1. 

 
Defensive Structures  The Princes Tower is now floored on three levels with access throughout via 

circular stair.  Period 2 gate house retained.  
 
Residential Structures  Establishment of three ranges comprising service accommodation and formal 

spaces on three levels to the N, E and S sides of the new Lion’s Den. 
 
Gallery    The W gallery is retained from Period 2 and links with new N and S ranges. 
 
Service Structures  The Period 2 kitchen is extended/ rebuilt P:2E. 
 
Formal Buildings  Period 1 / 2 chapel retained. 
 
Open Spaces  Courtyard 3 is converted to Lions Den. Terrace 1 is extended to form two 

level earthwork the Ladies Lookout. 
 
Access  A system of route ways at ground level is established recycling Period 2 

trances and alleys allowing access between at least Courtyard 2 and the 
Lion’s Den and Ladies Lookout.  Principal level access was consciously of a 
room by room nature, at upper level access was very simple with each range 
linked to the next via gable doors.  Access from ground to top floor was 
limited to two areas the Princes Tower and a stair towards the NE corner of 
the Lions Den. Creation of S trance at ground floor. 
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PERIOD 4: LATE 16TH CENTURY TO EARLY 17TH CENTURY 
 
Residential Structures Creation of apartments at NE corner of upper floor of Palace block. 
 
Gallery   New gallery built on W side of Lion’s Den. 
 
Formal Buildings  The Chapel of St Michael is replaced by new Chapel Royal on N side of 

Courtyard 1. 
 
Access The NE stair in Lion’s Den is converted at principal level to link new 

apartments above King’s Bed Chamber and King’s Presence Chamber. 
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PERIOD 5:  MID-17TH CENTURY 
 
Residential Structures The upper floor of the Palace block is converted into a series of suites of 

rooms. 
 
Gallery   A N gallery or corridor is established at upper floor level. 
 
Access     A system of passages and corridors is established at upper floor level. 
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PERIOD 6: LATE 17TH CENTURY 
 
Residential Structures The floor level of the upper floor of the Palace block is raised retaining the 

Period 5 layout. 
 
Service structures The Chapel of St Michael is converted into a kitchen replacing 

collapsed/redundant Period 2 and 3 structure.  Creation of kitchen and 
subdivision of room suggest two floors. 

 
Access  Forestair constructed over main entrance to Palace to upper floor kitchen and 

Palace. 
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PERIOD 7: EARLY 18TH CENTURY TO MID-18TH CENTURY 
 
Defensive Walls  New battery created over remains of Period 3 Ladies Lookout. 
 
Residential Structures  Temporary conversion of principal floor spaces into barracks. 
 
Gallery    Floor level raised. 
 
Service structures Ground floor chambers are now separated off and subdivided. 
 
Access     All residual routes on all three levels retained. New forestair. 
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PERIOD 8: MID-18TH CENTURY TO LATE 19TH CENTURY 
 
Defensive Walls  New crenellations put on reduced gatehouse and over façade of new toilet 

block W of Princes Tower. Parapet on Ladies Lookout battery raised and gun 
positions repaired. 

 
Service structures New ablution block constructed on site of Terrace 1.  Further lavatory 

facilities created at W side of Ladies lookout battery, area immediately W of 
Princes Tower and in Lion’s Den. Insertion of Mezzanine floor. 

 
Access Elevated walkway inserted along S side of Lion’s Den. New stair from 

Queen’s Bedchamber to upper floor. 
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PERIOD 9:  EARLY 20TH CENTURY TO MID-20TH CENTURY 
   
Gallery   Subdivided. 
 
Service Structures Bathrooms and WCs inserted on upper floor.  Creation of canteen and 

recreation space at principal floor level N and E ranges. 
 
Formal Buildings  Conversion of parts of S range upper floor and third floor of Princes Tower 

into dining room and officer’s mess. 
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PERIOD 10: MID-20TH CENTURY TO PRESENT 
   
Gallery    Conversion to museum space. 
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CHAPTER 2: VAULT LEVEL 
 

V:01 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Doors Door to E (V01.2.004/V01A.2). 
  
Details It combines residual structures under the Period 3 E Range and the new formal 

facades on the E and N sides of the Palace. The door to the east has two separate 
arches suggesting that the palace E wall was built against an existing wall and this 
opening continued in use. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Service / storage/ access. 
 
Layout Trapezoid –almost rectangular (regular apart from E wall)  
 
Plan 10.4-11.2m (E/W) x 5.6m (N/S)   
  
Doors 2 doors: 1 in the S wall (V01.3.003) and the other in the E wall  (V01.2.004/V01A.2)  
 
Windows 1 window in S wall (V01.3.012) 
 
Details It combines residual structures under the Period 3 E Range and the new formal 

facades on the E and N sides of the Palace.  
 
Discussion This room is largely Period 3 – and is result of borrowed space created by height of 

bedrock at W side of room. It is built against residual N wall of Period 1 / 2 masonry 
to S.  It originally linked to narrow access passage (V.04) below King’s Closet via the 
original S door and as such formed part of vault level route to Lions Den and / or  
V:07 and the Transe.  (V:08).  This route extended to the Lower Square via one of the 
well formed Period 3 E façade doorways (V01A.2). This is a linking space between 
outside and vault level service/escape? route.  The window opens into the Lion’s Den 
and is not a defensive type. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Storage/ part of interlinked cellarage  
 
Doors New door inserted linking directly to V:02.  Period 3 door blocked to V:04 
 
Details Numerous dooks suggest use of walls for storage, hooks shelving etc.  
 
Discussion  The room forms part of integrated cellarage along all E Range. Easy access from 

Lower Square and interlinked with 3 other cellars.  Comparable usage to Great Hall 
lower floors with access from E side.  
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PERIOD 8 
 
Function Canteen Cellar 
 
Doors Door to V:02 shown on plan OS plan of 1858. 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan, 1858 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Storage and Services (boiler house) 
 
Layout Subdivision of space to enclose boilers etc.  New ‘decking’ to create platform at E end 

of room. 
 
Discussion Final works reflect introduction of heating system within officer’s accommodation , 

messing, bar etc. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of SE corner in V01 ARCHIVE ID. 1433 31/07/2003 
 Blocked door to V02 in V01.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1434 31/07/2003 
 General view of V01.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1435 31/07/2003 
 General view of V01.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1436 31/07/2003 
 General view of ceiling in V01 ARCHIVE ID. 1437 31/07/2003 
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V:02 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function Ground floor/undercroft of 3 storey building – probable service function for upper 

floors 
 
Layout Discrete structure, separated from a larger and more complex building to the S, by an 

open passage , reflected by V:03 
 
Plan 5.7m (E/W) x 6.9m (E/W) 
 
Doors 1 door in S wall 
 
Windows E window(s) obscured by Period 3 E wall .  W window shown by V:02.4.008 
 
Discussion This space is the undercroft of a building which lies to the N of another multiphase 

structure , separated by a passage – V:03.  It appears to have its N wall on same line 
as Period 3 S wall of V:01.  It is of relatively light construction when compared to the 
Period 3 Palace with walls c.1m thick 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Ground floor/undercroft of 3 storey building – probable service function for upper 

floors 
 
Layout Discrete structure, separated from a larger and more complex building to the S, by a 

passage , reflected by V:03  
Plan 5.7m (E/W) x 6.9m (E/W) 
 
Doors 1 door in S wall  
 
Windows E window(s) obscured by Period 3 E wall .  W window shown by V:02.4.008 
 
Discussion This space is the undercroft of a building which lies to the N of another multiphase 

structure , separated by a passage – V:03.  It appears to have its N wall on same line 
as Period 3 S wall of V:01.  It is of relatively light construction when compared to the 
Period 3 Palace with walls c.1m thick 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Service /Storage/ Access, served by passages to S and E (V:03 and V:04) 
 
Layout Irregular Rectangle 
 
Plan 4.9m – 5.7m (E/W) x 6.9m (N/S) 
  
Doors Access only via Period 2 S door 
 
Windows 1 new window in E wall 
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Discussion Part of cellular arrangement of service spaces or cellars, with access passages on 2 
sides. This is quite distinct from linked cellarage and suggests separation of usage for 
each service space. There was no direct link with V:01. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Residential/ occupied – special accommodation or work space 
 
Layout Subdivision of room along line midway between new fireplaces 
 
Fireplace 2 new fireplaces 
 
Doors New door in N wall 
 
Discussion  No longer storage – V:02 divided into 2 small rooms , each with a Period 3 E window 

and new fireplace.  The subdivision has necessitated the new N door 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function  Canteen 
 
Windows New window inserted in E wall to the S of an existing Period 3 aperture (also 

widened in this period). 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan, 1858    
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of W end of V02.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1424 31/07/2003 

General view of V02.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1425 31/07/2003 
General view of V02.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1426 31/07/2003 
General view of V02.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1427 31/07/2003  
General view of V02.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1428 31/07/2003 
Two fireplaces in V02.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1429 31/07/2003 
Northernmost fireplace in V02.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1430 31/07/2003 
Arch (middle-top) in V02.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1431 31/07/2003 
General view of V02.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1432 31/07/2003 
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V:03 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Open passage from Lower Square to Lion’s Den 
 
Layout Irregular rectangle – widening towards E  
 
Plan c.1.2m wide at W end x c.2m wide at E end 
 
Doors E entrance now obscured by Period 3 E door, W end defined by outer SE corner of 

Period 2 V:02  
 
Discussion This is the narrow space between 2 free standing buildings allowing access from 

Lower Square to Period 2 precursor to Lion’s Den – another courtyard  
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Part of new enclosed access/ service passage network with V:04  
 
Layout Irregular - , new E door forced extreme realignment at E end of passage – creating 

dogleg plan 
 
Plan Overall length c.9m x width ranging from 1m – 2m. 
 
Doors New E door- part of ornamental E façade of Palace 
 
Discussion Recycled borrowed space to form central E/W leg of ground floor service / access 

route for East range of Palace. Doors open off the passage and it joins the N/S leg 
(V:04) at right angles creating T shaped plan.  Whether resulting plan of passage 
network is deliberate or simply function of existing plan(s) is not known 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function  Canteen 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan, 1858 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of the E end of V03 ARCHIVE ID. 1399 31/07/2003 

General view of the W end of V03 ARCHIVE ID. 1400 31/07/2003 
Door detail in N elevation of V03 ARCHIVE ID. 1401 31/07/2003 
Detail of void between false ceilings of V03 ARCHIVE ID. 1402 31/07/2003 
E side of V03A ARCHIVE ID. 1403 31/07/2003 
General view of S end of V03A ARCHIVE ID. 1404 31/07/2003 
W side of V03A ARCHIVE ID. 1405 31/07/2003 
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V:04 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Discussion The Period 3 arrangements may be revision of similar narrow gallery or timber work 

built out from W face of E wall of V:04 on evidence of corbels at upper level .  Similar 
sequence to W Range.  

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Service / Access 
 
Layout Irregular – roughly rectangular 
 
Plan 15m N/S x 1.7-1.9m E/W (when combined with V:04A) 
 10m N/S x 1.9m E/W ( without V:04A) 
 
Doors 4 doors: N door V:04.1.001, E door V:04.2.018, S door V:04.3.010, W door V:04.4.015.)  
 
Windows Including V:04A there are possibly four apertures in the W wall of this space.  Two of 

them are gun loops (V:04.4.009 & V:04A.4.003) and it is possible that these are later 
insertions but more likely that they are original features, possibly even earlier than 
Period 3.  One window may have originally been a door but was reconstructed as a 
window in Period 9, and one appears to still be intact. 

  
Discussion This chamber was combined with  (V:04A) to create single passage.  The irregularity 

is due to combination of 2 Period 1/2 structures beneath Period 3 E Range. This space 
is entirely Period 3 work and is built over Period1 / 2 courtyard.  By building a new 
W wall some 2m W of the W walls of the 2 earlier buildings, a new passage was 
created. The chamber had 1 door leading  to the Lions Den. Shape of windows may 
be similar to V:017.  

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Doors Present window V:W10 marked as ‘Door going to lyons Den on plan of 1719 (NLS 

MS.1646 Z.02/22c) and shown on elevation of same date (NLS MS. 1646/18a) 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Doors Plan of 1900 (HS 340/291/L/153) marks present window V:W10 as ‘old door’.  This has 

been blocked and rebuilt as a window. 
  
Windows Frames and panes replaced: V:04.4.016 & V:04.4.017 and V:04.4.025 & V:04.4.026 
 
Details Introduction of electrical cabling 
 
Documents ‘Stirling Castle Palace of James 5th. No 2 Plan of Cellars, Dungeons etc’,  J Gillespie, 

July 1900 (HS 340/291/L/153). 
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PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of S end of V04 ARCHIVE ID. 1409 31/07/2003 

General view of S end of V04 ARCHIVE ID. 1410 31/07/2003 
General view of the W end of V03 ARCHIVE ID. 1411 31/07/2003 
Door at S end of V04.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1412 31/07/2003 
Door at S end of V04.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1413 31/07/2003 
Window at S end of V04.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1414 31/07/2003 
General view of the N end of V04 ARCHIVE ID. 1415 31/07/2003 
Detail of window in V04.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1416 31/07/2003 
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V:04A 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Discussion Junction between Period 1 E Range S building and Period 1 S Range.  All pre vaulting  
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function A vaulted passage leading towards V:07  
 
Layout Irregular – open ended rectangle 
 
Doors 2 doors .W door (V:04A.4.006) leading to Period 2 S Range.  S door (V:04A.2.007).  

Also Arched doorway on N side of passage (V:04A.1.006) 
 
Discussion This short passage is part of access of Period 2 building – from N, via door 

V:04A.4.006.  The W wall has been sleeved by Period 3 work. The vault overlies 
Period 1 walling .This access resembles Period 2 W Range. Possible forestair – private 
access with V:09 as service/ ground floor route. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Along with V:04, this forms the W access/ service passage for the E Range of the 

Palace. 
 
Layout Irregular –open ended rectangle  
 
Discussion W Door blocked with arrival of outer (W) face of W wall. Now provides through 

route to S transe via V:07 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Doors S door blocked  
 
Discussion Compartmentalisation of Period 3 passage/vault arrangement 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows Opening in V:04A.4 shown blocked on inside on Gillespie plan of 1900 (HS 

340/291/L/153). Opening wide mouth loop gun in V:04A.4. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Windows  Photograph of c 1912 (ARCHIVE ID 62) shows new stonework around former door in 

V:W10. 
 
Documents Photograph of c 1912 (ARCHIVE ID 62).  
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PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of S end of V04A ARCHIVE ID. 1406 31/07/2003 

General view of N end of V04A ARCHIVE ID. 1407 31/07/2003 
Detail of W elevation of V04A ARCHIVE ID. 1408 31/07/2003 
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V:05 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function Cellarage below block standing to 3 storeys 
 
Layout Vaulted undercroft .  N/S vault 
 
Plan Rectangular : 5.4m (E/W) x  3.2m (N/S 
 
Doors 2 doors .1 door.  in W wall (V:05.4.003).  1 door in S wall (V:05.3.003 
 
Windows 1 surviving in W wall (V:05.4.013), possible E window obscured by Period 3 version ( 

V:05.2.008 
 
Discussion This chamber is Northernmost of 2 ground floor chambers of large rectangular 

structure built against the Forework, running N/S. The W door is external access with 
S door linking to neighbouring vault to S. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Cellarage below block standing to 3 storeys  
 
Layout Vaulted undercroft .  N/S vault 
 
Plan Rectangular : 5.4m (E/W) x  3.2m (N/S) 
 
Doors 2 doors .1 door.  in W wall (V:05.4.003).  1 door in S wall (V:05.3.003) 
 
Windows 1 surviving in W wall (V:05.4.013), possible E window obscured by Period 3 version ( 

V:05.2.008) 
  
Discussion Northernmost of a series of 3 vaults below Period 2 building.  The Period 1 structure 

now linked with Period 2 S range of vaults. Both doors probably date from Period 1, 
window in W wall now opening into adjoining S range 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Part of passage and cellar network – service/storage 
 
Layout Vaulted undercroft .  N/S vault  
 
Plan Rectangular : 5.4m (E/W) x  3.2m (N/S) , plus deep W window embrasure 
 
Doors N door inserted (V:05.1.006), all Period 1 / 2 doors retained 
 
Windows W window blocked (as in S windows of Period 2 S range). New E window ( 

V:05.2.006) now inserted (over Period 1/ 2 version?)  
Discussion Direct access now introduced from central E/W cross passage (V:03) 
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PERIOD 7 
 
Function Accommodation / work area 
 
Layout Vaulted undercroft .  N/S vault 
 
Plan Rectangular : 5.4m (E/W) x  3.2m (N/S) , plus deep W window embrasure 
 
Fireplace Fireplace inserted in N wall (V:05.1.006) 
 
Doors Period 1 W door blocked and converted to cupboard  
 
Discussion Vault now has potential for accommodation .  Similar alterations as V:01 and V:02 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function  Canteen 
 
Windows Period 3 window in E wall widened and new frame inserted. 
 
Documents A letter of 7 June 1830 from A Byham notes that the L Governor of Stirling had, at his 

own expense, made ‘a window situated on the left of the entrance to the canteen, by 
enlarging it so as to allow the cellar to be made into a habitable room (PRO 
WO55/822).  
OS 1:500 plan, 1858 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs Blocked aperture detail in V05.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1420 31/07/2003 

General view of W end of V05 ARCHIVE ID. 1421 31/07/2003 
General view of E end of V05 ARCHIVE ID. 1422 31/07/2003 
Door in V05.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1423 31/07/2003 
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V:06 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function N part of large chamber. Service /accommodation/ work space. 
 
Layout N half of large, almost square space, at ground floor of large building against N face 

of Forework  
 
Plan When combined with V:08 overall dimensions are c.7m x 7m. 
 
Doors N door 
 
Windows Sites obscured by later work in E and W walls 
 
Discussion The overall space is almost tower like in plan and defines a important mural structure 

and along with the building over V:02,  separates Lower Square from pre Lions Den 
courtyard  

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Service / storage 
 
Layout New vaults introduced within subdivided Period 1 chamber- V:06 is N half of this 

new arrangement 
Plan Irregular: 6m (E/W) x 3m (N/S) 
 
Windows Obscured by Period 3 work in E wall 
 
Discussion The vaulting over V:06 and V:08 (E end) is part of Period 2 S Range arrangements.  

Access via V:04A on N side and archway in V:08 (between V:10 and V:11) This 
chamber does not change after this Period. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows Period 3 window in E wall probably reuses the site of an earlier window V:06.2.009 
 
PERIOD 7 
  
Doors Plan of 1719 (NLS MS.1646 Z.02/22c) shows opening to S in V:16.3. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS.1646 Z.02/22c). 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function  Canteen 
 
Windows E window V:06.2.009 enlarged and new frame inserted. 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan, 1858 
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PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of W end of V06 ARCHIVE ID. 1417 31/07/2003 

General view of E end of V06 ARCHIVE ID. 1418 31/07/2003 
W end of floor of V06 ARCHIVE ID. 1419 31/07/2003 
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V:06A 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function This chamber first appears: subdivision of Period 2 chamber. Original function 

unknown 
 
Doors E door inserted V:06.4.004 
 
Discussion This space appears to predate 20thC use as strongroom. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Doors Reinforced door inserted 
 
Discussion The chamber is by now a strongroom.  
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V:07 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function Part of extended S Range – forms E side of range, extending N   
 
Layout Combined with V:04A and V:09,10,11,12,and 13 to create long ground floor space. 
 
Doors E door to V:05 (V:07.2.006) 
 
Windows E window to V:05 (V:07.2.002) 
 
Discussion Forms extreme E end of large single building truncated and subdivided in Period 2 

and Period 3. The E window may not be open at this time but is definitely not 
abandoned until Period 2 / 3. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Forms Easternmost cellar in newly subdivided Period 2 S range. 
 
Layout New W wall inserted (V:07.4.001), new vault inserted (V:07.6.001). 
 
Plan unknown extent to N. 
 
Doors Period 1 E door still retained. New S door V:07.3.002.  
 
Windows New window or possible door inserted in W wall (V:07.4.002) . 
 
Discussion Part of suite of cellars at ground level of S Range. The subdivision of the Period 1 

range features a pend or passage immediately on W side of chamber, reflected by 
window / door in W wall opening into open air. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Part of suite of service/storage spaces served by newly enclosed/ covered system of 

passage (V:08) and rooms off.  May have had access/escape function for W Transe. 
  

Layout New N wall built (V:07.1.001) S wall widened against S face to receive flying arch in 
V:08 

 
Plan Rectangular 5m E/W x 3m N/S. 
 
Doors 2 doors .Period 2 S door extended through thickened S wall.  Still direct access to 

V:04/V:04A on N side of chamber.  The N aperture described as window may have 
been converted to a door prior to its blocking in Period 7. 

 
Windows New N window (V:07.1.004) E and W windows blocked. 
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Discussion The Period 2 cellular range with access between S wall and N face of Forework is 
now enclosed as part of substructure of new Palace. This is wider than any 
predecessor but saw truncation of N limits of Period 2 range, to conform with the 
Lions Den.  It forms the junction between S and W Trances 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Converts to separate/ discrete space in series of secure vaults/cells.  
 
Windows  N window altered, possibly obscuring Period 3 features. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows  New window frame installed in N window. 
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V:08 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function A defensive feature. The space that was roofed over in Period 3 may have been partly 

open in Period 1 at its W end. It was the gap between a S range, parallel to the 
Forework and Princes Tower, running E/W.  It stopped at its E end where it met the 
W wall of a Period 1 structure abutting the N face of the Forework. This suggests that 
the passage allowed access to V:07 (via S door) but more significantly for guns 
mounted at ground level firing through the Forework.  

 
Layout Irregular Rectangle c.31m long (E/W) x c.3m wide (N/S) 
 
Discussion A door site S of the dividing wall between V:10 and V:11, shows that the passage was 

could be blocked at this point with a door that opened to the E, implying that this 
accessed a space on its W side.  Windows in the S wall of the Period 1 S range suggest 
that the space was open up to the door site. This point coincides with access to the N 
side of the Princes Tower. The clear separation of the defensive elements of the 
Forework /Princes Tower, from residential structures along S Range and on E side , 
allows access to gun positions and wall head, independent of the accommodation 
blocks. The door in effect shows entry to a ground floor gun battery within the 
Forework which was vaulted over. It did not need to provide a link with the Lower 
Square at this time, rather it offered access along the N side of the Forework for 
gunnery on either side of the Princes Tower. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Period 1 S range is converted to vaults, a pend to Lions Den inserted  - Period 1 

layout for pend remains the same .  A defensive feature. 
 
Layout As Period 1. 
 
Discussion With the introduction of the pend (V:09) to the Lions Den precursor, access to S 

Battery was enabled from the N of the S Range in a more direct manner than in 
Period 1. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function No longer primarily a defensive feature, becomes part of network of service routes on 

3 sides of palace at ground level. 
 
Layout The Period 1 / 2  passage is extended to the Lower Square by breaking through W 

wall of Period1 / 2 block and creating an E door to the Transe. It is now a through 
route E/W with an offshoot N to new Lions Den, recycling the Period 2 access point , 
and vaulting over the W end of the Period 1 / 2 passage. It is reinforced with flying 
arches to support new walls above as the new Palace S range spans the entire space 
between redrafted N side of Period 2 S range and the Period 2 Forework itself. This 
embeds the Princes Tower within the Palace and necessitates the projection 
Southwards of the Forework in the form of Pipers Walk. 
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Plan Irregular rectangle c.40m long (E/W) x 2- 3m wide (N/S) 
 
Doors New E door (V:08.2.002) new W door V:08.4.002 
 
Discussion The new Palace E Façade saw creation of new E door into Transe which in turn is a 

fully covered service passage providing the only E/W  route at ground level for the 
Palace.  Redundant gun positions were abandoned and new bracing/ relieving arches 
were inserted as primary building work over transe and pend to Lions Den. W end of 
Transe received new vaulting, mid-section retained largely Period 1 / 2 vaulting 
while E end saw retention of Period 2 vaulting within basement of Period 2 E block .  
The door inserted at the W end of the transe breaches Period 1 / 2 masonry supplying 
access out towards the Ladies Lookout.  The door may relate to Period 7 access to the 
Ladies Lookout gun battery but it is possible that the door led to a lower terrace 
which was then elevated to create the Period 7 gun battery. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Discussion It is possible that the present W door V:08.4.002 relates entirely to access on to new 

gun battery however the battery is itself built over an earlier enclosure or revetting 
wall dated from Period 3 which may have only been accessed via the W end of the 
transe. 

PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 366, E end, June 1971. 
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V:08A 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Gun position 
 
Layout Embrasure with angled sides 
 
Plan Entrance 2.4m deep ,2m wide at N tapering to800mm at S end. 
 
Doors Access from N.(V:08A.1.001) 
 
Details Arched opening V8A:.3.007 , V:8A.3.004, V:8A.3.015  V:8A,2.008.  Below floor drain 

empties out beneath opening and drains from V:09 
 
Discussion The embrasure in Period 2, was lower than the Transe floor and opened through 

original Forework (V:8A.3.005).  When the Forework was thickened on its N face in 
Period 3 , the embrasure was extended Northwards with new sides and vaulted roof.  
The Period 2 ground level S of the Period 2 S Range is close to the present level, 
however, it is possible that the ground level within the embrasure was echoed by the 
S end of The Period 2 E Block. There is the possibility that the embrasure is only 
survivor of some form of gun tower or battery running along the N face of the Period 
2 Forework E of the Princes Tower. The would be set at lower level than the Transe in 
the form of some sort of casement.  The low level may also reflect some means of 
expelling smoke. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Gun Position 
 
Layout As Period 2 but with additional squared ante chamber at N end. 
 
Plan 4.4m deep x800mm wide at S end, x 1.5m wide at its N end. 
 
Doors As Period 2 
 
Details The Period 3 embrasure retained the Period 2 outer elements, slightly enlarging the 

opening and adding a N access chamber within the thickness of the new , additional 
masonry (V:8A.4.008) built against the N face of the Period 2 Forework (V:8A.4.002, 
003, 004, 005, 006, 007)  Due to drop in bedrock, the roof of this feature was higher at 
the N end of the chamber with new vaulting V:8A. 3.008 etc. The floor is crude and 
has been cut back from bedrock terrace edge.  

 
Discussion This was created by extending Period 2 gun position into, a longer chamber, still a 

gun position. The last of a series retained as a single embrasure off the new narrow 
Transe.  
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PERIOD 7 
 
Function Storage/cell 
 
Layout As Period 3 but with outer (S) opening blocked 
 
Discussion Outer opening blocked off when gun position redundant or space useful for other 

purposes. As in cases of all cellarage of the Transe by Period 7, they represent small 
discrete, secure chambers, some of which were cells. 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 810, March 1997. 
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V:08B 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Storage space : sentry position?  : Vent for smoke?  
 
Layout Small rectangular area  
 
Plan 3m (N/S) x 1.4m (E/W) 
 
Details Simple recess within thickness of new build. 
 
Discussion This space created by leaving gap between NE corner of Princes Tower and W end of 

new thickening (V:08B.2.001) This space was furnished with doorway and vaulted 
roof (V:08B:6.001) 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Coal cellar. 
 
Discussion Reduced role to coal store. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 809, March 1997. 
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V:08C 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function Ground floor entrance to Princes Tower spiral stair. 
 
Layout Door straight on to stairs. 
 
Plan 1.2m long  (N/S) x 800mm wide at N end (E/W). 
 
Doors V:08C:1.001.  
 
Discussion A primary feature of the Princes Tower. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Access to upper floors of Princes Tower  
 
Discussion Princes Tower embedded within new Forework. The line of the Period 2 Forework 

was similar  to that surviving on E of Princes Tower.  The W equivalent was accessed 
at wall head level by the Princes Tower spiral stair. This wall has been removed or 
reduced. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Access to upper floors of Princes Tower – only means of reaching upper floor from 

vault  
Level.  

 
Layout Entrance vestibule. 
 
Plan 2m long (N/S) x 1.2m (E/W). 
 
Details Aumbry added (V:08A.3.006)  
 
Discussion This access route only one to top floor of Palace on S side.  Critical link between 

Princes quarters and rest of Palace.  The Period 3 doorway recycles Period 1 and 2 
aperture and is cut through thickening against N face of Period 2 Forework. 
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V:09 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function This space was part of open ground floor of S range where it met W face of Period 1 

structure (abutting the N face of the Forework) possible forestair. 
 
Discussion May be fossilised Period 1 access to S Range pre subdivision. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Entrance pend under Period 2 S Range.  Connects Pre Lions Den Courtyard with 

Period 2 vaulted area of Transe , serving gun positions and cellarage under Period S 
range.  This forms ground floor access with route via V:04A for upstairs access. 

 
Layout Wide passage 6.4m long (N/S) x 1.8m wide (E/W). 
 
Plan c.7m long (N/S) x 2m wide (E/W). 
 
Windows Single angled defensive loop in E wall (V:09.2.006). 
 
Discussion Part of vaulting and service route serving gun battery at ground floor, discrete access 

separate from accommodation at 1st floor. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function N end truncated in line with N face of S Range / S façade of the new Lions Den. 

Access route from S Transe and Lions Den. One of 2 routes to Lions Den  - only one at 
Ground level.  A service route for maintenance  - no apparent defensive role. 

 
Layout Wide passage now shortened to conform with Period 3 Palace plan.  No door. Period 

3 wall line carried over the passage via ashlar arch (V:09.6.002).  
 
Plan 6.4m long (N/S) x 2m wide (E/W). 
 
Windows Loop blocked (V:09.2.006). 
 
Discussion The artillery access route of Period 2, now becomes service route for Lions Den, and 

part of network of service passages under Principal Level. 
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V:10 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function E end of single large ground floor building / chamber or E chamber of 2 room ground 

floor. 
 
Layout Probably rectangular space running into/ combining with V:07. 
 
Plan Possibly up to 12m long (E/W) x 4m wide (N/S). 
  
Discussion The Wide N wall may relate to subdivision of Period 1 Ground floor plan between 

V:10 and V:11. The changes of Period 3 may have recycled Period 1 N wall façade  
within Period 3 Lions Den S façade.  More likely that this wall is Period 3 as in V11 
etc. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Subdivided Period 1 range features series of cellars (V:12, V:11, V:10 and V:07) plus 

passage V:09.  These chambers newly vaulted supporting accommodation at 1st floor 
above. May relate to use of ground floor as some form of battery- Storage, 
Casements? 

 
Layout Probably rectangular space. 
 
Plan  c.4m N/S x 3,2m E/W.   
 
Doors 2 doors: E door (V:10.2.002) and S door (V:10.3.003). 
 
Discussion Part of Period 2 S range cellarage. Linked to both Transe and Passage.  
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Part of cellars/ vaults on N side of Transe – service / storage space. 
 
Layout Square chamber 
 
Plan 3.2m x 3.2m 
 
Doors E door blocked 
 
Windows V:10.1.003 
 
Discussion New window in N wall (V:10.1.003) part of Lions Den S façade fenestration .  Large 

deep embrasure.  The N wall (V:10.1.001) is part of new Lions Den layout – thickened 
at this point for load bearing for walls above. 
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PERIOD 7 
 
Function The Period 3 vaults on N side of Transe – saw some use as cells.  
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Stores 
 
Windows Original windows replaced with present window frames and panes etc. 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan, 1858. 
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V:11 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function W end of large Ground Floor chamber / possibly E end of W chamber of 2 chamber 

ground floor layout 
 
Plan 4.4m wide (N/S) 
 
Windows S window 
 
Discussion May be combined with V:12 to form W chamber of 2 chamber layout with E end 

reflected by V10 + V:09 + V:07.  E end of V!! echoes entrance to enclosed area of 
Transe .  Original windows and doorway unclear. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Becomes part of Period 2 cellarage – as in V:10 etc 
 
Layout Rectangular  
 
Plan c.4.4m (N/S) x 3.8m (E/W) 
 
Doors Door inserted on S wall 
 
Windows S window blocked 
 
Discussion The new vaulting over new subdivided ground floor saw new doors inserted off S 

Transe – blocking S window , suggesting N wall may have had window in Period 2 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function As V:10 – becomes part of Vaults supporting new S Range of Palace, Period 2 N wall 

replaced with new N wall. 
 
Layout c. Square 4m x 4m 
 
Windows New window in N wall 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function May have seen use as prison cell. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Stores 
 
Windows Original windows replaced with present window frames and panes etc. 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan, 1858 
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V:12 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function W end of ground floor range , possible W end of W chamber in 2 chamber plan if 

combine with V:11. 
 
Layout Rectangular. 
 
Plan c4.4m N/S x uncertain length (E/W). 
 
Windows S wall 
 
Discussion As in V:10 etc, this forms part of large Ground floor chamber – possibly extending as 

far as E wall of V:07 – a distance of 21.4m or as far as E wall of V11- a distance of 
8.8m.  Access unclear but likely in long walls – probably on N side where range 
defined S side of courtyard preceding Period Lions Den. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Subdivided Period 1 range forms cellars / casements for Period 2 battery / 

accommodation S block. 
 
Layout Rectangular. 
 
Plan 4.4m (N/S) x 4m E/W. 
 
Doors New door in S wall. 
 
Windows S window blocked. 
 
Discussion As V:11. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function As V:11. 
 
Layout Square 4m x 4m. 
 
Windows New N window.  
 
Discussion New N wall and window. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Saw use as prison cell. 
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PERIOD 8 
 
Function Stores 
 
Windows Period 3 N window replaced with present arrangement. 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan, 1858. 
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V:13 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function Access / pend / antechamber : intermediate space.  May be regarded as private route 

to areas out to W . 
Combined with V:16.  V:16A and S end of V:17 as L shaped chamber At W end of S 
range, pre  Period 2 subdivision.  Acts as antechamber to probably 3 areas or suites of 
rooms.  To the E is the large ground floor undercroft of the Period 1 S Range. To the 
N is a  version of the W Range and to the W is the structure at the SE corner of the 
defensive circuit.  This room is the intermediate space between specific 
accommodation.  

 
Layout L shaped (when combined with V:16, V:16A and S end of V:17) 
 
Plan Maximum 8m N/S x 6m E/W. Minimum width (E/W) is 3m.  
 
Doors 1 door in E wall (V:13.3.003) probably combined with a N door ( defined by one side 

of an arch at S end  of  W  wall of V:17, a  S door ( obscured by present S door of 
V:16:A) and a W door (obscured by Period 8 W window in V:16A). 

 
Discussion This represents the SW corner of a partial circuit (no N Range in Period 1).It links the 

W side with S side and probably accessed further chambers out along the defensive 
wall at the SW corner of its circuit. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Access pend / Transe – linked with S Transe. Part of interlinking access routes on S,W 

and E sides of palace.  Service space. 
This chamber is now combined with V:16, V:16A and all of V:17.  This creates the 
undercroft for W Range and  lies N of Period 3 covered Transe.  The N wall of V:13 is 
replaced by new wall, on line of S façade of Lions Den. 

 
Layout Extended L shape (combining V:16,V16A and V:17). 
 
Plan Max length N/S 17m , maximum width (at S end ) is 6m , diminishing to 2.4m 

towards the N. 
 
Doors Period 2 S door retained, Period 2 N door (within V:16/V:17) dismantled, Period 1 W 

door possibly blocked.  
 
Windows New window in N wall (V:13.1.012) .  New window in W wall (visible in V:16A – 

V:16A.4.007) 
 
Discussion A version of Period 1 and 2 chamber (combining V:13,V:16, V:16A and V:17) – now  

modified to fit within the Lions Den layout and to run below the Full extent of the W 
Range.  The extension N saw abandonment of a door separating V:16 and V:17 , 
creating a single large chamber.  There are 2 new windows  (in N and W walls), the 
latter replacing a Period 2 door.   
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PERIOD 7 
 
Function Cellar/ Store : Service space. 
 
Layout Approximately square.  
 
Plan 4m (N/S) x 3m wide (E/W) 
 
Doors N window converted to door, new (wide ) door inserted in S wall. 
 
Windows Window light inserted over new S door. 
 
Discussion V:13 appears for the first time, with construction of W wall ( V:13.4.001) which 

subdivides the Period 3 chamber at its S end, creating a long passage (V:16, V:16A 
and V:17) and a small cellar (V:13).  A new door is inserted in S wall, and W wall 
allowing discrete access to Period 7 S Transe or W passage. Reduced light and new 
doors suggest storage and through route from W end of the Lions Den. 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Storage, prison. 
 
Doors N door blocked , S door made smaller. 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan, 1858. 
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V:14 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Storage /service/ defensive/ gun position. 
 
Layout Ground floor of mural tower. 
 
Plan Rectangular: 5.6m N/S x 4m E/W. Slightly irregular – W wall face not straight. 
 
Doors 1 door in N wall. 
 
Windows 1 possible gun loop window in S wall. 
 
Discussion Part of Period 2 Forework – a large tower with accommodation on 3 levels + garret 

level. V:14 is ground floor and opened out on to space between Forework and S side 
of S range.  Surviving wall faces suggest the space was not regular in plan in Period 2 
and was only regularised in Period 3. It seems likely that the outer face of the 
Forework, W of the Princes Tower, lay on similar line as the section to the E. In this 
case, the tower sat between a battery to the E and some form of artillery work on the 
W. The tower serves the Forework batteries as well as forming a separate defensive 
element.  It could accommodate a gun firing through S window/embrasure.  

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Part of vaults complex below Principal floor. Service/Storage. 
 
Layout As Period 2. 
 
Plan As period 2. 
 
Discussion As part of Princes Tower this room was part of service space for Prince’s 

accommodation although no direct access to upper floors via intramural stair. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows Gun Loop replaced by window. 
 
Function Prison, Stores 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan, 1858 
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V:15 A + B + C + D 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Defensive / gun position  
 
Layout Rectangular/ trapezoidal space between N wall and N face of Forework (now robbed/ 

reduced). 
 
Plan 3m (N/S) x 8.4m (E/W) overall, possibly divided in 3 narrow vaults each 2.4m wide 

and 3m long. 
 
Doors 2 doors : V:15C.1.012 , V:15D.1.004. 
 
Discussion V:15 featured a barrel vaulted roof ( 2 or 3) accessed separately from N via open 

space between Forework and S Range.  The vaulted ground floor implies a first floor 
space or platform, with the Forework as it S limit.  Location and form of V:15 
suggests gun battery with 3 casements – 1 per vault.  with loops opening in S face of 
Forework.  The building at 1st floor saw  use as platform or tofall in Period 3, this 
may be same in Period 2.   

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Converted to secured storage in 2 rooms subdividing Period 2 space 
 
Layout 2 chambers – a narrow chamber to the E and a wider one on the W.   
 
Plan E chamber 2.4m (E/W) x 3m (N/W): W chamber 5.4m E/W x 3m (N/S).  
 
Doors 2 new doors V:15C.1.003, V:15D.004. 
 
Discussion New N wall built against Period 2 masonry, arched openings replaced by 2 doors 

linking with new S Transe.  Possible change from use from gun casement to 2 storage 
rooms, separated by new dividing wall (V:15C.2.010).  

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Service, latrines 
 
Layout Period 3 layout dismantled, Forework reduced and new pseudo battlements erected 

creating larger available space for lavatory complex .S end of new potential space 
subdivided into at least 2 rooms recycling N end of Period 3 dividing wall which was 
realigned further W creating almost equal spaces on either side.V:15A and B. 

 
Plan 3 separate spaces – Part of Period 3 chambers retained at N end (V:15C) with 2 

irregular spaces to S (V:15A and B).  
 
Documents Plan HS 340/291/L/3 
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Discussion Dismantling of Period 3 layout quite extensive , particularly removal of Forework 
which effectively moved N side of outer wall further S by using lighter masonry.  

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function As Period 8 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Service 
 
Windows New windows in N wall of both V:15A and B 
 
Discussion Period 8 conversions upgraded as lavatory. 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 360, V:15.3, detail of slate checks, February 1971. 

ARCHIVE ID 871, 1998. 
ARCHIVE ID 872-81: Toilet interior 1998. 
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V:16 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function As V:13. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function As V:13. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function E wall replaced by wide wall supporting W façade of Lions Den. 
 
Windows New E window. 
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function As V:13. 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function As V:13. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function As V:13. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Doors Plan of 1719 (NLS MS.1646 Z.02/22c) shows doorway to S.  
 
Windows Period 3 E window widened. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 labels this room as ‘passage’ (NLS MS.1646 Z.02/22c) 
 
Discussion Floor raised to provide level route along full length of passage as far as steps down 

slightly N of W window. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Doors Door blocked to S in P:16.3 (OS 1st edition 1:500 of 1858). 
 
Documents OS 1st edition 1:500 of 1858. 
 
Windows New W window created (V:16A.4.005) 
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PERIOD 9 
   
Layout Southern part divided off. 
 
Doors Plan of 1900 (HS 340/291/L/153) shows screen wall across S part of V:16 with door in 

its eastern half. 
Documents ‘Stirling Castle Palace of James 5th. No 2 Plan of Cellars, Dungeons etc’,  J Gillespie, 

July 1900 (HS 340/291/L/153). Shows wall across V:16.3. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Doors Door opened in V:16.3. 
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V:17 
 
PERIOD 1  
 
Discussion  There was a building running E/W across parts of V:17 and V:16, with part of its N 

side reflected by the Period 2 threshold into V:17 which extended a route Northwards 
towards the E end of the Chapel Royal.  The Period 1 structure was of clay bonded 
fabric but was sufficiently visible to be reduced and recycled within the Period 2 W 
range ground floor access route.  The Period 1 structure did not relate in any further 
significant way to V:17. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Private space/ access. 
 
Layout Narrow passage, combining V:17 and  V:18. 
 
Plan 3m (E/W) x 12m (N/S). 
 
Doors 3 doors in W wall, 1 door at S end. 
 
Discussion The W wall of the Period 2 ground floor of the W Range, features 3 doors opening to 

the W.  Two towards the middle of the façade, with the third, at the N end of the 
building. Along with the combined V:16 and 13 chamber at its S end , the layout 
shows how a route was established between the open space S of the S range and the 
new N extension forming the first version of a W range.  Access was from N and S , 
with the latter defined by formal arch accessed in turn by steps up from Transe level 
to new passage level. The pair of W  doors at the Southern end of the new passage, 
opened W into open space overlooking the W view from the castle.  The 2 doors may 
reflect a prescribed route around the open space – perhaps a small garden with path 
around. The Period 2 E wall was reduced and replaced with heavier masonry in 
Period 3 but may have featured complex fenestration opening into the courtyard 
partially enclosed by the Period 2 ranges. The N end of the passage is obscured by 
Period 3 N Range but is reflected by E wall of V.19. This layout suggests formal/ 
private use by royal household – particularly associated with Queen Margaret 
(origins of Ladies Lookout) as opposed to service route of Period 3. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Service / access , combining V:16,V:17 and V:18.  
 
Layout Service / access passage recycling of S entranceway, blocking of all ground floor 

doors in W wall. E wall rebuilt on similar line but much wider, and projected S to 
meet new SW corner of the new Lions Den.  

 
Doors N door retained as link with kitchen at N end of Ladies Lookout. Route to upper floor 

at E end of N Range may have risen within V:19. 
 
Windows 3 windows in E wall (including V:16). 
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Details Gap between New N façade of S range and S side of Period 2 S side of S Range N 
wall, exploited as a drain, running across V:16. 

 
Discussion The formal use of Period 2 plan, changed to access route along with V:08 and V:04.  

The difference in level between V:17 and V:16 + V:08 , reused Period 2 steps and 
threshold .  The new passage was vaulted over supporting new palace 
accommodation at 1st floor level. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Service. 
 
Layout Parts of E wall clawed back to widen passage. 
 
Windows E windows were widened and areas of the E wall were clawed back to widen 

apertures.  
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of V17.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1739 02/09/2003 
 General view of V17.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1740 02/09/2003 
 V17.2 showing S window ARCHIVE ID. 1741 02/09/2003 
 V17.2 showing N window ARCHIVE ID. 1742 02/09/2003 
 Tongue and groove V17.6.004 in window V17.6.007 ARCHIVE ID. 1623 07/11/2003 
 Timber beams V17.6.015 in window V17.6.006 ARCHIVE ID. 1624 07/11/2003 
 Roof (moving from N to S from photos CP20-17 at N to CP20-20 at S) ARCHIVE ID. 

1842 12/12/2003 
 Roof (moving from N to S from photos CP20-17 at N to CP20-20 at S) ARCHIVE ID. 

1843 12/12/2003 
 Roof (moving from N to S from photos CP20-17 at N to CP20-20 at S) ARCHIVE ID. 

1844 12/12/2003 
 Roof (moving from N to S from photos CP20-17 at N to CP20-20 at S) ARCHIVE ID. 

1845 12/12/2003 
 Ceiling above V17.2.006 ARCHIVE ID. 1846 12/12/2003 
  Ceiling above V17.2.005 ARCHIVE ID. 1847 12/12/2003 
  General biew of V17.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1876 09/01/2004 
  N end of V17.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1877 09/01/2004 
  S side of Northernmost window bay on V17.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1878 09/01/2004 
  S end of V17.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1879 09/01/2004 
  Middle-S end of V17.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1880 09/01/2004 
  Middle-N end of V17.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1881 09/01/2004 
  N end of V17.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1882 09/01/2004 
  General view in to partitioned NW corner of V17 ARCHIVE ID. 1883 09/01/2004 
  General view in to partitioned NW corner of V17 ARCHIVE ID. 1884 09/01/2004 
  General view of V17 ARCHIVE ID. 1885 09/01/2004 
  Southernmost window on V17.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1886 16/01/2004. 
  Southernmost window on V17.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1887 16/01/2004. 
  N side of southernmost window on V17.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1888 16/01/2004. 
  S side of southernmost window on V17.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1889 16/01/2004. 
  General view of V17 ARCHIVE ID 1890. 16/01/2004. 
  General view of V17 ARCHIVE ID 1891. 16/01/2004. 
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  Timber beams 015 in window V17.6.006. ARCHIVE ID 2018. 
  Roof moving N-S ARCHIVE ID 2033. 26/11/2003 
  Roof moving N-S ARCHIVE ID 2034. 26/11/2003 
  Roof moving N-S. ARCHIVE ID 2035. 26/11/2003 
   Roof moving N-S ARCHIVE ID 2036. 26/11/2003 
  Ceiling above V17.2.006. ARCHIVE ID 2037. 29/01/2004 
  Ceiling above V17.2.005 ARCHIVE ID. 2038 29/01/2004 
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V:18 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function W wall is N part of Period 2 W Range. 
 
Doors W door. 
 
Discussion This space is a Period 8 subdivision of the Period 2 W Range / precursor of the Period 

3 W Range. It provides access to Period 2 (W) kitchen .  Only W wall survives from 
Period 2. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Access/ service 
 
Layout North end of ground floor of W Range.  Access space linking W Kitchen, Lions Den, 

W Range and V:19   
 
Plan Part of V:17  
 
Doors W door, E door (V:18.2.001). 
 
Discussion Pivotal space / junction between key service spaces .  Most likely linked to supply of 

Kings Guard Hall (P:02).via some sort of stair or hatch arrangement housed in V:19/ 
V:20.  

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Access / lobby/ passage 
 
Layout Creation of room by separation from V:17 to S and V:19 to N. Forms small lobby with 

doors to Ablution House, Wine Cellar, W vault and Lions Den (Yard). 
 
Plan Irregular/ c.rectangle : 4m (E/W)  x 2m (N/S). 
 
Doors 4 doors: N door (V:18.1.004), E door (V:18.2.001), S door (V:18.3.005), W door. 
 
Details Ceiling raised and reconstructed with wooden planks/ boards. 
 
Discussion Subdivision of Period 2 space to allow discrete access to spaces on all sides. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Access/ lobby. 
 
Doors 3 doors, W door blocked off when Ablution House demolished. 
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 Photographs General view of V18.1 showing door and steps ARCHIVE ID. 1743 02/09/2003 
 W end of the ceiling in V18 ARCHIVE ID. 1744 02/09/2003 
 General view of the E end of V18 ARCHIVE ID. 1745 02/09/2003 
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V:19 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function Open space , S of Old Chapel (P:15, P:16 et al). 
 
Discussion This space runs up to the S face of Chapel at its E end. Prior to Period 2, this was open 

and reflects S side of a natural terrace, which provided platform for Chapel. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Borrowed space at ground floor of addition to Chapel.    
 
Layout Space created by drop in level between Chapel and Period 2 W Range principal floor, 

via a possible stair tower at N end of W range / gallery. 
 
Plan Squared : 2.4m (E/W) x 2.8m (N/S). 
 
Discussion E wall possibly dates from creation of Period 2 access from W range / Gallery to E 

end of Chapel at principal level. The alignment of E wall appears different from W 
Range in either Period 2 or 3, but is secondary to Chapel.  It does respect alignment of 
the Chapel and is seen as link between W Range/ gallery and Chapel via stair tower. 
The space is therefore seen as an addition to the Chapel with W range following later. 
The space is vaulted over at this time.  

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Service/Access. 
 
Layout As Period 2. 
 
Plan As Period 2. 
 
Doors Use of hatch (V:19.2.002) through wall to shaft within V:20. 
 
Discussion The suggested Period 2 stair tower and N end of W Range are absorbed within 

Period 3 W Range / truncated Chapel layout. The main change is in the integration of 
Period 2 elements to form a service route to new N Range via hatch and shaft in V:20.  
along with continued use of stair access in some way .  The stair most likely linked 
with P:12 c.9m S of the main entrance. It formed part of the service route from 
kitchen, W vault and Lions Den to Principal Floor near the W end of the N Range. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Storage/ Service. 
 
Layout Conversion of Period 3 undercroft / supply route / stair to small wine store.  Route 

upstairs cut off 
 
Plan As Period 3. 
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Details New stone wine bins built against W wall face, door inserted into S wall. 
 
Discussion Room becomes wine cellar, secured by new door. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 

Oct – Nov 1975: Excavation in area of V:20.1, steel and brick reinforcing for insertion 
of service duct. 

Discussion The insertion of the servive duct entailed the lifing of the floor of P:01 and its 
subsequeny reinforcing. The operation appears to have involved the removal of the 
former N wall of V:19 revealing a space behind in which there is an earlier wall 
running on the same alignment as the S wall of P:18/P16. This is interpreted as the S 
wall of the eastern extention of the former chapel, excavated in P:16. 

 
Documents Foreman’s Report for October – November 1975 

October 1975: Excavation in Palace at NW corner (vault & principal levels) & 
backfilling in Palace Transe for ducts. 
‘Stirling Castle. Survey at area to Palace Entrance. October 1975’, scale 1:24. Shows 
earlier walling and elevation at V:19.3/ P:01.3. 
November 1975: Excavation continuing. Steel & brickwork inserted, masonry built up 
in area under NW entrance. 
 

Photographs ARCHIVE ID 510, walling of V:19.1, January 1976. 
  ARCHIVE ID 511, walling of V:19.2 with plaster, January 1976. 
 General view of V19.1 showing bedrock. ARCHIVE ID. 1729 02/09/2003 
  General view of V19.1 showing bedrock. ARCHIVE ID. 1730 02/09/2003 
 N end of V19.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1731 02/09/2003 
 N end of V19.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1732 02/09/2003 
 N side of arch half way along V19.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1733 02/09/2003 
 Bottom of V19.4 showing shelves. ARCHIVE ID. 1734 02/09/2003 
 Top of V19.4 showing shelves ARCHIVE ID. 1735 02/09/2003 
 S end of V19.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1736 02/09/2003 
 V19.2 showing apertuer to V20 ARCHIVE ID. 1737 02/09/2003 
 N end of V19.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1738 02/09/2003 
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V:20 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function Open space S of Chapel. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Area outside (E) possible stair tower. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Service. 
 
Layout Enclosed for first time.  Use of borrowed space as service hatch running from vault 

level to Upper Floor, using shaft 
 
Plan Irregular. 
 
Discussion This space is result of oversailing Principal Floor of N range above residual area 

between Chapel terrace and line of N side of Lions Den/ S wall of N Range. It has 
little useful function except as base of service shaft accessed via hatch in W wall. 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Doors Hatch blocked off. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Service 
 
Discussion The rumble infill below the floor of P:02 appears to have been tunnelled to facilitate 

the insertion of services. Further Investigation of this space was prevented by the 
discovery of asbestos in the makeup of the principal floor. 
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V:21 
 
Not accessible at present. 
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V:22 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function: Access 
 
Plan: Circular spiral stair built into NW corner of Prince’s Tower. Main wall build 

V:22.2.001. 
 
Doors: 5 doors: V:22.2.014; V:22.2.060; V:22.2.105 and V:22.2.121 all lead E into the Prince’s 

Tower (listed top to bottom).  V:22.2.126 leads N into what is now the Transe.  Doors 
seem to decrease in quality of construction the lower they get- chamfer present on 
V:22.2.014 and N margin of V:22.2.060, not present elsewhere. 

 
Windows: 3 windows: V:22.2.028; V:22.2.066 and V:22.2.113. V:22.2.028 W facing and later 

enlarged to N, but lintel V:22.2.029, S margin V:22.2.030 and sill V:22.2.032 seem 
original. V:22.2.066 and V:22.2.113 are both N facing small vertical slits, splayed so 
that they widen internally. Both are now blocked. 

 
Floor: Stone stairs V:22.2.019 form the floor, in four areas these appear to have been 

replaced by fresher stone steps, and in several areas replaced/ resurfaced by concrete.  
Top of stair is at door V:22.2.014, marked by a ‘landing’ of two steps, two wooden 
steps continue up beyond this to S facing door V:22.2.026, indicating that original 
stairs did not quite reach the current top.  Floor at base of tower is concrete 
(V:22.2.149). 

 
Ceiling: Stone stairs V:22.2.019 form the roof as well as the floor.  Caphouse at top of stair is 

later insertion/ alteration, with wooden roof over this.   
 
Discussion: Built as a unit with the Prince’s Tower and, along with rest of forework, constructed 

between 1500 and 1510. The stair tower is a very tight spiral, meaning a cramped 
space, far from ideal for providing easy access through four floors (and potentially 
onto the wall head as well, although the current arrangement for this is of a later 
build it is likely to have been possible originally).  The remaining stump of tower 
known as the ‘Elphinstone Tower’ at the opposite end of the forework from the 
Prince’s Tower has a spiral stair of considerably larger size. The most likely 
explanation for this is that the Prince’s Tower was build to respect a pre- existing 
(period 1) structure to its W. 
The evidence for N facing apertures, blocked in period 3 when the Palace was built, 
indicates that initially this was at least a partially free standing structure, although a 
single storey building would still be possible against this side. Of the four W facing 
windows visible today only the upper (V:22.2.028) is thought to be original to the 
stair, and even this has been widened. Although some of the other windows could be 
alterations of original apertures this cannot be proved, and instead it could indicate a 
substantial (three storey?) structure to its W, blocking the view. 
Access out to the W (to SO:9) was possible directly from the Prince’s Tower (P:10 and 
possibly even from M:01), however door V:22.2.090 connecting V:22 and SO:9 is of a 
later build.  The S facing door leading to the roof (V:22.2.026) is also not original. Four 
doors lead E, connecting the four different levels of the Prince’s Tower proper with 
the stair.  The upper two display evidence for alterations, while the lower two are 
intact.  The upper two doors also carry chamfers on the original parts of their 
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margins, while the lower two are simpler gaps in masonry, bridged by lintels.  The N 
facing door at the bottom of the stair (V:22.2.126) is also plain internally, potentially 
indicating the decreasing status of rooms as we descend. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function: Access. 
 
Plan: Circular spiral stair altered at top by stones V:22.2.036 built into N wall to project S, 

these carry V:22.2.002, the flat face of the S wall of the Palace over the curve of the 
stair tower. 3 stones in turn project S from this flat face: V:22.1.003 is at the extreme W 
end of the top of the wall, while V:22.1.004 and V:22.1.005 are below and slightly to 
the E of this. A horizontal scar at the E end of this walling some 50 mm deep and 80 
mm high, V:22.1.009, was hard to access, but thought to be contemporary with 
V:22.2.002. 

 
Windows: N facing windows are blocked: V:22.2.066 by V:22.2.071; V22.2.113 by V:22.2.114. 
 Upper west facing window V:22.2.028 is widened. 
 
Discussion: Construction of S wall of Palace against N wall of tower involves blocking N facing 

windows.  Fresh masonry walling only constructed at top of stair tower. Projecting 
stones and scar within this newly built masonry is likely to relate to a caphouse, 
removed when the present one was inserted. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Doors:  W facing door V:22.2.090 inserted. V:22.2.101 and V:22.2.102 relate to its insertion, 

handmade bricks used in infill. 
 
Discussion: Door leading to SO:9 inserted, externally this can be seen to have damaged the door 

to its S leading into MO:1. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Windows: 2 W facing windows:  V:22.2.085 inserted via cut V:22.2.081. Above this window 

V:22.2.028 seems altered-  N margin V:22.2.031 is later. 
 
Doors:  Brick blocking (hand - made bricks in all but bottom door) inserted into all 4 E facing 

doors, period 5- 7: V:22.2.014 blocked by V:22.2.011; V:22.2.060 blocked by V:22.2.064; 
V:22.2.105 blocked by V:22.2.110 and V:22.2.121 blocked by V:22.2.125. S facing door 
V:22.3.021 leading to the wall walk around the top of the Prince’s Tower likely is 
likely to have been inserted in this phase. 

 
Discussion:  Window V:22.2.085 cuts period 6 door V:22.2.090, similar style window V:22.2.028 

(although itself apparently altered) above, both are sealed by render V:22.2.152. All 
doors into Prince’s Tower sealed, although the V:22.2.125 is blocked by stone, while 
hand- made brick is used for the others. The stairs must change use radically from 
this point, no longer providing access to the rooms it was built to serve.  Access may 
be possible to the wall head (although this is not certain), but this stair may have been 
used principally to connect the Transe with the Principal level of the Palace (door 
V:22.2.090 leading to SO:9, with a further door connecting this with P:11). The dating 
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of the S facing door V:22.3.021 is uncertain, it is also unclear if access was possible to 
the wallhead from this stair prior to its creation. 

 
PERIOD 8 
  
Windows: 2 W facing windows inserted, V:22.2.051 and V:22.2.072. Very different styles of 

construction, but both are inserted by cuts (V:22.2.052 and V:22.2.078 respectively) 
which are dug through render V:22.2.154, which seals period 7 features. Window 
V:22.2.028 is altered- render runs over S margin, while the N margin V:22.2.031 is cut 
through this (via V:22.2.034). 

 
Floor: 4 discrete areas of steps V:22.2.019 are replaced in stone (V:22.2.155; V:22.2.158; 

V:22.2.161 and V:22.2.167 from top to bottom). 
 
Ceiling: The upper part of the W wall, V:22.4.001 has been rebuilt. This carries the current roof 

arrangement. 
 
Discussion: Provision is made for lighting this stair more effectively during this period, and a 

new roof provided. This indicates a continuing interest in this space. The replacement 
of 4 different areas of the stairs with fresh stone steps is essentially unphased, but 
may also belong to this period of refurbishment. 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Floor: At least some of the steps are replaced or resurfaced in concrete. Bottom area of 

repair (V:22.2.168) incorporates fragments of a 1941 newspaper. Concrete floor at 
base of tower, V:22.2.149, may also belong to this period. The top two wooden steps 
(V:22.2.018), and the wooden hand rail (V:22.2.039), are also placed in this phase. 

 
Details: Lead pipe V:22.2.037 (now broken and sealed) is inserted. 
 
Discussion: Further maintenance work is carried out. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Details: Electricity cable V:22.2.040, running down the tower inserted. Wood and chicken 

wire blocking put into W facing windows and door.  
  
Photographs General view of V22.2 and V22.4. ARCHIVE ID.1925 16/01/2004 
 General view of V22.2 and V22.4. ARCHIVE ID. 1926 16/01/2004 
 General view of V22.2 and V22.4. ARCHIVE ID. 1927 16/01/2004 
 General view of V22.1 and V22.2. ARCHIVE ID. 1928 16/01/2004 
 General view of V22.1 and V22.2. ARCHIVE ID. 1929 16/01/2004 
 General view of V22.1 and V22.2. ARCHIVE ID. 1930 16/01/2004 
 Door V22.2.014 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1931 16/01/2004 
 Door V22.2.014 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1932 16/01/2004 
 Window V22.2.028 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1933 16/01/2004 
 Door V22.2.048 in V22.2? ARCHIVE ID. 1934 16/01/2004 
 Window V22.2.051 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1935 ARCHIVE ID. 
 Door V22.2.060 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1936 ARCHIVE ID. 
 Window V22.2.066 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1938 16/01/2004 
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 Window V22.2.072 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1939 16/01/2004 
 Door V22.2.105 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1943 16/01/2004 
 Window V22.2.113 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1944 16/01/2004 
 Door V22.2.121 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1945 16/01/2004 
 Door leading from the bottom of V22 to the Transe ARCHIVE ID. 1946 16/01/2004 
 E side of window V22.2.085 in V22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1947 16/01/2004 
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CHAPTER 3: THE PRINCIPAL FLOOR 
 
P:01 
 
During Period 3 P:01 and P:12 were a single space.  P:01 only being created in Period 8. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function  Access, forming one space with P:12 
 
Walling This space probably existed before the construction of the Period 3 palace, therefore 

some of the wall fabric is probably Period 2 in date. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function  Access, forming one space with P:12 
 
Doors  The main door (P:01.1) 
 
Discussion The main entrance door has been dated by dendrochronological analysis to some 

time after 1533 (Crone 2005, Interim Report 1: The Palace Doors). It is likely, therefore, 
that it was made as part of the Phase 3 building campaign.  

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function  Access, forming one space with P:12 
 
Doors  The door has an apotropaic symbol, the combined letters AMV representing Ave 

Maria Virginus. 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function  Access, forming one space with P:12 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function  Access, forming one space with P:12. 
 
Doors Door to W shown on 1708 plan (NLS MS1646 Z02/16a). 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access, forming one space with P:12. 
 
Plan  Present S wall not shown on plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c). 
 
Doors  Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c) shows W doorway as the ‘Door going on to the 

Rampart’. 
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Documents Plans of c 1708: NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a and NLS MS 1646 Z02/17.  
  Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c).   
  Plan of 1741: NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c. 
  
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout A lobby/antechamber for access in to P:12 to the S, P:02 to the E and to the upper 

square on the N and Ladies lookout to the W.  The space is created by the inserted N 
wall of P:12. 

 
Plan 4m NS x 3m EW. 
 
Doors New door and staircase to Ladies’ Lookout created in mid-19th century (P:01.4.009). 
 
Discussion This space represents the common space between several chambers and routes to the 

outside.  The creation of a shortened W gallery allowed this chamber to define 
discrete access to the N and W interiors as well as providing access to external spaces 
to the N and W.  This is an aspect of the multifunctional role of the later Palace block 
and its ultimate conversion to a public access monument with specific facilities and 
sufficient exits etc. 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function  Lobby, Entrance from Upper Square 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1; HS 340/291/L/2; HS 340/291/L/3    
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Discussion Flooring removed in 1975-6 for insertion of services conduit leading from the Upper 

Square to the Ladies Lookout (Foreman’s reports). 
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Documents ‘Stirling Castle. Survey at area to Palace Entrance. October 1975’, scale 1:24. Shows 
earlier walling in V:19 and elevation at V:19.3/ P:01.3. 

 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 504, P:01.4, view out of doorway, January 1974. 

ARCHIVE ID 508, view towards P:01.3 with floor girders in place, January 1976. 
ARCHIVE ID 512, view N with services conduit in place, January 1976. 
ARCHIVE ID 513, P:01.1, January 1976. 
ARCHIVE ID, removal of floor, looking S, January 1976. 
ARCHIVE ID 515, P:02.3, April 1976. 
ARCHIVE ID 516, P:02.1, April 1976. 

 P01A?.2 , P01?.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1700 28/08/2003 
 P01A?.2 , P01?.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1701 28/08/2003 
 General view of P01A.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1702 28/08/2003 
 General view of P01A.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1703 28/08/2003 
 General view of bottom of P01A.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1704 28/08/2003 
 General view of top of P01A.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1705 28/08/2003 
 Ceiling of P01A ARCHIVE ID. 1706 28/08/2003 
 General view of top of P01A.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1707 28/08/2003 
 General view of P01.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1708 28/08/2003 
 General view of P01.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1709 28/08/2003 
 General view of P01 ARCHIVE ID. 1709 28/08/2003 
 General view of P01 ARCHIVE ID. 1710 28/08/2003 
 General view of P01 ARCHIVE ID. 1711 28/08/2003 
 General view of P01 ARCHIVE ID. 1712 28/08/2003 
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P:02 
 
THE KING’S HALL /  GUARD HALL 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Access/ social-intermediate formal. 
 
Plan  7m x 15m. 
 
 Main wall build P:02.1.001, P:02.2.073, P:02.3.001, P:02.4.001, P:02.4.016 
 Architectural fragments recycled in main wall build: P:02.1.064, P:02.1.063, P:02.2.012, 

P:02.3.056, P:02.3.057, P:02.3.020, P:02.4.038, P:02.4.039, P:02.4.040, P:02.4.041, 
P:02.4.042, P:02.4.043, P:02.4.044, P:02.4.045, P:02.4.046, P:02.4.047, P:02.4.048, 
P:02.4.049. 

  
Building platforms visible at base of south wall  P:02.3.046, P02.3.148, P02.3.152 

  
A wall line, possibly representing a Period 2 or 3 feature, was observed below the 
floor level during the asbestos removal works.  This wall line (P02.7.013) runs E-W 
and is at the foot of P02.1 and it had what appeared to be a fine plaster or render 
(P02.7.014) on its S face.  The function of this wall is unknown, it may be a slight step 
out from the main N wall of P02, or it may be an earlier structure than the Period 3 
room. 

 
Fireplace Fireplace P:02.3.050 is central in N wall of Lions Den – asymmetrical in S wall of P:02. 

Capital reused in fireplace interior P:02.3.020. 
 Comprises bases P02.3.015 and P:02.3.016, Columns and capitals P:02.3.013 and 

P:02.3.014, Lintel P:02.3.010, fireplace back P:02.3.021 Relieving arch P:02.3.049 and 
P:02.3.017, Chimney breast P:02.3.002, Quoins P:02.3.047 and P:02.3.048, chimney 
breast masonry P:02.3.051. 

 There were original hearthstones (P02.7.020) uncovered during the asbestos removal 
works.  These may be the original hearth or could be the bedding on which the 
original hearth rested. 

 
Doors 2 doors – West door (P:02.4.002) recycled Period 2 entrance to W Range, - Squarish 

aperture?  An entrance type door.  Quoins P02.4.010 and N margin P02.4.011, these 
are the only original elements. 

 
The other door cuts E wall- (P02.2.003)- connecting type door- rectangular.  Quoins 
P02.2.001. Relieving arch P02.2.004 and lintel P02.2.002 may be later replacements, 
possibly related to the insertion of the mezzanine floor. Remains of threshold 
P02.2.009/P02.7.015 and P02.2.010. The route between the two doors defines a route 
along N side of chamber away from/opposite fireplace, similar to P:11. 

   
Windows Six in total. 3 Main windows in N wall with slightly smaller in S wall.  Along with 

equivalent Queens room (P:11) – best lit in Palace.  
 
 Window Quoins P:02.1.026, P02.1.008  Arch P:02.1.125 Reveal P02.1A.001, P02.1A.002, 

P02.1A.016, P02.1B.001, P02.1B.002, P02.1B.017 
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Window Quoins P:02.1.027, P02.1.014  Arch P:02.1.116 Reveal P02.1C.001, P02.1C.002, 
P02.1C.012, P02.1C.014, P02.1D.001, P02.1D.002, P02.1D.012,  
 
Window Quoins P:02.1.043  Arch P:02.1.111 Reveal P02.1E.001, P02.1E.002, 
P02.1E.011, P02.1F.001, P02.1F.002, P02.1F.003, P02.1F.004 
 

 Window Bay P:02.3.004, aperture P:02.3.005, Quoins P:02.3.045, P:02.2.013  Arch 
P:02.3.007 Reveal P02.3A.001, P02.3A.002, P02.3A.004, P02.3A.009 

  
Window Bay P:02.3.025,  aperture P:02.3.025, Quoins P:02.3.063, P:02.3031  Arch 
P:02.3.028 Reveal P02.4B.001, P02.3B.004, P02.3B.011, P02.3B.013, P02.3C.001, 
P02.3C.004, P02.3C.011, P02.3C.012 

  
Window Bay P:02.3.035, aperture P:02.3.036, Quoins P:02.3.193, Arch P:02.3.039 
possibly rebate P:02.4.037, original window back P:02.3.198, lintel P:02.3.195, Reveal 
P02.3D.001, P02.3D.004, P02.3D.018 
 

Floor Some patches of possible flagged floor from Period 3 were recorded during the 
asbestos removal works.  This was the only room that had firm indications of a 
residual flagged floor below the modern timber floor, albeit in a disturbed state. 
P02.7.013, P02.7.016, P02.7.021, P02.7.023, & P02.7.029. 

 
Ceiling  Type A oak beams, some doubled.  
 North wall: P:02.1.131, P:02.1.135 and P:02.1.136, P:02.1.140, P:02.1.144, P:02.1.148, 

P:02.1.152, P:02.1.156, P:02.1.160, P:02.1.163, P:02.1.166 and P:02.1.217 
 South wall: P:02.3.284, P:02.3.282 (double), P:02.3.278, P:02.3.274, P:02.3.270, 

P:02.3.265, P:02.3.264, P:02.3.260, P:02.3.257, P:02.3.253 and P:02.3.254 
  
Details A small cupboard (P:02.4.025) near floor level in the W wall, blocked at present 

(2005). Comprises lintel P02.4.021, Sides P:02.4.022 and P:02.4.023, Sill P:02.4.024 with 
trapped plaster P:02.4.055 and P:02.4.056. 

 
 There are several examples of plaster surviving above the line of the ceiling, these 

may be as early as period 3: P02.1.171, P02.1.173, P02.1.184, P02.1.216, P02.1.126, 
P02.2.093, P02.3. 293, P02.3.306, P02.3.325 

 
Discussion Abuts Period 2 N end of Period 2 W Range, with addition of new walling against W 

wall. The N range was built a single unit with P:03. Suggested by location of fireplace 
and fenestration on N side of N Range.  The range is coherent with subdivision 
Design appears to be compromise with asymmetry introduced on S wall windows. 
The partition wall between P:02 and P:03 bisects large window recess. Use of 
thickening/lining wall at W side of P:02, also noted in P:11 S and W walls, also SE 
corner of P:03. 

 
 The fireplace features complex carving and iconography (ref interiors report). 
 Door (P:02.2) has been dated by dendrochronological analysis to some time after 1520 

(Crone 2005, Interim Report 1: The Palace Doors). It is likely, therefore, that it was made 
as part of the Phase 3 building work. 

 Cupboard (P:02.4.025) is similar, both in size and position in relation to the floor, to 
those in P:03, P:04 (P:04.1.019) and P:11 (P:11.4.031). All except that in P:03 are located 
near the entrance to the room. They do not occur in the Queen’s inner chambers (P:07 
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and P:11). Given this gender divide, it is suggested that these spaces were intended 
for the storage of urinals. 

  
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Ceremonial 
 
Layout  Possible subdivion with screen. 
 
Documents Glazier’s account of 1613-14 (MW1, 349): 
  Item in his Majesties hall in the new work nyn lossones  ix s. 
 

Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1628-9 (MW2, 255) 
Item the gaird hall to have ane new border round about the dores and chimney to be 
mabillit the pendis and skonschonis to be weill layit over the window brodis to be 
layit over without and within and set af. 

 
Discussion There is little indication in the surviving Documents of any fittings in the principal 

rooms apart from an enigmatic reference in the accounts of 1699-1703 to the 
dismantling of a partition wall and ‘arms’. 

 
Item for taking down a partition wall in the laigh palace where the arms was 
Item for taking down the heads of the arms where the arms lay in that laigh room 
(NAS E37/33 f 6v) 

 
An earlier account dating from 1673-5, of work by the plasterer, Thomas Alborn 
refers to ‘Plain plaistering upon Lath, Rooff & Partitions’ in the King’s Guard Hall 
(NAS E36/37.5). The space is still referred to as one room so the ‘partition’ may have 
been a screen, surmounted with the royal arms.  IIt is not known when this possible 
screen was inserted was inserted but it may have been during the major overhaull in 
the early 17th century. A division into smaller reception spaces reflects the changes in 
protocol.  There is no clear archaeological evidence for the existence of this partition. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation / storage. 
 
Layout Possible subdivision of Period 3 space into two rooms.  
 
Fireplace Period 3 fireplace converted to small hearth and grate – chimney / flue raised.  New 

fireplace inserted (P:02.3.033). Cut and brick blocking of flue for new fireplace 
P:02.3.153 and P:02.3.154 

 
Doors New connecting door between 2 rooms.  
 
Ceiling The following “Type B” and “Type C” reinforcing timbers were installed during this 

period during repairs to the upper floor: 
P02.1.128, P02.1.129, P02.1.130, P02.1.132, P02.1.133, P02.1.134, P02.1.137, P02.1.138, 
P02.1.139, P02.1.141, P02.1.142, P02.1.143, P02.1.145, P02.1.146, P02.1.147, P02.1.149, 
P02.1.150, P02.1.151, P02.1.153, P02.1.154, P02.1.155, P02.1.157, P02.1.158, P02.1.159, 
P02.1.161, P02.1.162, P02.1.164, P02.1.165, P02.1.167, P02.1.168, P02.1.169, P02.1.170 
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P02.2.083 
P02.3.249, P02.3.250, P02.3.251, P02.3.252, P02.3.255, P02.3.256, P02.3.258, P02.3.259, 
P02.3.261, P02.3.262, P02.3.263, P02.3.324, P02.3.267, P03.2.269, P02.3.271, P02.3.272, 
P02.3.273, P02.3.275, P02.3.276, P02.3.277, P02.3.279, P02.3.280, P02.3.283, P02.3.285, 
P02.3.286. 
 

Windows  Period 3 windows converted to sash and case. The current sash and case windows of 
the north elevation may be Late 17th Century examples (with replacement glass) 
while the sash and case windows of the south elevation are probably Early 20th 
Century replacements.  

 Sash and case P02.1.006 Fittings P02.1.049, P02.1.050, P02.1.051, P02.1.052, P02.1.053 
 Sash and case P02.1.013 Fittings P02.1.121, P02.1.120 
 Sash and case P02.1.019 Fittings P02.1.117, P02.1.118, P02.1.119 
 
Documents NAS E36/34 Account of ironwork, 1671-3 

’12 stone of great garrones each of ym ane pound & a halfe of weight for naileing the 
new geasts to the old. These are the Type B and Type C timbers  
 
Account of Thomas Alborn’ plasterer, 1673-5 (NAS E36/37.5) 

 The Kings Guard Hall 
  Plaistering Upon StoneYards square 282 
  Plain plaistering upon Lath, Rooff & Partitions Yards Square 105½ 
   Plain cornice yds long 48 
 

NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 
Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
Imprimis in ye Kings Guard Hall 3 windowes to ye North, Presence 2 to North & 1 to 
ye East; Kings bed Chamber 2 to ye east Queens bed Chamber 2 to ye East and 1 to ye 
south Queens presence 2 to ye South being in all 13 Windowes Each qrof hath glass 
fixed on ye stone work above and ane pair casements below each glass of ye 
stonework measureing 5 foots 10 ½ inches broad & 5 footes 8 inches height Inde of 12 
inches                           footes 
                                                                                   433 1/3 
Item each single Casement of ye said  
13 pair is in breedth 2 ½ foots & in Height 3 foots 7 inches Inde               233  
[Total] 663 1/3ft2 

 
Item in ye Kings Guard hall forsaid 3 windowes to ye South, Presence ane to ye South 
the glass on ye stone work of each qrof measureth in breedth 4 footes 6 ½ inches & 
height 4 foots 10 ½ inches Inde in all                           
  89 
Item 4 pairs Casements yr measures in All conform to ye Minute                                          
52 
[Total] 141 ft2 

 
Discussion Use of the large formal rooms in Period 3 Palace saw use in administrative and 

storage use in late 17thC.  They formed part of Governor’s residence, pre Officers 
mess (Period 7).Replacement of windows part of general upgrading in terms of 
weather proofing as well as improving / converting the complex for part residential/ 
part administrative role, in the style of a Palladian mansion. 
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No Documents has been found for the conversion of the windows of the principal 
floor to sash and case. The form of the astragals on the outer facing windows of P:02, 
P:03, P:04, and the E windows of P:07 is similar to that of c1720 (cf similar profiles at 
James Johnston’s pavillion, Twickenham, Louw & Crayford 1999, 215.l). The inner 
facing astragals have a slightly different profile and may have been converted a little 
later than those of the windows on the more public outer elevations. 
 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Accommodation/ barracks until new accommodation created in Great Hall and 

Queen Anne Battery. Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c) marks the room as ‘Soldiers 
Barracks’. 

 
Doors Changes to period 3 W door predating the insertion of the mezzanine floor includes 

cut P02.4.019, lintel P02.4.005, blocking P02.4.018, P02.4.015 and relieving arch 
P02.4.014. 

 
Documents On a plan of c 1708  (NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a) this room is marked as ‘The King’s garde 

hall’. 
  1719: MS.1646 Z.02/18c; NLS MS 1646 Z02/17; 1741: NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c 
 
Discussion Less formal use than Period 6, part of use of principal floor for storage and barracks 

during establishment of permanent garrison. 
 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Barracks, service 
 
Layout Mezzanine floor for extra barrack accommodation until mid-19th Century, with access 

only from W. 
Fireplace Fireplace burner inserted at new mezzanine level. As a result new brickwork was 

required at this height in chimney breast P02.3.053, P02.3.054, P02.3.055. 
Patch of firebrick and hearthstone in the SE corner of the fireplace (P02.7.017) may 
date to this period. 

 
Period 6 fireplace(s) converted to smaller iron composite version(s). 

 
Doors Door to E blocked. 
  
Floor A report in 1861 recommended that the flagged floor of the lower barracks rooms be 

boarded. It is unclear whether this refers to the Principal rooms of the Palace but this 
would seem to be a probable date for the creation of wooden floors in this room.  
Evidence for these changes could be seen as a series of flagstone built dwarf walls 
below floor level.  It is likely that the flagstones used in the construction came from 
the removed flagstone floor.  These dwarf walls were: P02.7.001 – P02.7.005, 
P02.7.007, P02.7.008, P02.7.025 & P02.7.030.  It is possible that a spread of rubble 
P02.7.027 and some broken flagstones P02.7.029 dated from this period.  All of these 
structures and material were removed during the asbestos removal works. 
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Details Mezzanine floor added to provide extra barrack accomodation.  There are a number 
of cuts/blocking at a consistent height around the room that relate to the insertion of 
the mezzanine P02.2.005, P02.2.006, P02.2.007, (possibly P02.3.061, P02.3.059) 
P02.4.029, P02.4.028, P02.4.031, P02.4.032, P02.4.034, P02.4.035. 

 
Documents Marked as ‘Soldiers Quarters’ on the OS 1:500 plan of 1858 which has a staircase 

against the S wall.    
 
Discussion Barrack space with mezzanine gallery until mid-19th Century. The E doorway was 

blocked but the early door left in place, aiding its preservation. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Barracks: Recreation 
 
Fireplace Period 3 fireplace and hearth restored in, or before, 1910.  The hearthstones P02.7.011 

& P02.7.012 date from this restoration. 
 Dooks relating to a hood over fireplace P02.3.033 are probably of this period. 

P02.3.058-P02.3.065. 
 
Doors Door P:02.4 replaced. 
 
Windows The sash and case windows of the south elevations are probably Early 20th Century 

replacements . 
Sash and case P02.3.009 Fittings P02.3.208, P02.3.209 

 Sash and case P02.3.032 Fittings P02.3.210, P02.3.211, P02.3.212, P02.3.213 
Sash and case P02.3.040 Fittings P02.3.214, P02.3.215, P02.3.216 

 
 
Floor The large hole (P02.7.019) dug into the SW corner of the room was presumably dug 

for the installation of services to the canteen.  A gas range is shown on a c.1900 plan 
in the same place as where a concrete plinth (P02.7.010) was observed.  Likewise a 
boiler shown on the same plan was probably supported by plinth P02.7.009, and it is 
assumed that the third concrete plinth (P02.7.006) also dates from this period. 

 
Details Introduction of piped heating system below. Brick cladding of window bays and 

dooks for radiators on the N elevation may relate to this period P02.1.007 and 
P02.1.046, P02.1.012 and P02.1.070, P02.1.018 and P02.1.101, and possibly the S 
elevation P02.3.006, P02.3.027 

 
Documents Marked on undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 as ‘reading room/ recreation room’, on HS 

340/291/L/2 as ‘billiard room/ library’. HS 340/291/L/3. 
  Marked on a plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) as ‘Restaurant/ kitchen’. 
 

A fire broke out in the Palace in the early hours of 9th April 1929 in what was then 
the Coffee Bar ( (P:02) causing damage to approximately 10m2 of flooring.  This fire 
may be the cause of a dark patch of material observed during the asbestos removal 
works (P02.7.026).  The report mentions electric cables and gas pipes under the 
flooring (NAS MW/1/100).   
 
Fire Precaution Services. 
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Stirling Castle. Crown Building, Ancient Monument. Fire Occurrence. 
Report of fire which occurred about 5.15 am on 9th April 1929 in the Coffee Bar on 
the ground floor of the Palace Block.  The cause thought to be a cigarette or match 
dropped on an armchair. 
‘The chair was completely destroyed and the flooring under burned through. The fire 
then spread along the under side of the floor boarding and joisting to the extent of 
about 30 x 30 ft. There is an electric cable encased in steel and a gas pipe in iron 
running under the floor boarding ..’ (NAS MW/1/100) 

 
Documents Photographs 
 Photograph of new recruits in the canteen, room viewed from NW corner, 1930s. 

ARCHIVE ID 61. 
 
Discussion The principal floor became part of mess hall, bar and recreational space for garrison 

other ranks. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Multifunctional space – exhibition / catering / performance 
 
Layout Reverts to Period 3 dimensions with removal of subdivision leaving scar comprising 

P02.3.117, P02.3.125, P02.1.129, P02.1.130, P02.1.133, P02.1.134 
 
Fireplace Period 6 fireplace P02.3.033 blocked (shown open on plan in RCAHMS 1963, 200), 

and the hearth rebuilt. Air vent P02.3.034 inserted in Period 6 brick flue P02.3.154 
 
Floor It is probable that the brick repairs to the dwarf walls and the rubble spread P02.7.028 

are Period 10 features. 
 
Details Plan of existing arrangements in 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) shows the E half of the room 

as a Restaurant, a N-S corridor across the centre of the room with the Servery, and a 
Kitchen and Wash-up to the W including 2 small Stores to the S. There was a sink in 
the window bay to the W of the fireplace and a larger sink at the N end of the W wall 
(P:02.4), there are several dooks and holes in this area for service pipes and fittings 

 P02.4.101, P02.4.102, P02.4.103, P02.4.104, P02.4.110, P02.4.114, P02.4.115, P02.4.116, 
P02.4.203, P02.4.124, P02.4.125, P02.4.126, P02.4.131, P02.4.140, P02.4.142, P02.4.143, 
P02.4.059, P02.4.160, P02.4.161, P02.4.162, P02.4.147 

 
 Most of the dooks in the room are probably of this period, relating to the use of the 

room as an exhibition space:  
 
 A number of services were observed during the asbestos removal works.  These 

services probably date from both Period 9 and Period 10.  Electric Cables P02.7.032; 
fire alarm cabling P02.7.033; central heating pipes P02.7.031. 

  
Discussion Part of post Army presentation of Period 3 Palace.  
 Investigation of the floor space was prevented with the discovery that service pipes 

were lined with asbestos. 
 
Documents 1955HS 340/291/L/49 Restaurant/ kitchen 
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Post 1964, proposed lowering of the floor of the King’s Guard Hall/ café (P:02) ‘to its 
correct NAS DD27/4565). 
Plan, Proposed Tearoom buildings as existing, June 1964 (HS 340/291/L/54). 
Plan, Proposed Tearoom, ground floor plan, June 1964 (HS 340/291/L/55). 
Plan: Proposed Tearoom, self-service counter layout (HS 340/291/L/56). 
New Tearoom, details of glazed counter screen, framed partition etc, October 1964 
(HS 340/291/L/57). 
New Tearoom, details of counter screen etc, Drawing 2, , October 1964 (HS 
340/291/L/58). 
RCAHMS 1963, 200.  
Proposed New Doors to Presence, February 1965 (HS 340/291/L/59-62). 

 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 1-4, as tea room June 1965. 
 W end of P02.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1647 28/08/2003 

E end of P02.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1648 28/08/2003 
General view of P02.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1649 28/08/2003 
General view of P02.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1650 28/08/2003 
Detail of fireplace in P02.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1651 28/08/2003 
Detail of upper fireplace in P02.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1652 28/08/2003 
W end of P02.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1653 28/08/2003 
General view of P02.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1654 28/08/2003 
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P:03 
 
THE KING’S OUTER CHAMBER / PRESENCE CHAMBER 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Access/ Formal 
 
Layout The doors of the room are at diagonally opposite corners, creating an access corridor 

across  the centre of the chamber. This layout is also found in the original layout 
Queen’s Presence Chamber (P:03). 

 
Plan  11.4m x 7m 

Main wall builds P03.1.001 (including P03.1.005, P03.1.006, P03.1.014 & P03.1.015), 
P03.2.001, P03.2.029, P03.3.001, and P03.4.010.  P03.4.009 may be an area of earlier 
masonry (Period 2) incorporated into the Period 3 wall.  The wall builds include 
architectural fragments P03.1.131, P03.1.158, and P03.2.024. 

 
Fireplace Fireplace P03.3.068 is central in south wall when measured externally.  The Period 3 

fireplace comprises columns P03.3.019 & P03.3.020, original reveals P03.3.021 & 
P03.3.022 lintel P03.3.017.  The period 3 chimney breast comprises quoins P03.3.028 & 
P03.3.029, arch P03.3.024, and build P03.3.031 & P03.3.067. 

 
Doors  There are three Period 3 doors in this room.  Two of them are original to the Palace 

(P03.3.002 & P03.4.001) and one is an obvious insertion that probably dates to 1566 
(P03.2.002) – this door is borderline between Period 3 and Period 4, it was not part of 
the original palace build so it should probably be considered as Period 4. Door 
P03.3.002, giving access to P04, comprises margins P03.3.003 & P03.3.004, lintel 
P03.3.005.  The associated outer aperture of this doorway comprises aperture 
P03.3.006, W margin P03.3.007, lintel P03.3.010, relieving arch P03.3.011 and blocking 
P03.3.012.  The threshold of this door (P03.7.011) was observed during the asbestos 
removal works. 

 Door P03.4.001, which gives access to P02.  The doorway comprises margin P03.4.002, 
lintel P03.4.004, arch P03.4.006 and blocking P03.4.007. The threshold of this door 
(P03.7.012) was also observed during the asbestos removal. 

 Door P03.2.002, which gives access to the bridge to the Great Hall comprises margins 
P03.2.016 & P03.2.017, arch P03.2.021 and lintel P03.2.027.  The cut through masonry 
P03.3.001, where the door was inserted, can be seen as P03.2.023 and has been infilled 
with P03.2.022. 

 
Windows  There are four, similar, large windows in total.  Main window group is in N wall 

(P03.1.003 & P03.1.011) overlooking Upper Square. One window looks east in east 
wall (P03.2.005) and the last looks S (P03.3.047).  This is maximum coverage with 
emphasis on wall opposing main window group – i.e. the S wall. Windows P03.2.005 
and P03.3.047 are secondary and supplement the main light source. 
The W window in the N wall (P03.1.003) comprises recess margins P03.1.027 & 
P03.1.029, arch P03.1.028, associated roll moulding P03.1.008, reveals P03.1.005 & 
P03.1.006 and soffit P03.1.007; the window lintel P03.1.034 is also Period 3. 
The E window in the N wall (P03.1.011) comprises recess margins P03.1.041 & 
P03.1.043, arch P03.1.042, associated roll moulding P03.1.017, reveals P03.1.014 & 
P03.1.015 and soffit P03.1.016; the window lintel P03.1.040 is also Period 3. 
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The window in the E wall (P03.1.005) comprises recess margins P03.2.018 & P03.2.019, 
arch P03.2.025, reveals P03.2.063 & P03.2.092 and soffit; the window lintel P03.2.010, 
the masonry above it P03.2.008, and the aperture P03.2.006 are also Period 3. 
The window in the S wall (P03.3.047) comprises recess margin P03.3.050, arch 
P03.3.060, reveal P03.3.054 and soffit P03.3.065; the window aperture P03.3.051, lintel 
P03.3.056 and masonry above (P03.3.057) are also Period 3. 

 
Floor The crown of the vault below, V01, was observed when the wooden floor was 

removed.  This feature (P03.7.007) is presumably Period 3 although the building onto 
which it is built could be Period 2.  A single flagstone was observed, resting on 
P03.7.007.  This flagstone, P03.7.010, was undoubtably no longer in situ. 
2 possible remnant walls or structures were noted below floor level during the 
asbestos removal.  These structures were very unclear and may be remnant wall 
lines.  P03.7.008 runs E-W and projects slightly in front of P03.1.  P03.7.009 is an L-
shaped wall in front of the window in P03.3. 

 
Ceiling The “Type A” oak beams are the surviving original Period 3 ceiling elements: 

P03.1.297/P03.3.142, P03.1.245/P03.3.144, P03.1.249/P03.3.146, P03.1.253/P03.3.185, 
P03.1.257P03.3.191, P03.1.304/P03.3.193, P03.1.308, P03.1.312/P03.3.195.  Some of these 
beams rest on deliberatley placed blocks which act as structural supports within the S 
wall (P03.3.162, P03.3.165, P03.3.172, & P03.3.203). 
Documentary evidence indicates that this was a caisson ceiling decorated with some, 
if not all, of the surviving ‘Stirling heads’. Dendrochronological analysis of 24 
components of the Stirling Heads has demonstrated that the trees used to make the 
boards were probably felled sometime after 1530 but not later that 1544. The timber 
came from various regions within modern-day Poland (Crone, B A 2004 
Dendrochronological Analysis of the Stirling Heads). 

 
Details Surviving nail in N wall, possibly for tapestry (P03.1.294). 
 A small cupboard / chamber,P:03.3.033, at base of S Wall.  The cupboard comprises E 

margin P:03.3.034, W margin P:03.3.035, sill P:03.3.036, and lintel P:03.3.037. 
 Setting for Stirling Heads which were attached directly to regular framework of 

transverse beams this is not a coffered ceiling but may have been constructed to 
resemble similar via panelling effect. This probably comprised flat panels (the heads) 
separated and surrounded by raised projecting woodwork. 

 Evidence of porch / lobby in form of recess P:03.1.022.  This comprises, lintel 
P:03.1.024, margin P:03.1.119, and build P:03.1.023.   

 The fireplace features complex carving and iconography. 
 Door (P:03.4) has been dated by dendrochronological analysis to some time after 1520 

(Crone 2005, Interim Report 1: The Palace Doors). It is likely, therefore, that it was made 
as part of the Phase 3 building work. 

 The cupboard next to the fireplace is similar, both in size and position in relation to 
the floor, to those in P:02 (P:02.4.025), P:04 (P:04.1.019) and P:11 (P:11.4.031). Its 
location differs from the others which are located near the entrance to the room, but 
here a wall cupboard was not feasible in the comparitively thin W wall. Such 
cupboards do not occur in the Queen’s inner chambers (P:07 and P:11). Given this 
gender divide, it is suggested that these spaces were intended for the storage of 
urinals. 

  
Discussion Intermediate space between inner /private accommodation in P:04 (Bedroom) and 2 

social spaces – the Great Hall, and the King’s Hall.  This represents a straight route 
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between Hall and Chapel Royal via Kings’ suite of Place .  Access was available 
across key household structure without penetrating inner/ private space in East 
range. This interlinking is reminiscent of monastic ranges where significant structures 
are disposed at ends of cloisters. The North range of Palace is therefore a route as 
well as destination. This is reinforced by the great efforts to retain the old chapel site 
and maintain links with KOB to the north.  The Palace North range in effect creates S 
side of upper court and is re mutual range for both palace and the courtyard. The 
significance of placing King at centre of these twin courtyards is both functional and 
symbolic. P:03 is the fulcrum of this range and may therefore have enjoyed maximum 
overt iconography.  
It may be assume that the layout and décor of the rooms of state within the N range 
reflected the outward manifestations of royalty and dynasty, where the bedroom was 
more personal and intimate. This space would contain the throne and the family 
lineage- with king as culmination of his line. The theme of King within classical 
pantheon of Greek Gods as Apollo suggests  décor design reflected Heavenly 
/Elysian setting.  Most likely portrayed via decorated plaster in pseudo architectural 
style. 
 
Documents suggests that the door to the great Hall may be secondary, of c 1566. This 
is not apparent from the structural evidence. 
 
Documentaion suggests that the creation of a passage to the Great Hall was 
secondary to the original palace design and created c 1566. Disturbance of the 
exterior ashlar suggests that this was a timber structure. The peresent bridge is later. 

 
Documents NAS E37/2 [1581x1583] 

The Inventor of ye movabilis wtin your g. palice & castell of Striveling 
In zoure gracesuter chalmer fyve pece of Tapesrie, Ane daa of reid silk frenzeit wt 
reid & zallow.  

  
Book of Articles which I originally quoted and 'The Indictment of Mary Queen of 
Scots' published by R H Mahon (ed) in 1923 are both translation of an original Latin 
document composed around October 1568 

 
Hosack 1870, i. 530-1’ relates that at about the time of the baptism of James (17 Dec 
1566), Queen Mary 'causit begin to mak a passage beuix hir chalmer in the New Work 
or Palace, within the Castell of Streuiling and the Great Hall thairof, thinking to have 
access at all tymes by that meane to Boithuile, quhome purpoislie she causit by ludgit 
at the north end of the said Greit Hall'. 
 
This is based on Book of Articles presented to the Commissioners of Queen Elizabeth 
at Westminster by the Earl of Murray on the 6th Dec 1568, attributed to 'the 
Hopetoun Manuscript, the property of the Earl of Hopetoun'. It and 'The Indictment 
of Mary Queen of Scots' published by R H Mahon (ed) in 1923 are both translation of 
an original Latin document composed around October 1568.  

 
MW1, 349 Jul 1613- Jan 1614 Glazier’s account 
Item in his Majesties chalmer of presens xiii [lossones] xiii s. 
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Ceiling The surviving wooden medallions, known as the Stirling Heads, are evidence of the 
richness of decoration that once existed in the principal chambers of the place. As no 
16th century records survive that describe the interiors, we are reliant on the accounts 
of later writers. These are often frustratingly vague in their descriptions. John Taylor, 
writing in 1618, comments that ‘the rooms of it are lofty, with carved workes on the 
seelings’ (Hume Brown 1891, 118), while John Ray, in 1662, remarked on the ‘many 
very stately rooms, both for lodging and entertainment, in many of them very good 
carved woodwork on the roofs’ (Hume Brown 1891, 236). John Mackay gives a fuller 
description in his A Journey through Scotland (1723): 
 
In this palace there is one apartment of six rooms of state, the noblest I ever saw in 
Europe, both for height, length and breadth, and for the fineness of the carved work 
in wainscot and on the ceiling, there’s no apartment in Windsor or Hampton-Court 
that comes near it.. and in the roof of the Presence Chamber are carved heads of the 
Kings and Queens of Scotland. 
 
A fuller account was published by of Loveday (1723) who states that ‘the apartments 
are large and handsome, roofed – most of ‘em – with Irish oak in large square panels; 
two of these ceilings further set-off with well carved busts ( in Irish oak, too) of the 
Kings and Queens of Scotland, as I suppose. The garrison lodge in two of these 
rooms.’ By 1788, the ceiling of the Presence Chamber had fallen into a state of 
disrepair and some of the medallion heads had fallen, so it was decided to dismantle 
it (Grahame 1817, 4). While this referred only to the heads on the ceiling of the 
Presence Chamber (P:03), earlier accounts make it clear that the other rooms had 
ceilings with a degree of ornamentation, some with ‘square panels’ (caissons) and, if 
one can believe Loveday (1723), there may have been two ceilings with ‘well carvd 
busts’. 
 
Grahame, J F 1817 Lacunar Strevelinense. 
Hume Brown, P (ed) 1891 Early Travellers in Scotland. 
John Loveday 1890 DIARY OF A TOUR IN 1732 THROUGH PARTS OF ENGLAND, WALES, 
IRELAND AND SCOTLAND, MADE BY JOHN LOVEDAY OF CAVERSHAM, AND NOW FOR 

THE FIRST TIME PRINTED FROM A MS. IN THE POSSESSION OF HIS GREAT-GRANDSON 

J.E.TAYLOR LOVEDAY, Roxburghe Club 1890. 
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Documents Glazier’s account of 1613-14 (MW1, 339): 

Item in his Majesties chalmer of presens xiii    xiii s. 
 

A royal visit by James VI was proposed in 1615 and preparations made. On this 
occasion it was considered necessary to furnish only two rooms for the intended 
royal visit, probably the King’s Presence Chamber and his Bedchamber. 
 
Jhon Auchmoutie, keeper of the Gardrobe within our kingdome of Scotland, yow 
shall not faill, immediatlie after the sight hereto, to delyuer unto the Lord Erskin as 
many hingings as may furnishe two Roomes with our Castle of Stirling, for the which 
hee will answere: And this shale unto you a suffient warrand – Royston, the 27 Oct 
1615 (Rogers 1885, 8). 
 
Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1628 (MW2, 255): 
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Item the kingis great chalmer the borderis to be maid fair and perfyte the dores and 
chimlayis to be weill marbillit and the pendis and skonschonis to be weill layit over 
and the window brodis to be layit over without with oyle cullour and within in 
temper cullour and the articles weill set af. 
 
Accounts of 27 October – 1 November 1628 (MW2, 239) 
Item fra Androw Downye 500 skailyie nail  lv s. 
Item mair 100 doore nail    vi s. viii d. 
Item to him for v cruikis and ii pair of doore bandis for the dore betuix the paleie and 
the grit hall the uther for the doore of the turnpett loft all weyand ane staine xiii pund 
ane half pund at liii s. iiii d. the staine inde   iiii lib. xviiii s. 1111 
d. 
 
 
Accounts of 3-8 November 1628 (MW2, 240): 
Item to him [John Smith] for ane bat of yrone for the lok of the dore betuix the kingis 
chalmer and the grit hall weyand and pund and half ane pund  v s. 

 
Accounts 16-21 March 1629 (MW2, 248): 
Item to him [William Downye] for ane slot and staippillis to the new dore betuix the 
kingis rowmes and the grit hall weyand 7 pund half pund  xxv s. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Multifunctional space – service / storage / accommodation   
 
Fireplace Reduction of Period 3 fireplace 
 
Ceiling During this period there was extensive strengthening work carried out on the ceiling 

of P03.  Presumably this was linked to increased use of the floor above.  
Strengthening beams (“Type B”) were introduced, which span the width of the room, 
and braces (“Type C”) were attached to the sides of the “Type A” beams on the N 
side of the room.  The walls were cut to allow the insertion of these strengthening 
beams and braces. 

 “Type B” beams: P03.1.251/P03.3.147, P03.1.255/P03.3.149, P03.1.302/P03.3.192, 
P03.1.306/P03.3.194, P03.1.310, & P03.1.314/P03.3.196. 
“Type C braces: P03.1.244, P03.1.246, P03.1.248, P03.1.250, P03.1.252, P03.1.254, 
P03.1.256, P03.1.258, P03.1.303, P03.1.305, P03.1.307, P03.1.309, P03.1.311, P03.1.313. 
 

Windows Period 3 windows converted to sash and case. The current W sash and case window 
of the north elevation and the sash and case window of the east elevation may be  a 
Late 17th Century examples (with replacement glass) while the sash and case window 
of the south elevation are probably Early 20th Century replacements and the E 
window in the north elevation is a Late 20th Century reconstruction..  

 
Sash window in the W aperture in the N wall (P03.1.010/P03.1.030), in the E wall 
(P03.2.011 with associated fixtures (P03.2.067 – P03.2.074).  Fixtures for a removed 
sash window can be seen in the E window recess in the N wall (P03.1.178 – P03.1.188).
  

   
Documents NAS E36/34 Account of ironwork, 1671-3 
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’12 stone of great garrones each of ym ane pound & a halfe of weight for naileing the 
new geasts to the old. 

 
Discussion As with P:02 this space forms part of ancillary accommodation within revision of 

Palace which located Governor’s private rooms at upper level, general usage at 
principal level and service/storage at vault level.  The insertion of expensive windows 
may reflect continued use of the full space in some prestige role rather than the much 
more perfunctory use in Period 7. 

 
No Documents has been found for the conversion of the windows of the principal 
floor to sash and case. The form of the astragals on the outer facing windows of P:02, 
P:03, P:04, and the E windows of P:07 is similar to that of c1720 (cf similar profiles at 
James Johnston’s pavillion, Twickenham, Louw & Crayford 1999, 215.l). The inner 
facing astragals have a slightly different profile and may have been converted a little 
later than those of the windows on the more public outer elevations. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Service / accommodation. Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c) marks it as on of ‘Empty 

Rooms’. Barrack.  
 
Doors Door reopened to Great Hall. 
 
Documents Marked on a plan of c1708 (NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a) as ‘Presence’.  
  NLS MS 1646 Z02/17. 
  Marked on a plan of 1741(NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c) as ‘Empty Room’. 
 
Discussion The room saw use as temporary barracks. 

 
The original bridge to the Great Hall had been removed by the beginning of the 18th 
century. It is not shown on early Ordnance plans (but this nergative evidence is not 
certain). A bridge is shown on Dury’s plan of c 1708 but this may be a suggested 
improvement. More definite evidence for its lack in the early 18th century is iIs 
appearance as a suggested improvement on the plans drawn up by the earl of Mar 
when in exile (NAS RHP 13258). Also, it does not appear on an undated 18th century 
drawing of the Palace from the north (Bodlian Library). The door to Blore’s 
reconstruction of the chamber ‘Before the Alterations of 1777’. Such drawings cannot 
be taken as definite evidence for the lack of a particular feature but it strongly 
suggests that the doorway was blocked at that date. The building of the present 
Gothic revival bridge may be dated to c 1800. 

 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Messing space – other ranks. 
 
Fireplace The chimney breast in the S wall has seen some repair work: P03.3.030, P03.3.069 & 

P03.3.070.  This is probably rebuild after a metal flue was inserted. 
 
Floor A report in 1861 recommended that the flagged floor of the lower barracks rooms be 

boarded. It is unclear whether this refers to the Principal rooms of the Palace but this 
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would seem to be a probable date for the creation of wooden floors in this room.  
However, an 1817 engraving shows the King’s Presence Chamber with a boarded 
floor, perhaps indicating that a wooden floor was in place in this room prior to 1861.  
Evidence for these changes could be seen as a series of two stone built dwarf walls 
below floor level.  These dwarf walls were: P03.7.001 and P03.7.004.  These structures 
were removed during the asbestos removal works. 

 
Details Mezzanine inserted to provide more barrack space.  There are various patches of 

repair which may fill the sockets that once supported the mezzanine: P03.1.094 – 
P03.1.096, P03.2.031-P03.2.033, P03.3.077, P03.3.079, P03.4.008. 
Mezzanine later becomes redundant and sockets are filled: P03.1.094 – P03.1.096, 
P03.2.031-P03.2.033, P03.3.077, P03.3.079, P03.4.008. 
New panelling – defined by Dumb bell dooks holes and other similar features.  These 
features are: P03.1.092, P03.1.102 – P03.1.104, P03.1.092, P03.1.133 – P03.1.135, 
P03.1.142 - P03.1.145, P03.1.161 - P03.1.168, P03.4.011 & P03.4.015. 

 Skirting dook holes may date to this period: P03.1.120 - P03.1.128, P03.1.090, 
P03.1.210, P03.2.105 - P03.2.111, P03.3.104 - P03.3.110, P03.4.050 - P03.4.056. 
The dook holes in and above the window lintels may also date to this period.  
P03.1.105 – P03.1.118, P03.2.046 – P03.2.052, P03.3.115 – P03.3.119. 

 
Documents HS 340/291/L/1 
  HS 340/291/L/2 
  nd HS 340/291/L/3 ‘Soldiers Room No 11’. 
 
Discussion The rooms of state are gradually converted to messing facilities, with mezzanine 

removed, and formal occasions. The heating was improved and present floor level 
established with space below floorboards for service pipes etc. 

 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Conversion to canteen   
 
Fireplace Period 3 fireplace restored in the 1920s.  The fireplace had large flagstones inserted in 

the hearth and in the back, P03.3.023, P03.7.005 & P03.7.006. 
 
Windows The brick window backs may date to this period and are probably associated with the 

installation of radiators: P03.1.004, P03.1.013, P03.2.028 & P03.3.049.  
 
 The sash and case windows in the south elevation are probably Early 20th Century 

replacements (P03.3.052/P03.3.053). 
 
Ceiling The ceiling saw extensive repair work in 1917 with the insertion of 3 large 

replacement “Type E” beams: P03.1.243/P03.3.143, P03.1.247/P03.3.145 & 
P03.1.315/P03.3.197 
Iron brackets were installed at this point to support weakened “Type A” beams: 
P03.1.274, P03.1.279, P03.1.286, P03.1.291, P03.1.322 & P03.1.325. 
The reinforcing of the fireplace hearth in P10 above took place at this point (P03.3.210 
– P03.3.214). 
Lath and plaster suspended ceiling created after reinforcements to beams above.  Can 
now be seen as scar P03.1.295 & P03.3.177. 
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Documents On plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) as ‘Corporals reading room/ recreation room’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Castle Cafe 
 
Layout Arrangement in 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) has a corridor on the E and N and two rooms 

partioned off: a Corporals’ Reading Room to the E, and a Corporals’ Recreation Room 
to the W. These removed post 1955 for Tearoom. 

 
Doors Door in P:03.3 replaced. 
 
Windows E window in the N elevation ‘restored’ (to Period 3 interpretation) with a replica 

shuttered window: P03.1.018 & P03.1.200. 
 
Floor The Palace floors were re-laid in 1968 and it is likely that the brick built dwarf walls 

date from this period (P03.7.002 & P03.7.003) and the brick spreads (P03.7.014 – 
P03.7.017) may be collapsed dwarf walls from this period. 

 A number of conduits and services were noted below the floor level (P03.7.018 – 
P03.7.021).  The pipe drops (P03.7.022 & P03.7.023) may have been cut into the vault 
below when the central heating system was installed in 1950.  

 
Details Shelving/ service area/ brackets for display items 
 
Discussion Investigation of the floor space was prevented with the discovery that service pipes 

were lined with asbestos. 
 
Documents Plan of existing arrangements in 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) 
 
Photographs  Palace Tea Room ARCHIVE ID 5-7, 21 June 1965. 

New oak door on doorway in P:03.3, ARCHIVE ID 224, November, 1969. 
Stirling Heads, fronts. ARCHIVE ID. 267 26/05/1970 
Stirling Heads, fronts. ARCHIVE ID. 268 26/05/1970 
Stirling Heads, fronts. ARCHIVE ID. 269 26/05/1970 
Stirling Heads, fronts. ARCHIVE ID. 270 26/05/1970 
Stirling Heads, fronts. ARCHIVE ID. 271 26/05/1970 
Stirling Heads, fronts. ARCHIVE ID. 272 26/05/1970 
Stirling Heads, fronts. ARCHIVE ID. 273 26/05/1970 
Stirling Heads, fronts. ARCHIVE ID. 274 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head, fronts. ARCHIVE ID. 275 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.21, back, ARCHIVE ID. 276 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.19, back ARCHIVE ID. 277 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.15, back ARCHIVE ID. 278 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.8, back ARCHIVE ID. 279 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.35, back ARCHIVE ID. 280 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.1, back ARCHIVE ID. 281 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.2, back ARCHIVE ID. 282 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.3, back ARCHIVE ID. 283 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.4, back ARCHIVE ID. 284 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.5, back ARCHIVE ID. 285 26/05/1970 
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Stirling Head no.6, back ARCHIVE ID. 286 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.7, back ARCHIVE ID. 287 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.9, back ARCHIVE ID. 288 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.11, back ARCHIVE ID. 289 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.10, back ARCHIVE ID. 290 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.13, back ARCHIVE ID. 291 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.14, back ARCHIVE ID. 292 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.16, back ARCHIVE ID. 293 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.18, back ARCHIVE ID. 294 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.20, back ARCHIVE ID. 295 26/05/1970  
Stirling Head no.22, back ARCHIVE ID. 296 26/05/1970  
Stirling Head no.23, back ARCHIVE ID. 297 26/05/1970  
Stirling Head no.24, back ARCHIVE ID. 298 26/05/1970  
Stirling Head no.25, back ARCHIVE ID. 299 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.26, back ARCHIVE ID. 300 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.27, back ARCHIVE ID. 301 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.28, back ARCHIVE ID. 302 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.29, back ARCHIVE ID. 303 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.30, back ARCHIVE ID. 304 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.31, back ARCHIVE ID. 305 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.32, back ARCHIVE ID. 306 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.33, back ARCHIVE ID. 307 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.34, back ARCHIVE ID. 308 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.36, back ARCHIVE ID. 309 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.38, back ARCHIVE ID. 310 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.31, front ARCHIVE ID. 311 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.38, front ARCHIVE ID. 312 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 313 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 314 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 315 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.18, front ARCHIVE ID. 316 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.8, front ARCHIVE ID. 317 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.7, front ARCHIVE ID. 318 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 319 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 320 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.35, front ARCHIVE ID. 321 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.6, front ARCHIVE ID. 322 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 323 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 324 26/05/1970  
Stirling Head no.34, front ARCHIVE ID. 225 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.14, front ARCHIVE ID. 326 26/05/1970  
Stirling Head no.1, front ARCHIVE ID. 327 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 328 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.15, front ARCHIVE ID. 329 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 330 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 331 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.26, front ARCHIVE ID. 332 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.28, front ARCHIVE ID. 333 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 334 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 335 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.29, front ARCHIVE ID. 336 26/05/1970 
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Stirling Head no.3, front ARCHIVE ID. 337 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 338 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.19, front ARCHIVE ID. 339 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.23, front ARCHIVE ID. 340 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.21, front ARCHIVE ID. 341 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.14, front ARCHIVE ID. 342 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.11, front ARCHIVE ID. 344 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front ARCHIVE ID. 345 26/05/1970 
Stirling Head no.?, front P:03.3 fireplace. ARCHIVE ID 1051-52, May 2002. 
W end of P03.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1655 28/08/2003. 
E end of P03.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1656 28/08/2003. 
General view of P03.2 ARCHIVE ID 1657. 28/08/2003. 
Detail of fireplace in P03.3 ARCHIVE ID 1658. 28/08/2003. 
General view of P03.3 ARCHIVE ID 1659. 28/08/2003. 
General view of P03.3 ARCHIVE ID 1660. 28/08/2003. 
General view of P03.4 ARCHIVE ID 1661. 28/08/2003. 
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P:04 
 
KING'S INNER CHAMBER / BEDCHAMBER 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Door The present intramural cupboard P04.1.019 has, on its inside, a rebate with the crook 

for a door. As a door on the inside is not practical in its present form, this must be the 
reuse of an earlier door. Its size and position suggests the the entrance to a room 
rather than a cupboard. The lower part of P04.1.001 must be a survival from Period 2 
or earlier. 

 The doorway between P04 and P03, P04.1.003, may be a Period 2 feature that has 
been adapted in Period 3. 

 
Ceiling  Timbers of 1500/1 re-used in Phase 3 ceiling.  
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Formal/private 
 
Layout  Rectangular  
 
Plan 10.4m x 5.6m.  Main wall builds are P04.1.001, P04.2.002, P04.3.001 & 

P04.4.Architectural fragments P04.1.140, P04.1.143, P04.1.144 incorporated into build 
P04.1.001. Architectural fragment P04.3.011 incorportated into build P04.3.001. 

 
Fireplace P04.4.019 situated in long W wall towards the centre.  Comprises S column 

(P04.3.013, P04.3.015 & P04.3.017), N column (P04.3.014, P04.3.016 & P04.3.018), lintel 
(P04.3.012) and the flue masonry P04.4.002. 

 
Doors The are 4 doors in this room: one in the N wall, one in the S wall and two in the W 

wall.  The one in the S wall is a Period 10 replacement of a Period 3 door, albeit 
slightly in the wrong place.  The other doors are all Period 3 in date.  Door in N wall, 
P04.1.003 comprises P04.1.006 - P04.1.015.  S door in W wall, P04.4.007 comprises 
margins P04.4.163 & P04.4.164 and threshold P04.4.159.  The lintel, P04.4.158, may be 
original but has been raised.  The N door in the W wall, comprises margins P04.4.172 
& P04.4.173, threshold P04.4.029, and lintel P04.4.174. 

 
Windows There are 2 period 3 windows in this room, both are in the East wall.  The north 

window, P04.2.003, comprises south quoins P04.2.004 and arch P04.2.005.  The south 
window, P04.2.017, comprises north quoins, P04.2.018, south quoins, P04.2.019, arch 
P04.2.020, sill P04.2.021 and lintel P04.2.022. 

 
Floor 6 features of probable Period 3 date were observed during the asbestos removal 

works.  P04.7.004 is a coursed wall/step built into P04.4 to the N of the fireplace.  A 
broken flagstone, P04.7.005, is sealed below the E margin of the Period 3 doorway to 
P03.  Likewise, the threshold of the doorway to P03 (P04.7.013) and the wall founds 
that it is built on (P04.7.014) are probably Period 3 features as well.  Also, two areas of 
random rubble masonry were observed below the infill across the room.  It is possible 
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that P04.7.006 & P04.7.007 are the wall heads of structures below, or maybe more 
likely the crown of the vault. 

 
Ceiling Five E-W oak beams set diagonally (P04.6.001-P04.6.005 N-S), set into wall sockets 

thought to be integral to the wall fabric. Average gap from centre (top) arras 2.62m. 
All the beams have a small upper facet, 40-60mm wide. All the beams appear to have 
had a ‘lime wash’ coating which at least for P04.6.098 on timber P04.6.003 predates its 
insertion into the wall. 
Large numbers of nails were noted on the N and S sides of these beams although only 
those on P04.6.004 could be examined in detail.  On this beam they were 
predominantly located on the lower facets, both N and S facing, although the W end 
of the upper S facing facet does have a number of nails.  Most of those nails have their 
heads broken off but all seem quite small, c.4mm sq shafts or smaller.  On beam 
P04.6.003 a thin sliver of wood P04.6.492 was nailed to the N side of the beam, along 
the top edge of the lower facet. 

 
Details Stone cupboard P04.1.019 near ground level, possibly used for storing urinals.  It 

comprises P04.1.020 - P04.1.023. 
  Unusual roof structure – use of angled beams – coffered ceiling 
 No dooks can be assigned to this period with any degree of certainty. 

The fireplace features complex carving and iconography. 
The ceiling over this chamber along with P:07 features quite distinctive construction 
this comprised a combination of transverse beams ornamented by diagonal beams 
the latter laid on edge.  

 
Discussion With 2 doors in W wall, 2 separate rooms implied beyond the bedchamber - office 

and closet  (P:05 and P:06).  Period 3 plan is simple – interconnecting rooms to N and 
S via Doors to E side of chamber – suggesting formal route away from bed and 
fireplace etc.  The shape and visible masonry of this room are all Period 3, but it has 
recycled the upper floor of an earlier range.  This range dates from Period 2 and 
combined P:04 and P:07.  Only in P:05/P:06 are signs of earlier arrangement as the 
latter form a gallery serving the now combined Period 1 structures at first floor with 
the S Range.  The Period 2 E Range lay over the vestigial and still individual  Period 1 
buildings, separated by a pend.  

  
 Cupboard (P:04.01.019) is similar, both in size and position in relation to the floor, to 

those in P:02 (P:02.4.025) P:03, and P:11 (P:11.4.031). All except that in P:03 are located 
near the entrance to the room. They do not occur in the Queen’s inner chambers (P:07 
and P:11). Given this gender divide, it is suggested that these spaces were intended 
for the storage of urinals. 
  

 The arrangement of secondary timbers on the ceiling is thought to be constructional 
rather than decorative in purpose. The diagonal braces provide a rigidity to the 
whole ceiling. It appears that one brace joined across the space now occupied by the 
chimney breast and it is possible that the ceiling was in place before the construction 
of the chimney. There was no access to the interior of the chimney flue. 
 
Earlier dendrochronological work in the King’s bedchamber suggested that the main 
timbers were felled in 1500/1 (Crone & Fawcett 1998, 79). Recent sampling confirmed 
that all the timbers in this ceiling were re-used from a building of c 1500/1 (Crone 
2005, Interim Report 4: Oak Timbers from the King’s Bedchamber). 
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Process of Construction 
 
Analysis of the wall fabric has enabled some conclusions to be drawn as to the 
process of construction. 
 
The palace is constructed with ashlar on its exterior and mostly random rubble on the 
interior walls. Some idea of the process of construction can be gauged from the use of 
types of stone, the relationship of walls and the building breaks them. 
 
Partial demolition 
 
The first part of the building campaign was the partial demolition of the existing 
buildings on the site, a process that provided some of the building material for the 
level, the completion of the floor providing a building platform for further work. The 
exterior wall was then raised to a height of approximately 2m (possibly 2 ells) and a 
level course formed in the random rubble build. The height of this stage may have 
been dictated by that that could be worked without the use of scaffolding. The 
random rubble of the interior has an intermediate stage formed by a level course at 
the height of approximately 1.25m above floor level. Slate pinning was used in the 
formation of this level course. A great of reused stone was utilised in this part of the 
construction. The outer casing of the doorways was erected as an integral part of the 
build of the exterior wall. The partition wall between the King’s Hall and Outer 
Chambers (P:03.4) was also erected, but breaks in the coursing of the rubble shows 
that the completion of the doorway was later. 
 
Walls to springing of the window arch 
 
It is likely that the fine exterior ashlar was raised ahead of the interior rubble walling. 
The interior walls were then raised another 2m (possibly 2 ells) to the height of the 
springing the window arches. The exterior wall has a change in stonework at this 
level, with a fine grey sandstone below forming the moulding of the windows but a 
courser yellow sandstone above. On the interior walls, the break is seen by the 
creation of another level course in the random rubble. The walls of this stage have 
smaller stonework than below, with much less reused stone. The walling of the 
interior walls between the principal rooms abuts that of the exterior walls above the 
height of the doorways. The juncture of the walls often is crudely executed. For 
example, the east wall of the King’s Hall (P02.2) overlaps the face of the reveal of the 
window to its north. The south wall abuts the east wall above the doorway to the 
King’s bedchamber. 
 
Walls above the principal windows 
 
The next stage of work was the erection of the window heads in the principal rooms 
and the stonework of the upper walls of those chambers. The change here is very 
marked and may indicate a long pause in construction, possibly over a winter. The 
placing of the window arches on the existing reveals required a precision that seems 
to have been beyond the capabilities of the masons. The break in constructional 
phases can be seen as a scarcement (P:03.1.241) at the western end of the north wall of 
the King’s Outer Chamber (P:03.1). Often the window arch does not correspond with 
the available space to be spanned. This is especially the case where they is no splay to 
the window reveals and the arch springs directly from the wall head as with the 
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south-east window of the King’s outer chamber (P:02.3) and the adjacent south-west 
window of the King’s Outer Chamber (P:03.3). With both of these the window arch 
springs from inside the line of the wall face of the wall dividing the outer and inner 
chambers. This change is seen also in the south-east corner of the King’s Outer 
Chamber where there is a change in construction, the crude abutment of the walling 
immediately above the height of the doorway contrasting with the treatment of the 
corner in upper part of the chamber where there is more attempt to bond together the 
two walls. 
 
The break in construction at the head of the windows is clearly seen in the Lions Den 
elevations. Above this level, apart from the window margins, the eaves cornice and 
the later heightening of the wall head, there is a consistent use of basaltic rock in the 
upper 4m of walling. An exception may be between the south windows of the King’s 
outer chamber where the predominance of basalt begins half way up the window 
height. 
 

Documents MW1, 294  1558 The compt of Alexander la France    
 
The expensis of irne werk in the Quenis graic Palece in the Castell of Sterweleng. 
 
Item in primis for ane new kay making to ane hengand lok to the Quenis graic 
chalmer dur, the pric        
 xvi d. 
Item for the making of ane band to the meid chalmer wondok, the pric xvi d. 
Item for ane crampat to the uter yeit and c. nalls, the pric   iii s. 
Item for the mending of ane band to the samyn yeat, the pric  iiii d. 
Item for tua irne bandis to the bukat and the bow to it   vii s. vi d. 
Item for the hengeng of tua duris with rengis and bandis, lokis and roissis, quhair 
Munssor Ruby [Chancellor] heldis chalmer, the pric    x s. 
.. 
Item for tua bandis to ane almere in the Quenis graic chalmer, the pric v s. 
 
MW1, 349 Jul 1613- Jan 1614 Glazier’s account 
Item in his Majesties bed chalmer five lossones   v s. 
 
NAS E37/2 [1581x1583] 
The Inventor of ye movabilis wtin your g. palice & castell of Striveling 
In yor graces Inner chalmer sevin pece of tapesrie wt any daa of claith of gold, Ane 
purpor velvot chyre bordorrit wt gold, ane faire nukit burde with ane Turkie tapett, 
Ane uther litill burde, ane lockit coffer, ane grene velvot chyre, ane bed of reid 
cramosie velvot pasmentit wt gold wt courting of red dames pasementit wt ye 
samyn, ane pauilkeis mat, ane uther lockit coffer in your graces cabenet wt buks  & 
uther geir conteinit in ye Inventor of ye same. 

 
It is probable that Queen Mary occupied the King’s chambers while resident at 
Stirling. This was the case at Holyrood, as documented in accounts of the murder of 
Riccio (Gatherer 1958, 97). 
 
Letter of Randolph to Cecil, 24 Sep 1561:  
My man writes, and I see it confirmed, that at Stirling the Queen while asleep, a 
candle burning by her, the curtains and tester took fire, and was like to have 
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“smored” her as she lay. Those who speak of prophecies, say an old one is now 
fulfilled – “that a Quene sholde be burnte at Sterlinge. 
(Calendar of the State papers relating to Scotland and Mary Queen of Scots, 1547-
1603. Vol. 1 1547-1563. Ed J Bain, 555). 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Documents Glazier’s account of 1613-14 (MW1, 349): 
  Item in his Majesties bed chalmer five lossones   v s. 
 

A royal visit by James VI was proposed in 1615 and preparations made. On this 
occasion it was considered necessary to furnish only two rooms for the intended 
royal visit, probably the King’s Presence Chamber and his Bedchamber. 
 
Jhon Auchmoutie, keeper of the Gardrobe within our kingdome of Scotland, yow 
shall not faill, immediatlie after the sight hereto, to delyuer unto the Lord Erskin as 
many hingings as may furnishe two Roomes with our Castle of Stirling, for the which 
hee will answere: And this shale unto you a suffient warrand – Royston, the 27 Oct 
1615 (Rogers 1885, 8). 
 
Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1628 (MW2, 255) 
Item the kingis bedchalmer the window brodis hie and low to be layit over and set af 
and the arms and letteris to be set in thair awin cullouris with gold and aisser and the 
borderis to be helpit and the dores and chymnayis to be marbillit and the pend of the 
windowes and skenschonis to be well layit over with blew gray. 
 

  Account of John Smith, smith November 1628 (MW2, 241) 
Item for ane uther taild band for ane of the windowis in the kingis chalmer and 
tinning thairof         vi s. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Reverential / preserved due to Royal associations – not occupied 
 
Windows  Sash and case windows replace Period 3 versions N window recorded as frame 

P04.2.007 and fixtures P04.2.008 – P04.2.014; S window recorded as frame P04.2.022 
and fixtures P04.2.023 – P04.2.028. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function  Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c) marks it as on of ‘Empty Rooms’. 
 
Documents On a plan of 1708 (NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a) it is described as ‘Bedchamber’. 
  NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 ‘King’s Bedchamber’. 

Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c); Plan of 1741 (NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c) ‘Empty Room’. 
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Discussion No Documents has been found for the conversion of the windows of the principal 
floor to sash and case. The form of the astragals on the outer facing windows of P:02, 
P:03, P:04, and the E windows of P:07 is similar to that of c1720 (cf similar profiles at 
James Johnston’s pavillion, Twickenham, Louw & Crayford 1999, 215.l). The inner 
facing astragals have a slightly different profile and may have been converted a little 
later than those of the windows on the more public outer elevations. 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Service / Mess facility 
 
Layout Most of the S wall of this room was demolished to create a large arched aperture into 

P07 (P04.3.003).  This essentially created a single large room out of P04 and P07. 
 
Fireplace A fireplace in the room above has been inserted in the W wall just to the S of the flue 

for the fireplace in P04 (P04.4.179 & P04.4.104) 
 
Doors  The S door into the King’s closets has had its lintel raised.  Cut P04.4.162 has removed 

some of the masonry above the doorway and quoins P04.4.156 and P04.4.157 have 
been inserted and lintel P04.4.158 re-seated on top.  The removed masonry above the 
door has then been rebuilt as P04.4.037, which has joist holes P04.4.094 – P04.4.098 
built into it. 

 
Floor Only one feature that was recorded during the asbestos removal works can be 

tentatively assigned to Period 8.  The rubble built section of dwarf wall (P04.7.001) 
may date to Period 8 and the supposed 1861 floor remodelling. 

 
Ceiling The ceiling dooks on the N and S walls probably date from this period: P04.1.048, 

P04.1.110 – P04.1.118; P04.3.014 – P04.3.024, P04.4.113 – P04.4.116. 
 The joists for the room above were probably inserted in this period: P04.4.188 – 196 & 

P04.4.182 – P04.4.186. 
 
Details Early in this period a mezzanine floor was inserted to provide more barrack space.  

Evidence for this can be seen in the E wall as blocked joist holes P04.2.076 and 
P04.2.080; and in the W wall as P04.4.094 – P04.4.098. 
Blocked “Dumb bell” dook holes are indicative of the heavy panelling associated 
with this period: P04.1.037 – P04.1.043, P04.2.071 – P04.2.074, P04.2.081 – P04.2.084, 
P04.2A.014, P04.2A.017 – P04.2A.019, P04.2B.012 – P04.2B.015, P04.2C.027, 
P04.2C.028, P04.4.086 – P04.4.093, P04.4.120, P04.4.121, P04.4.123 & P04.4.127.  Also 
probably associated with these panneling fixture points are the inserted sandstone 
blocks P04.1.024 – P04.1.030, P04.2.064 – P04.2.067, P04.4.055 & P04.4.056. 

 The fairly irregular dooks at skirting board level may also date from this period: 
P04.1.096 – P04.1.098, P04.1.096 – P04.1.108, P04.2.055 – P04.2.062. 

 The so-called gas light dooks also probably date from this period: p04.1.060, 
P04.1.061, P04.1.063, P04.1.077, P04.1.080, P04.2.117, P04.2.118, P04.2.122 & P04.2.123. 

 Inserted below the window backs were 2 vents (P04.2.199, P04.2.200 & P04.2.206, 
P04.2.207). 
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Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 describes this room as ‘Barrack Room No 13 [with 
P07] 

  HS 340/291/L/2 
  Undated HS 340/291/L/3 describes it as ‘Soldiers Room No 12’ 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Service / Mess facility 
 
Layout Bar and tables introduced for mess 
 
Details New light panelling and/or shelving was installed during this period.  Evidence for 

this panneling is a series of vertical rectangular dook holes that can be seen on the N 
and E walls: P04.1.067 – P04.1.074, P04.1.086 – P04.1.092; P04.2.084 – P04.2.106. 
Pipes and radiators for a central heating system were installed during this period 
(P04.2.033, P04.2.034, P04.2.035) also associated with this heating system may be the 
modern brick window back (P04.2.006/P04.2.196).  An old light switch (P04.1.017) can 
also be assigned to this period. 

 
Documents Plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) describes the room as ‘Reading and writing room’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function  Display 
 
Plan Large period 8 aperture between P04 and P07 is blocked up in 1970 (P04.3.002) and a 

door reconstructed (P04.3.004).  Some repairs were made to the W wall of P04, 
probably in Period 10 (P04.4.005, P04.4.006, P04.4.033, P04.4.034). 

 
Fireplace Fireplace interior restored with modern flagstones (P04.5.005, P04.7.009 & P04.7.010) 

(earlier cast iron interior shown on photograph RCAHMS 1963, pl 81E). 
 
Doors In 1969 a new oak door was installed in N wall (P:04.1.004). 

In 1970 at the same time the S wall was restored, a 16th century style doorway was 
reconstructed (P04.3.004 – P04.3.008 & P04.7.012). 

Floor The brick dwarf walls P04.7.002 & P04.7.003, and the concrete plinth P04.7.018 were 
probably constructed in 1968 when the timber floors in the Palace were re-laid. 

 A number of modern services run below the floor level and these can be assigned to 
Period 10, although some may be Period 9: P04.7.015 – P04.7.017. 

 
Discussion Investigation of the floor space was prevented with the discovery that service pipes 

were lined with asbestos. 
 
Documents Plan of hearth, March 1968 (HS 340/291/L/69). 

Survey sketch of the party wall King’s/ Queen’s bedchamber, November 1969, 
showing arch in P:04.3 (HS 340/291/L/80). 
Plan and elevation of new doorway in P:04.3, February 1970 (HS 340/291/L/93). 
‘Ceiling Plan: Old Beams: King’s Bedchamber, 11/3/72’, scale 1:12 (HS 340/291/L/113). 
‘Ceiling Plan: New Beams: King’s Bedchamber, 11/3/72’, scale 1:12 (HS 340/291/L114). 
‘Mortice deatils, Old Beams, King’s Bedchamber, 20/3/72’, scale 1:4 (HS 
340/291/L115). 
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Photographs  RCAHMS 1963, pl 81E. fireplace before restoration. 
ARCHIVE ID 98, fireplace March 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 81, ARCHIVE ID 82, details of fireplace March 1968 (after restoration). 
ARCHIVE ID 227, P:04.1 showing new door, November 1969. 
ARCHIVE ID 249, P:04.3 showing archway into P:07, January 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 253, P:04.3 showing archway into P:07, January 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 214, P:04.2 (S window), April 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 219, P:04, building-up of former archway, April 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 262, P:07.1 with reconstructed doorway, May 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 263, P:04.3 with reconstructed wall and doorway, May 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 945-48, display boards and cases in 1998. 
ARCHIVE ID 108, blocking of archway into P:07 in progress, view through to P:07.3, 
February 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 1134-42, timber details December 2001. 
ARCHIVE ID 1146, timber detail December 2001. 
ARCHIVE ID 1049-ARCHIVE ID 1050, P:04.4 fireplace in May 2002. 
Genral view of P04.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1662 28/08/2003 
General view of the N end of P04.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1663 28/08/2003 
General view of the S end of P04.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1664 28/08/2003 
General view of P04.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1665 28/08/2003 
General view of the S end of P04.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1666 28/08/2003 
General view of the N end of P04.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1667 28/08/2003 
Possibly general view of P04A (doorway) ARCHIVE ID. 1668 28/08/2003 
N end of P04.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1948 29/01/2004 
N-middle of P04.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1949 29/01/2004 
Middle of P04.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1950 29/01/2004 
Middle of P04.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1951 29/01/2004 
S-middle of P04.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1952 29/01/2004 
S end of P04.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1953 29/01/2004 
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P:05 
 
KING’S CLOSET 
 
The closet was the king’s private space. Such rooms were often richly decorated, often with panelling.  
In the closet he could escape from playing role in the pageant of court life and be alone: to read 
private papers without hindrance, or merely to think, to eat or to sleep. It could be used as place for 
intimate conversations, and for the storage consultation and storage of important documents. By the 
later 16th century such rooms were becoming known as cabinets (DOST) from their role in storing 
private papers. An inventory of 1581x 1583 lists the contents of the kings cabinet as ‘a locked coffer 
with books and other geir contained in the inventory of the same’ (NAS E37/2). The use of the 
closet/study/cabinet as a private space is illustrated in the account of English ambassador, Errington, 
who writing on 4 April 1580 describes how the fourteen-year old James VI received a letter from 
Elizabeth then took it to his cabinet where he read it once or twice ‘with good deliberation, as Mr 
Peter Young, his schoolmaster told him’ (CSPS 5, 388). In 1581, during the minority of James VI, an 
attempt was made to control petitions to the king by insisting that they should be presented in short 
written form, which the king would place ‘in his awin cabinet’ until the Wednesday of each week 
when their merits would be discussed with the relevant royal official (Brown 1986, 119). The small 
size of the king’s closet is comparable with the situation in French palaces in the early 16th century 
before their increase in size and number by Francis I (Chatenet 2002, 184).  
 
A doorway off west side of the King’s Bedchamber (P:04) led to a three linked closets. A small closet 
to the north (P:05) may have been for a close stool. It has a plank and batten held together by nails 
with raised, decorative heads. There is a payment in 1628-9 for 100 bell-headed nails for the ‘privie 
dore in the kingis chalmer’ (MW2, 241). The nail heads are emphasised by scribed diagonal lines. The 
rear of the door on the closet has a slot in its rail, probably for the pivot of a lifting latch (cf Ayres 
2003, 66 on a 17th century doorway). In the early 17th century these closets were divided by the 
insertion of a stair; it is thought that the present south door to the closets was created then. 
 
There is an apotropaic design of marigold design on rear of door of P:05. Similar designs are found 
inscribed on a door of the garderobe at Huntly Castle and, unusually, on a chair at Pitmedden 
(Hesketh-Campbell 2004, 2). The date of this symbol is unknown but it may be particularly 
appropriate to James VI with his interest in the supernatural and the unfortunate incident at 
Holyrood in 1593 when the earl of Bothwell burst in him whilst James was on his close stool (Meikle 
2000, 133-134). 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Access /gallery with P:06. 
 
Layout Straight through passage / rectangular.   
 
Plan c.10m long (N/S) x 2m wide (E/W). Some of the E wall masonry P05.2.001 may be 

recycled period 2 as it follows the alignment of the period 2 building below. 
 
Doors None survive but door site probable at S end where passage meets possible stair to 

ground floor (S end of V:04). 
 
Discussion This gallery was of timber construction and along with P:06 allowed access from 

ground floor via stairs in S end of V:04.  It also ran along  W side of newly combined 
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Period 1 buildings (now an E Range on 2 levels as with S range ), opposite a W Range 
which stood to second floor. 

   
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Intimate space / Closet. 
 
Layout Irregular:  created by subdivision of Period 2 gallery area into small closet at N end 

with larger Office at S end. Main wall build P05.2.001, P05.2.021, P05.3.001, P05.4.004, 
P05.4.001 

 
Plan 2.8m x 1.2m. 
 
Doors 2 doors,  

1 located at NE corner leading to P:04 P05.2.010/P05.2.032 
Comprising Recess P05.2.011, margins P05.2.012, Lintel P05.2.013/P05.2.027 (may 
have been moved in period 4) Quoins P05.1.006, P05.3.014, door P05.2.015 
 
1 door leading to P:06 in S wall comprising margins P05.3.016 and P05.3.017, lintel 
P05.3.004 (may have been moved in period 4) 

 
Windows Small square P05.4.006 comprising Margins P05.4.009 and P05.4.010, sill 

P05.4.008,lintel P05.4.007, relieving arch P05.4.014 and blocking P05.4.018 
 
Details Aumbry P05.2.004 comprising margins P05.2.007 and P05.4.006 and lintel P05.4.005 
 Two sets of grooves in place in period 3 as they run behind the period 4 nroth wall.  

One groove in the E wall along the lintel of the aumbry P05.2.039 and two grooves in 
the N margin of the window in the S wall P05.4.028 and P05.4.029. 

 
Discussion E wall recycled Period 2 – may be version of Period 2 timber gallery – indicated by 

corbels .  Re drafted in stone – still follows tradition of egress beyond formal spaces 
via external gallery-once in wood , now in stone and enclosed.  The NW door is 
possible recycled Period 2 door. Use of lining masonry to regularise Period 2 W wall.  
There may be link in  Period 3 to gallery level right round to W range in area of SW 
window . 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Private space 
 
Layout New N wall P05.1.001/P05.1.011 supporting new staircase to upper floor 
 
Doors S door blocked with new stair to upper floor cutting across top of Period 3 door. 

Coursed masonry P05.3.012 supporting stairs P05.4.006-P05.4.011 
 
Ceiling New ceiling of massive stone slabs. P05.6.001-P05.6.005 
 
Details apotropaic symbol P05.2.028 may have been added to the E door in this period. 
 
Documents Account of 16-21 March 1629 (MW2, 247): 
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Item to James Jaffrey in Camsbarrone for vxx belheidit naillis for the privie dore in the 
kingis chalmer        xlvi s. viii d. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Documents NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 

Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
 Item in ane uther studie benorth ye former ane pair Casements to ye West 4½ [ft2]. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Storage 
 
Details Door lock? P05.2.018 
 
Documents Plan of 1708 (NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a). 
  NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 

Plan of 1741 (NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c). 
 
Discussion Dury’s plan of 1708 shows access to the Lion’s Den from P:05, although this may be 

just a proposal. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows Sash and case P05.4.011-P05.4.013 (This date is an interpretation only, it is possible 

that the sash and case window is earlier, it could be Period 7). 
 
PERIOD 9  
 
Documents HS 340/291/L/1 
  HS 340/291/L/2 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/3 - ‘Closet of old stair’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Documents Plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) – Store. 
 
Photographs General view of P05.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1669 28/08/2003 

General view of P05.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1670 28/08/2003 
N end of P05.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1671 28/08/2003 
S end of P05.2 showing door ARCHIVE ID. 1672 28/08/2003 
General view of the seiling in P05 ARCHIVE ID. 1673 28/08/2003 
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P:06 
 
THE KING’S STUDY 
 
The closet to the south (P:06) has a further, smaller chamber off to the south. This latter chamber has 
two ambries in its south wall. It may be identified with the king’s study listed in a glazing account of 
1676 as the room where the Honours of Scotland were kept (NAS E36/37/6, page 2). The room may be 
that described in an inventory of 1581x3 as the king’s cabinet where there as a locked coffer 
containing books and other ‘geir’ (NAS E37/2). This would agree with the room being a place of 
security. The southern chamber in the king’s closet is entered via a short passage which, although 
much altered, may have had a door at each end. Such it entry may have been comparable to the room 
where the Honours were kept in Edinburgh Castle where, in the late 17th century, there was an outer 
wooden door and an iron inner door, known from a receipt for the keys: ‘two large keys for the 
wainscot door, one lesser key of the hanging lock for the iron door within that, and two keys, for the 
chest in which the honours are’ (NMRS 332/F2/579). 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Details Corbels fossilised in M03 above indicate presence of timber roof/ tofall 
 
Discussion The E wall of the chamber is Period 1 defining the W side of the Northernmost of 2 

buildings, later combined to form the Period 2 E Range 
 
PERIOD 2  
 
Doors Possible second door leading to S gallery at SW corner of chamber 
 
Discussion When combined with P:05 this gallery ran along side of new E Range with access to S 

Range and ground floor at S end (over area of S end of V:04)  
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Private space: Office / Chapel? 
 
Layout Narrow rectangle 5m x 2m with narrow passages at S end (residual Period 2 access to 

S Range) 
 Wall fabric P06.2.001 
 Wall fabric P06.3.001 
 Wall fabric P06.4.001 
 Wall fabric P06A.1.001 
 Wall fabric P06A.3.001 
 Wall fabric P06B.2.001 
 Wall fabric P06B.4.001 
 Wall fabric P06C.1.001 
 Wall fabric P06C.2.001 
 Wall fabric P06C.3.001 
 
Doors 2 doors : 1 to the N (leading to P:05) no for this evidence surviving in P06,  

1 in E wall (leading to P:04) P06A.2.008 
N quoins of recess P06.2.016/P06A.1.008 
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 N wall fabric of recess P06A.1.001 
 S wall fabric of door recess P06A.3.001 and integral yellow mortar P06A.3.012 
 N roll moulded quoins of door aperture P06A.2.009/P06A.1.009 
 S roll moulded quoins of door aperture P06A.2.011/P06A.3.006 
  
 1 Doorway/passage opening leading S to P06C P06.3.005 
 E margin of door P06.3.006/P06B.2.008 
 W margin of door P06.3.007/P06.4.008 
 

1 Doorway/passage opening leading N to P06 P06C.1.005 
W margin of aperture P06C.1.009 

 E margin of aperture P06C.010 
 Lintel of aperture P06C.1.011 
 Relieving arch over door aperture P06C.1.012 

 
Windows 2 for main space,  

Window P06.4.013  
Window sill P06.4.043 

 S window quoins P06.4.044 
 N window quoins P06.4.045 
 Window lintel P06.4.046 
 Relieving arch and blocking P06.4.047 
 

Window P06.4.005  
Window sill P06.4.030 

 S window quoins P06.4.031 
 N window quoins P06.4.032 
 Window lintel P06.4.033 
 Relieving arch and blocking P06.4.034 
 

1 for S space  
Window P06C.4.003 
Window aperture P06C.4.003 

 N window reveal P06C.4.015 
 
Details Aumbry P06C.3.018 
 
Documents NAS E37/2 [1581x1583] 

The Inventor of ye movabilis wtin your g. palice & castell of Striveling 
ane uther lockit coffer in your graces cabenet wt buks  & uther geir conteinit in ye 
Inventor of ye same. 

 
Discussion Links to P:05, P:04 and spaces at S end may represent actual closet with P:05 forming 

a simple oratory  
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Private access 
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Layout New N wall separating P05 from P06 provides access to the upper level via a new 
stair  
Wall fabric P06.1.001 

 
Doors New N door P06.1.009 leading to stair  
  Threshold P06.1.003 
 W quoins P06.1.012 
 E quoins P06.1.013 
 Lintel P06.1.013 
 
Documents MW1, 349, Glazier’s accounts  Jul 1613- Jan 1614 

Item in his Majesties cabenet five lossins    v s. 
 
Discussion Change from discrete space to passage leading to new stair which cuts across the 

Period 3 door to P:05 .  This stair rises to meet newel stair above P:05 where access 
continues upwards to Upper Floor for the first time in this area.  The need to preserve 
the 2 chambers (P:05 and P:06 ) necessitated use of straight stair to meet newel stair, 
only loss was direct access between P:05 and P:06. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Documents Roofing accounts 1672 (NAS E36/34.2) 

Item the Easter Toofall above the Kings Studie L & D 49  [ells] 2 [qrts] 
 
NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 
Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
Item; in ye Kings Studie qr ye Honors wer kept ye stonework of one window yr 
measures 7 
Item ane pair Casements yr   7 

 [Total] 14 ft2 

 

NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 
Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
Item ye Litle trans from ye Kings bed Chamber to ye privie Stair 2 pair casement 
windowes to ye west  6 [ft2] 
 
New casement windows inserted but the present windows are probably later 
replacements, two are probably 20th Century replacements and the third may be an 
18th or 19th Century replacement.   
 
 

PERIOD 7 
 
Function Storage 
 
Layout Possibly 2 partitions. 1 in the N of the room represented by plaster scar P06.2.022 and 

P06.4.029 and bricks P06.5.006 
 1 towards the S of the room represented by bricks P06B.5.002 and P06B.5.003 and 

ceiling scar P06B.6.004 
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Details Plan of 1708 (NLS MS 1646 Z02/17) shows two curved alcoves in the S wall. 
 
Documents Plan of c1708 (NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a) 
  NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 

Plan of 1741 (NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c). 
 
Discussion The introduction of iron bedsteads in 1828 necessitated a major reorganisation of 

room access: 
 
In order to make room for the iron bedsteads, the rails for arm bands and to add to 
the comfort of the rooms the doors communicating between them which are not 
required for the accommodation of the troops, to be built up on one side with brick 
(PRO WO55/822). 
 
The 16th century internal doorways were blocked and access created to the rooms via 
a wooden walkway in the Lions Den reached by a flight of steps from the ground 
level and leading to doorways, now blocked, through the south wall of the Lions Den 
at the junction of the Queen’s Guard Chamber and the Queen’s Presence Chamber 
(P:09 and P:11) and into the King’s closet (P:06). 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Doors E door lintel raised,  
 Brick blocking in recess P06.2.026/P06A.1.008 
 Roll moulded quoin P06A.1.007/P06A.2.010 
 Brick blocking in recess P06.3.009 
 Roll moulded quoin P06A.3.012/P06A.3.008 
 Recess lintel P06.2.019 (probably the original phase 1 lintel repositioned) 
 Door lintel P06.2.013 (probably the original phase 1 lintel reposistioned) 
 

S passage lintel raised/replaced with wooden equivalent 
 Blocking P06A.3.009/P06B.2.006 and P06.3.012/P06B.4.006  
 Wooden lintel P06.3.009/P06B.6.007 built into blocking P06.3.012 
 Wooden lintel P06B.6.006 
 
 New door in SW wall P06C.4 (restored to window in Period 9) 
 
Windows Hinged window and case P06.4.010, P06.4.009 inserted. 
 
 
Details Graffiti ‘1789’ P06C.1.008  
 
Documents Undated plan in the Historic Scotland archive (HS 340/291/L/3) and another ‘shewing 

proposed removal of balcony & stairs in Lion’s Den Square (HS 340/291/L/2), also 
undated. 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Doors Blocking of doorway (base of P06C.4.001) and restoration of S window, margin 

P06C.4.016, sill P06C.4.017, lintel P06C.4.018. New frame and glass P06C.4.007 and 
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P06C.4.008. New stonework around window shown on photograph of c 1912 
(ARCHIVE ID 62). 

 
Windows Hinged window and case P06.4.017,P06.4.018 and P06C.4.007,P06C.4.008 inserted. 
 
Documents Plan ‘shewing proposed removal of balcony & stairs in Lion’s Den Square’ (HS 

340/291/L/2), undated. 
  HS 340/291/L/1 
  HS 340/291/L/2 
  Undated HS 340/291/L/3 - Barber’s shop. 
 
  Photographs   
  ARCHIVE ID 62 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Urinal, Storage. 
 
Doors New door and frame for N stair aperture P06.1.005 and P06.1.006 
 
Windows Wooden frame around SW window P06C.4.014 
 
Details Void, blocking, dooks and cuts P06C.3.008 – P06C.3.017 and P06C.3.019 - P06C.3.022 

are most likely related to the urinal plumbing of this room. 
 
Documents Plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) - Store/ library. 
  Plan and elevation of’Proposed installation of urinals etc in space off Recreation 

Room’, 6 November 1952 (HS 340/291/L/45). Notes: existing floor to be broken out & 
a new floor P06.5.001 laid swept to fall towards urinal channel. Surface of new floor 
to be 1” ‘Grano”. Cut out plaster where urinal is to stand & treat wall with asphalt. 
Provide lead ‘safe’ under urinal. Walls, ceiling & woodwork to be given one flat coat 
of paint & one gloss finishing coat. New woodwork to be given two undercoatings 
and one gloss finishing coat. 

  Western 1m of room appears to have been sealed off by a partition wall. 
 
  Plan and elevation of drainage and water supply to urinal in space off Recreation 

Room, 24 November 1952, marked ‘completed as shown 25.3.53’ (HS 340/291/L/46). 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 226, P:06.1 showing stair, November 1969. 
  General view of P06.1. ARCHIVE ID. 1849 09/01/2004 
  N end of P06.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1850 09/01/2004 
  S end of P06.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1851 09/01/2004 
  General view showing P06.3 and P06A.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1852. 09/01/2004 

Doorway P06A leading from P06 to P04 also showing part of P06.3 ARCHIVE ID. 
1853. 09/01/2004 

  General view showing P06.3 and P06A.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1854. 09/01/2004 
  General view showing S end of P06.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1855 09/01/2004 
  General view showing S end of P06.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1856 09/01/2004 
  General view showing N end of P06.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1857 09/01/2004 
  General view showing N end of P06.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1858 09/01/2004 
  General view showing P06B.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1859 09/01/2004 
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  General view showing P06B.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1860 09/01/2004 
  The ceiling of P06B showing joists at the N end ARCHIVE ID. 1861 09/01/2004 
  W end of P06C.1 showing doorway ARCHIVE ID. 1862 09/01/2004 
  Top W end of P06C.1 above doorway. ARCHIVE ID. 1863 09/01/2004 
  Top E end of P06C.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1864 09/01/2004 

Bottom E end of P06C.1 showing general view of graffiti ARCHIVE ID. 1865 
09/01/2004 

  Detail of graffiti on P06C.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1866 09/01/2004 
  Detail of graffiti '1789' on P06C.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1867 09/01/2004 
  Detail of graffiti at the bottom of P06C.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1868 09/01/2004 
  General view of P06C ARCHIVE ID. 1869 09/01/2004 
  Bottom of P06C.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1870 09/01/2004 
  Bottom of P06C.3 09/01/2004 1871 09/01/2004 
  Middle of P06C.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1872 09/01/2004 
  Top of P06C.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1873 09/01/2004 
  General view of P06C.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1874 09/01/2004 
  General view of P06C.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1875 09/01/2004 
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P:07 
 
THE QUEEN'S INNER CHAMBER / BEDCHAMBER 
 
This room does not appear until Period 3. It is derived from a Period 1and 2 complex at Ground/ 
Vault level, but no walls project above Vault level .  The eccentric alignment is a function of its 
predecessor (along with P:04) and the asymmetry between P07 and P:09 is absorbed in the wedge-
shaped party wall. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Private / Intimate space/ ritual 
 
Layout rectangle  
 
Plan 9.5m x 7m 

Main wall build P07.1.001, P07.2.001, P07.3.001& P07.4.001. Also includes a springer 
for an arch above the N wall P07.2.288, and the wall founds at the base of P07.4 
(P07.7.014). 

 
Fireplace Fireplace P07.1.008 in W corner of N wall.  

Comprises bases P07.1.014 and P07.1.015, columns P07.1.012 and P07.1.013, capitals 
P07.1.010 and P07.1.011, lintel P07.1.009, fire back P07.1.019, reveals P07.1.017 and 
P07.1.018, relieving arch P07.1.006, and quoins P07.1.005 and P07.1.060.  A broken 
flagstone is sealed below modern hearth elements and may be an original hearth 
element (P07.7.013). 

 
Doors 3 doors in total. 

P07.1.026 (PD07) at E end of N wall. This door is entirely a Period 10 reconstruction. 
P07.3.005 (PD08) at E end of S wall.  Heaviliy repaired in Period 10.  Original 
elements comprise margins P07.3.006 and P07.3.032, and threshold 
P07.3.009/P07.7.012. 
P07.4.006 (PD09) at S end of W wall.  Appears to be original.  Comprises threshold 
P07.4.007, lintel P07.4.008, margins P07.4.009 and P07.4.010 and releiving arch 
P07.4.005.  Also includes original wooden door (not drawn as part of main W 
elevation). 

 
Windows 3 windows in total.  2 large windows in E wall P07.2.004 (PW09) & P07.2.015 (PW10). 

1 large window in the S wall P07.3.014 (PW11). 
P07.2.004 comprises margins P07.2.005 and P07.2.155, arch P07.2.156, reveals 
P07.2.006 and P07.2.007, soffit P07.2.008, and window back P07.2.200. 
P07.2.015 comprises margins P07.2.157 and P07.2.158, arch P07.2.159, reveals 
P07.2.016 and P07.2.017, soffit P07.2.018 and window back P07.2.208. 
P07.3.014 comprises margin P07.3.015, reveal P07.3.016, arch P07.3.027 and window 
back P07.3.017. 

 
Floor Observed below floor level, during the asbestos removal works, was a raised area of 

rubble masonry bonded with a yellow mortar: P07.7.009.  
 
Ceiling 12 Beams P07.2.163 to P07.2.174.  Also numbered on W wall P07.4.166, P07.4.155, 

P07.4.154, P07.4.168, P07.4.170, P07.4.172, P07.4.174, P07.4.176, P07.4.180.  And beam 
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sockets P07.4.167, P07.4.159, P07.4.158, P07.4.169, P07.4.171, P07.4.173, P07.4.175, 
P07.4.177, P07.4.178, P07.4.179 and P07.4.181. 

 
Details Surviving plaster on S wall. Comprises P07.3.002 and P07.3.003.  Also patches of 

render P07.2.201, and P07.4.163. 
 
Discussion The fireplace features complex carving and iconography (ref interiors report). 

This room shares the same alignment as P:04, clearly not at right angles to the 
corresponding N and S Ranges.  Its is most likely a reflection of the Period 1 and 2 
buildings upon which the Period 3 work was completed. 
Dendrochronological analysis of the timbers in the Queen’s bedchamber (P:07) 
demonstrated that four of the beams, boxed heart baulks, had a felling date of late 
1538 or early 1539. The felling dates of the other timbers were more difficult to 
ascertain, but it is probable some were earlier with a felling date of between 1487 and 
1514, although there was no sign of redundant mortice-holes, peg-holes, etc 78). 
These probable reused timbers alternated with the new beams (Crone & Fawcett 
1998, 79). 

 Door (P:07.4) has been dated by dendrochronological analysis to some time after 1518 
(Crone 2005, Interim Report 1: The Palace Doors). It is likely, therefore, that it was made 
as part of the Phase 3 building work. 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Documents Accounts of 1613-14 (MW1, 349): 
  Item in hir Majesties bed chalmer and in the eist syd thairof sevin lossones 
         vii s. 

Item in the south syd of it xvii     xvii s. 
 

Accounts of 1617 (MW2, 25) 
To Rob Malice smyth for 2 lang glasbandis to a vindow in the quenis chamber 
weyand i stane half stane 4 unce at 4 merk stane   iiii lib. x d. 

 
Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1628-9 (MW2, 256): 
Item the queinis chalmer the pannallis of it abone the hingingis round about the 
sylring to be fair wrocht with armes antikis and thair af settis conformit to the wark 
of the sylring abone the windowis without and within and the pendis schonschonis 
chimney and dores to be fair set as is aforesaid. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Reverential / Preserved as Royal / association with Royalty. 
 
Windows  New sash and case windows P07.2.010 and P07.2.011 (including fixtures P07.2.247 – 

P07.2.251), P07.2.020 and P07.2.021 (including fixtures P07.2.254 - P07.2.255). 
  
Ceiling The type C braces on the Type A beams (visible at E wall) fall into this period.  

Unfortunately they were not recorded during the archaeological survey due to access 
problems.  The upper beams P07.2.267 - P07.2.269, P07.4.156 and P07.4.157 (and 
sockets P07.4.166 and P07.4.161) also fall into this period.  
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Discussion No Documents has been found for the conversion of the windows of the principal 
floor to sash and case. The form of the astragals on the outer facing windows of P:02, 
P:03, P:04, and the E windows of P:07 is similar to that of c1720 (cf similar profiles at 
James Johnston’s pavillion, Twickenham, Louw & Crayford 1999, 215.l). The inner 
facing astragals have a slightly different profile and may have been converted a little 
later than those of the windows on the more public outer elevations. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Accommodation : linked to upper floor by new stair at S end of room. Plan of 1719 

(MS.1646 Z.02/18c) marks it as on of ‘Empty Rooms’. 
 
 
Documents Plan of 1708 (NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a) -  ‘Queen’s Bedchamber’. 
  NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 
  Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c). 
  1741 NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c. 
 
Discussion New stair constructed parallel with S wall leading to upper floor via doorway into 

U:24(?). S window is blocked. 
 
  
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Service : conversion to messing use. 
 
Layout Mezzanine floor in first half of 19th century. Most of N wall cut away to form arch to 

P04. 
 
Fireplace Brick repairs to flue (P07.1.007 and P07.1.028) 
 
Windows Vents inserted into window backs (P07.2.199, P07.2.202, P07.2.207 and P07.2.207). 
 
Floors A report of 1861 suggested that the flagstone floor of the lower barracks have the 

flagstones removed and be replaced with boards.  If this report refferred to the 
Principal rooms of the Palace then the dwarf walls (P07.7.001 – P07.7.005) probably 
date to this period.  Built into the north end of P07.7.001 was a roll moulded quoin 
P07.7.010.  This could indicate that the dwarf wall was constructed at the same time 
or slightly after the dividing wall between P04 and P07 was demolished. 

 
Details Mezzanine inserted to increase barrack space.  Mezzanine insertion marked by 

blocked joist holes P07.2.184 and P07.2.103, P07.4.024 - P07.4.031, P07.4.096, P07.4.105, 
and P07.4.106.  Staircase to upper floor also inserted (P07.4.098, P07.4.099 and 
P07.4.102) and the founds of this structure may be a pad of random rubble masonry 
observed during the asbestos removal works: P07.7.006. 
New heavy panelling later in the period : dumb bell dooks (P07.2.025, P07.2.185, 
P07.2.186, P07.2.027 - P07.2.038, and P07.4.032 - P07.4.037) and sandstone blocks 
(P07.2.150, P07.2.152, P07.2.181, P07.2.182, P07.4.012, P07.4.015, P07.4.016, P07.4.019, 
P07.4.021 and P07.4.023).  
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Skirting dooks P07.2.130 - P07.2.135, P07.2.122, P07.2.041 and P07.4.085 – P07.4.087 
also possibly belong in this period. 
Beam sockets for mezzine floor blocked P07.2.184 and P07.2.103, P07.4.024 - 
P07.4.031, P07.4.096, P07.4.105, and P07.4.106. 
Possibly the period when the “gas light” dooks were installed (P07.2.083 and 
P07.2.143 - P07.2.145). 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Windows Brick repairs to window backs (P07.2.197 and P07.2.204) possibly to accommodate 

radiators.  S window is unblocked and a new sash and case window P07.3.018 
inserted. 

 
Details Introduction of heating pipes and radiators.  Installation of lighter pannelling as 

evidenced by vertical rectangular dook holes (P07.2.044 – P07.2.067 & P07.2.069 – 
P07.2.079, P07.2.117 & P07.2.118, P07.2.148 & P07.2.149; P07.4.045 - P07.4.052, 
P07.4.054 - P07.4.064, P07.4.067 & P07.4.068, P07.4.070 - P07.4.078). 
Surface P07.3.035, above the window in the south wall, may date to this period or 
later. 
Finish P07.3.031, in the top east corner of the south wall, may date to this period or 
later. 

 
Documents nd HS 340/291/L/1 - Barrack Room No 13 [with P04]. 
  HS 340/291/L/2; nd HS 340/291/L/3 - Soldiers Room No 4.  
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Display space 
 
Layout Stair to upper floor removed. 
 
Fireplace Fireplace interior restored (RCAHMS 1963, pl 81D shows fireplace interior before 

restoration).  Restored fireplace elements are P07.7.007 & P07.7.008. 
 
Doors 1970: Arch to P:04.1 infilled with P07.1.003 and Period 3 style door built (P07.1.025). 

Upper part of doorway to P:08, and wall above, restored 2001 (comprising P07.3.004, 
P07.3.007, P07.3.008, & P07.3.033). 

 
Floor During the asbestos removal works a number of modern services were recorded 

below floor level.  These were electric cabling P07.7.015 and fire alarm cabling 
P07.7.017.  Also attributal to this period were the central heating pipes P07.7.016, 
which ran in channel P07.7.018, which cut dwarf walls P07.7.002 – P07.7.005.  Upcast 
from this channel was recorded as rubble P07.7.019. 

 
Discussion Investigation of the floor space was prevented with the discovery that service pipes 

were lined with asbestos. 
 
Documents Plan of 1955, HS 340/291/L/49, ‘Billiard room’. 

Survey sketch of the party wall King’s/ Queen’s bedchamber, November 1969, 
showing arch in P:07.1 (HS 340/291/L/80). 
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In 1969 it was proposed to demolish the stair at the south end of the Queens 
Bedchamber (NAS DD27/4565). Foreman’s accounts. 
Plan of hearth, March 1968 (HS 340/291/L/69). 
Plan of ceiling timbers and early floorboards, with measurements and notes of 
charcoal lines (HS340/291/L/110). 
‘Ceiling Plan: Old Beams: Queen’s Bedchamber, 17/2/72’ scale 1:12 (HS 
340/291/L/110). 
‘Ceiling Plan: New Beams: Queen’s Bedchamber, 18/2/72’, scale 1:12 (HS 
340/291/L/111). 
‘Beam sections, Queen’s Bedchamber, 8/3/72’, scale 1:12  (HS 340/291/L/112). 

 
Photographs RCAHMS 1963, pl 81D, fireplace interior before restoration. 

ARCHIVE ID 99, fireplace March 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 80, ARCHIVE ID 83, ARCHIVE ID 84, fireplace details in March 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 91, detail of hearth, March 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 105, P:07.1 before infilling of arch into P:04. June 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 229, P:07.3, lower part of doorway surviving below inserted stair, 
November 1969. 
ARCHIVE ID 231, P:07.4, door, November 1969. 
ARCHIVE ID 254, P:07.1 showing archway into P:04, January 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 260, P:07.1, floor under arch showing details of west jamb, January 
1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 261, P:07.1, floor under arch showing details of east jamb, January 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 250, P:07.1 showing archway into P:04 with plaster stripped, January 
1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 251, P:07.3 showing walling for former stair before removal, January 
1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 252, P:07.3 showing detail of archway over former stair, January 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 248, detail of ceiling timbers and flooring, January 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 109, P:07.1, blocking of former arch into P:04 in progress, February 
1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 220, P:07.1, blocking of former arch into P:04 in progress, April 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 348, P:07.3, view of stair void. September 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 349, detail of arch in P:07.3, September 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 350, upper wall of P:07.3 with stair void, September 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 351, SE corner window springer and timber lintel over stair void, 
September 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 352, detail of infilled arch in P:07.3, September 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 354, P:07.3 with casing for stair, September 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 181, ARCHIVE ID 182, P:07.3, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 357, P:07.3, remains of doorway, February 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 358, P:07.3 detail of ashlar by doorway, February 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 358, P:07.3, detail of W jamb of doorway, February 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 371, P:07.3, detail of E wall return in SE corner, August 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 547, doorway September 1994. 
ARCHIVE ID 1047-8, P:07.1 fireplace in May 2002. 
ARCHIVE ID 1131 and ARCHIVE ID 1133, restoration of S door (P:04.3) in November 
2001. 
General view of P07.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1680 28/08/2003 
General view of P07.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1681 28/08/2003 
General view of P07.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1682 28/08/2003 
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General view of P07.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1683 28/08/2003 
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P:08 
 
THE QUEEN’S CLOSET 
 
A door in the south-east of the Queen’s Bedchamber is thought to have led to the Queen’s closet. This 
door was reconstructed in 1971 after the removal of a later stair which had destroyed its upper part. 
The lower five courses of the 16th century jambs survived and formed the basis for the reconstruction 
(ARCHIVE ID photographs 370-1). The extent of the rooms that constituted the private area of the 
queen is not known but plans of c 1708 by Dury s(NLS MS 1646 Zo2/16a and 17) how a room 
immediately to the south of the bedchamber with another three to the east before a turnpike stair was 
reached. One of the latter chambers was within the projection of the west D-shaped tower, the 
foundations of which still survive. The first room off the bedchamber was likely to have been 
contemporary in construction with the palace of James V and have acted as a link between it and the 
older structure of the gatehouse. The crenellation of the forework is stepped higher at this point to act 
as a south wall of this chamber. The coping of this wall is partly cut by the roof of the present later 
structure (P:08). The lower part of the southern corner of the east elevation of the palace appears to 
have abutted the gatehouse. There is a section of cruder stonework at the south-east corner of the 
palace which may be the scar of the earlier building. There is an entry in the accounts for the period 
1699-1703 for ‘building up the corner of the wall betwixt the palace and the laigh palace gate’ (NAS 
E37/33) which may refer to this area (alternatively, it may refer instead to the north-west corner of the 
palace).  
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Access to private/ intimate space 
 
Discussion The details of the Queen’s Closet do not survive other than the probable site of the 

doorway. The extensive rebuilding from Period 7 onwards, have obscured exactly 
how the route to a private closet was achieved. It is likely that the latter involved a 
stair down, leading to apartments within the Period 2 Gatehouse, now demolished.  
It is noteworthy that the constraints of residual buildings beneath the east range 
prevented an ideal solution to the critical function. It is worth considering that during 
periods of royal occupation when only the queen ruled then P04 would become the 
preferred bedroom for the monarch as P07 is less convenient. 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Documents A new lock was bought Queen’s cabinet in 1613 (MW1, 348). There are references in 

1672 to slating and pointing work at the Queen’s study. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access :The present structure built – access to wall head and Gatehouse from 

barracks.  Achieved by present stone stair from outer close to P08 and Pipers Walk 
beyond. 

  
Plan Squared 2m x 2m. 
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Documents 1708 NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a 
  NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 
  1741 NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents HS 340/291/L/1 
  HS 340/291/L/2 
  HS 340/291/L/3 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Access (public). 
 
Layout Stair to upper floor removed. Upper part of doorway Period 3 linking P:07 with P:08 

restored. 
 
Details This work was completed in the 1970’s and the evidence for either Period 3 door or 

the Period 7 north door is now obscured. 
 
Discussion This route was established as part of a major upgrade of palace principal floor for 

access. The P:08 space forms one of the four direct routes into the principal floor- 
these are northwest door to inner close, northwest door to ladies lookout, northeast 
door to bridge linking with great hall and finally southeast door formed by P:08 etc. 
This set of doorways allows public flow and offers emergency exits etc. on three 
corners of the palace complex. The transition from public access and private access 
during Period 3 to one of public access exclusively in Period 10 demonstrates how 
any external doorway was recycled for new public rule. The comprehensive work 
completed on the south end of P:07 in the link with P:08 at this time has removed a 
great deal of critical evidence for the interpretation of the Queens closet. 

 
Documents Plan of 1955 - HS 340/291/L/49. 
  Photographs  
  ARCHIVE ID 356, P:08.1 and P:08.2, doorway with foot of stair, February 1971. 
  ARCHIVE ID 368, P:08.1, excavation in doorway, August 1971. 
  ARCHIVE ID 369, P:08.1, excavation in doorway, August 1971. 
  ARCHIVE ID 370, P:08.4, elevation and excavation in doorway, August 1971. 
  ARCHIVE ID 377, P:08.1 and excavation (identity uncertain), September 1971. 
  ARCHIVE ID 548, P:08.3 in September 1994. 
  ARCHIVE ID 549, P:08.3 and P:08.4 in September 1994. 
  ARCHIVE ID 550, P:08.2 in September 1994. 
  ARCHIVE ID 1132, restoration of doorway (P:08.1) in November 2001. 
  Top of P08.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1688 28/08/2003 
  Bottom of P08.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1689 28/08/2003 
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P:09 
 
THE QUEEN’S OUTER CHAMBER / PRESENCE CHAMBER 
 
PERIOD 2 Building platforms (P09.3.137) visible at the base of the south elevation may be 

inherited masonry from the period 2 buildings below.  The flu of fireplace P09.1.045 
may recycle part of a period 2 stair. Reveal masonry P09.3A.014, P09.3B.011, 
P09.3C.012, P09.3D.009 

  
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Private and formal.  This room allowed limited and select access to the queen but 

probably represents her immediate household and little else. 
 
Layout This room inherits Period 1 and 2 building below (at vault level- V:07, V:09 and V:10 

plus V:08 and V:08A and V:08B). This room along with P:11 spanned the area 
between the new south edge of the Lions Den and the north face of the period 2 
forework in a single building program. The layout of P:09 and P:11 was defined by 
the need to echo the proportions of the north range (P:02, P:03) while still linking 
with a period 2 west range and the complex Period 2 east range at upper/principal 
level. This was achieved by adopting a new alignment for the north face of this south 
range which along with the south face and the north range could absorb the Period 2 
facades on the east and west sides of the new Lions Den. The inevitable asymmetry 
created by the recycling of the period east range was mitigated by regularising the 
Lions Den as a regular rectangle with only the east façade of the old Period 2 east 
facade (apparently) still in situ. 

 
Plan Regular rectangle 12m east-west by 7m north-south.  This space is roughly equivalent 

to P:03. 
 Main wall build: P09.1.001, P09.2.001, P09.3.001, P09.4.023, P09.4.027. 
 Architectural fragments recycled in  main build: P09.2.094, P09.2.046, P09.2.045, 

P09.4.081, P09.4.027, P09.4.040 
 
Fireplace This fireplace P:09.1.045 is located in the extreme northeast corner in order to avoid 

placing a chimney against areas of the north and south walls which could feature 
windows.  It also recycles the complex junction between Period 2 east range and 
south range which is thought to have featured some form of stair. In other words the 
flue may in part recycle one side of the Period 2 stair (most likely east). 

 
 Pedistal bases P09.1.040/047, P09.1.041/046 
 Columns P09.1.012, P09.1.006 
 Capitals P09.1.008, P09.1.009 
 Fireplace back P09.1.004 
 Lintel P09.1.002 
 Relieving arch P09.1.136 
 Chimney breast quoins P09.1.125 and P09.1.126 
 Chimney breast masonry P09.1.135, P09.1.124  
 Architectural fragments in chimney breast masonry P09.1.129, P09.1.130, P09.1.131, 

P09.1.132, P09.1.133, P09.1.134 
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Doors Two main doors.  Door to P:07 located at southeast corner of room P09.2.003, 
comprises margins P09.2.010, Lintel P09.2.025, P09.2.012, relieving arch P09.2.026. 
Second door located at northwest corner of room blocked in Period 7 P:09.4.020.  
Only  the south quoins P09.4.021 and the relieving arch P09.4.022 of the original door 
survive.  The doors are diagonally positioned to 1. access past the fireplace and most 
prestigious area of room (against east wall adjacent to fireplace) and 2.  to allow 
maximum exposure to monarch in formal processional approach to throne etc.  In 
contrast to ‘corridor’ approach when followed one wall for service route. 
 
A third, smaller, doorway P:09.3.049 leads through the south wall of P09 to the 
Princes Tower via P25. 

 
Windows Two window bays in north wall these are -P:09.1.014 and P: 09.1.013 (west and east 

respectively).   
Window bay P09.1.014, margins P09.1.094 and P09.1.095, Original window back 
masonry P09.1.175, Top of window P09.1.033 with arch P09.1.083, Quoins P09.1.074 
and P09.1.075, Arch of window bay P09.1.031. Reveal quoins P09.1A.006, P09.1B.006 
Window bay P09.1.013, margins P09.1.096 and P09.1.097, original window back 
masonry P09.1.178, Top of window P09.1.023 with arch P09.1.113, Quoins P09.1.076 
and P09.1.077, arch of window bay P09.1.021. Reveal quoins P09.1C.005, P09.1D.003 
 
These two windows overlooking the Lions Den form part of south façade of the latter 
and are significantly narrower than the south windows/ external windows of this 
room. The difference in window recess may not however be reflected in the size of 
actual window opening as all the Period 3 windows on the principal floor have been 
fitted with sash and case in Period 6.  
  
The south windows are P:09.3.001 and P:09.3.020 (east and west respectively) These 
south windows form part of the south ornamental façade of the Palace block exterior 
and could accommodate larger window apertures than the north.  
Window bay P09.3.001, margins P09.3.055 and P09.3.008, original back of window 
bay P09.3.003, Quoins P09.3.039, P09.3.041, and roll moulding P09.3.030 Arch of 
window bay P09.3.040, soffit P09.3.021, sill and lintel P09.3.045 and P09.3.046 may be 
original or may be later replacements. Reveal quoins P09.3A.012, P09.3A.013, 
P09.3B.008, P09.3B.007 
 
Window Bay P09.3.020, margins P09.3.056 and P09.3.017, Quoins P09.3.042, P09.3.044, 
roll moulding P09.3.031, arch of window bay P09.3.043, Soffit P09.3.022, window back 
masonry P09.3.135.  Reveal quoins P09.3C.010, P09.3C.011, P09.3D.008, P09.3D.007 
 
It is noticeable that the Period 6 sash and case windows have a 5x6 pane arrangement 
as compared by a 4x6 pane arrangement in the north.  As in all the Period 3 windows 
it is thought that they comprised an upper and lower shutter arrangement behind 
iron grills the latter appear in renaissance Italian structures and may have provided 
an aesthetic effect as well as protection/defence. This inadvertently or otherwise is 
echoed by the later sash and case arrangements.  As in P:07 P:04 and P:03 the long 
wall opposite the fireplace which is part of the decorative exteriors featured two 
windows it is likely therefore that the symmetry of the exterior dictated the location 
of the windows.  This is further indication of how the principal alignments around 
the Lions Den and on three sides of the palace were carefully calculated prior to 
construction. 
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Floor The four coursed sandstone bases of the window bays are undoubtably Period 3 
constructions: P09.7.021 – P09.7.024. 

 
Ceiling Ten primary beams, dendrochronological analysis indicated a felling date of 

spring/summer 1539 (Crone 2005, Denodrochronological Analysis. Interim Report 2: The 
North and South Range Oak Timbers). Some have charcoal lines running N-S down the 
centre of the underside of the beam, with faint traces of E-W lines also. 

 
 Period 3 type A beams: P09.1.140/P09.3.083, P09.1.141/P09.3.079, P09.1.142/P09.3.075, 

P09.1.143/P09.3.071, P09.1.144/P09.3.068, P09.1.145/P09.3.066, P09.1.146/P09.3.064, 
P09.1.147/P09.3.061, P09.1.148/P09.3.059, P09.1.149/P09.3.057 

 
Details The fireplace features complex carving and iconography (ref interiors report). This 

room fulfilled ritual and specific social functions but was heavily remodelled in 
Period 7.  The beams over this room have been reinforced apparently when the upper 
floor was used more from period 6onwards.  This suggests that he original ceiling 
was attached to a regular arrangement of widely spaced beams with none of the 
complexity of the roof/ceiling timbers within P:04 and P:07. It is possible that P:09 
and P:11 both featured similar ceilings to P:02 and P:03 which in turn are thought to 
have utilised the Stirling heads.  It is possible that both P:03 and P:09 had similar 
ceilings and the reference to the Heads being in two rooms is likely (ref ?). 

 
Discussion The construction of P:09 and P:11 represents an effective strategy for integrating with 

the Period 2 buildings to the north and east. By regularising the Lions Den (the south 
range forms the south side) the asymmetry created by the more oblique alignments of 
the P:02 east range is absorbed within interior walls most notably the east wall of 
P:09. The range also exploits a series of buildings at ground level as footings for the 
new work. This entailed a series of vaults and flying buttresses/bridges.  It is also 
noteworthy that the required floor level and consequent fenestration in the south 
wall may have required the reduction of the Period 2 forework to maximize light on 
the south side.  This may explain the anomalous nature of the doors in the east side of 
the Princes Tower which do not respect the present floor levels. This strategy might 
also have been employed to allow full view of ornamental façade. If this is the case 
then the forework stood higher and was replaced with great care. This room is critical 
for the creation of the overall plan of the Palace because it is adjacent to the period 2 
east range where the latter most at a variance with the ideal Period 3 quadrangle 
layout. 

  
 Door (P:09.2.004) has been dated by dendrochronological analysis to some time after 

1518 (Crone 2005, Interim Report 1: The Palace Doors). It is likely, therefore, that it was 
made as part of the Phase 3 building work. 

 The dendrochronological analysis of the ceiling timbers indicates a felling date of 
spring/summer 1539 (Crone 2005, Denodrochronological Analysis. Interim Report 2: The 
North and South Range Oak Timbers). 
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PERIOD 4 
 
Documents Glaziers account of 1613-14 (MW1, 349): 

Item in hir Majesties chalmer of presens thrie lossines anf five fut of new wark in the 
south syd        xxiii s. 
Item in the north syd of the same hous ane new panel of glas conteining xv futes 
         Iii lib. 
Item ane lossun in this syd      I s. 

 
Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1628-9 (MW2, 256): 
Item the tua rowmes without [the Queen’s chamber] quilk is the queinis great 
chalmer and hall to have fair new borderis to the hingingis with the window brodis 
pendis skinschonis dores and chimnayis to be weill marbillit in thair awin kind. 
 
Early example of paint P09.4.047 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Reverential and formal- Drawing room? 

 
Windows Sash and Case windows introduced within north and south Period 3 windows but 

none of the original sash and case window survive in this room.  The north windows 
are probably 18th or 19th Century and the south windows are probably Early 20th 
Century. 

 
Ceiling Strengthening beams (Type C) nailed to the sides of primary beams. Other beams 

(Type B) alternating between the original Type A beams. 
 P09.1.150/P09.3.082, P09.1.151/P09.3.081, P09.1.152/P09.3.080, P09.1.153/P09.3.078, 

P09.1.154/P09.3.076, P09.1.155/P09.3.074, P09.1.156/P09.3.073, P09.1.157/P09.3.072, 
P09.1.158/P09.3.070, P09.1.159/P09.3.069, P09.1.160/P09.3.067, P09.1.161/P09.3.065, 
P09.1.162/P09.3.063, P09.1.163P09.3.062, P09.1.164/P09.3.060, P09.1.165/P09.3.058 

 
Documents NAS E36/34 Account of ironwork, 1671-3 

’12 stone of great garrones each of ym ane pound & a halfe of weight for naileing the 
new geasts to the old. 

 
NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 
Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
Item in ye Queens Presence 2 to ye North ye Stonework qrof conform to ye Minut 
measures                        47 ½ 
Item 2 pair casements yr measures    31 1/3 
[Total] 87 5/6 
 

 
Discussion The insertion of the door which is in place by 1708 most likely exploits the desire for 

‘heroic’ landscape/setting. It is therefore a recreational refinement rather than a 
functional addition. 
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PERIOD 7 
 
Function Accommodation/service. Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c) marks it as ‘Store room for 

the castle provisions’. 
 
Fireplace Period 3 fireplace probably reduced in size to accommodate army style fireplaces 

Brick blocking P09.1.127, P09.1.137 and P09.1.138,  subsequently ‘restored’ in Period 
10.  

 
Doors A new door inserted in west wall- P:09.4.005 this door replaced the earlier Period 3 

west door apparently to facilitate access within the room.  Cut P09.4.026,  Blocking 
P09.4.025, Lintel P09.4.012, N and S quoins P09.4.038 and P09.4.039, N and S door 
recess P09.4.007 and P09.4.017. 
The south door is blocked from the inside creating a cupboard accessed only from 
Pipers Walk. Blocking P09.3.054. 

 
Floor This Principal room had the best constructed stone rubble dwarf walls (P09.7.001, 

P09.7.003 – P09.7.005, P09.7.007, P09.7.018 & P09.7.019).  These walls had seven 
curious sandstone pads built on to them (P09.7.008, P09.7.009, P09.7.011, P09.7.014 – 
P09.7.017).  These pads have been interpreted as supports for the timber mezzanine 
gallery that was installed in the late 18th century.  If this is the case it could mean that 
P09 had a timber floor as early as the late 18th century, pre-dating the supposed 
installation of timber floors in the Palace by nearly 70 years. 

 
Documents Plan of c 1708 (NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a) marks this room as ‘Presence’. 
  NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 – ‘Queen’s Presence’ 
  1741 - NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c  
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Barrack room 
 
Doors Central door to P11 (P09.4.005) blocked with P09.4.023 and North door to P11 

(P09.2.003) reopened.  Also a door inserted in the north wall  towards the northwest 
corner of the room, cut P09.1.088,  the latter apparently enlarging the Period 3 west 
door (internal annexe build P09.4.098)  and directing it out towards an elevated 
platform around the Lions Den.  Both doors are associated with the twin functions of 
access around the newly constructed bunk beds and a new route out to the Lions Den 
at this level. 

 
Windows North sash and case windows (this is an interpretation only, these windows could be 

earlier, possibly Period 7). Wooden sill P09.1.061, Frame P09.1.029, sash and case 
P09.1.086, Fittings P09.1.062, P09.1.065, P09.1.056, P09.1.067, P09.1.058, P09.1.069, 
brick cladding P09.1.112. Wooden sill P09.1.060, Frame P09.1.017, Sash and case 
P09.1.018, Fittings P09.1.070, P09.1.071, P09.1.072, P09.1.073, 

  
Ceiling Iron brackets supporting type A timbers? P09.3.098. P09.3.099, P09.3.100, P09.3.101 
 
Details Mezzanine floor inserted to provide more barrack space. 
 Joist holes P09.1.167, P09.2.034, P09.2.032, P09.2.030, P09.2.028, P09.4.029, P09.4.031, 

P09.4.033, P09.4.035 
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This room along with P:07 was converted into barrack space with the construction of 
wall mounted beds or bunks in tiers this arrangement is comparable to that noted in 
Edinburgh Castle where wooden shelves were built out from the walls to create 
sleeping platforms for mass accommodation.  This activity is probably a later 18th 
century development in response to immediate accommodation requirements for 
large standing army/garrison after 1715 etc. The earlier garrison was accommodated 
largely within the casemates built within the southern defences. The Period 6 south 
door is now recycled as a cupboard door leading to P:10 
Ventilation in window bays P09.1.172 and P09.1.173, P09.1.176 and P09.1.177, 
P09.3.134 and P09.3.138 

 
Documents Undated plan in the Historic Scotland archive (HS 340/291/L/3) and another ‘shewing 

proposed removal of balcony & stairs in Lion’s Den Square (HS 340/291/L/2), also 
undated. 

 
Discussion Later a further reorganisation of the palace as barrack space. The introduction of iron 

bedsteads in 1828 necessitated a major reorganisation of room access: 
 
In order to make room for the iron bedsteads, the rails for arm bands and to add to 
the comfort of the rooms the doors communicating between them which are not 
required for the accommodation of the troops, to be built up on one side with brick 
(PRO WO55/822). 
 
The 16th century internal doorways were blocked and access created to the rooms via 
a wooden walkway in the Lions Den reached by a flight of steps from the ground 
level and leading to doorways, now blocked, through the south wall of the Lions Den 
at the junction of the Queen’s Guard Chamber and the Queen’s Presence Chamber 
(P:09 and P:11) and into the King’s closet (P:06).  This arrangement is shown on an 
undated plan in the Historic Scotland archive (HS 340/291/L/3) and another ‘shewing 
proposed removal of balcony & stairs in Lion’s Den Square’ (HS 340/291/L/2), also 
undated. 

 
Removal of Period 7 timberwork and replacement with panelling/boarding as noted 
in P:03, P:04 and P:07.  Panelling holes P09.1.105, P09.1.117, P09.2.036, P09.2.038, 
P09.2.040, P09.2.042, P09.2.044, P09.3.107, P09.3.108, P09.3.109, P09.3.110, P09.3.042, 
P09.3.044, P09.3.046. 

 
 Dooks that possibly represent wall mounted bunks and/or a mezzanine P09.2.075, 

P09.2.076, P09.2.078, P09.3.111, P09.3.112, P09.3.113, P09.3.114, P09.3.115, P09.3.116, 
P09.3.117, P09.3.118, P09.4.072, P09.4.073, P09.4.074, P09.4.075, P09.4.076, P09.4.077 

 
This room as with the principal floor as a whole became part of the catering and 
recreational space for a regiment in residence. Cut and pipe? P09.1.121, P09.1.122. 
Mezzanine removed? Blocking P09.2.033, P09.2.031, P09.2.029, P09.2.027, P09.2.028, 
P09.2.030, P09.2.032, P09.2.034 
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PERIOD 9 
 
Doors  North door to P11 (P09.2.003) and Lion’s Den is blocked up and Central door to P11 

(P09.4.005) is reopened. 
 
Windows Replacement sash and case windows P09.3.005 – P09.3.007 and P09.3.013-P09.3.015 

inserted. 
  

Brick window backs P09.3.012 and P09.1.215 related to the insertion of radiators but 
they could also be related to the initial insertion of sash and case windows in Period 
6.  

 
Ceiling Graffitti ‘William’ on beam P:09.6.020. 
 
Details Vertical rectangular dooks represent the light pannelling installed throughout the 

Principal level of the Palace in the early twentieth century: P09.3.111 – P09.3.118 & 
P09.4.072 – P09.4.077. 

 
Documents Undated plan in the Historic Scotland archive (HS 340/291/L/3) and another ‘shewing 

proposed removal of balcony & stairs in Lion’s Den Square (HS 340/291/L/2), also 
undated. 
Letter by of 13/4/1967, N Marsden, Area Superintendent, to W W Boal, architect, 
Ancient Monuments, notes that the Cadets used the Queen’s Guard Hall and 
proposed putting a billiard table, along with the table tennis table, in the Queen’s 
Presence Chamber (NAS DD27/4565). 

 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - Barrack Room No 14. 
  HS 340/291/L/2. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/3 Soldiers Room No 1- 3. 
 
Discussion Blocking of doorway of c 1828 that gave access to a timber walkway along the N side 

of the Lion’s Den and removal of internal porch. NW door to Lion’s Den blocked 
with P09.1.087. The contemporary doorway to P:11was blocked and the Period 6 
doorway in the centre of P:09.4. 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Fireplace Fireplace interior restored (RCAHMS 1963, pl 81C shows fireplace interior before 

restoration). Hearth setting P09.1.180, P09.7.025 & P09.7.026. 
 
Floor A number of services were recorded below floor level during the asbestos removal 

works.  These have been assigned to Period 10, although some could also be Period 9 
features.  The central heating pipes (P09.7.031) were installed in 1950 and the 
supports for these pipes (P09.7.035 – P09.7.042) must date from the same time.  The 
brick dwarf walls (P09.7.006, P09.7.010, P09.7.012, P09.7.013 & P09.7.020) are also 
Period 10 features – probably dating to the re-laying of the floors in 1968.  The fire 
alarm cable P09.7.033 and the conduit P09.7.034 are also probably Period 10 features. 

 
Discussion All post Period 3 alterations which were still in evidence (panelling and fireplace) 

were ‘restored’ to Period 3 style arrangements. The plaster applied at this time was of 
a particularly hard lime variety and created a very distinct echo or brittle acoustic. 
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Once removed it was very noticeable how the natural acoustics of this room were 
made more even without being quiet. 

 Investigation of the floor space was prevented with the discovery that service pipes 
were lined with asbestos. 

 
Documents Plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) - Dining room. 
  Plan in RCAHMS (1963, 200) shows fireplace with infilled interior. 

Letter of 1/2/1968, W W Boal, architect to Mr White, Senior Architect: 
‘The extension of the heating in the Royal Apartments (Palace Block) is proceeding. 
Hardwood flooring is being laid in the Queen’s presence Chamber and Garde hall. 
The ugly stoves and blockings are being removed from the five fireplaces. (NAS 
DD27/4565). 
Plan of paving for hearth, April 1968 (HS340/291/L/70) 

 
Photographs  RCAHMS 1963, pl 81C, fireplace interior before restoration 

ARCHIVE ID 85, ARCHIVE ID 86, ARCHIVE ID 89, ARCHIVE ID 90, details of 
fireplace in March 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 94, ARCHIVE ID 95,  ARCHIVE ID 96, details of hearth before 
restoration showing channel in floor. 
ARCHIVE ID 103 fireplace May 1968 showing restored hearth. 
ARCHIVE ID 106, P:09.1 after renewal of floor, June 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 107, P:09.2 after renewal of floor, June 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 225, doorway (P:09.2) to P:07, November 1969. 
ARCHIVE ID 542, fireplace May 1994. 
ARCHIVE ID 949-54, 1998. 
General view of P09.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1674 28/08/2003 
Detail of the fireplace in P09.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1675 28/08/2003 
General view of P09.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1676 28/08/2003 
General view of P09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1677 28/08/2003 
General view of P09.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1678 28/08/2003 
General view of P09.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1904 16/01/2004 
General view of P09.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1905 16/01/2004 
General view of P09.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1954 29/01/2004 
W end of P09.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1955 29/01/2004 
Middle of P09.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1956 29/01/2004 
E end of P09.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1957 29/01/2004 
E end of P09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1958 29/01/2004 
Middle of P09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1959 29/01/2004 
W end of P09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1960 29/01/2004 
Fireplace detail on P09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1961 29/01/2004 
E end of P09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1962 29/01/2004 
Middle of P09.6 ARCHIVE ID. 1963 29/01/2004 
W end of P09.6 ARCHIVE ID. 1964 29/01/2004 
Doorway detail in P09.2 1969 29/01/2004 
General view of the ceiling in P09 ARCHIVE ID. 1970 29/01/2004 
General view of the ceiling in P09 ARCHIVE ID. 1971 29/01/2004 
Fireplace interior, E facing reveal in P09.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1972 29/01/2004 
General view of the fireplace in P09.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1973 29/01/2004 
Fireplace interior, W facing reveal. ARCHIVE ID. 1974 29/01/2004 
E side of E window in P09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1975 29/01/2004 
W side of E window in P09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1976 29/01/2004 
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E side of W window in P09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1977 29/01/2004 
W side of W window in P09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1978 29/01/2004 
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P:10 
 
Only the North and West elevations, and the ceiling of P10 have been recorded in any detail.  The 
South and East walls have not been stripped of their surfaces and the floor is boarded. 
 
PRINCE’S TOWER 

 
Documents The present name of the tower suggests it was used as accommodation for the royal 

infant. It may be identified with the rooms cited in a reference to the arrival of the 
infant Prince James in Stirling in 1566 when a list was compiled of things needed for 
‘my Loirde Prince chalmer’ and ‘my Loirde Prince uter [outer] chalmer’ necessaris’ 
which include linen for the ‘rokaris’ of ‘my Loirde prince chalmer’ and further cloth 
sheets for the servants‘ that lyis on my Loirde prince uter chalmer’ (Fleming 1897, 
499-500). The prince was visited by the Queen in January 1567, the latter complained 
that the house where the prince was nursed was ‘incommodious, because, the 
situation being damp and cold, he was in danger of catching rhumatism’ (Buchanan 
1827 ii, 487). Dating of the timbers, however, suggests a refurbishment in the early 
1560s which is likely to be connected with the birth of Prince Henry. 

 
The plan by of 1708 by Dury (NLS MS1646 Z02/16a) shows several details of P:10. It 
was entered via the now blocked doorway in the west wall, adjacent to the turnpike 
stair as well as the present door from the Princes Walk. On the north wall of there is 
what appears to be a blocked fireplace, with circles drawn on the jambs suggesting 
the presence of columns. 
 
In 1831 in was decided to use a different room as a ‘black hole’ and plans were drawn 
up for the conversion of a room (P;10) in the Princes Tower from use as a girl’s school 
to a place of close confinement (PRO WO 55/823). 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Layout Masonry P10.1.001, P10.4.001.  Masonry P10.1.015 may be Period 2 though it is also 

possible that it is related to the Period 3 door from P09 through to the Princes Walk. 
 
Fireplace Fireplace in N wall.  Fireplace and chimney breast P10.1.009 (may be recycled period 

1),  chimney breast quoins P10.1.019 and P10.1.020, relieving arch P10.1.018. 
 
Doors Door in west wall (converted in to a cupboard in Period 8) represented by relieving 

arch P10.4.051 and N quoins P10.4.052 
Door in turnpike stair represented by lintel P10.4.057 and S quoins P10.4.056. 
 

Windows Aperture in south wall. 
 
Details Turnpike stair P10.4.009 in NW corner of room entered by  door P10.4.060. 
  
Documents The Princes Tower was part of the forework erected in its present form by James IV. 

There is a record of a final payment in 1506 for the gate of the forework (Fawcett 
1995, 51). 
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PERIOD 3 
 
Function Residential 
 
Doors  New door inserted in east wall that provides access between the P10 and P09. 
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Residential 
 
Fireplace In N wall, much altered. P10.1.026 and P10.1.027, possibly P10.1.021 
 
Doors Entrance from turnpike stair. 
 
Ceiling 7 quarter-sawn oak joists (P10.6.10-16), felling dates of 1591-3 (P10.6.012 felled in 

1592/3, P10.6.15 felled in 1591/2). Another with a terminus post quem of 1567 is likely 
to be of the same date. (Crone, A 2005 Dendrochronological  Analysis. Interim Report 3: 
Oak Timbers in the Princes Tower). 

 
Documents Account of 1613-14 (MW1, 348): 
  Item in the Prince laich chalmer five lossins    v s. 
 

Account of 16-21 March 1629 (MW2, 250): 
Item 5 cast of cleikis to the wall plet in the prince chalmer at viii d. the peace inde x s. 

 
Discussion The dendrochronological  analysis of the ceiling of P:10 suggests a refurbishment of 

the tower in or soon after 1593. This is likely to have been work in preparation for the 
birth of Prince Henry, son of James VI and Anne of Denmark, born in Stirling Castle 
on 19 February 1594. The tower would appear to have housed the apartments for the 
child. The present name of the tower may arise from this date. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Ceiling New joists for the floor above in M01 P10.1.052-057 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Girls’ school 
  
Doors Doorway in east wall is rebuilt. 

 
 Door in turnpike stair blocked in periods 5-7 with handmade bricks P10.4.059 and 

P10.4.058 
  
Documents 1708 NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a 
  NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 

1741 NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c  
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PERIOD 8 
 
Function  Girls school, ‘Black hole’, prison cell, Sergeants’ room 
 
Doors Steel door provided for ‘black hole’. 
 Period 2 west door is probably blocked to create a cupboard. 
 
Windows Aperture in south wall widened although this may be  a Period 7 event. 
 
Fireplace Fire place built up in 1831. Fireplace possibly reduced at this time with brick blocking 

P10.1.023. Blocked with bricks P10.4.024, Dooks for panel over blocking P10.1.031-034 
 
Details Skirting board P10.1.010 and P10.4.017? Skirting dooks P10.1.039-042 
 
Documents In 1831 plans were drawn up for the conversion of the room from use as a girl’s 

school to a place of close confinement (PRO WO 55/823). The fireplace in P:10.1 is 
marked as ‘to be built up’. 

  
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents nd, HS 340/291/L/1    
  HS 340/291/L/2 
  nd, HS 340/291/L/3 - Sergeant’s No 6 
  
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Nightclub   
 
Details All surfaces painted black. 
 Several dooks on the W wall most likely a mixture of periods 7-10 
 
Documents 1955 HS 340/291/L/49 
 
Photographs General view of P10.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1684 28/08/2003 

General view of P10.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1685 28/08/2003 
General view of P10.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1686 28/08/2003 
General view of P10.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1687 28/08/2003 
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P:11 
 
QUEEN’S HALL / GUARD HALL 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Defence. 
 
Layout The south west corner of this irregular construction has been built from/over a Period 

2 battery at vault level. The south façade of the south wall is recycled in Period 3 but 
is probably Period 2. The Period 2 fabric may extend as high as upper floor level but 
it is likely that the Period 2 fabric has been rationalised/clad within Period 3 fabric to 
meet the lines of the new palace block. 

 
Doors The Period 3 window P:11.4.018 is thought to have been a door leading during Period 

2 towards the southwest quarter of the castle enclosure.  This may have been simply 
out on to a platform or terrace or even the wall head itself but it featured as part of 
the Period 2 west range layout. 

 
 Blocked doorway in south wall, originating from a different level from the principal 

floor level of the palace, may date from this period.  All that survives of this on the 
interior elevation is the smashed lintel P11.3.010 and P11.3.011.   

 
Windows The oddly constructed Period 3 window P:11.3.033 may be a remnant of the upper 

floor of the Period 2 structure leading to the platform over the possible battery below.  
The oddly angled embrasure P11.3.035 on its west side may refer to there having 
been a door or even window/gun port on this site. Footings in window bay P11.3.259 
and P11.3.258. 

 
Details The fine ashlar walling P11.3.016 that forms the back of the fireplace appears to be the 

external N wall of the Princes Tower. 
 
Discussion The exterior of P:11 contains elements of Period 2 work and it was only the interiors 

that were created in Period 3.  One probable door sites remains from Period 2 leading 
out to the west  leading to a possible tower or chamber which may be Period 1 as it 
predates the Period 2 exterior (diagonal) rampart.  The Period 1 building appears to 
have featured within the Period 2 layout in some way, consequently the Period 2 
west range was linked to it at first floor level via the west door. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Social/formal.  This space was the reception area, dining area and entertainment 

space for the Queen. 
 
Layout This space is the regularisation of inherited walls to the west and south both of which 

were sleeved in order to create a fairly regular interior plan. The walls to the north 
and east are a Period 3 build.  

 Main wall build P11.1.001, P11.2.001, P11.3.001, P11.4.001 
 
Plan 15m east-west x 7m north-south. 
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Fireplace This fireplace P:11.3.006 is comparable to the others within the principal floor 
chambers however it demonstrates how Period 2 masonry was simply refaced in 
Period 3 by featuring the north face of the Prices Tower as the south side of the 
Period 3 flue. 

 Bases P11.3.011 and P11.3.012, pillars P11.3.009 and P11.3.010, capitals P11.3.007 and 
P11.3.008, Lintel P11.3.005, relieving arch P11.3.058, hearth bedding P11.7.020. 

 
Doors Two doors.  In the north wall door P:11.1.004 and in the east wall door P:11.2.027. 
 
 Door P11.1.004: Margins P11.1.052 and P11.1.053, Relieving arch and blocking 

P11.1.050 and P11.1.051 
 Door P11.2.027: Margin P11.2.028, lintel P11.2.029, relieving arch P11.2.035, threshold 

P11.7.023. 
 

These doors allow for a ‘corridor’ approach at the north side of this chamber this in 
turn reflects how a service route was required for any of the general social functions 
held in this room.  Most notably this would include eating where a table could be 
placed towards the middle of the room along the east-west access with food brought 
in from the north door and the cup board located on the north side. The preferred 
route way lying between the two.  This arrangement also allowed for the location of 
the party door between P:11 and P:09 being appropriately located in the north west 
corner of P:09 to allow diagonal, processional route to P:09 southeast corner.  Both 
Period 2 doors appear to have been converted to windows at this time and if there 
was access to the terrace/ tofall in Period 3 it was via the Princes Tower. Access to the 
tofall was achieved probably in Period 6 via a new door, later a fireplace in Period 7.  
The north door is a scaled down version of the present main entrance to the palace in 
that it is almost square.  It is possible that this door dates from Period 4 but more 
likely it is Period 3 as it sits beyond any of the Period 4 work in the west gallery 
(P:12).  The outer door and the north door of P:11 may be regarded as two ends of a 
corridor where the shape of the door itself creates an elongated perspective between 
the two this would give a sense of extra length and depth to the west gallery when 
approached from the main entrance.  The door also features a large number of 
grooves and cuts in the masonry on either side of the door inserts which do not seem 
to be evidence of locks, it is possible therefore that there were in fact two doors 
opening from both sides of the doorway.  It is possible that the present door therefore 
may relate to Period 6.  The S door that is shown on plans in 1708 may date from 
Period 3.  This door would have led out to a balcony over residual Period 2 work 
(possible gun battery). 

 
Windows The pattern of window displacement echoes the P:02 layout of three north windows 

and two in the south although the north windows for P:11 are of the small/courtyard 
variety and both the south windows are irregular due in part to there Period 2 
origins.  The north windows are superficially regular and similar in scale in P:09 
however the masonry between the west window P:11.1.012 and the middle window 
P:11.1.021 was asymmetrical and tapering towards the top.  This is either accidental 
and a consequence of the rapid building program or it may possibly be a further 
attempt to regularize the interior space from a given perspective most probably the 
southwest corner.  This ‘squintness’ was only apparent once plaster was removed.  
The south windows are both unusual in that they appear to be recycled Period 2 
apertures. This has given them irregular reveals in plan and both appear to have been 
relatively straight sided in comparison to the wide splays of Period 3.  These two 
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windows are seen as fortuitously proportioned in order to accommodate the desired 
two window façade and so are evidence of one constraint for the Period 3 decorative 
exterior façade similar to what occurred on the east façade of the east range at ground 
level.  These windows and this space during Period 2 do represent the southwest 
corner of the Palace quadrangle.  These could be retained because the Period 2 west 
range and Princes Tower were also imbedded in the new Period 3 layout.  In other 
words it was easier to adapt the masonry between these two major elements than it 
was to rebuild in the style of the south wall of P:09 and P:07. 

 
The two west windows are further examples of recycling of Period 2 apertures.  The 
southern window in the west wall (P:11.4.004) is comparable to the south windows 
and it respects a fragment of a wall on a diagonal alignment of Period 2 date.  The 
inside i.e. east side of the window has been refaced to conform with the alignment of 
the Period 3 chamber by the addition of sleeving masonry.  The northern of the two 
west windows is thought to have been a door in Period 2 although whether it was 
linked with Period 2 interior space at the southwest of the site or whether it was and 
external door leading from this part of the castle up towards the upper floor of the 
southern range in Period 2 is unclear.  In Period 3 this window (P:11.4.018) may have 
only been modified slightly on its northern side and more comprehensively on its 
south side with the addition of new masonry.  This is because the east face of the 
west wall of the Period 2 west range follows the short section of walling between the 
north window and the northwest corner of P:11. 
P:11.3.033 (E window recess in S wall) P:11.3.043 (W window recess in the S wall). 
 
Window recess P11.1.012, margins P11.1.014, P11.1.015, P11.1.152, P11.1.155, Roll 
moulding P11.1.013, arch soffit P11.1.017, window lintel P11.1.098, masonry above 
window P11.1.099 
 
Window recess P11.1.021, margins P11.1.023, P11.1.024, P11.1.153, P11.3.155, Roll 
moulding P11.1.022, arch soffit P11.1.026, window lintel P11.1.102. 
 
Window recess P11.1.030, margins P11.1.032, P11.1.033, P11.1.156, P11.1.157, arch 
soffit P11.1.034, Window lintel P11.1.106, masonry above window P11.1.107 
 
Window recess P11.3.033, margins may contain period 2 masonry P11.3.034 and 
P11.3.035, roll moulding P11.3.037, Quoins P11.3.071 and P11.3.073, arch P11.3.072, 
Soffit P11.3.036, sill P11.3.078, lintel P11.3.077, quoins P11.3.080-083 
 
Window recess P11.3.043, reveals P11.3.045 and P11.3.046, roll moulding P11.3.044, 
soffit P11.3.047, quoins P11.3.091, arch P11.3.092, masonry above window P11.3.097 
 
Window recess P11.4.004, margins P11.4.006 and P11.4.007, roll moulding/quoins 
P11.4.005 and P11.4.017, arch P11.4.008, soffit P11.4.024, window back masonry 
P11.4.126 
 
Window recess P11.4.018, margins P11.4.021 and P11.4.022, roll moulding/quoins 
P11.4.020 and P11.4.046, soffit P11.4.023 

 
Floor The coursed bases of the window bays are most likely Period 3 features: P11.7.010 – 

P11.7.012 & P11.7.025 – P11.7 028.  The bottom of the roll moulds end above the tops 
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of the window bases, which may indicate that the bases have been clawed back, 
possibly to accommodate the later timber floor. 

 A number of patches of possible flagged flooring were noted during the asbestos 
removal works.  Two E-W running linear patches of flags (P11.7.017 & P11.7.018) at 
the E end of the room were sealed below brick dwarf walls.  A smaller patch of 
flagstone was observed in the NW corner of the room (P11.7.024). 
 

Ceiling Ten Type A oak beams, c 250mm square, spaced c 1m apart (P11.6.006-P11.6.013 and 
P11.6.015 and P11.6.016). One beam consists of two halves (P11.6.014 and P11.6.040) 
dowelled together with at least three dowels. A sries of charcoal lines (P11.6.083) was 
noted only on these Type A beams. 
 

Details This room features one of the floor level recesses noted in P:04 and P:03.  This feature 
P:11.4.031 lies between the two west windows and as such does not appear to be a 
fuel store for the fire and does not appear to have had a door it may in turn have been 
obscured by temporary wall covering such as tapestries etc. but its original function 
is uncertain. Comprises lintel P11.4.032, margins P11.4.030 and P11.4.033. 

 
The ceiling was attached to transverse beams which were widely spaced it is not 
known whether this ceiling was as decorated as P:03 and P:09 but it did not appear to 
have an elaborate framework comparable to P:04 and P:07. 

Discussion This room shows clearly how the remains of the Period 2 junction between the west 
range, south range, wall work and Princes Tower were augmented to form part of the 
Period 3 plan the amount of upstanding masonry from Period 2 which was required 
within Period 3 necessitated a level of refacing and conversion rather than total new 
build.  It appears that there was in existence a building on two floors at least between 
the west range and the south range.  The south side of the Period 3 P:11 was derived 
from potentially very different building also on two levels but not necessarily roofed 
at first floor.  This building seems to have been part of the Period 2 defences in the 
form of and artillery tower and battery below.  The proximity of doors/apertures in 
the west wall of P:11 which in turn relate to Period 2 layout might be explained by 
the dual nature of the two buildings, battery to the south, west and south ranges to 
the north.  There is the potential link between the choice of angled façade and gun 
platform rather than all wall lines being completely dictated by the strike of the 
bedrock. The location of P:11 in the Period 3 plan conforms to the mirroring of king’s 
and queen’s apartments at this level they are separated by the west gallery/range 
which is mutual space but both have exactly the same apartments although the 
queen’s chambers are all in one conjoining line.  The tradition of the queen’s 
apartments in this part of the castle covering this comparable area is in turn an 
inheritance of the Period 2 layout.  This implies therefore that the Period 3 Palace re-
sited the king’s chambers either from the east range or from elsewhere in the inner 
close.  The ideal quadrangle with its internal symmetry (in terms of room numbers 
and relation to the mutual west range) was therefore a hybrid combining separate 
kings and queens lodgings.  The choice of the queen’s lodgings as the core elements 
for the new palace may in turn reflect the arrangements of significant buildings 
around the three courtyards which form the castle.  This means that the inner court 
remains the most prestigious with the palace block simply defining one side.  It is 
difficult to imagine the palace in isolation without some reference to the disposition 
of the courtyards. Whether or not this was a conscious plan is difficult to know and it 
may be that the south west corner and the Lions den offered the best and the most 
accessible site for the ideal Palace. 
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 Cupboard ((P:11.4.031)) is similar, both in size and position in relation to the floor, to 
those in P:02 (P:02.4.025P:03, P:03, and P:04 (P:04.1.019). All except that in P:03 are 
located near the entrance to the room. They do not occur in the Queen’s inner 
chambers (P:07 and P:11). Given this gender divide, it is suggested that these spaces 
were intended for the storage of urinals used by courtiers. 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Windows Window at W end of S wall is blocked in this period: P11.3.195 (the outside of the 

blocking was recessed in the late 20th Century so is marked as Period 10). 
The east window in the south wall is converted to a possible cupboard or simply 
reduced in size. Blocking P11.3.040, reduced window P11.3.075 and P11.3.076 

 
Documents Glazier’s account of 1613-14 (MW1, 349): 
  Item in the gavel nixt the lady holl vi lossins    vi s. 
 

Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1628-9 (MW2, 256): 
Item the tua rowmes without [the Queen’s chamber] quilk is the queinis great 
chalmer and hall to have fair new borderis to the hingingis with the window brodis 
pendis skinschonis dores and chimnayis to be weill marbillit in thair awin kind. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Private and reverential/ dining/ drawing room. 
 
Layout These rooms appear to have formed part of the ‘country house/mansion’ role. 
 
Windows Sash and case introduced but the current sash and case windows are later 

replacements. 
 
Ceiling Strengthened with extra beams. Type C beams (P11.6.027 - P11.6.033) attached to 

sides of earlier Type A beams. Type B beams (P11.6.017 – P11.6.026) are placed at 
intervals between the Type A beams.  There are also Type D repair timbers (P11.6.038 
– P11.6.043) dating to this period. 

 
Documents NAS E36/34 Account of ironwork, 1671-3 

’12 stone of great garrones each of ym ane pound & a halfe of weight for naileing the 
new geasts to the old. 

 
NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 
Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
Item in ye Queens Guardhall 1 in ye South being on Stonework measureth  26 1/8 
Item ye Southmost of two windowes yr to ye 
West the stonework measures                                   22 
Item ye casements yrof                                              14 ½ 
Item ye Northmost of ye sds two to ye west  
ye stonework is                                                           23 1/8 
Item ye Casements yrof                                              13 ½ 
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Item 3 windowes yr to ye North ye stonework 
qrof  in all is                                                                 69 ½ 
item ye 3 pair Casements yrof                                    40 
[Total]        208¼ ft2 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Storage. Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c) marks it as on of ‘Empty Rooms’. 
 
Layout The space was subdivided by a narrow partition wall running towards the north wall 

from a point just west of the west window in the north wall. 
 
Fireplace Period 3 fireplace is reduced and chimney altered with brickwork.  Period 2 south 

door possibly converted into a fireplace in the latter part of this period. 
 
Doors Doorway to S between windows shown open on Dury’s plan of 1708 (NLS MS 1646 

Z02/16a ) and on the plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c). The doorway leads to a small 
chamber, which seems to be indicatd as a recent addition on the Dury plan. 

 Door P11.2.003 inserted into centre of east wall, comprises margins P11.2.015 and 
P11.2.016, lintel P11.2.017, cut P11.2.019, blocking P11.2.018 and rough threshold 
P11.7.022.  Original door P:11.2.027 was blocked up. 

 
Floor An 1861 report suggested the boarding of the flagged floors of the lower barracks.  

However, even if this does refer to the Principal level of the Palace it is possible that 
P11 had a timber floor before this date.  The central doorway to P09 inserted in 
Period 7 does not have an ashlar threshold and this could imply that it was built to 
accommodate a timber floor level that stretched between P09.  It has been 
demosntrated that P09 could possibly have has a timber floor at this date so it is also 
likely that P11 also had one.  Therefore, the sandstone dwarf walls (P11.7.7.001, 
P11.7.002, P11.7.008 & P11.7.009) may date to Period 7. 

 
Documents Plan of c 1708 -  NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a 
  Plan NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 
  Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c). 
  Plan of 1741 - NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c. 
 
Discussion The new doorway in the east wall is shown on Dury’s plan of c 1708 (NLS MS 1646 

Z.02/17) 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Barrack 
 
Layout Access only from NE corner. 
 
Doors Central door (P11.2.003)  between P:09 and P:11 is blocked up. A new door is created 

at very N end of P:11.2, shown on plan of 1900 by J Gillespie  (HS 340/291/L/154).   
 
Windows North sash and case window and possibly the south sash and case window (this is an 

interpretation only, these windows could be earlier, possibly Period 7).. 
P11.1.019 and P11.1.020 
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 P11.1.028 and P11.1.029 
 P11.1.037  
  
 
 
Floor  Timber floor possibly installed but could possibly be Period 7 in date - see above. 
 
Documents Plan of 1900 by J Gillespie (HS 340/291/L/154). 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Dining hall 
 
Layout Subdivisions removed 
 
Fireplace Fireplace in south wall blocked off, blocking P11.3.108 
 
Doors Plan of July 1900 by J Gillespie (HS 340/291/L/154) marks door to P:12 as ‘old door 

built up’. Present door to P:09 ‘built up’ and doorway at N end of P:11.2 open.   The 
central door to P09 is reopened and the N door to P09 and the Lion’s Den is blocked 
up. 

 
Windows West sash and case window replacements  
 P11.4.009 and P11.4.013 
 P11.4.019 and P11.4.028 
  
Documents Plan of July 1900 by J Gillespie (HS 340/291/L/154). 
  Plan HS 340/291/L/1 - Barrack Room No 15. 
  Plan HS 340/291/L/2 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/3 - Soldiers Room No 14. 
   

Recruitment photograph of 1930s showing room in use as barrack dining hall.  
   

Letter by of 13/4/1967, N Marsden, Area Superintendent, to W W Boal, architect, 
Ancient Monuments, notes that the Cadets used the Queen’s Guard Hall and 
proposed putting a billiard table, along with the table tennis table, in the Queen’s 
Presence Chamber (NAS DD27/4565).   

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Public exhibition space. 
 
Fireplace Interior and hearth restored 1968 with hearthstones P11.7.019 and rubble underlay 

P11.7.020. 
 
Floor A number of Period 10 features were recorded during the asbestos removal works.  

As with the other Principal rooms, the installation of the heating pipes (P11.7.033) is 
accepted to be c.1950.  Therefore, the eight brick pipe supports (P11.7.036 – P11.7.043) 
must date to either 1950 or later and therefre also fall into Period 10.  The brick dwarf 
walls (P11.7.003 – P11.7.007 & P11.7.013) incorporated the heating pipes, so must be 
contemporary or date to the 1968 works.  Similarly, the cement dwarf walls in the 
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window bays (P11.7.014 & P11.7.015), the brick fireplace surround (P11.7.016), and 
the brick repair to dwarf wall P11.7.008 must also be of a similar date.  Also assumed 
to be part of the 1968 repairs are the flagstone threshold (P11.7.029) of the door to 
P12, and the brick below it (P11.7.030). 

 The electric cables (P11.7.034) and the fire alarm cable (P11.7.035) have also be placed 
in Period 10 although it is possible that they are Period 9 in date. 

 
Ceiling Steel girders inserted 1972, general number P11.6.050 
 Girder P11.1.055 blocking P11.1.057 -Girder P11.3.129 blocking P11.3.135 
 Girder P11.1.059 blocking P11.1.060 -Girder P11.3.128 blocking P11.3.134 
 Girder P11.1.063 blocking P11.1.064 -Girder P11.3.127 blocking P11.3.133 

Grider P11.1.067 blocking P11.1.069 -Girder P11.3.126 blocking P11.3.132 
 Girder P11.1.071 blocking P11.1.072 -Girder P11.3.125 blocking P11.3.131 
 Girder P11.1.075 blocking P11.1.076 -Girder P11.3.124 blocking P11.3.130 
 Girder P11.4.048 cut P11.4.049 blocking P11.4.050 
 Girder P11.4.051 cut P11.4.052 blocking P11.4.052 
 Girder P11.4.054 cut P11.4.055 blocking P11.4.055 
 
 Plaster scar showing most recent ceiling level P11.4.059, P11.1.078 
 Small girders supporting beams P11.3.171-P11.3.180 
 
Discussion 
 Investigation of the floor space was prevented with the discovery that service pipes 

were lined with asbestos. 
 
Documents Plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) - Dining hall. 
  Plan in RCAHMS 1963, 200 shows fireplace before restoration. 

Plan of paving for hearth, April 1968 (HS340/291/L/70). 
‘Queen’s Guard Hall Ceiling’, W half, scale 1:12, no date, plan of ceiling timbers 
drawn from above and elevation of main beams (HS 340/291/L120). 
‘Queen’s Guard Hall Ceiling, E half, scale 1:12, no date (HS 340/291/L121). 
‘Details of Strengthening to Museum Floor, Palace Block’, scales 1:5, 1: 20 and 1:50, 
7/9/1972, shows plan, elevation and details of girders, 7 September 1972 (HS 
340/291/L/117). 
 

Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 92, ARCHIVE ID 93, March 1968, detail of hearth before restoration. 
ARCHIVE ID 78, Details during restoration of hearth, March 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 79 Details during restoration of hearth, March 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 101 Details during restoration of hearth, March 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 102 Details during restoration of hearth, March 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 104, fireplace  with restored hearth, May 1968. 
ARCHIVE ID 176, P:11.1 showing display of Stirling heads, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 177, ARCHIVE ID 178, ARCHIVE ID 180, P:11.2 showing display of 
Stirling heads, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 179, P:11.3 showing display of Stirling heads, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 394, steel beams, general view looking E, December 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 397, steel beams, general view looking W, December 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 395, P:11.3, seating of wooden beams, December 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 389, detail of steel beams, December 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 396, detail of steel beams, December 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 390, P:11.3, detail of steel beams, December 1972. 
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ARCHIVE ID 391, detail of seating of steel beam, December 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 392, detail of beam seating, December 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 393, detail of beam seating, December 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 543-4, fireplace May 1994. 
ARCHIVE ID 955-64, 1998. 
ARCHIVE ID 1025-4, P:11.2 looking E in May 2002. 
ARCHIVE ID 1031, P:11.1 in May 2002. 
ARCHIVE ID 1032, P:11.3 in May 2002. 
General view of P11.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1690 28/08/2003 
General view of P11.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1691 28/08/2003 
E end of P11.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1692 28/08/2003 
W end of P11.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1693 28/08/2003 
General view of P11.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1694 28/08/2003 
General view of the ceiling in P11 ARCHIVE ID. 1695 28/08/2003 
General view of P11.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1696 28/08/2003 
General view of the ceiling in P11 ARCHIVE ID. 1721 02/09/2003 
P11.2 in process of being stripped. ARCHIVE ID. 1817 29/10//2003 

 E end of P11.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1894 16/01/2004 
 Middle of P11.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1895 16/01/2004 
 W end of P11.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1896 16/01/2004 
 W end of P11.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1897 16/01/2004 
 Middle of P11.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1898 16/01/2004 
 E end of P11.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1899 16/01/2004 
 General view of P11.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1900 16/01/2004 
 Blocked door on P11.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1901 16/01/2004  

Relieving arch over fireplace on P11.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1902 16/01/2004 
General view of P11.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1903 16/01/2004 
W reveal (E facing) of fireplace on P11.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1906 16/01/2004 
E reveal (W facing) of fireplace on P11.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1907 16/01/2004 
Interior of fireplace on P11.3 showing S facing relieving arch. ARCHIVE ID. 1908 
16/01/2004 
Interior of fireplace on P11.3 showing S facing relieving arch. ARCHIVE ID. 1909 
16/01/2004 
Looking up the flue of the fireplace on P11.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1910 16/01/2004 
Inside the 'dog kennel' in P11.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1911 16/01/2004 
Inside the 'dog kennel' in P11.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1912 16/01/2004 
E end of the ceiling in P11 ARCHIVE ID. 1965 29/01/2004 
Middle of the ceiling in P11 ARCHIVE ID. 1966 29/01/2004 
Middle of the ceiling in P11 ARCHIVE ID. 1967 29/01/2004 
W end of the ceiling in P11 ARCHIVE ID. 1968 29/01/2004 
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P:12 
 
During Period 3 P:01 and P:12 were a single space.  P:01 only being created in Period 8. 
 
PERIOD 1 Masonry P12.4.027 and M02.4.099 is the ealiest masonry in the W range and these 

may be period 1 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Access / Formal. 
 
Layout Passage at 1st floor of range on 3 floors (ground, 1and 2) .  Only S section of W wall 

survives, Masonry P13.4.001, P12.4.028, P12.4.031, P12.4.020, P12.4.021, P12.4.008, 
P12.4.019 and M02.4.001 

 
Plan 13m (N/S) x 2m wide (E/W). 
 
Doors 2 In W wall – leading to Timber gallery and SE chamber respectively.   

Door P12.4.006, Sill P12.4.005, Margins P12.4.003 and P12.4.004, Lintel P12.4.002, 
relieving arch P12.4.001 
Door P12.4.009, Sill P12.4.013, S margin P12.4.012  
The S and N doors are now obscured by later work. A W door is unlikely as emphasis 
is for access to Gallery to the W and Chapel to the N. In period 2 there was not likely 
to be a direct link at this level with kitchen out to the W.  The door leading to P:02 in 
Period 3 , may show site of Period 2 stair tower access at 1st floor / chapel level. 

 
Windows 2 windows in the W wall at upper level: 
 Margins M02.4.057 and M02.4.056, sill M02.4.058, blocking M02.4.088 and M02.4.089 
 Aperture M02.4.076, margins M02.4.074 and M02.4.075 
 
Floor Beams slots M02.4.082-086 and M02.4.071, M02.4.072, M02.4.090, M02.4.091, 

M02.4.092 possibly relate to an early mezzanine/upper floor level associated with 
windows. 

 
Discussion Part of a 2 storey range or gallery leading from the W end of a S range (of at least 1 

storey over ground level) to meet an addition to the S wall of the Old Chapel 
(possibly a stair tower).  This gallery allowed access to the chapel at ground level, 
(the ground level passage below the Period 2 gallery was result of drop in bedrock 
terrace).  This phase of the W Range was complimented by extensive use of 
timberwork – a 2 storey gallery (respecting 1st and 2nd floor doors) projecting out 
beyond the stone face of the W wall. The passage was significantly narrower than its 
successors and was more for access than occupation. The suggestion in V:19 is that 
this gallery ran up to a separate structure built over the S wall of the Old Chapel and 
effectively bridged the natural drop in level between the Chapel terrace and that of 
the courtyard preceding the Period 3 Lions Den.   

 
 There is a possibility that there was some form of gallery linking the W, S and E 

ranges. This is inferred by the recycled spaces which formed the Kings Closet in 
Period 3, the vestigial remains of a stair arrangement at the junction between E and S 
ranges and the tendency for replication of existing features in every phase of Palace 
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construction after Period 2 implies that there was some form of gallery on the E side 
of the W range at this time. 

 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
THE VESTIBULE AND GALLERY 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout  Long passage.  This space combines P:01 and P:12. 
 
Plan  22m x 2.5m 
 
Doors Five in total .  2 new doors , both formal entrances, remaining 3 are recycled from 

Period 2. 
 
One door leading to P:02 (door P1.2) – an internal feature, much altered, recycled 
early entrance (period 2), realigned and reduced.  Early form of rounded arch, 
replaced by straight lintel to create range entrance door cf.  
S door into P:11 (recycled door from Stair tower at S end of Period 2 Gallery) 
Masonry P12.3.001, Margins P12.3.005, Lintel P12.3.015 ans blocking P12.3.014, Lintel 
P12.4.016 
 
One door (P1.1.006) is the main entrance to the Palace- exaggerated form of almost 
squared apertures (measures 2.1m wide x 2.3m high). This door forms main W vista 
terminating in door at S end of P:12.  Complex locks, possible inner iron door within 
timberwork. Oak door may be original 
 
Third door is at south end of the gallery –scaled down version of P:1.1.006 - again 
complex locks – possible double door. 
 
Fourth door is recycled Period 2 door leading out to west range gallery, in west wall 
Fifth door is recycled door to SE structure (recycled Period 2) 

 
Documents TA13,149 (E.22/2) December 1576 

Item be my lord regentis grace speciall command for certane tymmer and glas coft 
and send to mak the new galry in the castell of Striviling, as particular compt thairof 
subscrivit be the maiser of wark schawin upoun compt lxxvii lib. xvi s. 
Item be my lord regents grace speciall command to Maister Johnne Stewart, 
constabill of the castell of Striviling, for expensis maid and debursit upoun making of 
the galry foirsaid, the utir yet and uthiris necessaries in the said castell, as the 
particular compt thairof subscrivit be the said Maister Johnne schawin upoun compt 
beris   ic xxvii lib. vi s. viii d. 

 
Discussion Common / social/ recreational space – antechamber for both royal suites, and also 

routes to internal garden and outer west view via timber galleries on both sides.  
Creates vista from main entrance to south- looking either way effect is very dramatic- 
lit from one side with opposing doors carefully sized to give false perspective. 
Created from P:02 W range with probable windows overlooking new Lions Den but 
now completely removed.  New doors at N and S ends,  
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Ceiling is timber-recycled P:02. 
Use of external wooden galleries- recycled P:02 work on W.  There is potential also of 
some form of elevated platform around three sides of the Lions Den.  There may have 
been some precursor to the Period 4 gallery and stair in existence at this time. 

PERIOD 4 
 
Layout New E wall masonry P12.2.001 
 
Doors Total of 4. 1 new door is outer door leading to Lions Den via timber forestair or 

gallery.  
 Door P12.2.013, Margins P12.2.015 and P12.2.016, Lintel P12.2.105, Lintel P12.2.107 

and blocking P12.2.106 
 
Windows The whole space is lit by 4 major windows in E wall. These are symmetrically 

disposed along new Lions Den west side. Roll moulded but fitting better within new 
lions den façade. Five apertures now formed along with central door.   

 Aperture P12.2.082, margins P12.2.085 and P12.2.084, sill P12.2.112 
 Aperture P12.2.087, margins P12.2.091 and P12.2.089, sill P12.2.090 
 Aperture P12.2.093, margins P12.2.091 and P12.2.095, sill P12.2.096 
 Aperture P12.2.099, margins P12.2.103 and P12.2.101, sill P12.2.102 
 
Documents A report of May 1583 gives a picture of a general state of disrepair of the castle at that 

time (MW1, 310-11). Special attention was given to the state of the west quarter of the 
palace, the roof of which was ‘all brokin and fallan downe’. Such was the state of this 
section of the palace that it was proposed that it be rebuilt completely: ‘all tane 
downe to the grownd thane to big and beild the same up agane in the maist plesand 
maner that can be dewyssit’. The timber of the roof was to be dismantled and stored 
for future use. The recommendations for rebuilding unfortunately are somewhat 
imprecise. There is glowing description of the extensive view from that quarter, the 
‘speciall perk and gairdin, deir thairin’ and the beyond that ‘many greit stane 
howssis’. This is followed by the suggestion that 

 
thair be ane fair gallery beildit on the ane syd of the said work with ane tarras on the 
uther side of the said work, and this foirsaid gallerie and tarras to be beildit and bigit 
upone the heich pairtis off the foresaid work (MW1, 311). 
 
A further recommendation in 1583 was for the repair of the great windows in the 
cowrthall’ of the ‘new vork’. A quantity of woodwork was used in this repair, 
including eight corbels of oak (MW1, 311). 
 
Estimate Outlays for Repair of Royal Palaces 7th May 1583 
P 310-311 
 
The apeirand expensis to be maid wpone the Castell of Stirling. 
 
Item to mend the gret windois in the cowrthall in the new vork twa dissone vanescott 
here dissone daillis with foure corballis of aik, price of the tymmer and the 
workmenschip to ane hundrerethe merkis. 
Item the westqwarter thairof thairof to be all tane downe to the grownd thane to big 
and beild the same up agane in the maist plesand maner that can be dewyssit; quhilk 
qwarter of the said paleys is the best and maist plesand sitwatioune off any of his 
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hienes palayes be ressone it will have the maist plesand sycht of all the foure airthis, 
in speciall perk and gairdin, deir thairin, up the rawerais of For the, Teyth, Allone, 
and Gwddy to Lochlomwnd, ane sycht rownd about in all pairtis and downe the 
rewear of Forth quhair thair standis many greit stane howssis providing thair be ane 
fair gallery beildit on the ane syd of the said work with ane tarras on the uther side of 
the said work, and this foirsaid gallerie and tarras to be beildit and bigit upone the 
heich pairtis off the foresaid work. Item the foirsaid westqwarter the rwif thaiof is all 
brokin and fallan downe, necessary it is the tymmer and skailye thairon to be takin 
downe presently and laid up in howssis for suppleing the kingis grace workis. 
It is nocht wnknawin to your Lodschips that the new work off the Castell of Stirling 
is the maist substantious work and maist plesand withein the same, yitt the 
sitwatioun thairof is nocht gwid nor plesand in respect thair can na plesand sycht be 
had; swa giff this uther new work wer beildit the kingis hienes wald mak his 
recedence in the west quarter. 
 
1625   MW2, 180  
Item to James Maistertoune for glassing of thrie glas windowis in the galrie 
conteining xxxvi fittis the piece and in all fyvescoir aucht fittis of symondit wark at 
iiii s. the fitt inde       xxi lib. xii s. 
Item mair to him for the tua windowis in the west syd of the galrie at xiiii fitt the 
piece being of the lyk pryce inde     v lib. xii s. 

 
Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1628-9 (MW2, 256): 
Item the low galerie without to have ane fair border round about from the sylring to 
the heid of the windowis weill done and the haill pannallis of the sylring to be layit 
over in a fresche cullour and the dores and windowis pendis and skonschonis to be 
weill done. 
 

Discussion New E wall constructed with large windows and central door as part of new gallery 
complex on 1st and second floors (the latter with new windows to the W and E.) The 
rebuilding removed traces of the putative Stair tower at the N end of the Period 2 W 
range. The Period 2 timber gallery was removed (due to collapse in 1625) W doors no 
longer needed, the gallery/ terrace is supplied by new E façade, overlooking Lions 
Den. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Windows Period 2 windows in the W  wall blocked by M02.4.012 and M02.4.077 by this period 

to create newer windows that operate with a revised floor level. 
 
 Period 2 W doors (Blocking P12.4.007 and Blocking P12.4.023) might have been 

blocked off in Period 4 but current interpretation is that they were blocked in Period 6 
along with the corresponding upper floor apertures.  

 
Ceiling Period 4 mezzanine/gallery level joists probably removed and blocked in this period. 
 The floor level of the space above (room U31) is raised. 
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Documents NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 
Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 

  Item in ye transs on ye West Syde of ye Pallace 4 stonework qrof measures 78 
Item ye 4 pair casements yrof in all    52 
[Total] 130 ft2 

   
  NAS E36/37/7 1664-7 
 Alexander Beatie and Andrew Reid, workmen, saw 100 deals at 6 score to the 100 at 

3sh Scots each deal ‘for leathing of the Long Trance and other pleaces in the pallice’ 
£18. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function  Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c) marks this as ‘Passage’. 
 
Fireplace New fireplace is inserted. No fireplace shown on Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c). 
 Fireplace P12.4.010, aperture P12.4.090, margins P12.4.015 and P12.4.016, lintel 

P12.4.014,  
Cut for flue P12.4.022, Blocking P12.4.102, P12.4.036, M02.4.060, M02.4.059, 
(M02.4.012?) 

 
Documents Plan of c1708 - NLS MS 1646 Z02/16a. 
  NLS MS 1646 Z02/17. 
  Plan of 1719 (MS.1646 Z.02/18c). 
  Plan of 1741 - NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Residential. 
 
Layout Subdivision of Period 2-4 space with new N wall P12.1.001 and stair to mezzanine 

level P13.4.014 and P13.4.015.  P:12 is subdivided at its northern end to create P:01 
(see relevant chapter).  

Plan 17m long (N/S) x 3m wide (E/W max.). 
 
Fireplace New fireplace at mezzanine level M02.4.062, margins M02.4.063, M02.4.081, Lintel 

M02.4.063 and arch M02.4.066, cut M02.4.098, Blocking M02.4.068 
 
Doors Doorway to P:11 blocked in reorganisation of barrack space, shown blocked on plan 

of 1900  (HS 340/291/L/154). 
 New door in new N wall P12.1.002, Margins P12.1.003 and P12.1.009 
 
Windows The Period 4 windows overlooking Lions Den are reduced in size recycling parts of 

roll moulding where possible. 
 Blocking P12.2.083, wooden lintel P12.2.086, aperture P12.2.004, window elements 

P12.2.007, P12.2.006, P12.2.008, P12.2.009 
 Blocking P12.2.088, wooden lintel P12.2.092, aperture P12.2.010, window elements 

P12.2.012, P12.2.011, 
 Blocking P12.2.094, wooden lintel P12.2.098, aperture P12.2.018, window elements 

P12.2.020, P12.2.021, P12.2019 
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 Blocking P12.2.100, wooden lintel P12.2.104, aperture P12.2.022, window elements 
P12.2.023, P12.2.025 

 
Ceiling New mezzanine level P12.1.007/P12.1.008, P12.2.044-081, P12.4.010, P12.4.029, 

P12.4.037, P12.4.039, P12.4.041-059 and blocking P12.4.060 
 Upper floor M02.4.013-049 and blocking M02.4.079 
 
Details Pipe and blocking P12.4.062 and P12.4.062 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan of 1858 marks P:12 as ‘Shoemakers Shop’ and shows stairs to 

mezzanine level (M:02). Stairs P13.4.014/M02.4.054 and blocking P13.4.015/M02.4.093 
 
Discussion The windows are consciously antiquarian in style and where necessary copies of 

Period 4 masonry were cut for the new suite of windows.  This degree of care is 
contrary to the general trend for functionalism and expediency after Period 7. 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Access/ storage/ tailor’s shop 
 
Fireplace Fireplace in W wall shown on undated plan  HS 340/291/L/3. 
 
Doors Door to P:11 opened – shown blocked on plan of July 1900 by J Gillespie (HS 

340/291/L/154)  
 Alteration to top of N door, new wooden lintel P12.1.005, cut P12.1.010, blocking 

P12.1.006 
 
Documents nd plan HS 340/291/L/1 – ‘Tailor’s shop’. 
  Plan HS 340/291/L/2 
  nd plan  HS 340/291/L/3 – ‘Store No 2’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Fireplace Fireplace in west wall blocked (shown open on plan in RCAHMS 1963, 200). 
 Upper fireplace blocked with M02.4.067 
 
Details Metal fittings to hold plaster board covering mezannine level and stair of W and N 

wall, M02.4.052, M02.4.062 
 
Documents Plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) – ‘Corridor’. 
 Plan in RCAHMS 1963, 200 shows blocked fireplace. 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 100, fireplace (P:12.4) March 1968. 
 General view of P12.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1697 28/08/2003 
 S end of the ceiling in P12 ARCHIVE ID. 1698 28/08/2003 
 S end of the ceiling in P12 ARCHIVE ID. 1699 28/08/2003 
 N end of the floor in P12 ARCHIVE ID. 1714 02/09/2003 
 General view of P12 ARCHIVE ID. 1715 02/09/2003 
 General view of the N end of the floor in the cupboard under the stairs. ARCHIVE 

ID. 1716 02/09/2003 
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 General view of the S elevation of the cupboard under the stairs. ARCHIVE ID. 1717 
02/09/2003 

 General view of the ceiling of the cupboard under the stairs (The underside of the 
stairs) ARCHIVE ID 1718 02/09/2003 

 S end of P12.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1719 02/09/2003 
 N end of P12.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1720 02/09/2003 
 Door in P12.3 leading to P11. Interior E side W facing. ARCHIVE ID. 1722 23/09/2003 
 Door in P12.3 leading to P11.  Interior W side E facing. ARCHIVE ID. 1723 23/09/2003 
 P12 stair ARCHIVE ID. 1788 29/09/2003 
 P12 stair ARCHIVE ID. 1789  29/09/2003 
 P12 stair ARCHIVE ID. 1790 29/09/2003 
 P12 stair ARCHIVE ID. 1791  29/09/2003 
 P12 stair ARCHIVE ID. 1792  29/09/2003 

Detail of tooling on E end of step (10th up) ARCHIVE ID. 1793 29/09/2003 
Detail of tooling on E end of step (11th up) ARCHIVE ID. 1794 29/09/2003 
General view of the stairs, E-W aligned filght, bottom four steps. ARCHIVE ID. 1795 
29/09/2003 
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P:13 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of c1708, NLS MS1646 Z02/16a. 
  NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 
  Plan of 1741, NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Access. 
 
Layout Curving stair leading from principal floor to mezzanine level. 
 
Plan L shaped plan with stone steps built into E face of W wall of P:12.  4m NS x 2m EW 

with overall width of 1.2m. 
  
Discussion This stair allowed access to the new mezzanine level which created an additional 

room within the W range (M:02).  
 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Plan HS 340/291/L/1. 
  HS 340/291/L/2. 
  HS 340/291/L/3. 
 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Documents Plan of 1955 - HS 340/291/L/49. 
 
Photographs P13.5.001, slab floor after stairs removed ARCHIVE ID. 2039. 22/04/2004 
 P13.5.001, slab floor after stairs removed ARCHIVE ID. 2040. 29/01/2004 
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P:14 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access. 
 
Layout  This space allows mutual access: 1. From the new stair to first floor of Palace/upper 

floor of Governor's Kitchen, 2. Into the Governor's Kitchen at ground floor, 3. Into the 
yard between the Governor's Kitchen and the King's Old Building, 4. To the stair 
leading to first floor of the King's Old Building. 

 
Plan 3m NS x 1.6m EW 
 
Doors N door P:14.1.010, E door P:14.2.007, S door P:14.3.006, W door P:14.4.013.  The S door 

is a recycled Period 2/3 and 6 aperture. 
 
Details A selection of surfaces and renders survive, the earliest of which should reflect Period 

décor. 
 
Documents 1708  NLS MS1646 Z02/16a 
   NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 
  1719 NLS MS1646 Z02/18a – ‘The Wood House’ 
  1741 NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c 
   HS 340/291/L/1 
   HS 340/291/L/2 
 
Discussion This small room is intended as a fulcrum or mutual space for a variety of access and 

service roles. The four doors permit access from the kitchen into the Palace/messing 
facilities and is also to first floor of the King's Old Building. Similarly supply and 
storage was enabled via this space allowing access to P:19, P:20 and also to the inner 
close. This little room is an extension to the Period 6 conversions where the first 
forestair was constructed. It is contemporary with the two porches over the Period 6 
stair and is probably dated to c.1714-19.  

  
 The door site is a residual feature from the Period 2/ 3 chapel arrangements, where 

access was achieved at two points in the N wall (at W and E ends). Both existing 
doors are located on sites of Period 2/3 features  

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/2. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Documents Plan of 1955 - HS 340/291/L/49. 
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P:15 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Storage/access. It is a small a porch at the E end of P:16. 
 
Layout This small room was once within the area of the Period 1 and 2 chapel but in its 

present form is the use of borrowed space beneath the Period 6 forestair. 
 
Plan It presently measures 2m EW x 3m NS but probably extended to c.5m NS 
 
Doors Two doors. The first door is on the W wall P:15.4.003 the other door is in the E wall 

P:15.2.002.  The latter door has been blocked and partially dismantled with only the S 
side surviving.  It may have been a small recess or aumbry in Period 7. The doors 
together represent a means of accessing the Governor's Kitchen while exploiting the 
below stairs enclosure as a simple porch without impeding access to the main door of 
the Palace. 

 
Windows One window in E wall P:15.2.012  
 
Details This room is formed by the Palace NE/NW corner as its S face. It is the rationalisation 

of borrowed space with the construction of the first forestair to the upper level in the 
Palace. The E wall  may represent the E end of the reduced chapel (Period 3) - Period 
6 in its present form, where the space acted as a private room on one hand or a porch 
on the other, immediately E of the main chapel interior. It is also possible that the W 
wall formed the E wall of the Period 3 chapel, and the E wall dates entirely from 
Period 6  

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function    Storage 
 
Layout Truncated version of Period 6 space with new stair above. 
 
Plan 3m NS x 2m (max) EW 
 
Doors One door in W wall  P:15.4.003 
 
Details A little recess/aumbry created in N wall P:15.1.005 
 
Documents Plan of 1708: NLS MS1646 Z02/16a. 
    NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 

Plan of 1741:  NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c. 
 
Discussion With the refurbished forestair construction with its additional porches at top and 

bottom, the flight of stairs appears to be slightly less steep than in Period 6 in that it 
cuts across the N end of the old Period 6 room. It has also necessitated the creation of 
an irregular window embrasure for the E window retained from Period 6. The Period 
6 E door is now blocked and the room is used as a cupboard or store directly off the 
Governor's Kitchen E end.  The Period 6 E window was required to provide light, 
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and the new porch required the blocking of the old E door, which saw its conversion 
to a shallow recess. 

PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Plans HS 340/291/L/1, HS 340/291/L/2 and HS 340/291/L/3.  
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Documents Plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) - Wine cellar. 
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THE OLD CHAPEL  
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function  Ritual/private space. 
 
Layout The earliest chapel had its W wall along a line approximately halfway between the E 

and W walls of P16. The E wall is probably below the W end of P02. There was a 
paved yard with drains between the W wall of the chapel and the W parapet wall  

 
Plan Probably a rectangular building , its full dimensions are unknown at present but it 

may have been (up to) c.18m long x 5m wide internally 
 
Doors A central door in the W wall survives – no other doors are known at present. 
 
Windows None survive. 
 
Details Of the ten burials a within the chapel,  nine date from Period 1; one individual relates 

to Period 2.  
 
Discussion The building may date from the early 12th century. The Period 1 elements comprise 

the base of the N wall within the nave and the base of the W wall. The paved surface 
to the west of the chapel suggests an open access area leading to the W door. 

 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Layout Free standing rectangular building extending from the cliff edge on the W side of the 

castle to a point beyond the NW corner of the Period 3 palace - arguably the same E 
limit as Period 1. It is likely that elements of the Period 2 chapel were absorbed 
within the Period 3 portico with the loss of parts of the S wall, and a possible 
retention of parts of the N wall 
 

Plan The full plan is unknown at present but it may comprise a rectangular structure  
potentially measuring up to c.28m x 5m.internally. Parts of the N, W, E and S walls 
survive although much of the masonry in the N and W walls dates from Period 7  

 
Windows The W and S walls have been partly rebuilt (Period 7) with consequent remodelling 

of the Period 2 windows.  The W window in particular may have been of an elaborate 
form. One small aperture in the S wall, towards the W end, is a Period 2 feature 

 
Doors It is possible that the two doors present in the Period 3 chapel originate in this period. 
  
Discussion This building has been repaired and upgraded over an extended period. The work on 

the long walls and consequent work on  the roof could date to the later 15th century 
under James III. It is not known whether this is the chapel royal within the castle 
complex -  if it was, then it would have been refurbished in line with new collegiate 
status after 1480.  
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More certainly, it is likely that the new W Range built by James IV/Margaret Tudor 
linked directly with the chapel. This was achieved at ground level and arguably from 
vault level via a stair tower embedded in the Period 3 W vaults. 
In addition, at this date, the chapel may have been directly accessed from the W 
Range upper floor via a gallery or dais running along the long walls of at least the 
western half of the chapel. The platform was carried on four heavy stone bases set 
within a new raised floor (this exercise predated the final inhumation within the 
chapel). 

 There may also  have been access at 'gallery' level into an early version of P19, a 
garderobe tower, immediately to the N of the chapel.  
The chapel now formed part of the suite of new interlinked chambers created by  
James IV at the W of the site. These comprised the new S Range, W Range and The 
King's Old Building.  

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Layout The chapel was absorbed within the new entrance portico to the Period 3 Palace.  This 

at once allowed access between the two major buildings with ease.  
 
Plan Chapel reduced to c.15m x 5m average internally. 
 
Doors Two, both in the N wall. Probably new E door leading from Palace portico. 
 
Details  A small cupboard/recess/aumbry was located  in the E wall P:16:2.026. It lies 

immediately N of the E door and was later shelved. It may also have had a door. 
  
Discussion This Period of the chapel inherited the Period 2 link between it and the W range, but 

saw selective demolition of its NE corner which was now absorbed within the main 
Palace entranceway/portico. The E end of the Period 2 chapel was also demolished 
and covered by the new N Range of the James V Palace.  
The location of the E end of the chapel at this time may be reflected by the Period 6 
crow step gable alignment or the E wall of P:16. 
The (continued) presence of the dais is suggested by one beam and socket set in the E 
wall of P16.  Contemporary wall plaster also survies against the E wall of P16.  

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Service 
 
Layout Two roomed plan on two levels. This saw the creation of a kitchen area at ground 

floor and accommodation at first floor. 
 
Plan See P:18, P:16 and U:32, U:33 and U:34. 
 
Fireplace See P:18 
 
Doors See P:18 
 
Windows See P:18 
 
Details See P:18 
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Discussion The building is the result of a new N wall and a new roof and a new E gable. It was 

comprehensively rebuilt to separate it from the Palace in order to install mutual 
access to its new upper floor and that of the Palace. It is also possible that the upper 
floor (U:32, U:33, U:34) were only inserted in Period 7, necessitating the realignment 
of the Period 6 forestair which was intended to go to the palace upper floor only. 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of P15.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1323 28/07/2003 

General view of P15.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1324 28/07/2003 
General view of P15.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1325 28/07/2003 
General view of P15.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1326 28/07/2003 
General view of P15.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1327 28/07/2003 
Bottom of P15.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1328 28/07/2003 
Top of P15.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1329 28/07/2003 
S end of P15.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1330 28/07/2003 
N end of P15.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1331 28/07/2003 
Bottom of P15.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1332 28/07/2003 
N end of ceiling in P15 ARCHIVE ID. 1333 28/07/2003 
S end of ceiling in P15 ARCHIVE ID. 1334 28/07/2003 
Corner detail showing window in NE corner of P15. ARCHIVE ID. 1335 
Excavation photo showing context 1024 ARCHIVE ID. 1336 28/07/2003 
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P:16 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Service/catering. 
 
Layout This room is the E subdivision of the Period 3 chapel  via a new internal cross wall. 
 
Plan An irregular but squarish 6m x 6m. 
 
Fireplace In E wall (P:16.4.021). Its original size and style is obscured by later modifications in 

Period 7 and 8. 
 
Doors There are four doors. N door is P:16.1.002, E door is P:16.2.023, S door is P:16.3.019, W 

door is P:16.4.034.  The doors offer internal access to cupboards and neighbouring 
chamber with the N door providing access to the outside. 

 
Windows None survive 
 
Details The small cupboard or aumbry in the E wall was shelved out.  
 
Discussion The precise role of this room in Period 6 is unclear it may have actually performed 

residential as well as service functions, as most of the actual cooking was undertaken 
in P:18.  The presence of the fireplace could signify either function. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of c.1708:  NLS MS1646 Z02/16a. 
    NLS MS 1646 Z02/17 
  Plan of 1719: (NLS MS1646 Z02/18a) marked ‘Governor’s kitchen’. 
  Plan of 1741: NLS MS 1646 Z02/22c. 
 
Windows There are two windows. N window is P:16.1.012, the S window is P:16.3.032 
 
Discussion Parts of the N wall were completely rebuilt with new windows in the S and N walls.  
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Access/storage/service. 
 
Layout The Period 6 space is subdivided into four compartments; to the N is a corridor 

leading from outside (N door) to each space i.e. the E end of the kitchen (P:18) the 
reduced area of P:16. 

 
Plan There are four new subdivisions: Area 1 - the N corridor (6m x 1m), Area 2 - the main 

area (max. 4m EW x 4.8m NS), Area 3 - which lies to NE of main area and is 2m x 2m, 
and Area 4 - to the SSE of the main area. It measures 2m x 2.2m. 

 
Doors New internal doors were created. These linked area 1 with area 2 and area 2 with 

areas 3 and 4. 
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Windows The windows are refurbished with present frames. 
 
Details The room with its subdivisions is now part of the main kitchen complex for the 

messes within the Palace block.  The various chambers form part of the kitchen 
layout with a new lavatory extension beyond area 4 (P:17). 

 
Documents OS 1:500 plan of 1858 – ‘Messman’s quarters’. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 -  ‘Off: Mess Kitchen’. 
  HS 340/291/L/2. 
  
PERIOD 10  
 
Documents Plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) – ‘Messman’s room’. 
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P:17 
 
PERIOD 6 
   
Layout The eventual Period 8 WC saw reuse of Period 6 masonry as its N wall. The Period 6 

work was part of the realignment of the chapel gable and SE corner. 
 
Discussion The alignment of the N side of P:17 and its relationship to the present 'gable' for the 

Governor's Kitchen suggests that a short section of masonry was constructed over 
Period 1 walling towards the SE corner of the eventual kitchen.  The reason why the 
building was realigned in such asymmetry with its Period 1 footprint appears to be a 
function of the need to create a suitable stair to first floor between kitchen and Palace. 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Service/WC. 
 
Layout Small rectangular space. 
 
Plan c.2m EW x 1.4m NS 
 
Doors N door P:17.1.009 
 
Windows One window P:17.3.007  
 
Details Toilet fittings and other locks etc. still in place. 
 
Discussion This is a small annex to the exterior of the Period 6 kitchen block.  It is contemporary 

with the subdivision of P:16 and represents upgrading of facilities for permanent 
garrison/regimental HQ. 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs Bottom of P17.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1337 28/07/2003 

Middle of P17.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1338 28/07/2003 
Top of P17.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1339 28/07/2003 
Bottom of P17.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1340 28/07/2003 
Top of P17.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1341 28/07/2003 
Bottom of P17.3 at S end ARCHIVE ID. 1342 28/07/2003 
Top of P17.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1343 28/07/2003 
Top of P17.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1344 28/07/2003 
Bottom of P17.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1345 28/07/2003 
Top of P17.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1346 28/07/2003 
Ceiling of P17 (S to top) ARCHIVE ID. 28/07/2003 
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P:18 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Service/kitchen. 
 
Layout This is the result of the subdivision of the Period 3 chapel. It is formed by the inserted 

crosswall separating the roughly equal rooms within the ground floor truncated 
chapel/kitchen. 

 
Plan It measures 6m x 6m 
 
Fireplace Large fireplace in E wall P:18.2.024 
 
Doors  A new E door ( P:18.2.002 ) lies towards the N end of the E wall and  became the W 

end of the Period 8 N corridor in P:16. 
 
Windows The windows may have been residual parts of the Period 2 chapel but were 

completely removed during the rebuilding campaign of Period 7. 
 
Details The use of this space as a kitchen saw the insertion of a large fireplace in the E wall, 

which was later reduced in size during Period 8. The presence of the oven is 
indicated by a large scar and flue immediately S of the fireplace, located in the 
thickness of the E wall. Presence of ovens is confirmed on early plans, where they 
project into the SE corner of P:18. 

 
Discussion The subdivision of the chapel created two (approximately) equal rooms. P:18 was the 

main focus for cooking and baking, while P:16 was used for the preparation of food 
and storage. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function  Open space. 
 
Doors N door is P:18.1.003. It lies towards the E end of the N wall. It is a revision an earlier 

door site located c.300mm above the earlier version. The doorway is contemporary 
with the rebuilt N wall.  It features a set of three steps in to P:20.   

 
Windows A W window P:18.4.015 and a S window P:18.3.012.  Both windows probably recycle 

Period 1 and 2 window sites. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646 Z02/18a) – ‘The Yard’. 
 
Discussion The S and W walls were largely rebuilt and heightened. This allowed new windows 

to be inserted and the present roof line to be created. Also , almost the entire N wall 
was rebuilt , apparently on similar footprint to the earlier chapel N wall (Period 2) 
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PERIOD 8 
 
Function Service with WC. 
 
Plan Subdivision of P:18 to form small WC at S end of P:18. 
 
Fireplace E fireplace converted to smaller range?  
 
Details Insertion of piping to serve new WC. 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan of 1858 – ‘Mess Kitchen’. 
 
Discussion Period 6 oven removed to allow creation of WC. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 – ‘Off: Mess Kitchen’. 
  
PERIOD 10  
 
Documents Plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) – ‘Officers’ Mess kitchen’. 
 
Photographs W end of P18.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1348 28/07/2003 
 E end of P18.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1349 28/07/2003 
 N end of P18.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1350 28/07/2003 
 S end of P18.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1351 28/07/2003 
 General view of P18.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1352 28/07/2003 
 General view of P18.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1353 28/07/2003 
 E end of ceiling in P18 ARCHIVE ID. 1354 28/07/2003 
 S end and General view of ceiling of P18 ARCHIVE ID. 1355 28/07/2003  
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P:19 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Officers’ privy.  
 
Layout This small room is created at W end of small yard between Governor's Kitchen and 

the King's Old Building. It represents is the use of 'borrowed' space between two 
Period 1 and 2 buildings. 

 
Plan Irregular 3m EW x 2.2m NS. 
  
Doors One door in E wall P:19.2.004 (this door has a small window inserted towards top, 

now blocked). 
 
Windows Two windows, E window is P:19.4.004 and S window is P:19.3.004. 
 
Details This room was used as a wine store and still retains a wine rack P:19.1.006. 
 
Documents Plan (PRO MR2/2). 
 
Discussion This is a little room created by rationalising residual space between two medieval 

buildings. It is part of the upgrading of the Period 6 kitchen complex into a more 
extensive amenity, with stores and discrete access routes etc. based around the small 
yard between the kitchen and the King's Old Building. 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Documents Plan of 1955 (HS 340/291/L/49) – Store. 
 
Photographs W end of P19.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1359 29/07/2003 
 E end of P19.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1360 29/07/2003 
 General view of P19.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1361 29/07/2003 
 General view of P19.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1362 29/07/2003 
 E end of P19.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1363 29/07/2003 
 W end of P19.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1364 29/07/2003 
 Bottom of P19.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1365 29/07/2003 
 Top of P19.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1366 29/07/2003 
 Exposed lathe and plaster in NE corner of Ceiling of P19 ARCHIVE ID. 1367 

29/07/2003 
 General view of E end of ceiling of P19 ARCHIVE ID. 1368 29/07/2003 
 General view of W end of ceiling of P19 ARCHIVE ID 1369 29/07/2003 
 Door detail in P19.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1370 29/07/2003P:20 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access/storage, oven. 
 
Layout Irregular-two short passages creating small porch 
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Plan 4m NS x 2m EW 
 
Doors Three doors S door leading to kitchen, W door leading to P:19, E door leading to yard 

between KOB and Governors kitchen.  Possible N door leading to P:23.   
 
Function Bakehouse (with P:25) 
 
Documents Moore’s plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646 Z02/18a) – ‘The Oven’. 
 
Discussion This is a simple porch allowing access between three separate spaces once accessed 

from small yard between KOB and Governors kitchen. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of P20A.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1357 29/07/2003 
 General view of P20A.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1358 29/07/2003 
 General View of P20A ARCHIVE ID. 1371 29/07/2003 
 General view of P20.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1372 29/07/2003 
 General view of P20.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1373 29/07/2003 
 W end of P20.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1374 29/07/2003 
 E end of P20.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1375 29/07/2003 
 General view of P20.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1376 29/07/2003 
 General view of the ceiling of P20 ARCHIVE ID. 1377 29/07/2003 
 General view of P21 ARCHIVE ID. 1378 29/07/2003 
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P:21 
 
Part of K.O.B. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Dove house 
 
Documents Moore’s plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646 Z02/18a) – ‘Dove House’. 
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P:22 
 
Part of King’s Old Buildings. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Infirmary 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Office 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Toilet vestibule 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 216, P:22.1, wall and ceiling stripped during restoration, April 1970. 
 ARCHIVE ID 218, P:22.3 , wall stripped during restoration showing blocked 

openings, April 1970. 
 ARCHIVE ID 222, P:22.3, detail of blocked opening, April 1970. 

ARCHIVE ID 215, P:22.4, doorway stripped during restoration, April 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 266, P:22.3, May 1970.  
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P:23 
 
Part of King’s Old Buildings 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Documents OS 1:500 plan of 1858 – ‘Office’. 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 217, P:23.3, doorway stripped during restoration, April 1970. 
  ARCHIVE ID 264, P:23.3, restoration of masonry of door jambs, May 1970. 
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P:24 
 
Part of King’s Old Buildings 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Beer Cellar  
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Bakehouse (with P:25) 
 
Documents Moore’s plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646 Z02/18a) 
  
PERIOD 8 
 
Function  Barrack Store 
 
Documents  A plan of the central part of the castle in 1842 marks P:23-25 as the Barrack Store 

(PRO WO55/828). 
  OS 1:500 plan of 1858 – ‘Mess larder’. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE MEZZANINE LEVEL 
 
M:01 
 
PRINCE’S TOWER 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Plan Tower constructed c.1500. 
 
Fireplace Heavily eroded remains of fireplace capitals (M:01.3.037 and 038) and shafts/jambs 

(M:01.3.039 and 040) hidden behind later inserted fireplaces. The relieving arch 
probably associated with this fireplace (M:01.3.050) survives intact. Its lintel has been 
replaced. 

 The north wall is partly occupied by the chimney breast (M:01.1.001) relating to the 
now blocked fireplace below in P:10.1. 

 
Windows An aperture to the south is implied by the surviving sill below the present sash and 

case window (M:03.3.085), not as tall as the present window. 
 
Doors Access from turnpike stair in NW corner. 
 Possibly a door in the W wall now obscured by later window insertion. 

The margins of the east door appear to be Period 2 but the top of the current door has 
been altered in Period 4 and may have originally been a large window on the 
evidence of a removed iron grill. 

 
Ceiling The ceiling is supported on three oak beams (M:01.6.008-010) The central beam 

(M:01.6.009), a boxed heart baulk was felled in 1505 (Anne Crone: dendro report). 
Another (U30.5.003/ M01.6.008) is also a boxed heart baulk, undated, but probably 
1505. 

 
Documents Dunbar (1999, 42-3) that an entry in the Treasurer’s Accounts for August 1502 (TA ii, 

85) recording payment for the heading of the foretower can be identified with the 
completion of work on the Princes Tower. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Royal nursery? 
 
Discussion The ceiling may have been higher at this period, with a floor level in U:30 that 

allowed for easier access from the door in the turnpike stair V22. 
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Royal nursery 
 
Window The existing south aperture is possibly modified in this period to create a larger 

window to the south.  Window inserted in the west wall. 
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Ceiling Three oak beams: 2 boxed heart baulks and one quarter baulk M01.6.008 – M01.6.010. 
The latter (U30.5.001/ M01.6.010) has been dated to 1589 – 1604 and is likely to be 
contemporary with the beams of the floor below, probably part of a refurbishment of 
the tower in the early 1590s. 

 
Floor Seven beams of quarter baulks of oak. 
 
Details  Marks in form of overlapping Xs on beams M01.6.008 and M01.6.010, possibly  
  apotropaic, but more likely merchant’s marks. 
 
Documents Dendrochronological analysis indicates a refurbishment of the tower before the birth 

of Prince Henry (born 19 February 1594). 
Account of 1613-14 (MW1, 349): 
Item in the Prince bed chalmer thrie fut of new glas and thrie lossinis Xv s. 
 

Discussion  Dendrochronological analysis indicates that the Princes Tower was refurbished in the 
the last decade of the 16th century, in or soon after 1593 (Crone, 2005 Interim Report 3: 
The Princes Tower Oak Timbers). 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Fireplace Fireplace with fine-grained sandstone ogee lintel (M:01.3.045) inserted into Period 2 

fireplace.  
 
Windows The south window recess (M:03.3.003) is widened by this period, with an oak beam 

(M:03.3.077) as a lintel. A sash and case window (M:03.3.005) is inserted, slightly 
wider than the earlier window as is seen from the surviving sandstone sill of the 
latter (M:03.3.085). 

 West window is blocked and converted into a cupboard. 
 
Documents The window recess (M:03.003) appears in its present form on a plan of 1733 (NLS 

MS1649.Z46/58). 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Fireplace Utilitarian brick fireplace with fine-gained sandstone lintel (M:01.3.027) inserted in 

front of earlier Period 2 and Period 7 fireplace. 
 
Discussion The insertion of the new fireplace (M:01.3.027) seems to have involved the rebuilding 

of the chimney breast below the Period 2 relieving arch (M:1.3.050). This appears to 
have been rebuilt using part of the ‘concave’ stones of the fireplace interior of the 
Period 7 fireplace (M:01.3.046 and 047).  A large lintel (M:01.3.037) has two chamfers 
separated by a rebate, possibly for a glazing frame. 
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PERIOD 10  
 
Photographs General view of M01.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1769 23/09/2003 
 General view of M01.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1770 23/09/2003 
 General view of M01.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1771 23/09/2003 
 General view of M01.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1772 23/09/2003 
 General view of M01.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1773 23/09/2003 
 Showing door in M01.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1774 23/09/2003 
 S reveal of door on M01.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1775 23/09/2003 
 N reveal of door on M01.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1776 23/09/2003 
 Interior of cupboard on M01.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1777 23/09/2003 
 Detail of fireplace on M01.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1778 23/09/2003 
 General view of the roof of V15 from M01. ARCHIVE ID. 1779 23/09/2003 
 General view of the top W end of the S elevation of the palace. ARCHIVE ID. 1780 

23/09/2003 
 General view of the bottom W end of the S elevation of the palace. ARCHIVE ID. 

1781 23/09/2003 
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M:02 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Service 
 
Layout Rectangular space created by subdividing height of principal level W range by 

insertion of new, lowered ceiling. 
 
Plan 16.2m NS x 3m EW 
 
Fireplace M:02.4.025  
 
Windows Windows inserted in E wall. M:02.2.007, M:02.2.017and M:02.2.027. 
 
Details A stair inserted stone steps and a metal banister located at N end of room leading 

from P:17 to M:02. 
 
Discussion This is the creation of extra service/non residential space within the Period 4 W range.  

The insertion of a new floor level within the Period 4 space necessitated three new 
windows on the E wall overlooking the Lions Den while the Period 4 principal floor 
windows in the E wall were reduced. 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Service/WC 
 
Discussion Multiple toilet facility inserted, now demolished.  Indication of use of Palace as public 

space/visitors amenity. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Service/ WC 
 
Discussion Removal of floor and stone access stair. 
 
Photographs General view of M02A ARCHIVE ID. 1475 25/08/2003 
 General view of M02A ARCHIVE ID. 1476 25/08/2003 
 General view of M02.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1477 25/08/2003 
 Example of something (illegible) in M02.3 ARCHIVE ID.1478 25/08/2003 
 General view of M02.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1478 25/08/2003 
 General view of M02.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1479 25/08/2003 
 General view of M02 ARCHIVE ID. 1480 25/08/2003 
 Detail of M02.2.018 and M02.2.019 on M02.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1481 25/08/2003 
 General view of M02B ARCHIVE ID. 1482 25/08/2003 

General view of M02B ARCHIVE ID. 1483 25/08/2003 
General view of M02B ARCHIVE ID. 1484 25/08/2003 
General view of M02B ARCHIVE ID. 1485 25/08/2003 
General view of M02.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1746 23/09/2003 
General view of M02.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1747 23/09/2003 
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General view of M02.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1748 23/09/2003 
General view of M02.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1749 23/09/2003 
General view of M02.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1750 23/09/2003 

 S end of M02.4  ARCHIVE ID. 1751 23/09/2003 
 Blocked window/fireplace in M02.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1752 23/09/2003 
  Blocked window/fireplace in M02.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1753 23/09/2003 

Blocked window/fireplace in M02.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1754 23/09/2003 
N end of M02.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1755 23/09/2003  
N end of M02.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1756 23/09/2003 
N end of M02.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1757 23/09/2003 
Northernmost window in M02.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1758 23/09/2003 
S end of M02.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1759 23/09/2003 
M02.2.078-M02.2.082 ARCHIVE ID.1760 23/09/2003 
M02.2.074-M02.2.077 ARCHIVE ID. 1761 23/09/2003 
M02.2.069-M02.2.072 ARCHIVE ID. 1762 23/09/2003 
M02.2.064-M02.2.067 ARCHIVE ID. 1763 23/09/2003 
M02.2.064-M02.2.067 ARCHIVE ID. 1764 23/09/2003 
Floor beams at the S end of M02.5 ARCHIVE ID. 1765 23/09/2003 
Floor beams around the fireplace hearth in M02 ARCHIVE ID. 1766 23/09/2003 
Floor beams at the N end of M02.5 ARCHIVE ID. 1767 
Floor beams at the N end of M02.5 ARCHIVE ID. 1768 
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M:03 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Layout Incidental roof space above the King’s Closets P05 and P06 with no formal entrance.  

Accessible via a triangular void midway up stair U13.  The E wall features redundant 
corbels which may have held the original Period 3 roof above the closets or may be 
something earlier related to pre-palace structures. 

 
Photographs General view of S end of M03.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1979 29/01/2004 
 General view of S end of M03.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1980 29/01/2004 
 S end of M03.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1981 29/01/2004 
 N end of M03.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1982 29/01/2004 
 S end of M03.5 ARCHIVE ID. 1983 29/01/2004 
 S end of M03.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1984 29/01/2004 
 S end of M03.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1985 29/01/2004 
 Bottom of S end of M03.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1986 29/01/2004 
 General view of N end on M03.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1987 29/01/2004 
 General view of N end on M03.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1988 29/01/2004 
 General view of N end on M03.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1989 29/01/2004 
 General view of N end on M03.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1990 29/01/2004 
 General view of N end on M03.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1991 29/01/2004 
 General view of N end on M03.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1992 29/01/2004 
 2 x corbels in M03.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1993 29/01/2004 
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CHAPTER 5: THE UPPER LEVEL 

U:01 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Base and flight of forestair pre-porch 
 
Plan 7m NS x 1.6m EW 
 
Doors W door (U01.4.007). 
 
Details This space contains extensive in situ renders, paint and plaster.  These primarily refer 

to Period 8 and 9 usage of the stair but probably seal Period 6 and 7 surfaces.   
 
Documents NAS 37/33. for  Account of Tobias Bauchop, 1699-1703 

‘Item, for building a scale stair; 6 foot broad, to the second story of the palace, with a 
plat, conforme to draught, and for makeing a door through the dike from the platt to 
the Kitchine Court and for heighting that dike as high as the Eising of the kitchin, 
furnishing all materials £80’ 

 
Discussion The original stair appears to have been a form of forestair which was apparently 

unroofed.  The stair itself is documented as a scayle and plat construction in the last 
quarter of the 17th century.  Period 7 work has redrafted this stair to the present form 
by making it longer and shallower with consequent effects on N end of P:15.  Only W 
side of the stair from Period 6 appears to survive. This is part of the redrafted E gable 
of the old Period 1 chapel and permitted access to the upper floor of the Palace.  It is 
not certain whether the Period 6 stair was intended to serve an upper floor within the 
Governors kitchen- an arrangement which might explain the reconstitution of the 
Period 6 stair in Period 7. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Part of elaborate new stair linking upper floor of Governors kitchen and upper floor 

of palace via four flights of steps and two landings. 
 
Plan Internally rectangular 7m NS x 1.6m EW. 
 
Doors E door U:01.2.004 well constructed arched opening at top of foresteps externally from 

Inner Close. 
 
Windows N window U:01.1.012 and E window is U:01.2.007.  The N window features arched 

top.  The E window is round. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 
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Discussion This forms part of remodelled forestair to combine access from Inner Close to upper 
level of Governors kitchen and upper floor of Palace.  The work is of high quality. 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4 - Stairs to Officers’ Kitchen’. 
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U:01A 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Discussion The wall face of U:01A.3 is of plain ashlar, unlike the decorated façade of the palace, 

and would seem not to be a continuation of the latter, it is probably a continuation of 
the entranceway (P01) N wall P01.1.001.  

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Documents  A payment in 1628-9 for the ‘platfurme to the heid of the stairis of the highe kitching’ 

(MW II, 254) may relate to this space. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Possibly an earlier version of the Period 7 landing. 
 
Plan Original dimensions uncertain but probably same as stair width. 
 
Doors Possibly W door U:01A.4.002 but this may only have been inserted in Period 7.  
 
Discussion It is not certain whether the Period 6 stair was intended to access the upper floor of 

the Governors kitchen.   The possibility exists that the Period 6 arrangements simply 
allowed access to the upper floor of the Palace and it was only when the Governors 
kitchen was split that a new stair and landing were required. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout This is a landing created by need to access upper floor of Governors kitchen and to 

then move towards upper floor of Palace at sensible distance apart. 
 
Plan Rectangular space aligned EW 4m EW x 1.4m NS 
 
Doors W door U:01A.4.002 and a S door to U01B U01A.3.006. 
 
Windows A N window U:01A.1.032 and an E window U:01A.2.004.  These windows form part 

of ornamental porch with fine arched tops of similar build to main door and window 
of U:01. 

 
Details As with the rest of U:01 the work is of high quality externally. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 
 
Discussion This space is simply the necessary landing to allow communication between U:32, 

U:33 and U:34 and the upper floor of the Palace.  The difference in levels between the 
Inner Close Governors Kitchen floor level, Governors kitchen upper floor level and 
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the upper floor of the Place required four separate flights of stairs in a two dog leg 
plan.  This irregular passageway was mitigated by a fine exterior with ornamental 
windows and doors.  It is not certain but it is most likely that the need for this stair 
was to allow communication with new rooms in the Governors kitchen. 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs Windows UW01 and UW02 in U01A.  ARCHIVE ID 1246; CP02-13. 23/07/2003. 
 Windows UW01 and UW02 in U01A 
 General view of the E end of the N elevation of U01A.  ARCHIVE ID 1248; CP02-15. 

23/07/2003. General view of the E end of the N elevation of U01A.  ARCHIVE ID 
1249; CP02-16. 23/07/2003. 

 W elevation of U01A. ARCHIVE ID 1250; CP02-17. 23/07/2003. 
 W elevation of U01A showing door detail of the E side of door UD33. ARCHIVE ID 

1251; CP02-18. 23/07/2003. 
 General view of E elevation of U01A.  ARCHIVE ID 1253. 23/07/2003. 
 Ceiling of U01A (S to top of frame). ARCHIVE ID 1257. 23/07/2003. 
 Ceiling of U01A (S to top of frame). ARCHIVE ID 1258. 23/07/2003. 
 Floor of U01A. ARCHIVE ID 1259. 23/07/2003. 

Floor of U01A. ARCHIVE ID 1260. 23/07/2003. 
S elevetation of U01A showing detail of exposed masonry at the bottom of the wall. 
ARCHIVE ID 1265. 23/07/2003. 
S elevation of U01A. ARCHIVE ID 1266. 
S elevation of U01A. ARCHIVE ID 1267. 
General view of U01A. ARCHIVE ID 1269. 23/07/2003. 
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U:01B 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Access  
 
Layout Possible breach in Palace N wall accessing W range upper floor from an earlier 

version of the Period 7 Governor’s Stair. 
 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access  
 
Layout Breach in Palace N wall to link with new landing U:01A 
 
Plan Narrow passage up to 1.4m wide EW by 2m long NS 
 
Doors Doorways at N and S not true doors merely ends of a short passage. 
 
Details In order to avoid placing this passage too close to the door into U:32 etc.  U:01A 

required three steps up to create intermediate landing immediately N of U:01B.  If 
this had not been put in place the pitch and number of steps required to link with 
upper floor of Governors kitchen would have been excessive within space available. 

 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
Discussion This aperture breaches the main external N wall of the Palace and replaces an earlier 

door site potentially from Period 6.  It is possible however that this breach was in 
place from Period 6 and the Period 7 stair was constrained by the need to recycle this 
route.  

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of E elvation of U01B. ARCHIVE ID 1254; CP02-21. 23/07/2003. 

General view of W elevation of U01B. ARCHIVE ID 1255; CP02-22. 23/07/2003. 
Ceiling of U01B (W to top of frame). ARCHIVE ID 1256; CP02-23. 23/07/2003. 
Floor of U01B. ARCHIVE ID 1268. 23/07/2003. 
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U:01C 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs E elevation of U01C showing detail of W side of door UD33. ARCHIVE ID 1252; 

CP02-19. 23/07/2003. 
Floor of U01C (N to top). ARCHIVE ID 1261; CP02-28. 23/07/2003. 
Ceiling of U01C (N to top). ARCHIVE ID 1262; CP02-29. 23/07/2003. 
S elevation of U01C. ARCHIVE ID 1263; CP02-30. 23/07/2003. 
N elevation of U01C. ARCHIVE ID 1264; CP02-31. 23/07/2003. 

 General view of U01.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1306 28/07/2003 
 N end of U01.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1307 28/07/2003 

Detail of masonry in 'ceiling' above U01.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1308 28/07/2003 
N end of U01.3 with detail of masonry in 'ceiling' above. ARCHIVE ID. 1309 
28/07/2003 
Detail of door P:D14 in N end of U01.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1310 28/07/2003 
General view of U01.3 including door P:D14 ARCHIVE ID. 1311 28/07/2003 
General view of U01 in cluding elevations U01.2 and U01.3. ARCHIVE ID. 1312 
28/07/2003 
Lower end of ceiling in U01 ARCHIVE ID. 1313 28/07/2003 
Lower end of ceiling in U01 ARCHIVE ID. 1314 28/07/2003 
General view of U01 ARCHIVE ID. 1315 28/07/2003  
Floor of U01 and U01A ARCHIVE ID. 1316 28/07/2003 
General view of P16.1 (SCAK room A) ARCHIVE ID. 1317 28/07/2003 
General view of P16.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1318 28/07/2003 
General view of P16.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1319 28/07/2003 
General view of P16.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1320 28/07/2003 
N end of the ceiling in P16 ARCHIVE ID. 1321 28/07/2003 
S end of ceiling in P16 ARCHIVE ID. 1322 28/07/2003 
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U:02 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Continous with U:31 (see U31). 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Continous with U:31 (see U31). 
 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Continous with U:31. 
 
Door E door U:02.2.003 is on the site of an original Period 3 door aperture, the threshold 

and margins of which are visible in the E wall of P01 below at a slightly lower level 
related to the lower floor level in the W range before Period 6 floor level 
rationalisation throughout the upper floor of the palace. 

 
Window W window U02.4.003 inserted on the site of a earlier Period 2 aperture. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 

PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Continous with U:31. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout This is the result of the subdivision of the main upper floor W gallery space at its 

extreme N end.  It effectively continues the line of the N corridor (U:03) to separate 
corridor and doorways from the rest of the upper floor W range. 

 
Plan Rectangular 3m EW x 2m NS. 
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Doors Two doors, to the E is Period 3 – Period 6 door U:02.2.003 and to the S is a new 
double door U:02.3.005/ U:02.3.006. 

 
Windows Period 6 window in W wall U:02.4.003 on the site of an earlier, lower Period 2 

aperture.  
 
Details Both doorways are of panelled wood construction although the door to the E is of 

earlier type with six panels. 
 
Discussion This space is the result of cutting of the N end of U:31.  This arrangement could allow 

discrete access to either W or N ranges.  The creation of U:02 may be an attempt to 
minimize drafts from external stair etc. as well as limiting access to the main formal 
rooms on the upper level, U:29, U:28, U:30.  

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1.    

Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of U02. ARCHIVE ID 1270. 
 W end of U02.1. ARCHIVE ID 1279. 25/07/2003. 
 E end of U02.1. ARCHIVE ID 1280. 25/07/2003. 
 General view of U02.2. ARCHIVE ID 1281. 
 General view of U02.3. ARCHIVE ID 1282. 
 General view of U02.4. ARCHIVE ID 1283. 
 General view of U02.4. ARCHIVE ID 1284. 
 E end of floor of U02. ARCHIVE ID 1285. 
 Ceiling of U02 (N to top). ARCHIVE ID 1286. 
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U:03 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Discussion The original upper floor of the N range is obscure in terms of subdivisions and 

layout.  The floor level of the N range is unchanged from Period 3 and there was a 
door in its W gable which linked with the upper floor of the W range. This original 
door was at a slightly lower level - the threshold and margins are visible in the E wall 
of P01. Because the W range dates from Period 2 there would have been a 
discrepancy between the new Period 3 W range and the New N range upper floors.  
This could have been resolved by stairs within the thickness of the wall rising from 
the W range into the N range. With the redrafting of the W range in Period 4 the 
rationalisation of floor levels in Period 6 all evidence of such an anomaly has gone 
and the present door aperture between U02 and U03 may be Late 17th Century – Early 
18th Century – related to the construction of the Governor’s stair.  

 
There is some evidence to suggest that the W end of the Period 3 N range stood 
higher than the equivalent W range.  This is suggested by the presence of a small 
window (double lancet) towards the top of the present gable later blocked in Period 6 
when the roof lines were harmonised throughout the Palace. 

 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout This is created by the subdivision of the Period 3 N range upper floor space to form 

essentially tripartite room layout.  The corridor to the N allows access to chambers to 
the W and E (U:08, U:09 to the E and U:04, U:06 to the W).  The current divisions of 
the upper floor must be Late 17th Century at the earliest since the divisions are built 
over Late 17th Century strengthening timbers and new joists but it is thought that the 
divisions may be based on the Period 5 layout. 

 
Plan Long passage 22m EW x 1.4m NS 
 
Details The Period 3 doorway between W range and N range is blocked off.  
 
Discussion This corridor and chamber layout is intended to provide accommodation in two 

suites of chambers served by the N corridor. In Period 3, 4 and 5 the upper floor 
rested directly on top of the Period 3 type A beams. In Period 6 the type A beams 
were strengthened and new joists were added to support the upper floor. The current 
partitions were built on top of these Period 6 joists and strengtheners. 

 
Documents Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1629 (MW2, 257): 

Item the great trans abone the kingis rowmes quhilk serveis the forsaidis chalmeris to 
be paintit with pannallis and mulleris in the ruifis with ane bordour round ilk ane of 
thame dore highe white abone and gray under thair chimnayis marbillit. 
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PERIOD 6 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Period 5 layout is retained but present partitions are Period 6 or later.  The partitions 

consist of two phases, an early partition trapped within a later frame and lath and 
plaster surface.  The early partition could be Period 6, the later frame and lath and 
plaster is probably 19th Century – Early 20th Century. 

 
Plan Long passage 22m EW x 1.4m NS 
 
Doors Five doorsways. At E end U:03.2.006 and the W door is U:03.4.016.  The door at the E 

end U:03.3.019 (to U:09) To U:08 is door U:03.3.012 to U:05 is door U:03.3.005.  The 
doors and architraves are probably 19th Century – Early 20th Century insertions added 
at the same time as the present lath and plaster surfaces and partition frames which 
enclose earlier partitions and trap earlier plaster and paint schemes. 

 
Windows Four window apertures.  U:03.1.009. U:03.1.010, U:03.1.011, U:03.1.012.  The present 

windows may be on the sites of earlier versions. The frames and windows are 20th 
Century. 

 
Floor Floor level is unchanged from Period 3 but the upper floor is strengthened with type 

C pine timbers and new type B joists. 
 
Discussion This corridor and chamber layout is intended to provide accommodation in two 

suites of chambers served by the N corridor. A series of 4 probable dormer window 
sites are presently remodelled as sky lights.  The windows are shown on the undated 
18th century view of the Palace along with the closet window in the N wall of U:10 
however there is evidence to suggest that the dormer series are associated with Mary 
of Guise (recycled monogrammed stone from top of a Palace dormer rebuilt in crude 
garden wall) meaning that the window sites could be Period 3. 

 
Documents Account of Thomas Alborn’ plasterer, 1673-5 (NAS E36/37.5) 
 The Long transe in ye North quarter togither with ye foure Roomes goin aff ye same 
  Plaistering Upon StoneYards square 130 
  Plain plaistering upon Lath, Rooff & Partitions Yards Square 332⅛ 
   Plain cornice yds long 86¾ 
 

E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 
Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676: 
Item four storm windowes to ye North being on ye rooffe of ye North   

  bartisan. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Layout The partitions consist of two phases, an early partition trapped within a later frame 

and lath and plaster surface.  The early partition could be Period 6, the later frame 
and lath and plaster is probably 19th Century – Early 20th Century. 

 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - ‘F.O. Quarters No 1’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4.    
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PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 388, regimental museum looking E, June 1972. 
 Doors at the E end of U03 ARCHIVE ID. 1537 26/08/2003 
 General view of W end of U03 ARCHIVE ID. 1538 26/08/2003 
 General view of W end of U03 ARCHIVE ID. 1540 27/08/2003 
 General view of E end of U03 ARCHIVE ID. 1541 27/08/2003 
 General view of E end of U03 ARCHIVE ID. 1542 27/08/2003 
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U:04 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows At the W end of the S wall there was a double window which was partially blocked 

in Period 5 and 8 and is currently  a cupboard.   
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Residential- ancillary accommodation 
 
Layout This is the living room for the Period 5 W apartment in the N range combined with 

U:06. The current divisions of the upper floor must be Late 17th Century at the earliest 
since the divisions are built over Late 17th Century strengthening timbers and new 
joists but it is thought that the divisions may be based on the Period 5 layout. 

 
Plan Almost square 5m x 4m 
 
Windows Period 3 window U:04.3.036 blocked and recycled as a display cabinet.  
 
Details The present layout of U:04 is likely to be close of that of Period 5 but the precise 

location of its E wall is not obvious. 
 
Discussion This room and most of the upper floor partitions formed part of a small suite or 

apartment on the upper floor for temporary accommodation and may date from the 
mid-17th century. The precedent for this arrangement was established in Period 4 
with the creation of a small suite of rooms at the N end of the E range for King James 
VI. Available plan evidence suggests the rooms date from Period 5 but the present 
partitions must be Period 6 because they are built of top of joists and strengthening 
timbers added in Period 6.   

 
Documents The account of Valentine Jenking, painter, in 1629 (MW2, 257): 

Item the tua chalmers abone the kingis hall to be fair paintit with pannallis in the rufe 
with ane border round about the wallis white abone and gray under the chimnayis 
marbillit. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Residential- ancillary accommodation 
 
Layout Period 5 layout is retained but present partitions are Period 6 or later.  
Plan Almost square 5m x 4m 
 
Fireplace Fireplace in the W wall U:04.4.005. 
 
Windows New window inserted in S wall partially obscuring earlier Period 3 window.  New 

window part of Suite of dormer windows in S wall of N range U:04.3.020. The 
Eastern Period 3 window was enlarged  U:04.3.034.  

 
Doors W door U:04.4.027 inserted. 
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 E door U04.1.028 trapped inside present N partition wall (argin is visible through a 
hole cut through the partition in U03). 

 
There was probably a door linking to second chamber of E apartment although 
present wall separating U:04 and U:06 does not show any blocking (this is probably 
because the present partition is probably 19th Century – Early 20th Century trapping 
the older partition inside). 

 
 
Documents E37/33 Accompt of work in Stirling Castle from September 1699  [to 15 July 1703], 

accompt of work wrought in the Castle of Stirling by Tho. Bachop Meason F.8r  
 
‘Item for slopeing and building a door as large as the door of the new bed chamber 
from the Gallery to the Bedchamber nixt the stairhead furnishing as aforesaid £14’ 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Doors The plan of 1719 shows doorways both to U:31 and to U:03. The plan of 1733 shows 

the doorway to U:31 blocked and but the door to U:03 open. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
Discussion This chamber forms part of a suite of offices along the N range. In U04 a bed is shown 

against the E wall in Moore’s 1719 plan.   
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows The Period 6 E window (S:06.1.096 is blocked (S:06.1.100) off to create recess/display 

cabinet.  The date of the blocking is not known but it may relate to the use of U:04 as 
office space. 

  
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - ‘Plate Room’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4 - ‘Waiters Room, Officers Mess pantry’. 
  Plan of 1926, HS 340/291/L/38 – ‘Pantry’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID. 384, regimental museum, June 1972. 

ARCHIVE ID. 385, regimental museum, June 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID. 1000, U:04.2 in May 2002 
ARCHIVE ID. 1002, U:04.4 in May 2002. 
General view of U04.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1287. 25/07/2003.  
General view of U0488 ARCHIVE ID. 1288 25/07/2003 
General view of U04.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1289 25/07/2003 
General view of U04.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1290 25/07/2003 
Detail of fireplace on U04.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1291 25/07/2003 
Detail of fireplace on U04.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1292 25/07/2003 
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General view of floor in U04 ARCHIVE ID. 1293 25/07/2003 
General view of floor in U04 ARCHIVE ID. 1294 25/07/2003 
General view of the ceiling of U04 ARCHIVE ID. 1295 25/07/2003 
General view of the ceiling of U04 ARCHIVE ID. 1296 25/07/2003 
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U:05 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
Function Possible Access/lobby 
 
Layout Subdivision of U:06 to create possible lobby or porch combined with U:07. Available 

plan evidence suggests the rooms date from Period 5 but the present partitions must 
be Period 6 because they are built of top of joists and strengthening timbers added in 
Period 6.   

 
Plan 5m NS x 2m EW 
 
Discussion It is possible that what became a Period 8 washroom and WC was originally a porch 

or lobby in Period 5 and 6.  
 

This room and most of the upper floor partitions formed part of a small suite or 
apartment on the upper floor for temporary accommodation and may date from the 
mid-17th century. The precedent for this arrangement was established in Period 4 
with the creation of a small suite of rooms at the N end of the E range for King James 
VI.  

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Possible Access/lobby 
 
Layout Period 5 layout is retained but present partitions are Period 6 or later. 
Plan 5m NS x 2m EW 
 
Doors N door is U:05.1.005, W door is U:05.4.005 
 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Doors U05 is shown on the 1733 plan with a door to the E as well as the present openings to 

W and S.  
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
Discussion By 1733 the space appears to act as a vestibule serving the N range. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Service/washroom 
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Layout Result of subdivision of Period 5 W apartment to from small washroom annex to WC 
U:07 

 
Plan 2.8m NS x 1.6m EW 
 
Doors N door is U:05.1.005, S door is U:05.3.004, W door is U:05.4.005.  
 
Discussion Washroom part of general upgrade for Victorian regimental HQ 
 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - ‘Lobby’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4.    
  Plan of 1926, HS 340/291/L/38 - W.C. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of U05.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1564 27/08/2003 
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U:06 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows Probable double window similar to Period 3 W window in U:04 now obscured by 

Period 6 window. 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout This room covers part of the Period 5 W apartment second chamber with U:04.  

Precise size is unclear but probably similar to U:04. Available plan evidence suggests 
the rooms date from Period 5 but the present partitions must be Period 6 because 
they are built of top of joists and strengthening timbers added in Period 6.   

 
Plan Approx 5m EW x 5.2m NS 
 
Discussion Part of W apartment for visitors to Palace in preparation for Charles I visit to Stirling. 
 
Documents The account of Valentine Jenking, painter, in 1629 (MW2, 257): 

Item the tua chalmers abone the kingis hall to be fair paintit with pannallis in the rufe 
with ane border round about the wallis white abone and gray under the chimnayis 
marbillit. 
 

PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout Retained Period 5 layout.  Precise size is unclear but probably similar to U:04. 
 
Plan Approx 5m EW x 5.2m NS 
 
Fireplace New fireplace U:06.3.003 
 
Doors An E door U:06.2.007 
 
Windows New window inserted U:06.3.005 
 
Floor Floor level is unchanged from Period 3 but the upper floor is strengthened with type 

C pine timbers and new type B joists. 
 
Discussion This room and most of the upper floor partitions formed part of a small suite or 

apartment on the upper floor for temporary accommodation and may date from the 
mid-17th century.  
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PERIOD 7 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Layout Present E wall inserted to allow creation of present layout of U:05 and U07. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - ‘Waiter’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4 – ‘Attendants Room’, Single bath room’. 
  Plan of 1926, HS 340/291/L/38 – ‘Bathroom’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of U06.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1297 25/07/2003 
 General view of U06.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1298 25/07/2003 
 General view of U06.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1299 25/07/2003 
 General view of U06.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1300 25/07/2003 
 Detail photo of fireplace on U06.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1301 25/07/2003 
 Detail photo of fireplace on U06.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1302 25/07/2003 
 General view of the ceiling in U06 ARCHIVE ID. 1303 25/07/2003 
 General view of the floor in U06 ARCHIVE ID. 1304 25/07/2003 
 General view of the floor in U06 ARCHIVE ID. 1305 25/07/2003 
 General view of P06.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1589 28/08/2003 
 General view of the S end of P06 ARCHIVE ID. 1590 28/08/2003 
 General view of P06.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1591 28/08/2003 
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U:07 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
Discussion The basic form of this small room appears on the plan of 1733. It was situated 

between two sets of double rooms with access to both via a lobby (U:05). It may have 
served as a servant’s  room. 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Service/WC 
 
Layout Created by subdivision of E end of Period 6 U:06. 
 
Plan 2m NS x 1.6m EW 
 
Doors Door in N wall U:07.1.005 
 
Windows Present window U:07.3.004 is probably Period 6 in origin and was part of U:06 
  
Discussion Along with U:05 provides facilities for administrative offices on upper floor of 

Victorian regimental HQ. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4 – ‘W.C.’ 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of the ceiling of U04 ARCHIVE ID. 1297 25/07/2003 

General view of U07.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1561 27/08/2003 
General view of the floor in U07 ARCHIVE ID. 1562 27/08/2003 
General view of the floor in U07 and U05 ARCHIVE ID. 1563 27/08/2003 
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U:08 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout This is the W chamber of the E apartment in the N range- part of subdivision of N 

range into three principal spaces. Available plan evidence suggests the rooms date 
from Period 5 but it is probable that the actual stud partition walls were rebuilt in 
Period 6. The precedent for this arrangement was established in Period 4 with the 
creation of a small suite of rooms at the N end of the E range for King James VI. 

 
Plan 5m NS x 4m EW 
 
Discussion This room and most of the upper floor partitions formed part of a small suite or 

apartment on the upper floor for temporary accommodation and may date from the 
mid-17th century.  

 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout Retained Period 5 layout. This is the W chamber of the E apartment in the N range- 

part of subdivision of the N range into three principal spaces. 
 
Fireplace Fireplace in E wall U:08.2.005. 
 
Plan 5m NS x 4m EW 
 
Doors Two doors the N door is U:08.1.006 leading to N corridor and the E door (on site of 

Period 7 cupboard) leading to U:09 (or equivalent) is U:08.2.029. 
 
Windows New S window inserted U:08.3.006 
 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Doors The plan of 1719 shows three doorways. One gives access from the N (U:03). Another 

led W into U:05. Another doorway at the N end of U:08.2 gave access to a closet that 
took up the NW part of the present U:09.  
The plan of 1733 shows a doorway directly into U:05 at the N end of U:08.4. There is 
another opening opposite this, at the N end of U:08.2, although a line drawn at its E 
end suggests that it may have been blocked by this date. Unlike in 1719, in 1733 there 
was no access from corridor U:03. 
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Details The plan of 1719 shows a bed positioned against the E wall. 
 
Documents  Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
Discussion In 1719 this appears to have been a bedchamber with adjacent closet. The room to the 

E (U:06) may have served as an adjoining parlour. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4 – ‘Kitchen’. 
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘FOI servants kitchen’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of U08.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1552 27/08/2003 

General view of U08.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1553 27/08/2003 
General view of U08.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1554 27/08/2003 
General view of U08.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1555 27/08/2003 
General view of the floor in U08 ARCHIVE ID. 1556 27/08/2003 
General view of the floor in U08 ARCHIVE ID. 1557 27/08/2003 
General view of the ceiling in U08 ARCHIVE ID. 1558 27/08/2003 
View of U08.3 and U08.5 showing sockets in the wall. ARCHIVE ID. 1559 27/08/2003 
View of U08.3 and U08.5 showing sockets in the wall. ARCHIVE ID. 1560 27/08/2003 
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U:09 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows Two windows partially obscured by Period 6 windows S:06.1.057 & S:06.1.064. 
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout U:09 and U:10 were a single room forming the northern part of a suite of rooms 

covering at least the northern half of the E range. 
 
Plan 11m EW x 7m NS 
 
Discussion This chamber combining U:09 and U:10 is most likely part of the Duke of 

Buckingham’s apartment directly over the Kings Bed Chamber from the first decade 
of the 17th century.  It is contemporary with the insertion of the straight stair within 
the King’s Closet which allowed easier access to the upper floor. The two rooms are 
likely to have formed one apartment consisting of chamber and bedchamber, the 
norm for guest accommodation. It is possibly that the lobby, U05, originated as an 
internal porch. Latrine provision in these chambers may have been provided by close 
stool closets in the intramural spaces on the outh side of U04 and U08, now wall 
cupboards. 

 
It is the N end of a probable L shaped overall plan which included U:12 and U:14.  
This early apartment/suite of rooms provided the president for the Period 5 and 
Period 6 subdivisions of the upper floor as additional accommodation of high status 
visitors. The difference between the two is primarily the absence of corridors in 
Period 4. 

 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Residential- ancillary accommodation 
 
Layout Subdivision of N range to create three principal spaces U:09 is E half of E apartment. 

Available plan evidence suggests the rooms date from Period 5 but it is probable that 
the actual stud partition walls were rebuilt in Period 6. The precedent for this 
arrangement was established in Period 4 with the creation of a small suite of rooms at 
the N end of the E range for King James VI. 

 
Plan 5m EW x 5m NS 
 
Documents The Valentine Jenkin’s account for painting describes two chambers above the ‘kingis 

hall’ (P:02).  
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Item in the dukes chalmer quhilk is abone the kingis great chalmer to be weill paintit 
in the sylring with the wallis layit over with gray haiffing ane border with the 
chimney marbillit. 
 
Payments were made in 1633 for door furniture, four pairs of hinges, for the ‘over 
chalmeres abone the kingis rowmes (MW2, 363). 
 

PERIOD 6 
 
Function Residential- ancillary accommodation 
 
Layout Retained Period 5 layout 
 
Plan 5m EW x 5m NS 
 
Doors Possible W door on site of Period 7 cupboard U:09.4.018. 
 
Windows Two new windows in S wall U:09.3.017 etc.  U:09.3.020 etc. 
 
Fireplace One fireplace in the W wall U:09.4.006 
 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Accommodation and offices 
 
Layout New doors inserted at NE corner- one leading to U:03 and another to U:10.  Old door 

site to U:08 now blocked. The plan of 1719 shows the NE quarter of the present U:09 
divided off as a closet with access only from U:08. 

 
Doors N door is U:09.3.006, E door is U:09.2.013. 
 
Details The plan of 1719 shows a bed against the S wall. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
Discussion In 1719, The presence of a bed plus the awkward shape of the room suggests a 

bedchamber for a servant. 
 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 – ‘Room No 1’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4 – ‘Single Officers Quarters’. 
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘Single officer’. 
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PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 915: U:9.3, 1998. 

ARCHIVE ID 916, doorways. 
General view of U09.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1543 27/08/2003 
General view of U09.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1544 27/08/2003 
General view of U09.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1545 27/08/2003 
General view of U09.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1546 27/08/2003 
Detail of fireplace on U09.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1547 27/08/2003 
General view of the floor of U09 ARCHIVE ID. 1548 27/08/2003 
General view of the floor of U09 ARCHIVE ID. 1549 27/08/2003 
General view of the ceiling in U09 ARCHIVE ID. 1550 27/08/2003 
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U:10 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows  There is a Period 3 window U10.2.109 disturbed by the Period 6 E window embrasure 

U10.2.003 and U10.2.005.  This small two light mullion window is similar to examples 
noted at the W end of the N range at attic level. This window may have served the 
attic space exclusively and has simply been breached by the enlargement/ creation of 
U:10. 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Discussion This chamber combining U:09 and U:10 is most likely part of the Duke of 

Buckingham’s apartment directly over the Kings Bed Chamber from the first decade 
of the 17th century.  It is contemporary with the insertion of the straight stair within 
the King’s Closet which allowed easier access to the upper floor. The two rooms are 
likely to have formed one apartment consisting of chamber and bedchamber, the 
norm for guest accommodation. It is possibly that the lobby, U05, originated as an 
internal porch. Latrine provision in these chambers may have been provided by close 
stool closets in the intramural spaces on the outh side of U04 and U08, now wall 
cupboards. 

 
It is the N end of a probable L shaped overall plan which included U:12 and U:14.  
This early apartment/suite of rooms provided the president for the Period 5 and 
Period 6 subdivisions of the upper floor as additional accommodation of high status 
visitors. The difference between the two is primarily the absence of corridors in 
Period 4. 

 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Accommodation/ probably combined with U:09 and U:12 and U:14 as a single 

apartment/suite 
 
Layout Now defined by the Period 3 S wall and a Period 5 partition wall to the W creating a 

small chamber accessed via a new corridor U:03 while still using Period 4 chambers 
to the S U:12 and U:14 now utilising a corridor on the E limits of U:12 and U:14.  
Available plan evidence suggests the rooms date from Period 5 but it is probable that 
the actual stud partition walls were rebuilt in Period 6. 

 
Plan Irregular 7m NS x circa 6m EW 
 
Windows Stool closet window in N wall probably inserted in Period 4 or 5 (currently only 

visible on exterior wall). 
 
Details Wide floor boards still in situ  
 
Discussion This room represents the upgrading of the Period 4 suite at the NE corner of the 

Palace complex.  It is possible that the early dormers and combed ceiling and 
panelling all reflect Period 5 work but the balance of evidence suggests Period 6.  In 
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reality work on these rooms on the upper floor reflects a progressive process of 
upgrading, decoration and wall coverings commencing from themid-16th century 
through to the late 17th century.  

 
Documents The Valentine Jenkin’s account for painting describes two chambers above the ‘kingis 

hall’ (P:02).  
Item in the dukes chalmer quhilk is abone the kingis great chalmer to be weill paintit 
in the sylring with the wallis layit over with gray haiffing ane border with the 
chimney marbillit. 

   
Payments were made in 1633 for door furniture, four pairs of hinges, for the ‘over 
chalmeres abone the kingis rowmes (MW2, 363). 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation 
  
Windows Two windows inserted, one in the N wall is U:10.1.051, E wall is U:10.2.067.  These 

windows are in place by Period 6 but may have been inserted in Period 5.  The E 
window has cut across Period 3 features and may have been recycled in Period 5 or 6.  

 
Doors S door is U:10.3.003, two doors in W wall to the N is U:10.4.004 to the S is U:10.4.003. 

The architraves and doors are probably Early 19th Century insertions. 
 
Fireplace Fireplace U10.3.004 inserted in the S wall. 
 
Details The room is panelled and a cornice added to ceiling. 
 
Documents (NAS E36/34/41/ page 14) Account of work in September 1672  
 

‘Accompt of wages & uther materials payed … to John Steill sclater in Sterling for 
takeing downe of ane storme window above the kinges bed challmer & for sclaiting 
& enlargeing of it in Septr 1672; 
Item payed to the said John Steill & his man for 3 dayes wages at 13s 4d per diem is 
£4 
Item for ane Hundereth & ane halfe of blew sclait at 3 lib the 100 is  £4 10s 
Item ane Hundereth & ane halfe of sclait nailes at 8s the 100 £00 12s 
Item ane burding of fog   £00 04s 
Item thrie foote of riging stone at 5s the foote is £00 15s 
Summa is     £10 01s  
Certification and receipt 

 
NAS E37/33.f7r  Accompt of work wrought in the Castle of Stirling by Tho. Bachop 
Meason, 1699-1703 

 ‘Item for dressing the hearthstone & seting pigs in the west chamber on the North 
side of the palace furnishing as aforesaid £2’ 

 
Discussion The progressive refinement of the upper floor chambers has given emphasis to U:10 

as one of the best rooms on this level. 
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PERIOD 7 
 
Details Buffet niche created in NE corner of chamber. A bed is shown against the W wall in 

Moore 1719 plan. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - ‘Room No 2’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4 - ‘Field Officers Quarters Single Officers Quarters’. 
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘Single officer’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 1012, U:10.1 in May 2002. 

ARCHIVE ID 1014, U:10.3 in May 2002. 
ARCHIVE ID 1016, U:10.4 in May 2002. 
ARCHIVE ID 1017, U:10.2 in May 2002. 
General view of U10.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1526 26/08/2003 
General view of U10.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1527 26/08/2003 
General view of U10.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1528 26/08/2003 
General view of U10.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1529 26/08/2003 
General view of U10.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1530 26/08/2003 
Detail of fireplace in U10.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1531 26/08/2003 
N end of floor beams by the window in U10 ARCHIVE ID. 1532 26/08/2003 
Top N side of U10.2 showing window/earlier window ARCHIVE ID. 1533 26/08/2003 
Top N side of U10.2 showing window/earlier window ARCHIVE ID. 1534 26/08/2003 
General view of the floor in U10 ARCHIVE ID. 1535 26/08/2003 
General view of the floor in U10 ARCHIVE ID. 1536 26/08/2003 
General view of the ceiling in U10 ARCHIVE ID. 1551 27/08/2003 
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U:11 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Short passage between U:10/U:09 big room and U:12/U:14 big room 
 
Plan 2m NS x 1.2m EW 
 
Doors Two door sites, N door site and S door. 
 
Details There is a small recess in the W wall (U:11A) which post dates the present panelling 

and door at N of U:11. It may be a residual feature reflecting Period 1/2 wall thickness 
at N gable of northern building later imbedded in Period 2/3 E range. 

 
Discussion This short passage is probably the earliest route between U:10 and the rooms to the S 

which formed the Period 4 and 5 apartment/suite.  It is located in order to avoid the 
fireplace flu in the S wall of P03 and possibly a fireplace in the S wall of U10 (though 
the present fireplace in U10 is Period 6) and the stair which enters from first floor 
level at the NW corner of U:12.  Its position set president for an E corridor within 
U:12 and U:14 comparable to U:03 on the N side. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Doors Present N door U11.1.014, S door is U:11.3.001.The architraves and doors are 

probably Early 19th Century insertions. 
 
Details Pannelling is attached.  
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access/ storage 
 
Layout Shown as access between U:10 and U:12 on plans of 1719 and 1733 but latter plan 

ammendended to show undated blocking at S end. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. Door in U11.3 marked in pencil amendment on 
plan of 1733 as ‘stopped up’. A door is added in pencil at U11.1, opening into U10 
and labelled ‘[The] communication has been stopped when the 53rd [acquired] this 
room’. The 53rd were the King’s Shropshire Light Infantry, raised in 1755. There stay 
in Stirling has not yet been traced but it was possibly in the period 1770-94 when 
Robert Dalrmyple-Horn-Elphinstone was their colonel  
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PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of U11 ARCHIVE ID. 1592 28/08/2003 
 General view of U11 and U11A ARCHIVE ID. 1593 28/08/2003 
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U:12 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows  Probable site of dormer now a sky light R:L05- This window and a possible second 

near site of Period 6 E window in U:14 served a larger space, only subdivided in 
Period 4 at earliest. 

  
There is a Period 3 window in the W wall subsequently raised in Period 7. 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout In Period 4 U:12 combines with U:14 U:15 and U:16 to form large S chamber with 

U:09 and U:10 to the N. However there could have been an early subdivision of this 
space if two or more of the fireplaces (one in U12, one in U14 and possibly one in 
U15) were in place this early. 

 
Plan 10.4m NS x up to 5.4m EW irregular. 
 
Fireplace Possibly fireplace U:12.1.009  
 
Doors  U:12.1.007 leading to U:13 in N wall, U:12.1.014 in N wall leading to U:11. 
 
Discussion U:12 and U:14 formed the S leg of the Duke of Buckingham’s apartments they were 

simply converted with the addition of a corridor and two lobby spaces (U:16 and 
U:15) in Period 5. 

  
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout Formed by subdivided space U:12/U:14.  May actually be largely Period 4 but with 

addition of corridor at E side (now missing) however the present partitions and door 
apertures must be later versions of the Period 5 layout (possibly as late as Period 9) 
since the floor level was raised in Period 6. 

 
Plan Up to 5m EW x 4m NS  
 
Fireplace Possible fireplace site in N wall as in Period 4 
 
Doors NW door leading to stair as in Period 4. Access to corridor and U:11 via door in new 

E wall now missing.  
 
Discussion This room is the link with the principal floor and allows access to chamber U:10 via a 

new corridor arrangement.  This corridor extended down the E side of U:12 and U:14 
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allowing discrete access to the series of rooms in this suite. The current floor in U12, 
U14, 015 and U16 comprises type F floor joists, probably relatively modern and the 
current partitions relate to this floor. 

 
Documents Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1629 (MW2, 256): 

Item in the first to the said Valintyne for painting of Buckinghameis tua chalmeris 
quhilk is abone the kingis bed chalmer both in rufes and wallis and thair chimnayis 
marbillit. 

 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Layout  Access to stair (U13) not shown on Moore 1719. Plans of 1719 and 1733 show a 

corridor on the E side of U12. 
 
Fireplace Fireplace shown in 1719 and 1733. 
 
Windows Window in W wall of U:12 is U:12.4.011 which is a raised window in the place of an 

earlier window.  The window is raised to meet the new roof line. 
  
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
Discussion Access to stair U:13 not shown on plans of 1719 and 1733. 
. 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4.    
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘Bedroom No 2 Quarters’ 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 212, P:12.1 showing P:13 in use as cupboard before unblocking of stair, 
  April 1970. 
 ARCHIVE ID 223, P:12.1, stair opened as fire escape, July 1970. 
 General view of U12.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1565 27/08/2003 
 General view of U12.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1566 27/08/2003 
 General view of U12.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1567 27/08/2003 
 General view of U12.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1568 27/08/2003 
 General view of the ceiling in U12 ARCHIVE ID. 1569 27/08/2003 

Detail of beam in the floor of U12 ARCHIVE ID. 1594 28/08/2003 
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U:13 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Private access- privy stair 
 
Discussion This stair may be one of the few survivors of how access was maintained to the upper 

floor.  In Period 3 it is possible that the newel stair extended down in to P:05 and was 
only removed when the straight stair from P:06 was inserted in Period 4.  It is not 
likely that the stair extended right down to V:04.  There is no documentary evidence 
to support this hypothesis and access to the upper floor may have entirley been from 
the West Range. 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Documents Two rooms above the king’s bedchamber (U12 and U14) and one above the king’s 

great chamber (U10) are referred to as the Duke of Buckingham chambers. The Duke 
of Buckingham was a favourite of James VI and his closest companion on his visit to 
Scotland. This apartment would have had public access via the transe (U03). It was 
also connected to that of the king via the Privy Stair (U13). A glazier’s account of 1676 
mentions the transe from the King’s bedchamber to the Privy stair (NAS E36/37/6). It 
is possible that the stair was created in its present form in anticipation of a visit of 
James VI. Work in 1617 included payment for nineteen long steps and seven lintels, 
one being ‘the longest lintel’ (MW2, 26).  About the same time payment was also 
made for square table stones (MW2, 28) that were probably for the massive stones 
that form the ceiling of the King’s closet (P:06) at the foot of the Privy stair. A similar 
arrangement of accommodation was created for Buckingham in the palace block at 
Edinburgh Castle where repairs made in 1623 mention that he had rooms above the 
king’s rooms connected in Edinburgh Castle (MW2 154). The upper lintel of the 
straight stair from the closet reuses a stone identical with the coved string course 
around the upper part of the elevations of the Lions Den. The remaining section of 
the stair is of turnpike form. It is lit by a window in a gablet that breaks the earlier 
string course: the removed stone may be that reused in the lintel of the straight stair 
suggesting that the construction of the lower stair and the structure housing the 
upper, turnpike, stair are contemporary.  

 
Discussion This chamber now forms the top of the new straight stair inserted for the Duke of 

Buckingham. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Documents NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 

Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
Item ane Stonework window in ye middle of ye sd  [Privie] Stair  3 5/6ft2 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
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PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Documents In 1969 it was proposed to open the stair (U:13) as a fire escape (NAS DD27/4565). 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 212, P:12.1 showing P:13 in use as cupboard before unblocking of stair, 

April 1970. 
 Door to U13 from U12 and top of U13. ARCHIVE ID. 1578 28/08/2003 
 General view of U13 from top. ARCHIVE ID. 1579 28/08/2003 
 General view of U13 from top. ARCHIVE ID. 1580 28/08/2003 
 General view of U13A from top. ARCHIVE ID. 1581 28/08/2003 
 General view of U13A from top. ARCHIVE ID. 1582 28/08/2003 
 General view of U13A from bottom ARCHIVE ID. 1583 28/08/2003 
 General view of U13A from bottom ARCHIVE ID. 1584 28/08/2003 
 General view of U13B ARCHIVE ID. 1585 28/08/2003 
 General view of U13B ARCHIVE ID. 1586 28/08/2003 
 General view of U13B ARCHIVE ID. 1587 2/08/2003 
 General view of U13A from bottom ARCHIVE ID. 1588 28/08/2003 
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U:14 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows Possible dormer on site of Period 6 E window. 
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout In Period 4 U:14 combines with U:12 U:15 and U:16 to form large S chamber with 

U:09 and U:10 to the N. However there could have been an early subdivision of this 
space, later consolidated in Period 5, if two or more of the fireplaces (one in U12, one 
in U14 and possibly one in U15) were in place this early. 

 
Plan 6m NS x 5m EW 
 
Fireplace Possibly W fireplace represented by a corbel seen from the room below P04.4.119. 
 
Doors A N door close to site of present U:14.1.010 
  
Discussion This is one of the rooms forming the suite at the NE corner of the Palace upper floor, 

it is directly connected to U:12 without the E corridor seen on 18th Century plans. 
 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Layout The Period 4 area is reduced at its S end by creation of U:16 and U:15.  This effectively 

cut off access to a possible Period 4 fireplace U15.3.002.  The present partitions and 
door apertures must be later versions of the Period 5 layout (possibly as late as Period 
9) since the floor level was raised in Period 6. 

 
Plan 4.4m EW x 5m NS 
 
Fireplace W fireplace as Period 4 represented by a corbel seen from the room below P04.4.119 

but this fireplace has been almost totally obscured by the later insertion U:14.4.004. 
 
Doors New doors in S wall U:14.3.013, there was a second door leading to E corridor now 

removed. 
Discussion As in the N range the E range was converted with the addition of a corridor which 

served at least three rooms.  
 
Documents Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1629 (MW2, 256): 

Item in the first to the said Valintyne for painting of Buckinghameis tua chalmeris 
quhilk is abone the kingis bed chalmer both in rufes and wallis and thair chimnayis 
marbillit. 
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PERIOD 6 
 
Windows A window in the E wall U:14.2.004 enlarges the probable Period 3 dormer site. 
 
Discussion As in all the rooms in the upper floors after the first decade of the 17th Century there 

was a process of gradual refinement and upgrading up till the last decade of the 17th 
Century.  The final manifestations of this process include panelling and sash and case 
windows and new corniced and plaster ceilings. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Detail A bed is shown against the N wall in Moore 1719 plan. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - ‘Officers’Quarters No 1’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4 - ‘Single Officers Quarters’ 
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘Single Oficrs Quarters No 2’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of U14.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1570 27/08/2003 
 General view of U14.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1571 27/08/2003 
 General view of U14.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1572 27/08/2003 
 General view of U14.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1573 27/08/2003 
 General view of the ceiling in U14 ARCHIVE ID. 1574 27/08/2003 
 Detail of fireplace in U14.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1575 27/08/2003 
 North side of door between U14 and U15 ARCHIVE ID. 1576 27/08/2003 
 Detail of lathe and plaster and plaster layers on U14.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1577 28/08/2003 
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U:15 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows Possible window site presently defined as skylight U:15.2.007/R:L06 masked by 

blocking S02.1.351. 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Access/storage 
 
Layout Along wiith U:16 this is a small lobby or porch for access via corridor U:18 at the SW 

corner of the suite of rooms.  The separation between U:16 and U:15 may be Period 5 
creating a double chamber comparable to U:05 and U:07, however the present 
partitions and door apertures must be later versions of the Period 5 layout (possibly 
as late as Period 9) since the floor level was raised in Period 6. 

 
Plan With U:16 5.2m EW x 1.4m NS 
 
Discussion This room lies at the S end of the E corridor now removed and with U:16 formed an 

inner space E of the lobby accessing corridor U:18. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Windows Blocking S:02.1.351 masks possible Period 3 window site. 
 
Doors Two doors, one in N wall U:15.1.008 and one in W wall U:15.4.002. 
 
Windows Period 3 window site reused as skylight U:15.2.007 in E wall. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 188, ARCHIVE ID 189, details of cubicles of soldier’s toilets, December 
  1970. 
 General vew of U15.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1595 28/08/2003 
 General view of the W end of U15.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1596 28/08/2003 
 General view of U15.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1597 28/08/2003 
 General view of U15.2 with the E end of U15.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1598 28/08/2003 
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U:16 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Created by subdivision of S end of U:14 along with U:15. The present partitions and 

door apertures must be later versions of the Period 5 layout (possibly as late as Period 
9) since the floor level was raised in Period 6. 

 
Plan Small squared 1.8m x 1.6m 
 
 
Discussion This is a porch allowing access in to the suite of rooms from the S side of the Palace 

via the new integrated corridor system. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Doors Two doors N door is U:16.1.004, E door is U:16.2.002.  
 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Closet/ access 
 
Doors W door U:16.4.004 inserted. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan dated 1733 (NLS MS1649 Z46/58). 
 
Discussion The doorway in U:16.4 is marked as ‘opened’ in a pencil amendment to the 1733 plan. 

Likewise, U:17 is marked ‘Pantry’ in pencil. This shows an undated change of access 
from U:18 to U:14 from a doorway via U:17.2 to a route through the former closet, 
U:16, via a new doorway in U:16.4. 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4. 
   
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of U16.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1599 28/08/2003 
 General view of U16 ARCHIVE ID. 1600 28/08/2003 
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U:17 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Layout  Part of a larger space combining the current rooms U:12, U:14 – U:17 
 
Window W wall U:17.4.010 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function  Storage 
 
Layout N end of Corridor U:18 defined on N side by Period 3 window embrasure. The 

present partitions and door apertures must be later versions of the Period 5 layout 
(possibly as late as Period 9) since the floor level was raised in Period 6. 

 
Plan Irregular space max 2m NS x 1m EW 
 
Discussion This is a result of the creation of a corridor/passage arrangement U:18 plus U:17 

defined on its E side by new partition wall forming SW corner of U:14.  It exploits one 
side of an earlier window as its N wall and implies a second floor occupation level 
within the Period 3 E range.  It is also close to the site of a possible Period 2 stair 
which may have provided president for access to an upper floor during the early 17th 
century. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Doors S door is U:17.3.005 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Layout The doorway in U16.4 is marked as ‘opened’ in a pencil amendment to the 1733 plan. 

U17 is likewise marked ‘pantry’ and the doorway to the E is shown blocked. 
 
Function Access/ pantry 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 911, U:17.1 
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General view of U17.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1601 28/08/2003 
 General view of U17.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1602 28/08/2003 
 General view of the ceiling in U17 ARCHIVE ID. 1603 28/08/2003 
 General view of the ceiling in U17 ARCHIVE ID. 1604 28/08/2003 

General view of U17.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1605 28/08/2003 
. 
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U:18 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows One window in W wall U:18.4.009 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function  Access 
 
Layout With U:17 and U:19 this forms the central section of a corridor running down W side 

of S end of E range upper floor linking ultimately with a S corridor U:24 however the 
present partitions and apertures are probably later versions of the Period 5 layout, 
following the strengthening of the original type A beams and the insertion of upper 
floor type B joists in Period 6. 

 
Plan Irregular space 3m NS x 1.2 m EW average.  
  
Discussion Part of integrated corridor system around subdivided upper floor. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function  Access 
 
Layout Retained Period 5 layout on new floor joists.  
 
Plan Irregular space 3m NS x 1.2 m EW average.  
 
Doors N door is U:18.1.004, E door is U:18.2.009, S door is U:18.3.004  
  
Discussion Part of integrated corridor system around subdivided upper floor. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 909-910, window embrasure U:18.3, 1998 
 General view of U18.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1608 28/08/2003 
 General view of U18 ARCHIVE ID. 1609 28/08/2003 
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 General view of U18.2 showing window ARCHIVE ID. 1610 28/08/2003 
 General view of U18.2 showing window ARCHIVE ID. 1611 28/08/2003 

General view of the ceiling in U18 ARCHIVE ID. 1612 28/08/2003 
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U:19 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Access linked to U:18 and U:24 
 
Layout Corridor/passage lying between a suite of room at SE corner of the palace Block (U:20 

U:21 U:22) and equivalent suite covering approx half the S range (U:23 U:25 U:26 
U:27 U:28), however the present partitions and apertures are probably later versions 
of the Period 5 layout, following the strengthening of the original type A beams and 
the insertion of upper floor type B joists in Period 6. 

 
Plan 5m NS x 1.2m EW 
 
Discussion This corridor is seen as the division between the E range apartments and those in the 

S range.   
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Access linked to U:18 and U:24 
 
Layout Retained Period 5 layout on new floor joists. 
 
Plan 5m NS x 1.2m EW 
 
Doors E door leading to U:20 is U:19.2.008, N door leading to U:18 is U:19. 1.003, W door 

leading to U:23 is U:19.4.006, S door leading to U:24a is U:19.3.004.  
 
Details Timber work features roll moulding. Part of E wall exposed showing construction of 

timber frame with applied grey plaster (U:19.2.001 and U:19.2.003 respectively).  The 
basic plaster was then rendered with a fine plaster skim (U:19.2.004) which in turn 
featured an olive green paint (U:19.2.005).  Further indications of green paintwork 
were noted on skirting board (U:19.2.007).  This may indicate original colour scheme. 

 
Discussion This corridor is seen as the division between the E range apartments and those in the 

S range. The partitions and doorways all date from this period. 
  
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows Window inserted over S door (U:19.3.002) 
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Details Use of wallpaper noted on E wall. The paper is intended to save painting (U:19.2.013 
with cream paint over U:19.2.014). 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 – ‘Lobby’. 

HS 340/291/L/4. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of the floor in U19 ARCHIVE ID. 1613 28/08/2003 
 General view of U19.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1614 28/08/2003 
 General view of U19.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1615 28/08/2003 
 General view of U19.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1616 28/08/2003  
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U:20 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout This is the upper floor/ attic of a building standing to the S of a similar structure.  

Together these originally separate buildings were merged in Period 2 to form the 
earliest version of the E range.  Prior to its combination with its northern counterpart 
this building stood to three levels-ground, first and second floors. 

 
Plan Full extent of this space is difficult to define but probably incorporated U:18, U:19, 

U:21 and U:22.  It also is likely to have abutted the N face of the Period 1 rampart 
creating in total a potential area of 8m NS x 7m EW. 

   
Discussion Little evidence survives other than the N wall and W wall for the earliest version of 

this structure at this level. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout This upper space may have been accessed from NW corner via possible stair from 

Period 2 internal courtyard (pre Lion’s Den). Other than this the evidence for the 
Period 2 space is as Period 1. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Details Blocked relieving arch in U:20.1 
 
Discussion The N wall (U:20.1) widens at its E end. Its width at this level is considerably greater 

than that of the wall at principal level below. A blocked relieving arch in the lower 
part of U:20.1spans this point, serving a similar purpose to the larger relieving arch 
above the S wall of P:07.  

 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout U:20 forms part of small suite of chambers at S end of E range along with U:21 and 

U:22.  Its original dimensions have been altered with the insertion of a series of cross 
walls to create U;19, U:21 and U:22.  It has also been affected by a Period 7 stair now 
removed, at its extreme S end. The present W partitions and door are probably later 
versions of the Period 5 layout, following the strengthening of the original type A 
beams and the insertion of upper floor type B joists in Period 6.  

 
Plan An irregular space maximum 5.4m NS x 5.4m EW. 
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Discussion As in the rest of the Period 5 upper floor subdivisions U:20 forms the principal 
chamber of a small suite of chambers along with the combined U:21 and U:22 (They 
were later separated in Period 7 when the stair to P:07 was built).  The presence of the 
Period 7 stair leading from P:07 probably exploited the S chamber of the Period 5 
layout which only survives now as U:21 plus U:22.  The latter chambers were created 
after the stair was inserted. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout Retained Period 5 layout on new floor joists. 
 
Fireplace One fireplace in N wall U:20.1.007. 
 
Windows E window U:20.2.014 inserted.  
 
Doors W door is U:20.4.012. 
 
Documents NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 

Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
 Item in ye southmost in ye east side of ye Pallace of ye said Second Storie ane 

Casement to ye west  4½ft2 
  
Discussion The only additional refinement to the Period 5 suite was the conversion and possible 

enlargement of the Period 5 window. 
 
PERIOD 7 
  
Fireplace Fireplace in N wall (U:20.1) shown on plans of 1719 and 1733. 
 
Windows Partition wall (U:20.3) shown on plans of 1719 and 1733 as dividing light of earlier E 

window. 
 
Doors Door to U:21 is U:20.3.004, door to U:22 is U:20.3.010. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - ‘Officers’Quarters No 2’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4 - ‘Single Officers Quarters’. 
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘Single Officers Quarters No 1’. 
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PERIOD 10 
 
Fireplace Fireplace in N wall (U:20.1) shown open on plan of 1926, now blocked. 
 
Photographs General view of U20.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1617 28/08/2003 
 General view of U20.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1618 28/08/2003 
 General view of U20.3 showing the E door ARCHIVE ID. 1619 28/08/2003 
 General view of U20.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1620 28/08/2003 
 Door between U20.3 and U21.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1625 28/08/2003 
 General view of U20.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1626 28/08/2003 
 Detail of fireplace in U20.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1627 28/08/2003 
 Exposed lathe and plaster on U20.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1628 28/08/2003 
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U:21 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout This space may have been combined with U:22 to create a second chamber to the S of 

U:20 this chamber probably extended to meet the S wall of the Palace. However the 
present N partition and door are probably later versions of the Period 5 layout, 
following the strengthening of the original type A beams and the insertion of upper 
floor type B joists in Period 6. 

 
Plan Probably irregular rectangle 3m NS x 5.2m EW. 
 
Doors The access between U:20 and the chambers immediately S is presently defined by two 

doors leading to U:21 and U:22.  If these two chambers were a single space in Period 
5 and 6, a single door would be required. Available evidence is not conclusive as to 
whether either door site is earlier than the other.  

 
Discussion The available evidence suggests that the division between U:21 and U:22 is Period 7 

suggesting in turn that U:21 and U:22 were a single space in Period 5 and 6 
(remembering that Period 5 version replaced by a Period 6 version) however the 
doors in the S wall of U:20 are apparently of similar date and construction and are in 
turn ascribed to Period 6.  This anomaly may be explained by the following: 1 the 
doors date entirely to Period 7. 2 both door sites have obscured Period 6 door sites. 3 
the present cross wall between U:21 and U:22 is a rebuild replacing Period 6 version.  
Whatever purpose U:21 and U:22 fulfil they seem slightly unusual in the layout of 
similar suites in Period 5 if as they are probably too big to from a narrow lobby of 
antechamber as elsewhere.  Also the lobbies/antechamber which survive from Period 
5 consist of two interconnected chambers rather than two separate chambers with 
separate access. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout Retained Period 5 layout on new floor joists.  
 
Plan Probably irregular rectangle 3m NS x 5.2m EW. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Storage 
  
Plan Small space 3m EW x 1.2m NS 
 
Doors Door in N wall to U:20 (U:21.1.011) 
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Windows Window in E wall U:21.2.003 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
Discussion See Period 5 discussion.  This room is created by new stair leading from P:07 and 

separation from U:22. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Discussion The S side of U:21 is presently defined by a modern plasterboard partition inserted 

after the removal of the Period 7 stair down to P:07. 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 349, detail of arch in S wall, September 1970. 
 General view of U21 ARCHIVE ID. 1624 28/08/2003 
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U:22 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows In the E wall of the upper floor is a small window U:22.2.015 this was converted in 

Period 6 but represents one of a series of ‘gable’ windows in the Period 3 Palace.  
These respected the Period three wall head walk on the E and N sides of the Palace. 

 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout This space may have been combined with U:21 to create a second chamber to the S of 

U:20 this chamber probably extended to meet the S wall of the Palace. However the 
present N partition and door are probably later versions of the Period 5 layout, 
following the strengthening of the original type A beams and the insertion of upper 
floor type B joists in Period 6. 

 
Plan Probably irregular rectangle 3m NS x 5.2m EW. 
 
 
Discussion The available evidence suggests that the division between U:21 and U:22 is Period 7 

suggesting in turn that U:21 and U:22 were a single space in Period 5 and 6 
(remembering that Period 5 version replaced by a Period 6 version) however the 
doors in the S wall of U:20 are apparently of similar date and construction and are in 
turn ascribed to Period 6.  This anomaly may be explained by the following: 1 the 
doors date entirely to Period 7. 2 both door sites have obscured Period 6 door sites. 3 
the present cross wall between U:21 and U:22 is a rebuild replacing Period 6 version.  
Whatever purpose U:21 and U:22 fulfil they seem slightly unusual in the layout of 
similar suites in Period 5 if as they are probably too big to from a narrow lobby of 
antechamber as elsewhere.  Also the lobbies/antechamber which survive from Period 
5 consist of two interconnected chambers rather than two separate chambers with 
separate access. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout Retained Period 5 layout on new floor joists.  
 
Doors The access between U:20 and the chambers immediately S is presently defined by two 

doors leading to U:21 and U:22.  If these two chambers were a single space in Period 
5 and 6, a single door would be required. Available evidence is not conclusive as to 
whether either door site is earlier than the other.  

 
Plan Probably irregular rectangle 3m NS x 5.2m EW. 
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Windows E window is U:22.2.015 the present aperture is a reduction of a Period 3 original 
‘gable’ window. The reason for altering the Period 3 window is because of the 
inserted partition which separates U:20 from U:21/U:22. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows New sash and case window inserted in U:21.2.015.  
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of U22.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1621 28/08/2003 
 General view of U22.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1622 28/08/2003 
 General view of the ceiling in U22 ARCHIVE ID. 1623 28/08/2003 
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U:23 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout This space occupies part of a structure towards the eastern end of the Period 2 S 

range. At the extreme end is a building represented by U:20.  U:23 stands 
immediately W of the Period 2 structure represented by U:20 and forms the upper 
level of a possible three storey range running along the S side of the Pre Lion’s Den 
courtyard.  

 
Plan Extent of this space is difficult to define. 
 
Discussion The evidence for occupation at second floor level is suggested by its association with 

two possible stairs which lead to this upper level in the E range both located in the 
corners of the Pre Lion’s Den courtyard.  U:23 could conceivably form a part of the 
newly vaulted ground floor chambers (V:12, V:11, V:10, V:07)  however it is unknown 
whether occupation extended above first floor level on the basis of fireplaces and 
door thresholds of this period.  It is also noteworthy that U:23 lies within a structure 
which met the N face of the forework and may be regarded as tower like serving a 
defensive as well as residential purpose .  The route at ground level defined by V:09 
and V:08 was only partially enclosed or covered-the passage was open up to a point 
slightly E of the Princes Tower.  There is some evidence to suggest that the enclosed 
section of V:08 formed a gun battery at ground level and consequently the super 
structure of this work may also have been for defensive purposes.  The use of long 
passages with towers over vaults along the lines of earlier defences is well 
represented by the James IV work at Edinburgh Castle. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout This space probably extended as far as the W wall of U:28 and was combined with 

U:24, U:25, U:26, U:27, U:27a and U:28.  This large open area represented secondary 
accommodation for the court as well as linking ultimately to the stair in the Princes 
Tower, one of the few routes to the upper floor in the Period 3 Palace. 

 
Plan Possible full extent represents an area 7m NS x 12m EW. 
 
Fireplace Site of a Period 3 fireplace represented by U:28.4.014 
 
Windows Two windows in N wall U:23.1.011 and U:26.1.002 
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PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation.   
 
Layout Probably retained Period 5 layout but present partitions are built on top of Period 6 

joists. U:23 could have been part of two suites of rooms.  It is possible that it was part 
of the U:20 suite towards the SE corner of the Palace block however U:19 and U:18 
and U:17 appear to form a corridor leading to U:14 and U:20 with U:23 also accessed 
but lying to the W of the others.  More likely U:23 was combined with U:27, U:27A 
and arguably U:28.  The resulting plan is more complex than the layout noted on the 
N side of the Palace with discrete access to U:23 and U:28 via the corridors for U:24 
and U:19.  This in turn may suggest that U:23 was a separate discrete space but it 
appears too small within the compartmentalisation scheme of Period 5.  This room 
appears to have extended as far W as the western limits of U:27A and U:27. Its 
present dimensions reflect the insertion of a Period 9 brick wall. 

 
Plan Roughly square (combined with U:27A and U:27) 5.6m NS x 5m EW 
 
Fireplace In E wall U:23.2 007 
 
Doors Door in E wall is U:23.2.010, further door in W wall represented by U:27.4.009 
 
Details The Period 3 floor was augmented and strengthened by the insertion of secondary 

timbers lying across the width of the range.  These are smaller with their upper plane 
at the same level as the Period 3 floor.  The supplementary beams are laid between 
the earlier beams and are intended to strengthen the floor of the upper level without 
interfering with the ceiling of the principal rooms suspended from the underside of 
the Period 3 beams. This work was completed before the present partitions were 
inserted within the upper floor. 

 
Discussion This space probably forms E end of suite of rooms extending westwards possibly as 

far as W wall of U:28.  At this time U:23 was combined with U:27 and U:27A to create 
one of probably two chambers within a small suite of rooms within the eastern half of 
the S range.  The division between U:23 etc. and U:28 plus U:25 and U:26 is 
represented by the W wall of U:27A and U:27.  The evidence for any kind of narrow 
porch may also be represented by the E side of U:25 U:26 both of which in turn could 
represent a reduced version of a narrow porch such as U:05/U:07 in the N range and 
U:15/U:16 in the E range. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Fireplace Fireplace on E wall shown on plan of 1719. 
 
Doors Plan of 1719 shows only doorway directly to U:27A. Plan of 1733 shows a doorway 

opened directly to U:19. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
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PERIOD 9 
   
Layout The Period 6 U:23 was subdivided by the insertion of a new W wall creating two new 

rooms U:27A and U:27. 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 – ‘Servants’, and HS 340/291/L/4. 
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘Officers servants kitchen’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Details Further repairs to the floor with use of reinforcing by cladding both Period 3 and 6 

beams. 
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U:24 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Layout Part of a larger space combining U:24, U:25, U:26, U:27, U:27a and U:28. This large 

open area represented secondary accommodation for the court as well as linking 
ultimately to the stair in the Princes Tower, one of the few routes to the upper floor in 
the Period 3 Palace. 

 
Details  A system of widely spaced massive beams formed the ceiling of the principal rooms 

of the S range and the floor of the upper room rested directly on top of these in 
Periods 3, 4 and 5. These are hand cut and roughly shaped to form sub rectangular 
sections.  They span the full width of the room and rest directly on the wallhead. 
Similar arrangement is present in the N range and E range with the exception of P04 
which has diagonally set beams. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout Probably retained Period 5 layout but present partitions are built on top of Period 6 

joists.This is one of the corridors serving the various apartments and suites at the 
upper level of the Period 5 and 6 Palace.  It is created by the subdivision of parts of 
the Period 3 upper floor space and breaches possible Period 2 masonry to link with 
its northern counterpart U:17 U:18 U:19 it runs EW.  This corridor allows access along 
the S side of the S range and probably extended in to U:29.  It also would have served 
the upper floor entrance/ exit from the Princes Tower.  

 
Plan Its present extent is circa 8m EW x 1.4m NS but probably extended for up to 26m in a 

manner comparable to its northern counterpart U:03. 
 
Doors E door is U:24.2.003 
 
Details The Period 3 floor was augmented and strengthened by the insertion of secondary 

timbers lying across the width of the range.  These are smaller with their upper plane 
at the same level as the Period 3 floor.  The supplementary beams are laid between 
the earlier beams and are intended to strengthen the floor of the upper level without 
interfering with the ceiling of the principal rooms suspended from the underside of 
the Period 3 beams. This work was completed before the present partitions were 
inserted within the upper floor. 

 
Documents NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 

Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
 

Item four storm windowes to ye South in ye roofe on ye South Bartizan    [15 ft2] 
 

Discussion U:24 represents the principal EW route on the S side of the Palace.  It served 
residential accommodation on its N side and also allowed access to the only stair to 
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ground floor in the S range (within the Princes Tower).  Together with U:03 on the N 
U:17 et al plus the E corridor serving U:12 and U:14 on the E and U:31 on the W, U:24 
completed the circuit of the upper floor.  The importance of independent access and 
the avoidance of room to room access is evident in this complex layout.  This system 
on the upper floor echoes the Period 3 routes at ground level but a similar scheme 
was never implemented for the principal floor.  The occupation of the upper floor in 
Period 5 and 6 was clearly a significant stage in the evolution of the Palace 
accommodation resource and by implication suggests that prior to Period 5 these 
spaces were of secondary importance. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Layout This corridor was remodelled in Period 9 as part of the opening up of U:28, U:29 and 

U:30 as formal chambers within the regimental officers mess.  The insertion of the W 
wall of U:25/U:26 and need for a new access point in to U:28 saw the creation of new 
doors. 

 
Doors N door is U:24.1.004, W door is U:24.4.003. 
 
Windows New window in N wall U:24.1.009 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4. 
 
Discussion The insertion of a window in the S wall of U:23 may have introduced borrowed light 

from U:23 and its N window when the now shortened passage was denied natural 
light from the S via the window in the S wall of U:28. 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Details Further repairs to the floor with use of reinforcing by cladding both Period 3 and 6 

beams. 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 906-8: U:24.3, 1998. 
 General view of the floor in U24 ARCHIVE ID. 1466 31/07/2003 
 General view of U24.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1467 31/07/2003 
  General view of U24.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1468 31/07/2003 
  General view of the ceiling in U24 ARCHIVE ID. 1469 31/07/2003 
  General view of the ceiling in U24 ARCHIVE ID. 1470 31/07/2003 
  General view of U24A.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1629 28/08/2003 
  General view of U24A.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1630 28/08/2003 
  General view of U24A.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1631 28/08/2003 
  General view of U24A.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1632 28/08/2003 
  General view of U24A.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1633 28/08/2003 
  General view of U24A.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1634 28/08/2003 
  General view of U24B and U24C ARCHIVE ID. 1635 28/08/2003 
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U:25 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3  
 
Layout Part of a larger space combining U:24, U:25, U:26, U:27, U:27a and U:28. This large 

open area represented secondary accommodation for the court as well as linking 
ultimately to the stair in the Princes Tower, one of the few routes to the upper floor in 
the Period 3 Palace. 

 
Details  A system of widely spaced massive beams formed the ceiling of the principal rooms 

of the S range and the floor of the upper room rested directly on top of these in 
Periods 3, 4 and 5. These are hand cut and roughly shaped to form sub rectangular 
sections.  They span the full width of the room and rest directly on the wallhead. 
Similar arrangement is present in the N range and E range with the exception of P04 
which has diagonally set beams. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Details The Period 3 floor was augmented and strengthened by the insertion of secondary 

timbers lying across the width of the range.  These are smaller with their upper plane 
at the same level as the Period 3 floor.  The supplementary beams are laid between 
the earlier beams and are intended to strengthen the floor of the upper level without 
interfering with the ceiling of the principal rooms suspended from the underside of 
the Period 3 beams. This work was completed before the present partitions were 
inserted within the upper floor. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Housekeeper’s accommodation in 1719.  
 
Details Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Service (Bathroom and WC) 
 
Layout Along with U:26 these two small chambers were created from a possible lobby/ 

antechamber serving the Period 5 U:23 and U:28. 
 
Plan Narrow rectangular space 3m NS x 1.2m EW 
 
Doors S door is U:25.3.002, E door U:25.2.005, N door, U:25.1.002 
 
Windows Window above N door U:U25.2.010 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4. 
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Discussion This is the washroom associated with new WC U:26.  It is also associated with U:27 
and U:27A (further wash and WC facilities?). 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Details Further repairs to the floor with use of reinforcing by cladding both Period 3 and 6 

beams. 
 
Photographs General view of the floor in U25 ARCHIVE ID. 1462 31/07/2003 
 General view of U25.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1463 31/07/2003 
 General view of U25.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1464 31/07/2003 
 General view of the ceiling in U25 ARCHIVE ID. 1465 31/07/2003 
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U:26 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Layout Part of a larger space combining U:24, U:25, U:26, U:27, U:27a and U:28. This large 

open area represented secondary accommodation for the court as well as linking 
ultimately to the stair in the Princes Tower, one of the few routes to the upper floor in 
the Period 3 Palace. 

 
Windows N window U26.1.002. 
 
Details  A system of widely spaced massive beams formed the ceiling of the principal rooms 

of the S range and the floor of the upper room rested directly on top of these in 
Periods 3, 4 and 5. These are hand cut and roughly shaped to form sub rectangular 
sections.  They span the full width of the room and rest directly on the wallhead. 
Similar arrangement is present in the N range and E range with the exception of P04 
which has diagonally set beams. 

 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Details The Period 3 floor was augmented and strengthened by the insertion of secondary 

timbers lying across the width of the range.  These are smaller with their upper plane 
at the same level as the Period 3 floor.  The supplementary beams are laid between 
the earlier beams and are intended to strengthen the floor of the upper level without 
interfering with the ceiling of the principal rooms suspended from the underside of 
the Period 3 beams. This work was completed before the present partitions were 
inserted within the upper floor. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Service (WC) 
  
Plan 2m NS x 1.2m EW 
 
Doors S door U:26.3.013 
 
Windows S window above door U:26.3.003 
 
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 and HS 340/291/L/4 – both ‘W.C.’. 
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Discussion This suite along with U:25, U:27 and U:27A represents part of the upgrade in 
amenities for the Officers’ Mess by providing wash room etc. serving the drawing 
room? 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Details Further repairs to the floor with use of reinforcing by cladding both Period 3 and 6 

beams. 
 
Photographs General view of U26.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1460 31/07/2003 
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U:27 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Layout Part of a larger space combining U:24, U:25, U:26, U:27, U:27a and U:28. This large 

open area represented secondary accommodation for the court as well as linking 
ultimately to the stair in the Princes Tower, one of the few routes to the upper floor in 
the Period 3 Palace. 

 
Details  A system of widely spaced massive beams formed the ceiling of the principal rooms 

of the S range and the floor of the upper room rested directly on top of these in 
Periods 3, 4 and 5. These are hand cut and roughly shaped to form sub rectangular 
sections.  They span the full width of the room and rest directly on the wallhead. 
Similar arrangement is present in the N range and E range with the exception of P04 
which has diagonally set beams. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout Probably combined with U:23 to form one chamber in suite of rooms along with U:28. 
 
Plan With U:23 and U:27A chamber measures 5.4m NS x 5m EW. 
 
Doors Door in W wall U:27.4.009 
 
Details The Period 3 floor was augmented and strengthened by the insertion of secondary 

timbers lying across the width of the range.  These are smaller with their upper plane 
at the same level as the Period 3 floor.  The supplementary beams are laid between 
the earlier beams and are intended to strengthen the floor of the upper level without 
interfering with the ceiling of the principal rooms suspended from the underside of 
the Period 3 beams. This work was completed before the present partitions were 
inserted within the upper floor. 

 
Discussion This space with U:27A is probably W half of Period 5 chamber with U:23.  This space 

may have served as living or sleeping quarters along with U:28 defining a two room 
suite N of corridor U:24. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
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PERIOD 9 
 
Function Service 
 
Layout With U:27A and U:25 and U:26 the subdivisions of the Period 6 layout have created a 

set of wash room, WC and cloakroom? complex.  The separation between U:27A/U:27 
and U:25/U:26 may represent male and female WC and washrooms possibly 
introduced in Period 10. 

 
Plan 4m NS x 2m EW 
 
Doors N door to U:27A is U:27.1.002, W door is U:27.4.009 
  
Documents Undated plans HS 340/291/L/1 ‘Urinal’ and HS 340/291/L/4, latter – ‘Bathroom’. 
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘Bathroom’. 
 
Discussion Part of the upgrade of the later 19th century effecting U:28 and U:29 by the provision 

of new washroom etc.  It is possible that U:27 and U:27A are later additions to the 
Period 9 arrangements (U:26, U:25) and date to Period 10. 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Details Further repairs to the floor with use of reinforcing by cladding both Period 3 and 6 

beams. 
 
Photographs General view of the floor in U27 ARCHIVE ID. 1471 31/07/2003 
  General view of the ceiling in U27 ARCHIVE ID. 1472 31/07/2003 
  General view of the ceiling in U27A ARCHIVE ID. 1473 31/07/2003 
 Possible former fireplace in U27A.1ARCHIVE ID. 1474 22/08/2003 
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U:28 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Details Floor as U:23 
 
Windows Two windows in N wall – NW window is U:28.1.008 and NE window is U:28.1.027 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout It is proposed that the U:23-U:28 suite of rooms featured an internal 

lobby/antechamber with its E wall represented by the present E wall of U:26 and 
U:25.  The Period 6 E wall was located further W than the present Period 9 version. 
This would enable the N windows to be of a consistent size.   

 
Plan Probable dimensions 5.4m NS x 5.2m EW 
 
Fireplace Fireplace in W wall U:28.4.014 
 
Doors Possibly three doors, one in the S wall leading from U:24, a possible door in the E 

door now removed leading to lobby, one surviving door in W wall U:28.4.009. 
 
Windows New window U28.3.008 inserted into S wall. 
 
Details The Period 3 floor was augmented and strengthened by the insertion of secondary 

timbers lying across the width of the range.  These are smaller with their upper plane 
at the same level as the Period 3 floor.  The supplementary beams are laid between 
the earlier beams and are intended to strengthen the floor of the upper level without 
interfering with the ceiling of the principal rooms suspended from the underside of 
the Period 3 beams. This work was completed before the present partitions were 
inserted within the upper floor. 

 
Discussion This room has been much altered in Period 9 but it probably functioned as one room 

of the three room suite located towards the eastern half of the S range during Period 
6. Corridor U:24 is assumed to have run along the S side of U:28 linking ultimately 
with U:31.  The room layout is seen as similar to that of the N range. 

 
Documents NAS E37/33.f7r  Accompt of work wrought in the Castle of Stirling by Tho. Bachop 

Meason, 1699-1703 
‘Imprimis for two windows Conforme to a draught The open of the windows 3 ½ 
foot broad and 7 foot high for sloping the outside as broad as the windows below, 
one of them from the litle dining room looking to the Main guard and the other from 
the Trance on the southside looking to the gate each of them £24 furnishing and all 
materials  £48’ 
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PERIOD 7 
 
Function Part of housekeeper’s accommodation. 
 
Layout Corridor (U:24) shown as continuing along S side of room on plans of 1719 and 1733. 
 
Fireplace Fireplace in W wall shown on plans of 1719 and 1733. 
 
Doors Plan of 1719 shows three doors, one to W (U:28.4.009/011) and two in W wall (U:2) 

giving direct access to U:25 and U:26. 
 Plan of 1733 shows U:28.4.009/011 blocked, W doorways not shown so presumably 

sealed. S door to W extension of U:24. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Formal 
 
Layout This room along with U:29 represents the dining room and drawing room?  for the 

officers mess for the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders.  U:28 is the result of the 
removal of Period 6 partitions defining the earlier E and S walls and the insertion of a 
new E wall further to the E.  This development was intended to open up the space 
while also gaining the use of a S window U:28.3.008 

 
Plan 7.2m NS x 5.6m EW 
 
Fireplace Central fireplace in W wall U:28.4.013 
 
Doors Three doors, E door is U:28.2.006, N door in W wall is U:28.4.009/011, S door in W 

wall U:28.4.006/008.  The recycling of two Period 5 door sites in the W wall permitted 
a processional route into the dining room to the N and S side of the room avoiding 
congestion before seating. 

 
Windows Three windows, Two in N wall as Period 3, and Period 6 S window U:28.3.008.  

Again the additional; light from the S window recycling earlier window embrasures 
gave the room extra quality. 

 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 – ‘Billiard Room’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4 - ‘Billiard Room now Small Dining Room’. 
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘Officers Dining Room’. 
 
Discussion This room was the antechamber of the dining room (U:29).  This represents the 

drawing room/withdrawing room in normal domestic houses of the Period.  It is 
noteworthy that it stands at the opposite end of the dining room from the service 
route (U:31) enabling the officers to remain separate from any preparations within 
U:29.  This room formed one of three formal rooms within the upper floor during the 
regimental Period of occupation within the Palace block.  The choice of the S range 
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rather than the N range for this suite may relate to the proximity of the Princes Tower 
for extra space despite the practical difficulties of placing the dining room further 
away from the kitchen than was necessary. 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Details Further repairs to the floor with use of reinforcing by cladding both Period 3 and 6 

beams. 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 380, U :28.4 and U :28.3 as regimental dining room, June 1971. 

ARCHIVE ID 382, U :28.1 and U :28.2 as regimental dining room, June 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 997, U:28.3. 
ARCHIVE ID 998, U:28.1. 

 General view of U28.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1453 31/07/2003 
 General view of U28.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1454 31/07/2003 
 General view of U28.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1455 31/07/2003 
 General view of the floor in U28 ARCHIVE ID. 1456 31/07/2003 
 General view of U28.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1457 31/07/2003 
 General view of the ceiling in U28 ARCHIVE ID. 1458 31/07/2003 
 General view of the floor in U26 ARCHIVE ID. 1459 31/07/2003  
 Genral view of U28.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1461 31/07/2003 
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U:29 
 
 Following additional fieldwork carried out in 2008 and ongoing refurbishment throughout the 

upper floor, some revision/refinement of the interpretation below is likely. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Secondary accommodation/access 
 
Layout This open area at the SW of the Palace block allowed access from the Princes Tower 

to the rest of the upper floor via door U:29.3.008. 
 
Plan 7.2m NS x 15m EW 
  
Doors Precursor to Period 4 N door U:29.1.030 and probably an E door which could be 

either door site U:29.2.007 or U:29.2.020. 
 
Windows The W window arrangements for Period 3 S range prior to the collapse of the W 

quarter are difficult to define as the present W windows appear to be remodelled in 
Period 6.  The N windows U29.1.007,U29.1.014 and U29.1.021 are Period 3, raised in 
Period 7 to meet the new wall head of the Lion’s Den. 

 
Details  A system of widely spaced massive beams formed the ceiling of the principal rooms 

of the S range and the floor of the upper room rested directly on top of these in 
Periods 3, 4 and 5. These are hand cut and roughly shaped to form sub rectangular 
sections.  They span the full width of the room and rest directly on the wallhead. 
Similar arrangement is present in the N range and E range with the exception of P04 
which has diagonally set beams. 

 
Discussion The extent of reworking during Period 9 has obscured details of the Period 3 layout 

however it is likely that the S range stood higher than the W range in Period 3, the 
latter only being elevated when the new gallery was inserted in Period 4.  This 
discrepancy in floor level between the Period 3 S and W ranges in inferred by the 
blocked door visible in the S elevation of P:12.  The latter confirms that there was 
direct access between the recycled Period 2 work forming the W range and the new 
Period 3 work forming the S range however how the Period 3 S range extended 
further to the wallhead etc. at the SW corner of the castle circuit is uncertain. 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Access- linked with new gallery U:31. 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout It is likely that U:29 represented at least two separate apartments accessed via a 

corridor on the S side.  There may have been a lobby or ante/chamber further 
subdividing the space.  The western of these two rooms appears to have acted in the 
same way as U:10 on the NE corner of the Palace block in that there was no discrete 
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passage/corridor route between the extended U:24 and gallery U:31.  However the 
absence of a fireplace in the W wall may suggest that a corridor existed on the W side 
of the Period 5 suite. 

 
Plan Probable layout comprised two rooms circa 5m EW x 5.4m NS respectively.  
 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation 
 
Layout Retained Period 5 layout on new floor joists. 
 
Fireplace Fireplace to the E is U:29.2.016 
 
Windows The two rooms had a combination of the three Period 3 windows in the N wall with 

U:29.1.007 probably serving the W chamber while U:29.1.014 and U:29.1.021 served 
the E chamber.  The W windows U:29.4.007 and U:29.4.011 were converted in line 
with the windows in U:31 and S window U29.3.022 was inserted. 

 
Doors The two rooms would have had access from the S corridor at least and the N door in 

the W wall of U:29 (U:29.2.007) served the east end of the double room suite.  
Doorway U:29.1.030 may have opened directly into the W chamber of the suite or 
may have lead to a version of a W corridor now removed.  N door in U:29 still 
addressed the Period 4 floor level in U:31 via a short flight of steps in the thickness of 
the wall. 

 
Details The Period 3 floor was augmented and strengthened by the insertion of secondary 

timbers lying across the width of the range.  These are smaller with their upper plane 
at the same level as the Period 3 floor.  The supplementary beams are laid between 
the earlier beams and are intended to strengthen the floor of the upper level without 
interfering with the ceiling of the principal rooms suspended from the underside of 
the Period 3 beams. This work was completed before the present partitions were 
inserted within the upper floor. 

 
Documents NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 

Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676  
In South side of the Pallace 2nd Storie 
Item ye Westmost roome yrof ane pair casements to ye north  8 ¼ 
Item 2 stonework windowes to ye south                                    17 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Layout Two separate rooms with corridor in SE forming a W extension of U:24. 
 
Fireplace Possible that a Period 3 S door U:29.3.008 was converted to a fireplace serving a 

possibly reworked plan of chambers on the western side of the S range.  This 
reworking would necessarily have removed any S passageway or corridor at this 
time. 
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 Plans of 1719 and 1733 show a fireplace centrally placed on S wall (U:29.3). Also 
fireplace in E wall, each serving two separate rooms. 

 
Doors The N door leading to U:31 now features a threshold which projected the floor level 

of U:29 in to U:31 the latter having been raised. Both plans of 1719 and 1733 show 
access to spiral stair of Princes Tower, although this is clearer in the 1733 plan. 

 
Windows Windows in the N wall were raised to meet the raised wall head. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Formal 
 
Layout This chamber has reverted to its Period 3 dimensions with the removal of the Period 

6 partitions and subdivisions creating a large prestige chamber along with U:28 and 
U:30. 

 
Plan 7m NS x 15m EW 
 
Fireplace One fireplace recycling the Period 6 (possibly Period 3) site in the E wall U:29.2.017. 
 
Doors Four doors.  On the N recycling the Period 7 door to U:31, on the W recycling the 

Period 3/5 doors to U:28, a new door established in the S wall leading to U:30 
U:29.3.017.  The new door leading to the refurbished upper floor of the Princes Tower 
(U:30) is positioned to avoid congestion within U:29 and yet allow access to this new 
highly ornamented annex without having to use the circular stair. 

 
Windows Recycled Period 6 windows in W wall, Period 3 windows in N wall and Period 6 

window in S wall. 
 
Details New celing constructed with beams and panels (U:29.6.002-015). 
 
Documents Damp was causing the deterioration of the old Regimental colours in the Banqueting 

Hall (U:29), so, in 1950, electric tubular heating was installed (NAS MW DD27/295). 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - ‘Mess Room’. 
  HS 340/291/L/4 – ‘Dining Room’. 

‘Stirling Castle. Banqueting Hall, Officers Mess’, elevations of interior, possibly 
before changes of 1926. (HS 340/291/L12). 
Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) –  ‘Banqueting Room’. 
‘Banqueting Hall: Officers Mess’, elevations showing details of panelling and ceiling, 
?1926 (HS 340/291/L/11). 

 
Discussion This is the most important of the new Period 9 formal accommodation for regimental 

usage.  It has two ancillary chambers for further accommodation U:28 and U:30 and 
is served by gallery U:31. 
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PERIOD 10 
 
Function Display 
 
Details Further repairs to the floor with use of reinforcing by cladding both Period 3 and 6 

beams. In particular the floor of U29 was reinforced from below using girders to hold 
the weight of the regimental silver. 

 
Documents Photographs  

ARCHIVE ID 381, regimental museum looking E, June 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 383, regimental museum looking W, June 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 983-88, 990, May 2002. 

 
Discussion The Period 9 layout formed the principal room of the regimental museum until its 

relocation to the Kings Old Building.  
 
Photographs General view of U29.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1438 31/07/2003 
 Detail of lathe and plaster exposed on U29.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1439 31/07/2003 
 Fireplace in U29.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1440 31/07/2003 
 Exposed masonry on U29.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1441 31/07/2003 
 General view of U29 ARCHIVE ID. 1442 31/07/2003 
 General view of U29.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1443 31/07/2003 
 General view of the W end of U29.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1444 31/07/2003 
 General view of U29.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1445 31/07/2003 
 General view of U29.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1446 31/07/2003 
 General view of the w end of U29.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1447 31/07/2003 
 General view of the w end of U29.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1448 31/07/2003 
 W end and exposed ceiling of U29.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1449 31/07/2003 
 Genral view if the Sw corner of the floor in U29 ARCHIVE ID.1450 31/07/2003  
 General view of the floor in U29 ARCHIVE ID. 1451 31/07/2003 

General view of the NE corner of the floor in U29 ARCHIVE ID. 1452 31/07/2003 
Illustration of beam types in the floor of U29 ARCHIVE ID. 1724 02/09/2003 
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U:30 
 
UPPER ROOM OF THE PRINCES TOWER 
 
The upper room in the Princes Tower was known in the early 19th century as Queen Mary’s Room.  
James Shirra’s manuscript guide of 1853 (Shirra 1853) relates how  
‘A spiral stair in a ruinous state ascends through the tree several floors of the old building to the roof, 
connecting with the Palace door opposite the second floor. This door is now built up.   
  
According to Rogers (1861, 13) a doorway was created connecting its upper floor with that of the 
main palace, the room in the Princes Tower being ‘very elegantly fitted up as a reading-room for the 
officers’. This was converted into small Mess Room in c 1925, when it was fitted with the existing oak 
panelling, as shown on the surviving architects drawings (HS 340/291/L/13). 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Defence 
 
Layout The wallhead and fighting platform of this tower were converted into the present 

series of floors in Period 3.  Period 9 wall lining has obscured evidence of earlier 
access arrangements to associated rampart and wallhead. There may not have been 
an upper floor in Period 2. 

 
Plan 5.2m NS x 5.8m EW with spiral stair V22 in NW corner. 
  
Windows A blocked window to the north is visible from the exterior, to the east of the chimney 

stack. Two windows in the S wall U:30.3.016  and U:30.3.019. The W window was 
converted to a door to the wall walk in Period 9. 

 
Details  Dendrochronlogical analysis of a timber, U30:5.002  (reused in a reburbishment of c 

1593) gave a felling date of 1505. This corresponds with documented work on the 
building of the forework by James IV. 

 
Discussion This tower is a relic of the outer defences of the castle. The Period 2 structure was in 

turn adapted to integrate with the Period 3 Palace S range at upper floor level.  
Similarly the discrepancy in floor level at first floor in the Princes Tower (new 
education room) M01 suggests that the forework was lowered and the 
wallhead/parapet consequently altered in order to allow light to penetrate the 
principal floor chambers.  The fact that the upper floor was brought in to line with 
the upper floor of the Palace in Period 3 suggests that the Princes Tower fulfilled an 
access roll with accommodation as a secondary consideration. 

 
Documents The Princes Tower was part of the forework erected in its present form by James IV. 

There is a record of a final payment in 1506 for the gate of the forework (Fawcett 
1995, 51). 
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PERIOD 3 
 
Function Access/accommodation 
 
Layout The Period 2 ‘box’ was floored out in line with the upper floor of the S range. Possibly 

a route between the Princes Tower and the upper floor of the Palace at this time but 
the present door to the N is Period 9. 

 
Plan As Period 2  
 
Doors Possibly a door to the N. 
 
Details The circular stair V22  opened into the NW corner. 
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Access/accommodation 
 
Floor One joist (U30:5.001) was quarter-sawn, the other two were boxed heart baulks.  

Dendrochronological analysis indicates that the Princes Tower was refurbished in the 
the last decade of the 16th century, in or soon after 1593 (Crone, 2005 Interim Report 3: 
The Princes Tower Oak Timbers). Beam U30/5.001 belonged to this date, but U30/5.002 
was felled in 1505 indicating the retention/ reuse of an earlier timber. 

 
Details This chamber is floored out with wide spaced beams running NS. Two timbers were 

boxed heart baulks, as elsewhere in the palace, but joist U30:5.001 was quarter-sawn 
similar to the joists of M01. 

 
Discussion U:30 dates from this Period and could be an addition to the earlier tower layout 

which may never have had an upper floor at this level.  The space occupies the garret 
within the roof space which may have been in place since Period 2 however 
occupation at this level before Period 4 appears unlikely.  The Princes Tower formed 
a crucial route from ground floor to upper floor for the Palace although with the 
exception of U:30 its other rooms need not necessarily have been integral to the 
Palace.  This suggests the dual functions of discrete and safe access between the 
Palace and a separate suite of rooms out with the general running of the Palace yet 
linked when necessary.   

 
PERIOD 5 
 
Function Access/accommodation 
  
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Access/accommodation 
  
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access/accommodation 
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Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 
Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Access/accommodation 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Formal 
 
Fireplace New fireplace inserted in S wall U:30.3.029 (site of fireplace may be Period 8). 
 
Doors N door U:30.1.018 inserted (may have been inserted in Period 8). 
 
Windows Two recycled Period 3 windows in S wall U:30.3.016  and U:30.3.019 
 
Details The entire wall face has been clad in high quality wood panelling and a new series of 

machine cut floor joists inserted. 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - ‘Ante Room’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4 - ‘Ante Room’. 
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘Officers Anteroom’. 

‘Stirling Castle, Officers’ Mess Room, New Oak Panelling etc’, interior elevations 
including fireplace, scale 1:24, no date (HS 340/291/L13). 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Formal 
 
Layout As Period 9 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 989, U:30.3 in 2002. 

ARCHIVE ID 991-94, 996. 
General view of U30.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1384 31/07/2003 
General view of U30.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1385 31/07/2003 
General view of U30.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1386 31/07/2003 
General view of U30.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1387 31/07/2003 
Fireplace detail on U30.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1393 31/07/2003 
General view of the floor in in U30 ARCHIVE ID. 1394 31/07/2003 
General view of the floor in in U30 ARCHIVE ID. 1395 31/07/2003 
General view of the floor in in U30 ARCHIVE ID. 1396 31/07/2003 
NW corner of U30 showing exposed stair tower. ARCHIVE ID. 1397 31/07/2003 
NW corner of U30 showing exposed stair tower. ARCHIVE ID. 1398 31/07/2003 
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U:31 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout This space is in part the upper reaches of a Period 2 range or gallery linking the S 

range and the Kings Old Building via the Chapel Royal.  The floor level associated 
with the Period 2 work is at a lower level of that at U:31 however the Period 2 west 
range may have risen to second floor level. 

 
Doors S door located in upper area of S wall of P12. A door in the N end of the E wall (now 

in U02) visible in upper masonry of P01 E wall. 
 
Windows Three windows looking W- U:02.4.003, U:31.4.010, S04.1.018. 
   
Discussion It is possible that the Period 2 W range stood unchanged throughout Period 3 but was 

only floored at its upper level in Period 4 with the creation of the gallery. 
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Function Access 
 
Layout A route was established between S range and Chapel Royal/KOB.  This route 

recycled/retained the floor/ceiling levels of the Period 2 structure and necessitated 
steps up to access the S range and N range chambers. 

 
Plan Plan including U:02 21m NS x 3m EW 
 
Windows Three windows in newly constructed east wall, looking out into the Lions Den: 

U:31.2.004, U:31.2.005 & U:31.2.006 
 
Documents Account of 3-8 November 1628 (MW2, 240): 

Item fra James Rynd 16 foot of rigging staine and put on the iii storme [dormer] 
windowis in the over gallerie atiiii s. the foot inde   iii lib. iiii s. 

 
Discussion This gallery was inserted as part of the proposals for upgrading the Palace with the 

coming of age of James VI.  Both sets of window on either side of this new 
processional route were altered in Period 6 when the floor level was raised but the 
Period 4 arrangement combined windows overlooking the Lion’s Den and arguably 
larger windows looking out to the W at the main vista.  

 
PERIOD 5 
 
Documents Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1629 (MW2, 257): 

Item the great trans that serveis the saidis chalmeris to be paintit in the rufe with the 
timber wall to be sete af in pannallis of licht cullour and the bandis in sad cullour. 
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PERIOD 6 
 
Windows Period 4 E windows U:31.2.004, U31.2.005, U31.2.006 still in place. W windows 

U:02.4.003, U:31.4.010 and S04.1.018 were created in the  sites of the earlier Period 4 
windows..  Plans of 1719 and 1733 show 3 windows in the W wall. 

 
Doors Probable new door constructed or old door site raised at S end of U31 (U:31.3.002) to 

serve new floor level. Old door site raised at N end of U31 U02.2.003 acessing U03. 
New door to U04, U31.2.027. 

 
Discussion The Period 2 W window arrangements were altered by infilling the lower elements of 

the window sites and extending up in line with the new raised floor level.  This 
exercise saw the redrafting of doors to N and S ranges and the establishment of a 
stair/route leading down to the kitchens. 

 
Documents NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 

Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
 
Item in ye transs on ye West syde of ye said Storie ye northmost window on ye east 
ye stone work yrof       6 1/3 
Item ye pair Casements yrof                                         9       
                                                                                      15 1/3 
 
Item ye midle window yr to ye east ye stonework        8 
Item ye 2 Casements yrof                                              11 2/3 
                                                                                        19 2/3 
Item ye southmost window yr to ye East stonework       6 ½ 
Item ye casements yrof                                                    8 ¾ 
                                                                                         15 ¼ 
item ye southmost of ye two windowes to ye West  
stonework                                                                       3 ½ 
item ye ane Casement yrof                                             4 2/3 
                                                                                         8 1/6 
item ye northmost window to ye West yr  
Stonework                                                                      3 ¾ 
Item ye ane Casement yrof                                            4 2/3 
                                                                                        8 5/12 
 
[Total 66 5/6 ft2] 
 
E37/33 Accompt of work in Stirling Castle from September 1699  [to 15 July 1703], 
accompt of work wrought in the Castle of Stirling by Tho. Bachop Meason F.8r  
 
‘Item for slopeing and building a door as large as the door of the new bed chamber 
from the Gallery to the Bedchamber nixt the stairhead furnishing as aforesaid £14’ 
 

PERIOD 7 
 
Function Access 
 
Plan Retained Period 4 layout.  
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Fireplace A fireplace is shown near the centre of the W wall in plans of 1719 and 1733 
 
Doors Doorway to U:04 is shown open on plan of 1719 but closed on 1733 plan. 
 
Windows East windows are raised slightly to meet the newly raised wall head. 
 
Details Cubicle shown at N end on plan of 1733. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Layout The North end of the gallery is cut of by a screen and door U:31.1.002 etc. 
 
Windows Period 6 S window in west wall may be blocked at this time. 
 
Discussion The separation of routes to offices as opposed to formal rooms is defined by inserted 

partition wall at N end of U:31.  This arrangement appears to predate the Period 9 
reworking of U:29 etc. 

 
Documents In 1832, a cubicle was provided in the ‘long and wide gallery’ (U:31) between the 

Officers Mess Room (U:29) and the stair leading to the kitchen, a necessary 
requirement because ‘the castle is occupied by a depôt with a large proportion of 
officers’ (PRO WO55/822). 

 
  Repairs proposed by the Board of Ordnance in March 1827 included: 

Replacing decayed joisting and flooring in passage leading to Officers’ Mess room 
and over soldiers room No 16 which being in a dangerous state has been temporarily 
supported.  
(PRO WO55/821). 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - ‘corridor’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4 - ‘Corridor to Dining Hall’. 
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) – ‘Armour Corridor’. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 386, regimental museum looking S, June 1972. 

ARCHIVE ID 387, regimental museum looking N, June 1972. 
ARCHIVE ID 999, U31.3, looking N, 2002. 

 General view of U31.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1636 28/08/2003 
 General view of U31.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1637 28/08/2003 
 Far S end of U31.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1638 28/08/2003 
 S end and general view of U31.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1639 28/08/2003 
 S end and general view of U31.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1640 28/08/2003 
 Southernmost window of U31.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1641 28/08/2003 
 N end of U31.4 ARCHIVE ID. 1642 28/08/2003 
 Door in U31.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1643 28/08/2003 
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 General view of U31.2 also showing door ARCHIVE ID. 1644 28/08/2003 
 General view of U31.2 also showing door ARCHIVE ID. 1645 28/08/2003 
 General view of U31 ARCHIVE ID. 1646 28/08/2003 
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U:32 
 
  
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Access. 
 
Layout This space is a service passage for access into the two new upper room U:33 and U:34 

within the shell of the Period 3 chapel, the latter having been extensively rebuilt on its 
N and E sides. 

 
Plan An irregular corridor running immediately S of U:34 6.2m EW x 1.2m NS. 
 
Doors N door into U:34 is U:32.1.001; E door leading to intermediate landing is U:32.2.006; 

W door is U:32.4.008. 
 
Windows One S window U:32.3.023. 
 
Discussion  The establishment of a corridor serving the inserted first floor over the new kitchen 

block is seen as the work of the later 17th century. It is notable however that the 
creation of corridors elsewhere within the upper floors of the Palace block are dated 
to the earlier 17th century (Period 5). It is really the creation of the kitchen as shown 
or proposed on later 17th century illustrations that suggests that the conversion of the 
Old Chapel occurred after the Period 5 works. It is possible that the window 
U:32.3.023 is a recycled Period 2 or 3 feature. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows Window U:32.3.023 receives its present window frame etc. (U:23.3.027). 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 -  ‘Passage’. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4.    
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs General view of exposed masonry at the W end. ARCHIVE ID 1234; CP02-01. 

23/07/2003. 
 General view of exposed masonry at the W end. ARCHIVE ID 1235; CP02-02. 

23/07/2003. 
 Detail of the S side of door UD37 at the W end of U32. ARCHIVE ID 1236; CP02-03. 

23/07/2003. 
Window UW15 in S elevation of U32. ARCHIVE ID 1237; CP02-04. 
Window UW15 in S elevation of U32. ARCHIVE ID 1238; CP02-05. 
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General view of U32 ARCHIVE ID. 1381 29/07/2003 
General view of U32.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1382 29/07/2003 
General view of U32 ARCHIVE ID. 1383 29/07/2003 
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U:33 
 
  
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation. 
 
Layout This chamber is formed over the newly subdivided Period 3 chapel at its west end. 
 
Plan 6.2m NS x 6m EW. 
 
Fireplace Fireplace in E wall U:33.2.127. 
 
Doors Door at S end of E wall U:33.2.009. 
 
Windows Two windows: N window is U:33.1.008; S window is U:33.3.029. 
 
Discussion This room may have had some functional link with the kitchen below either as 

storage or accommodation.   
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Fireplace Additional fireplace in E wall – U33.2.017. 
 
Windows Windows U:33.1.008 and U:33.3.029 were remodelled and reglazed. 
 
Details Insertion of partition wall (U:33.5.004); it ran NS and met a southern partition wall 

(documentary evidence only).  This created a small chamber covering the eastern half 
of U:33, with a doorway at the S end of the new W wall U:33.3.004.  

 
Discussion The refurbishment and subdivision of the kitchen block comprised new weather 

proofing for windows etc. and some new flooring. It also saw a new roof structure for 
both elements of the kitchen block upper floor.  

 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - 'Mess Store'.    
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4.    
  Plan of 1926 (HS 340/291/L/38) - 'Mess Mans Quarters'. 
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PERIOD 10 
 
Details Partitions removed. New access hatch inserted in to ceiling U:33.6.004. 
 
Photographs General view of U33.1. ARCHIVE ID 1271. 24/07/2003. 
 General view of U33.2. ARCHIVE ID 1272. 24/07/2003. 

General view of U33.3. ARCHIVE ID 1273. 24/07/2003.  
General view of U33.4. ARCHIVE ID 1274. 24/07/2003. 
Detail photo of fireplace on U33.2. ARCHIVE ID 1275. 24/07/2003. 
Eastern of two notches in the ceiling of U33 (U33.6.004). ARCHIVE ID 1276.  
Ceiling of U33. ARCHIVE ID 1277. 24/07/2003. 
Floor of U33. ARCHIVE ID 1278. 24/07/2003. 
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U:34 
 
  
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Accommodation/storage/service. 
 
Layout This space was created by the inserted corridor U:32 and the newly subdivided 

Period 3 chapel at first floor level. 
 
Plan Irregular 5m EW x max.  4.8m NS. 
 
Fireplace Large fireplace in E wall is U:34.2.005. 
 
Doors S door is U:34.3.002. 
 
Windows Window in N wall is U:34.1.012. 
 
Details Cupboard in E wall is U:34.2.009. This was originally a form of aumbry converted to 

a cupboard in Period 7. This may represent a salt box or similar associated with a 
large original fireplace. 

 
Discussion This space may represent a form of guard room or accommodation monitoring the 

new route upstairs. It also may represent some functional aspect related to the 
kitchen - providing ventilated space perhaps? 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Fireplace Period 6 fireplace reduced in size (U:34.2.006). 
 
Details The Period 6 aumbry U:34.2.009 is converted to a cupboard with door etc. 
 
Documents Plan of 1719 (NLS MS1646.Z02/18a). 

Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
Discussion This chamber along with U:33 and U:32 becomes part of the military use of the upper 

floor of the Palace block. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows Window refurbished U:34.1.012. 
 
Details New cupboard built into NW corner of room U:34.1.013. 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Undated plan HS 340/291/L/1 - 'Mess Waiter'. 
  Undated plan HS 340/291/L/4.  
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CHAPTER 6: THE ATTIC LEVEL 

 
A:01  
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Discussion Four diagonally set roof timbers, reused in . Dendrochronological sampling produced 

a felling date of 1484-99 for one of these. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Windows  N end of A:01.2 is a former exterior gable with blocked two light mullion window.   
 
Details Two corbels at S end of W wall survive from supports of earlier, lower, roof. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Layout  Purlin roof inserted reusing earlier timber? 
 
Detail W wall raised and present roofline established.  
 
Documents Work accounts for 1690-1 list sixteen days work ‘hewing and ragling & setting the 

couples of the toofall [lean-to roof]’ (NAS E28/579/15/1), possibly A:01. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout Pent roof 
 
Photographs Wallhead, E side ARCHIVE ID.1486 25/08/2003 
 Wallhead, E side ARCHIVE ID. 1487 25/08/2003 
 Possibly A01 entry illegible ARCHIVE ID. 1488 25/08/2003 
 Possibly A01 entry illegible ARCHIVE ID. 1489 25/08/2003 
 General view of A01.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1490 25/08/2003 
 General view of A01.2 ARCHIVE ID. 1491 25/08/2003 
 General view of A01.3 ARCHIVE ID. 1492 25/08/2003 
 General view of A01.4  ARCHIVE ID. 1493 25/08/2003 
 View of A:01A near flue; ARCHIVE ID. 1494 25/08/2003 
 View of A:01A near flue; ARCHIVE ID. 1495 25/08/2003 
 Detail of timbers at the N end of A:01A; ARCHIVE ID. 1496 25/08/2003 
 Detail of timbers at the N end of A:01A; ARCHIVE ID. 1497 25/08/2003 
 Detail of timbers at the N end of A:01A.ARCHIVE ID. 1498 25/08/2003 
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A:02 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function  Roof space 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof. 
 
Photographs Bottom of the N end of A:02.4; ARCHIVE ID 1513: 26/08/2003. 

Bottom of the N end of A:02.4; ARCHIVE ID 1514: 26/08/2003. 
Bottom of the S end of A02.4; ARCHIVE ID 1515: 26/08/2003. 
General view of the top of A02.4; ARCHIVE ID 1516: 26/08/2003. 
Chimney and general view if A02.2; ARCHIVE ID 1517 26/08/2003. 
General view of the NE corner of the floor of A02; ARCHIVE ID 1518: 26/08/2003. 
ARCHIVE ID 1519: General view of the NE corner of the floor of A02; 26/08/2003.  

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof raised with raising of wall head on S.  
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A:03 

PERIOD 6 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof. 
 
Details Ceiling of U:10 raised into roof space. This appears contemporary with the 

construction of the collar rafter roof.  
 
Documents  (NAS E36/34/41/ page 14) Account of work in September 1672  
 

‘Accompt of wages & uther materials payed … to John Steill sclater in Sterling for 
takeing downe of ane storme window above the kinges bed challmer & for sclaiting 
& enlargeing of it in Septr 1672; 
Item payed to the said John Steill & his man for 3 dayes wages at 13s 4d per diem is 
£4 
Item for ane Hundereth & ane halfe of blew sclait at 3 lib the 100 is  £4 10s 
Item ane Hundereth & ane halfe of sclait nailes at 8s the 100  £00 12s 
Item ane burding of fog        £00 04s 
Item thrie foote of riging stone at 5s the foote is     £00 15s 
Summa is         £10 01s  
Certification and receipt 

 
E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 
Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676: 
 
Item in ye northmost gavel of ye said bartisan ane window to ye east 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function  Roof space 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof raised with raising of wall head on S. 
 
Photographs General view of top of A03.4; ARCHIVE ID 1505: 26/8/2003. 

General view of bottom of A03.4 ARCHIVE ID 1506:; 26/8/2003. 
General view of top of A03.2; ARCHIVE ID 1507: 26/8/2003. 
Looking into the chimney/roof at S of A03.3; ARCHIVE ID 1508: 26/8/2003. 
Top of the window below A03.3; ARCHIVE ID 1509: 26/8/2003. 
Top of the window below A03.3; ARCHIVE ID 1510: 26/8/2003. 
Top of coombed ceiling visible in A03.5; ARCHIVE ID 1511: 26/8/2003. 
Top of window below A03.2; ARCHIVE ID 1512: 26/8/2003. 
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A:04 

PERIOD 6 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof. 
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A:05 

PERIOD 6 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof. 
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A:06 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Details Walls A:03.2 and A:03.4 form end of roof space. Former has a curved scarcement on 

its N side, the setting for a roof/ ceiling. Fine plaster survives at this level, indicating 
that the room space of the upper level originally extended into this roof space, the 
present ceilings being later. The central part of A03.2 is cut by an inserted chimney 
stack.  

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof. 
 
Documents Insertion of chimney through A:06.2. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof raised with raising of wall head on N. 
 
Photographs General view of A06.4; ARCHIVE ID 1502: 28/8/2003. 

General view of W end and S side of A06.  Roman numerals on timbers; ARCHIVE 
ID 150328/8/2003. 
General view of W end and S side of A06.  Roman numerals on timbers ARCHIVE ID 
1504: 28/8/2003. 
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A:07 

PERIOD 6 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof. 
  
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof raised with raising of wall head on N. 
 
Photographs General view of A07.2; ARCHIVE ID 1498: 25/8/2003. 

Detail of hatch near E end of A07.3; ARCHIVE ID 1499: 25/8/2003. 
General view of the E end of A07ARCHIVE ID 1500:; 25/8/2003. 
General view of A07.3; ARCHIVE ID 1501: 25/8/2003. 
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A:08 

Roof of the Prince’s Tower. 
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A:09 

PERIOD 5 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout Collar rafter roof 
 
Details Chimney breast, A09.2.003, - with triangular holes, for purlins? Exact period 

unknown. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Function Roof space 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout Roof extended to S. Exact period unknown. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Roof space 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Roof space 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Detail Roof hatch A09.5.001. 
 
Photographs General view of the E end of A09; ARCHIVE ID 1520: 26/8/2003. 
  General view of A09.2; ARCHIVE ID 1521: 26/8/2003. 
  General view of A09.4; ARCHIVE ID 1522: 26/8/2003. 
  General view of the W end of A09; ARCHIVE ID 1523: 26/8/2003. 
  General view of the W end of A09; ARCHIVE ID 1524: 26/8/2003. 
  E end of the floor in A09; ARCHIVE ID 1525: 26/8/2003. 
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 A:10 

PERIOD 6 
 
Discussion This area is recorded as a yard on the plan of 1719 (MS 1646 Z02/18b). 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout A collar rafter roof of 7 A frames (A10.3.007-A10.1.016). 
 
Discussion Assembly marks in Roman numerals 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Layout Alteration of S part of roof 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Function Roof space 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Function Roof space 
 
Detail A10.5.020, a plastic water tank dated 1986. 
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CHAPTER 7: EXTERNAL ELEVATIONS 
 
The Principal open areas of the present Palace layout are as Follows S:01 The Upper Square, S:02 The 
Lower square, S:03 The Queen Anne Garden, S:04 The Ladies Lookout, S:05 The Pipers Walk, S:06 
The Lion’s Den, S:07 The Passage between The King’s Old Buildings and The Governors Kitchen.  
Those elevations which have been recorded which comprise the principal exterior facades of the 
Palace block, the four elevations surrounding the Lion’s Den and the N and S elevations of the 
Governors Kitchen are referenced via their exterior space number S:0… 
 
S:01 
 
THE UPPER QQUARE 
 
The following descriptions comprise: S:01.1 the N elevations of the N range of the Palace, S:01.2 the E 
facing elevation of the present forestair, S:01.3 the N facing elevation of the  present forestair.  
 
S:01.1  
 
North facing elevation of North Range of the Palace. 
 
PERIOD 3 
    
Windows  Five windows running E-W, S:01.1.066, S:01.1.067, S:01.1.068, S:01.1.069 S:01.1.070.  

Site of window blocked by Period 6 masonry.  
 

Window yetts running E-W S:0.1.080, S:01.1.089, S:01.1.098, S:01.1.107, S:01.1.116 
(yetts). 

 
Bay Running E-W  

S:01.1.002: Sculpture Reference 13  
S:01.1.003: Sculpture Reference 14  
S:01.1.004: Sculpture Reference 15  
S:01.1.005: Sculpture Reference 16  
S:01.1.006: Sculpture Reference 17 
S:01.1.007: Sculpture Reference 18 

 
Arch S:01.1.038 - S:01.1.042: Sculpture Reference 13:05-13:11 (stops are carved apes) 

S:01.1.043 - S:01.1.047: Sculpture Reference 14:05-14:11 (stops are carved parrots) 
S:01.1.048 - S:01.1.052: Sculpture Reference 15:05-15:11 (stops are bearded men 
holding on to their flat caps, one with a necklace and pendant) 
S:01.1.053 - S:01.1.057: Sculpture Reference 16:05-16:11 (stops are female busts) 
S:01.1.058 - S:01.1.062: Sculpture Reference 17:05-17:11 (These stops are not described 
in the iconography section of the Glasgow Report). 
S01.1.063 - S01.1.065: Sculpture Reference 18:05-18:07 (stop is a now headless bird). 

 
Statue Principal Statues Running E-W  
 

S01.1.013: Sculpture Reference 13:12 - Bearded figure of James V with a flat cap and 
skirted tunic, his right hand caresses his beard and left hand grasps his dagger hilt. 
The statue stands on square double columns. Above it there is a canopy with a lion 
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holding up a scroll surmounted by a crown and and inscribed 'I 5' for James V. Statue 
stands on a square double column beneath a canopy which is a lion holding a scroll 
with the inscription ‘I 5’ for James V surmounted by a crown. The column and 
canopy are also a feature of statue S02.1.013 on the N elevation. This statue dominates 
the entrance to the upper square and its association, by likeness of position on the 
building and mounting on square pillars, with St Michael is used in the iconographic 
section of the Glasgow report, p149, to confirm that the identity of this statue is James 
V because he had recently been admitted into the order of St Michael by his father in 
law and a similar St Michael exists at the Parish Kirk, St Michael’s in Linlithgow from 
this period. 

 
 S01.1.019: Sculpture Reference 14:12 - Man in a shoulder knotted toga, with brooches 

at the hip, holding a covered cup; Figure may personify Fortune. 
 
 S01.1.025: Sculpture Reference 15:12 - Figure copying Burgkmair's Venus from the 

Planetary Gods series of engravings.  Bare breasted and lightly robed, she holds her 
identifying bow to the left hand side and an orb in her right hand, on which Cupid 
stands in Burgkmair's original to symbolise love's terrestrial power.  There is no sign 
that the Stirling carving ever included this Cupid detail; its omission causing this to 
resemble the ball carrying figures. The Stirling carver has added figures greaves to 
her calves. 

 
 S01.1.031: Sculpture Reference 16:12 - Middle-aged bearded man, not unlike 11:07, 

'James V' in appearance, though dressed here in a large shoulder knotted toga which 
he grasps at his chest, his right had holds a purse. 

 
 S01.1.037: Sculpture Reference 17:12 - Lightly draped and turbanned female nude 

holding the end of her drape and also what may be a flower in her raised left hand; a 
scroll behind her head shows no sign of inscription. 

 
 All but one of the parapet figures are missing. 
 
 S01.1.171: Sculpture Reference 15:01 - A putto holding some type of flute to his 

mouth. 
  
Column In Bay S0:1.1.002: 

S:01.1.009: Sculpture Reference 13:16 
S:01.1.011: Sculpture Reference 13:14  

 In Bay S:01.1.003: 
S:01.1.015: Sculpture Reference 14:16 
S:01.1.017: Sculpture Reference 14:14 

 In Bay S:01.1.004: 
S:01.1.021: Sculpture Reference 15:16 
S:01.1.023: Sculpture Reference 15:14 

 In Bay S:01.1.005:  
 
S:01.1.027: Sculpture Reference 16:16 
S:01.1.029: Sculpture Reference 16:14  

 In Bay S:01.1.006: 
S:01.1.033: Sculpture Reference 17:16 
S:01.1.035: Sculpture Reference 17:14 
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 Parapet Columns  

S:01.1.163: Sculpture Reference 14:03 
S:01.1.164: Sculpture Reference 15:03  
S:01.1.165: Sculpture Reference 16:03 
S:01.1.166: Sculpture Reference 17:03 

    
Pediment  Window S:01.1.066 has pediment S:01.1.072: Sculpture Reference 25:09 
 Window S:01.1.067 has pediment S:01.1.082: Sculpture Reference 25:10  
 Window S:01.1.068 has pediment S:01.1.091: Sculpture Reference 25:11  
 Window S:01.1.069 has pediment S:01.1.100: Sculpture Reference 25:12  
 Window S:01.1.070 has pediment S:01.1.109: Sculpture Reference 25:13 
 
Corbelling S:01.1.125 (ribbon and staff): Sculpture Reference 24  

S:01.1.126 (putti): Sculpture Reference 23 
 
Corbel Bay S:01.1.002 corbel S:01.1.008: Sculpture Reference 13:17 - Double chinned female 

with loose hair and head turned to the left, holding one end of the scarf that is draped 
over her shoulders. 

 
 Bay S:01.1.003 corbel S:01.1.014: Sculpture Reference 14:17 - Bearded male figure with 

head turned sharply upwards, wearing an unadorned, classical tunic that clings to 
his shoulders but has loose folds that he catches up in his hands on his stomach. 

 
 Bay S:01.1.004 corbel S:01.1.020: Sculpture Reference 15:17 - Open mouthed woman 

with head turned back, her shoulder knotted gown falls away to expose her right 
breast, which suckles a lizard or salamander resting over her right shoulder. 

 
 Bay S:01.1.005 corbel S:01.1.026: Sculpture Reference 16:17 - Bust of a laughing female 

or possibly a young beardless male, wearing round necked gown or doublet with 
puffed shoulders which the figure pulls apart while holding a snake in the left hand, 
coiled around the arm. 

 
 Bay S:01.1.006 corbel S:01.1.032: Sculpture Reference 17:17 - Bearded male bust with 

long hair, grasping his mantle in his left hand . A chain, very like that worn by 9:12, 
encircles his neck and hangs down to his waist where he holds its quatrefoil pendant. 

 
 Parapet series: 

Supporting column S:01.1.163 corbel S:01.1.159: Sculpture Reference 14:04 (lion-
shaped gargoyle). 

 Supporting column S:01.1.164 corbel S:01.1.160: Sculpture Reference 15:04 (lion-
shaped gargoyle). 

 Supporting column S:01.1.165 corbel S:01.1.161: Sculpture Reference 16:04 (lion-
shaped gargoyle). 

 Supporting column S:01.1.166 corbel S:01.1.162: Sculpture Reference 17:04 (lion-
shaped gargoyle). 

 
Plinth Uppermost series associated with columns S:01.1.163-S:01.1.166 are:  

S:01.1.167: Sculpture Reference 14:02 
S:01.1.168: Sculpture Reference 15:02 
S:01.1.169: Sculpture Reference 16:02 
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S:01.1.170: Sculpture Reference 17:02 
 

 Two sets of plinths within bays S:01.1.002-S:01.1.006, two per bay are:  
S:01.1.012: Sculpture Reference 13:15,  S:01.1.010: Sculpture Reference 13:13 
S:01.1.018: Sculpture Reference 14:15,  S:01.1.016: Sculpture Reference 14:13 
S:01.1.024: Sculpture Reference 15:15,  S:01.1.022: Sculpture Reference 15:13 
S:01.1.030: Sculpture Reference 16:15,  S:01.1.028: Sculpture Reference 16:13 
S:01.1.036: Sculpture Reference 17:15,  S:01.1.034: Sculpture Reference 17:13 

 
String course S:01.1.124: Sculpture Reference 26 

S:01.1.127: Sculpture Reference 22 
 
Wash course Uppermost S:01.1.128, lower down S:01.1.152, S:01.1.153 
 
Crenellations S:01.1.154 embrasures within parapet are S:01.1.155, S:01.1.156, S:01.1.157, S:01.1.158. 
 
Drainpipes/gutters S:01.1.177 
 
Other Carved animal S:01.1.151: Sculpture Reference 13:18 on S:01.1.150 
 Moulded/carved pillar at NE corner, base of wall S:01.1.150 
 
Discussion This facade is based on a regular grid of 5.5m (18 feet) which is expressed in both 

horizontal and perpendicular divisions the former by a repeating sequence of 
windows and bays, the bays in turn feature a perpendicular sequence of corbel 
column plinth column plinth statue.  These in turn are echoed immediately over each 
bay by a further sequence of perpendicular feature corbels, column, plinth, and 
statue.  The window series has external iron grills and have decorative inscribed 
pediments.  The sequence of windows was echoed at wallhead/parapet level by the 
embrasures within the parapet wall.  The wall is built over sloping ground and is 
consequently wedge shaped in area.  The horizontal divisions of the wall are 
necessarily truncated by the sloping ground at the base of the wall base and therefore 
exaggerate/emphasis the slope.  This is in contrast with the remainder of the 
decorated facades and the general thrust of the Palace building program which 
sought to regularise a series of residual buildings within what was intended to 
resemble a regular series of ranges around a regular enclosure.  In short, because the 
N range was built (de novo) the required symmetry could be imposed fairly easily.  It 
is noteworthy that the vertical symmetry within the N elevation S:01.1 could not be 
altered to take account of the natural gradient in a way that was possible with the 
overall building plan.  The regularity of the bays and windows both in vertical and 
horizontal alignments has informed the length and height of the North façade and 
potentially the length of that range.  Overall the palace of James V is largely the 
extension of an existing and very similar layout and where possible the geometry of 
the facades was applied (in the N façade) however elsewhere this has been stretched 
to accommodate irregularities of this site.  To the casual observer subtle discrepancies 
in the dimensions would not be noticeable just as the irregularities in the plan around 
the Lion’s Den is not immediately apparent to the visitor.   

 
 The N range therefore may be regarded as the baseline for subsequent development 

of the plan of the Palace.  It is also highly likely that finished heights for the ranges 
were measured from the main entrance threshold into the N range at its W end (point 
0.) 
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This façade is a best fit solution to accommodate at least 2 residual buildings, to the 
W and E (the Chapel and the Great Hall). 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Documents Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1628-9 (MW2, 255): 

Item the letteris and crownallis of the palleice to be new giltit and cullourit with oyle 
  
PERIOD 5 
 
Window Closed stool closet window at extreme E end of elevation.  Now blocked by period 8 

blocking S01.1.193. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Windows Window S:01.1.117 and the associated repair S:01.1.120 and S:01.1.121 built into a 

Period 3 wallhead crenellations. 
  
 Sash and case fittings introduced within the principal windows these are S:01.1.087, 

S:01.1.088, S:01.1.096, S:01.1.097, S:01.1.105, S:01.1.106, S:01.1.114, S:01.1.115. 
 
Walling  S:01.1.122 Scar left after removal of projecting wall, cut back to same façade as 

S:01.1.123.  This wall originally projected northwards from the half way point of 
Period 3 bay S:01.1.007. 

 
Details Rebuilt parapet at W end above porch. 
 
Documents E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 

Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676: 
Item four storm windowes to ye North being on ye rooffe of ye North bartisan 
 
NAS E37/33.f 13v  

Accompt of work wrought in the Castle of Stirling by Adam Jack slatter, 1699-17o3 

 
‘Item for tirring and theeking of the window in the foreside of the palace £6’ 

 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows Period 5 closet window blocked by period 8 blocking S01.1.193. 
 Window frame of upper window at east end replaced. 
 
Others S:01.1.172, S:01.1.173, S:01.1.174, S:01.1.175, S:01.1.176 air vents inserted. 
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PERIOD 9 
 
Drainpipes/gutters S01.1.179 drainpipe at W end 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Windows  S:01.1.078 and S:01.1.079 reconstruction of possible period 3 window-shutters 
 
Photographs Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 8, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 9, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 10, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 11, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 12, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 13, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 14, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 15, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 16, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 17, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 18, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 19, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 20, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 21, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 22, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 23, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 24, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 25, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 26, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 27, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 28, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 29, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 30, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 31, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 32, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 33, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 34, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 35, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 36, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 37, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 38, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 39, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 40, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 41, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 42, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 43, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 44, 05/06/1958. 
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Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 45, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 46, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 47, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 48, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 49, 05/06/1958. 
 Exterior N Elevation, ARCHIVE ID 50, 05/06/1958.  
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S:01.2 
 
East facing elevation of the forestair. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Windows  S:01.2.014 (S:01.2.015, S:01.2.016, S:01.2.017, S:01.2.018, S:01.2.019, S:01.2.020, 

S:01.2.021, S:01.2.022)      
 
Bay S:01.2.009, S:01.2.008, S:01.2.010,012, S:01.2.013 – a decorative bay in the style of main 

entrance S:01.3.009.  
 
Walling  New walling S:01.2.002, S:01.2.001, S:01.2.003.   
 Quoins S:01.2.004 (lower) plus S:01.2.005 (upper) (same as S:01.3.002) appear to 

overlie S:01.2.010 (possible later repair?)check                        
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 233, general view of E elevation, November 1969.  

ARCHIVE ID 235, general view from NE, November 1969. 
ARCHIVE ID 232, detail of blocked window, November 1969. 
ARCHIVE ID 234, doorway to stair, November 1969. 
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S:01.3 

The south facing elevation of the forestair. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Windows  S:01.3.005 (S:01.3.004, S:01.3.003, S:01.3.007, S:01.3.002, S:01.3.012, S:01.3.006) 

      
Walling  The main entrance to the Palace was absorbed behind a new forestair which in turn 

enclosed.  This piece of work comprised new masonry (S:01.3.001) with quoins 
S:01.3.002. 

 
Doors  S:01.3.009 
  
Discussion This work reflects the final conversions of the access to the upper floor by means of a 

forestair running in front of the Governors Kitchen. 
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S:02.1 

The east facing elevation of the east range. 

 
PERIOD  2 
 
Other S:02.1.199 (Period 7 scar left after removal of N wall of Period 2 range running to 

gatehouse) 
 
PERIOD 3 
   
Windows  S:02.1.074, S:02.1.075, S:02.1.076, S:02.1.077, S:02.1.078  
 S:02.1.162, S:02.1.163, S:02.1.165 (the lowest series of windows-ground floor)  
 S:02.1.300, S:02.1.349 (both these windows are Period 5-6 conversions of Period 3 

originals) 
 S:02.1.164 (this window does not appear to be the same as S:02.1.162 etc. from the 

outside but is still probably a Period 3 feature later modified in Period 8). 
    

Window yetts S:02.1.087, S:02.1.096, S:02.1.105, S:02.1.114, S:02.1.123 
  
Bay S:02.1.002: Sculpture Reference 7 

S:02.1.003: Sculpture Reference 8 
S:02.1.004: Sculpture Reference 9  
S:02.1.005: Sculpture Reference 10 
S:02.1.006: Sculpture Reference 11 
S:02.1.007: Sculpture Reference 12 

 
Arch These are the ornate arches over each bay. 
 

S:02.1.014 - S:02.1.016: Sculpture Reference 7:08 - 7:11 (stops are wyverns with 
cherubs heads between legs). 

 
 S:02.1.023 - S:02.1.029: Sculpture Reference 8:05 - 8:11 (stops appear to be a wyvern 

facing a female torso with a lion mask or shield on her breast). 
 
 S:02.1.036 - S:02.1.042: Sculpture Reference 9:05 - 9:11 (stops are ape-like animals with 

a chain around their neck). 
 
 S:02.1.049 - 02.1.055: Sculpture Reference 10:05 - 10:11 (stops are the foreparts of an 

ass and a goat clad in a gown with an embroidered collar). 
 
 S:02.1.062 - S:02.1.067: Sculpture Reference 11:05 - 11:11 (Stops are griffins). 
 
 S:02.1.069 - S:02.1.073: Sculpture Reference 12:05 - 12:11 (Stops are winged devils with 

human masks on their breast. 
  
Statue Principal statues: 

S:02.1.013: Sculpture Reference 7:12 - Figure of St Michael, now headless, trampling 
on a dragon, clad in a belted tunic and with a lion masked shiled on his left thigh; he 
holds what may be a broken spear shaft (thoug it is rather curved) in his right hand. 
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The winged dragon beneath his foot has its' head turned as if to bite his knee. Statue 
stands on a square double column beneath a canopy which is now so badly 
weathered that its original appearance is difficult to make out. The column and 
canopy are also a feature of statue S01.1.013 on the N elevation. 
 
S:02.1.022: Sculpture Reference 8:12 - Statue is damaged, lacking head and right 
shoulder, but is certainly a copy of Hans Burkmair's Jupitor from the planetary gods 
series of engravings, wearing a tunic and breeches with a cherubs head at his waist. 
 
S:02.1.035: Sculpture Reference 9:12 -  A laughing youth looking upwards with 
strange head gear and a broad shouldered cloak held up with his right hand 
exposing his thighs while using his left hand as a cache-sexe. A small dog scratches 
his  his bare leg. 
 
S:02.1.048: Sculpture Reference 10:12 - A now headless male figure with his loosely 
folded cloak held above his bear knees with his left hand. He wears what appears to 
be leather strapped boots or wrinkled stockings below the knee. 
 
S:02.1.061: Sculpture Reference 11:12 - A female nude, slimmer than her portly 
counterpart at 1:12, her right hand rests on her pudenda, her left hand is broken off. 
 

 Parapet statues: 
S:02.1.240: Sculpture Reference 8:01 
S:02.1.244: Sculpture Reference 9:01 
S:02.1.248: Sculpture Reference 10:01 
S:02.1.252: Sculpture Reference 11:01  
 
There are four parapet statues on the E elevation; all putti holding scrolls. The scrolls 
may have once have had inscriptions on them but no trace remains. 
 

 Gable statues: 
S:02.1.256: Sculpture Reference 20:02 
S:02.1.258: Sculpture Reference 20:03 

 
Column Pairs of columns in bays: 

S:02.1.009: Sculpture Reference 7:16,  S:02.1.011: Sculpture Reference 7:14 
S:02.1.018: Sculpture Reference 8:16,  S:02.1.020: Sculpture Reference 8:14 
S:02.1.030: Sculpture Reference 9:16,  S:02.1.033: Sculpture Reference 9:14 
S:02.1.044: Sculpture Reference 10:16,  S:02.1.046: Sculpture Reference 10:14 
S:02.1.057: Sculpture Reference 11:16,  S:02.1.059: Sculpture Reference 11:14 

 S:02.1.228: Sculpture Reference 6:16 (part of S façade)  
 
 Upper series of columns: 

S:02.1.238: Sculpture Reference 8:03 
S:02.1.242: Sculpture Reference 9:03 
S:02.1.246: Sculpture Reference 10:03 
S:02.1.250: Sculpture Reference 11:03 

 
Pediment  S:02.1.080: Sculpture Reference 25:04 

S:02.1.089: Sculpture Reference 25:05 
S:02.1.098: Sculpture Reference 25:06 
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S:02.1.107: Sculpture Reference 25:07 
S:02.1.116: Sculpture Reference 25:08 

 
Corbelling S:02.1.231: Sculpture Reference 23 (decorative featuring putti) 
 S:02.1.230: Sculpture Reference 24 (ribbon and staff decoration) 
 S:02.1.232: Sculpture Reference 22 
 
Corbel  Sculpted corbels at base of bay/column series:  

S:02.1.008: Sculpture Reference 7:17 - Open mouthed male bust holding his chin and 
in his left hand what appears to be a long spoon, but the top of this is broken off 
leaving the interpretation of this doubful, however there also appears to be a large 
cleaver tucked into his belt, possibly confirming the identity of this figure as that of a 
cook. 
 
S:02.1.017: Sculpture Reference 8:17 - A female bust wearing a gown with puffed 
shoulders over a 'V' neck undergown with a pendant. 
 
S:02.1.030: Sculpture Reference 9:17 - Open mouthed laughing female, head turned 
sharply to the right, hair flowing down from beneath a flat bonnet. A lizard or a 
salamander rests over her left shoulder. A large pendant on her breast hangs above a 
laced gown. 
 
S:02.1.043: Sculpture Reference 10:17 - Open mouthed bearded laughing male with 
large puffed sleeves and a long raised collar. His hands rest on his waist below a 
winged cherub on his chest. He wears a flat bonnet. 
 
S:02.1.056: Sculpture Reference 11:17 - Female bust with open mouth, her head raised, 
left hand resting on her waist, wearing a full sleeved overgown with large lionlask 
shoulder pieces.  A chain ringed necklace encirlces her neck and hangs down to her 
waist. 

 
Sculpted corbels at base of upper series of columns and statues (On the E elevation 
these parapet series corbels have no drainage pipes and they all take the form of 
griffins or wyverns): 
S:02.1.237: Sculpture Reference 8:04 (A griffin or wyvern) 
S:02.1.241: Sculpture Reference 9:04 (A griffin or wyvern) 
S:02.1.245: Sculpture Reference 10:04 (A griffin or wyvern) 
S:02.1.249: Sculpture Reference 11:04 (A griffin or wyvern) 

 
 Part of S Façade: 
 S:02.1.227: Sculpture Reference 6:18 

S:02.1.226: Sculpture Reference 6:17 
  
Plinth  Pairs of plinths in principal statue series: 

S:02.1.010: Sculpture Reference 7:15,  S:02.1.012 Sculpture Reference: 7:13 
S:02.1.019: Sculpture Reference 8:15,  S:02.1.021 Sculpture Reference: 8:13 
S:02.1.023: Sculpture Reference 9:15,  S:02.1.024 Sculpture Reference: 9:13 
S:02.1.045: Sculpture Reference 10:15,  S:02.1.047 Sculpture Reference: 10:13  
S:02.1.058: Sculpture Reference 11:15,  S:02.1.060 Sculpture Reference: 11:13 
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Plinths on gables: 
S:02.1.255: Sculpture Reference 21:02 
S:02.1.257: Sculpture Reference 21:03 
 

 Part of S façade: 
S:02.1.229: Sculpture Reference 6:13 

 
 Plinths in parapet statue series: 

S:02.1.239: Sculpture Reference 8:02 
S:02.1.243: Sculpture Reference 9:02 
S:02.1.247: Sculpture Reference 10:02 
S:02.1.251: Sculpture Reference 11:02 

 
Walling S:02.1.001, S:02.1.253, S:02.1.254 
 
String course S:02.1.264: Sculpture Reference 26 (cherubs below principal windows) 
 
Wash course S:02.1.233 (upper) S:02.1.218, S:02.1.217(lowest) S:02.1.289, S:02.1.290 
 
Crenellations S:02.1.234 with embrasures S:02.1.235 and S:02.1.236 
 
Passage/archway S:02.1.127   
 
Doors  S:02.1.128, S:02.1.129 
   
Discussion The layout and design of the decoration of this E façade of the Palace exterior 

demonstrates how the regularity of the design was compromised at its northern end 
where bay S:02.1.007 is smaller than the rest. It is also noteworthy that the doorways 
and archway respect the symmetry but do not respect the actual passage way behind. 

 The window to the N of the central doorway at Vault level appears to be an insertion, 
possibly of 18th century date. There is no sign of a moulded surround, unlike the 
other windows at this level. This is noticeable on early photographs (eg Valentine JV-
2090 of 1890), when the opening still had its sash and case window. 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Documents Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1628-9 (MW2, 255): 

Item the letteris and crownallis of the palleice to be new giltit and cullourit with oyle 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Windows  Sash and case windows replace Period 3 principal level windows S02.1.085/S02.1.086, 

S02.1.094/S02.1.095, S02.1.103/S02.1.104, S02.1.112/S02.1.113, S02.1.121/S02.1.122. 
 

S:02.1.300, S:02.1.349 (both these windows are Period 6 conversions of Period 3 
originals). 

  
S:02.1.124, S:02.1.125, S:02.1.126 (these have exploited embrasures in Period 3 
crenulations). 
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Documents E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 
Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676: 
 
Item in ye northmost gavel of ye said bartisan ane window to ye east 

 
(NAS E36/34/41/ page 14) Account of work in September 1672  

 
‘Accompt of wages & uther materials payed … to John Steill sclater in Sterling for 
takeing downe of ane storme window above the kinges bed challmer & for sclaiting 
& enlargeing of it in Septr 1672; 
Item payed to the said John Steill & his man for 3 dayes wages at 13s 4d per diem is 
£4 
Item for ane Hundereth & ane halfe of blew sclait at 3 lib the 100 is  £4 10s 
Item ane Hundereth & ane halfe of sclait nailes at 8s the 100 £00 12s 
Item ane burding of fog   £00 04s 
Item thrie foote of riging stone at 5s the foote is £00 15s 
Summa is     £10 01s  
Certification and receipt 

 
PERIOD 7 
   
Statue The western-most small statue at parapet level, now missing, is depicted on an 

undated 18th century view of this elevation (Bodleian Library).   
Walling S:02.1.219 (fabric of lean to abutting S face of Period 3 Palace at top of steps to Piper’s 

Walk) 
 
Doors  S:02.1.225 (to lean to S:02.1.219 etc.) 
 
Rebuild  S:02.1.199 (scar left after removal of N wall of Period 2 range running to gatehouse) 
 
Other Repair to crennelation above bay S02.1.005.  Possible Jacobite uprising 1745/1746 

damage 
 S:02.1.211 (Flight of steps leading to lean to) 
 
Documents A letter of 7 June 1830 from A Byham notes that the L Governor of Stirling had, at his 

own expense, made ‘a window situated on the left of the entrance to the canteen, by 
enlarging it so as to allow the cellar to be made into a habitable room (PRO 
WO55/822). 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows  S:02.1.162, S:02.1.163, S:02.1.165 (these Period 3 window apertures are widened and 

new window frames inserted).  
 S:02.1.164 (new window forced through wall)      
Other S:02.1.209 (bridge built leading from P:03 to Great Hall.  This bridge is a replacement 

for an earlier version) 
S:02.1.201, S:02.1.202, S:02.1.203, S:02.1.204, S:02.1.205 (air vents inserted) 
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PERIOD 9 
 
Doors   Replacement doors in P02.1.128 & P02.1.129 and P02.1.225. 
 
Drainpipes/gutters S:02.1.287, S:02.1.288 (drainpipes) 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Windows  Slatted vents for boiler room replace windows in S02.1.164 & S02.1.165 
 
Drainpipes/gutters Lead flashing over parapet level windows 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 367, doorway to V:08, June 1971. 
  ARCHIVE ID 374, detail of S end and stair, September 1971. 
  ARCHIVE ID 378, September 1971. 
  Window U:W07 ARCHIVE ID. 1818 30/10/2003 
  Window U:W07 ARCHIVE ID. 2017 30/10/2003 
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S:03.1 
 
The south elevation of the Prince’s Tower. 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Walling S:03.1.002, S:03.1.004 
  
Discussion It is possible that the rubble masonry at the foot of the wall (in contrast with the 

ashlar of the rest) is of an earlier period. It may, however, be contemporary with the 
ashlar, using cheaper building material in the less visible part of the wall 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Corbelling S:03.1.042 
 
Walling S:03.1.009, S:03.1.007, S:03.1.005 
 
String course S:03.1.041, S:03.1.043 
 
Wash course S:03.1.006 
 
Crennelations S:03.1.045, S:03.1.048, S:03.1.049 
 
Chimney S:03.1.053 This chimney is Period 2 in origin and has been extended at least once in 

Period 6 or 7 probably associated with the fireplace noted on M:01 on S wall. 
 
Other Tusking S:03.1.046, S:03.1.047 remains of bartizans 
 
PERIOD 3 
  
Discussion The Prince’s Tower dates at least from the reign of James IV and may itself have been 

based on an earlier defensive tower.  It is possible that the Period 2 tower allowed 
internal access from ground floor to second floor only and that the third floor was 
only inserted when the Period 3 Palace was complete.  The Period 2 stair was then 
extended upwards and in so doing was built into the NW corner of M:01 and U:30.  
The blocked windows within the Period 2 stair looking N only exist between ground 
and second floor level suggesting that on one hand the tower was free standing and 
also that its upper floor is represented by M:01 during Period 2.  The possibility 
remains then that M:01 was the upper hall  over P:10 the lower hall during Period 2. 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Documents Account of Valentine Jenking, painter, 1628-9 (MW2, 255): 

Item the letteris and crownallis of the palleice to be new giltit and cullourit with oyle 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Crennelations Parapet reduced in height. 
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PERIOD 8 
 
Windows  All of these window sites probably originate from Period 2 but in their present form 

are probably Period 8 renovations (though its possible they are Period 7) S:03.1.028, 
S:03.1.016, S:03.1.059, 
(associated features) S:03.1.029, S:03.1.030, S:03.1.031, S:03.1.032, S:03.1.033, S:03.1.034, 
S:03.1.035, S:03.1.036  

 S:03.1.022, S:03.1.023, S:03.1.021,064, S:03.1.061, S:03.1.065, S:03.1.024, S:03.1.025  
 S:03.1.018 (relieving arch) S:03.1.010, S:03.1.011, S:03.1.012, S:03.1.013, 

S:03.1.3.162, S:03.1.063, S:03.1.014, S:03.1.008(repair). 
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 57, general view in 1910. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 71, May 1950. 

ARCHIVE ID 72, May 1950. 
  ARCHIVE ID 379, September 1971. 
  ARCHIVE ID 501, January 1974. 
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S:04 
 
Documents  
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Kitchens 
 
Excavation indicates that this is the site of a kitchen, possibly the King’s kitchen: 
 
Exchequer Rolls 19, 132-3 (1560-1) Payment to Master of Works: 
 
Insuper allocatur computandi per solutionem factam Alexander Laferans, magistro operis castri de 
Striveling, pro edificatione unius transitus lie turnpik pro passagio ad coquinam domine et pro 
edificatione certarum rudarum fosse parce de Striviling, in anno 1559, prout in particulari computo 
dicti magistri operis ostenso super computem, latius cavetur, £40 

Moreover.. .for Alexander La France, Master of Work for the Castle of Stirling, for building a trance at the 
turnpike place for a  passage to the Queen’s kitchen, and for certain roods of the park dyke of Stirling, in 1559, 
as the particular account of the said Master of Work bears…. £40. 

Et in novodecim libris duobus solidis quinque denariis pro reparatione porte parce de Striviling et 
aliorum operum in eadem anno, ut patet in particulari computo dicti magistri operis, ostenso super 
computem, £19-2s-5d. 

And…. For repairing the Gate of the Park of Stirling, and other works in that same year, as in the particular 
account of the said Master of Work…£19-2s-5d. 

Et eidem in triginta libris octo solidis per solutionem factam dicto Alexandro Leferans pro reparatione 
dicti castri factis, in anno instanti sexagesimo, in tiguis et aliis expensis per ipsum circa reparationem 
dicti castri factis, ut in particulari computo desuper per dictam magistrum operis confecto, ostenso 
super computum, cavetur, £30-8s. 

And item, £30-8d to the said Alexander La France, for repairs made to the said castle, in 1560, in slates and 
other expenses by him to make repairs around the said castle, as the account made by the said Master of Work 
….£30-8d. 

 
TA7, 72 April 1542 
Item, the xxiiii day of Aprile, gevin to Robert Robertsone in Striveling, in parte of payment of ane 
hundretht and ten pundis for biging of twa kecheingis in the castell of Striveling, as the contracttis 
beris      lv lib. 

 
TA7, 84 June 1542 
Item, gevin to Robert Robertsone in Striveling, in complete payment of ane hudretht crounis of the 
sone, for biging of twa kecheingis in the palace of Striveling 

    lvlib. 
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PERIOD 4 
 
West Quarter 
 
S:04 is the site of the ‘West Quarter’ of the palace. This is known from a report of 9 March 1625 in 
which the Privy Council expressed concern about the ruinous state of parts of Stirling Castle and also 
of the palaces of Linlithgow and Falkland. It ordained that repairs were to be made to the great hall at 
Stirling and also specified substantial alterations to parts of the palace.   
 
Monday 28 November 1625 
Item the haill skailye of the chaipell royall imployit and put new in wark with the haill sklaittis that 
cam of the west quarter of the new wark and littill galrie all of new imployit agane  
     . ..  
 
Item the haill aikin rufe of the west quarter wes all imployit of new in beting and mending of the rufe 
of the great hall with sindrie uther small thingis of lead and irne all being of new imployit be the said 
maister of wark in his Majesties warkis for the quhilk in consideratioune thairof to him  
   vc lib. (MWII, 182). 
 
Work seems to have been delayed on the ruinous west quarter; no action is recorded until 1625 when 
it was too late. On March of that year, the Privy Council expressed concern about the ruinous state of 
parts of Stirling Castle and also of the palaces of Linlithgow and Falkland. It ordained that repairs 
were to be made to the great hall at Stirling and also specified substantial alterations to parts of the 
palace, including the west. It was decided to 

 
.. big [build] up with stone work a grite pairt of the fundatioun of the west quarter abone [above] the 
barres quhilk is shote over the craig, with the whole bartisene of the west quarter that is downe, 
quhilk he sall raise up with stone work thrie foote height  (RPC xiii, 706-6). 

 
In 1625 James Murray, Master of Works, was ordered to  

 
that he tak downe the whole sclaitt and roofe of the west galryis of the new work that gois betuix the 
King and Queen quarter, and to raise sindrie parts of the stone worke thairof, and to roofe, theake, 
and sark the same all new with all things belonging thairunto (RPC xiii, 706). 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Documents Batteries 
 

Dury’s plan of 1708 (NLS MS1646 Z02/17) notes at the S end of S:04 ‘’low new battery 
to be made’. At the N end, there is a ‘high new batterie to be made’ marked to the W 
of a proposed stair. S:04 is marked as ‘Ladys Hole’. 
 

  Privies 
 

Letter of 11 June 1810 from J Carmichael, Royal Engineers on privies: 
‘The privies of the Palace barracks are made so as to project over the battlements 
without any drain or cess-pool whatsoever – The consequences are that the whole of 
the wall beneath these privies is covered with filth and an accumulation of dirt that is 
absolutely insupportable – I understand that when the wind blows from that quarter, 
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it is impossible to open either the windows of the Governor’s house, the Mess room 
or those of the Officers’ Quarters that front in that direction. 
 

PERIOD 8 
  

Ablution House   
 
Contract for fitting up two washing places at Stirling Castle, 1834. 
Contract between Board of Ordnance and William Alexander & Son, carpenters, Stirling. 
 
Tender dated 10 Oct 1854  (NAS E886/11/36) 

 
Excavation and Masons Work 
 
(38) Take down the old Boiler and Chimney Shafts in the present kitchens No 1 & 3, and remove the 
boilers to Store.  Clean the old Bricks and remove them to the Casemates of the Spur Battery.  Pile the 
Bricks and remove the Rubbish.  Take up the old Pavement in Kitchens Nos 1 & 3 and remove to the 
Casemates and pile the Pavement as may be directed.  (39)  Excavate the round for foundations of the 
Washing Benches also for Drains and for the Stalls under the Tanks in the “Lions Den” and in thye 
“Ladies Look-Out”, to the several depths and widths as figured on Drawings, and form the ground 
under the new floors to the required lines of full as shewn, - The ground to be filled in and rammed 
round the Walls and Piers of the Washing Benches, Tanks and Drains, and all rubbish arising from 
the execution of the work to be removed off the Ordnance premises.  The Trenches for the Service 
Pipes from the tank in the Upper Square, to the Kitchen No 1, also from the Tank in the “Lions Den” 
to Kitchen No 3 to be eighteen inches in depth below the surface of the ground, and the earth filled in 
and rammed carefully after the Pipes are laid, and the Pavement and Paving repaired and made good 
over the same, -  (40)  Take up flagged Pavement in the Coal Cellar, Cut holes through the walls of the 
Tank in the Upper Square, and also through the walls of Kitchen No 1 for Service Pipes as shewn on 
Plan and Section.  Make good the walls with Roman Cement and Sand, and relay and make good the 
Pavement and Floors after the Pipes are laid. – (41)  Take up Rubble Paving in the “Lions Den” for 
laying down the Pipes from the Tank to the Wash House, also the Pavement in Cleaning Room No 2.  
Cut hole through the Walls for laying the Pipes and make good the Floors & Walls after the Pipes are 
laid.  Cut chase in Walls of Kitchens Nos 1 & 3 as shewn on Plan and Sections, for Service Water Pipes 
to the Washing Benches, and make good with Roman Cement and Sand after the Pipes are laid.   
 
(42) Build Walls and Piers of Washing Benches on Kitchens Nos 1 & 3, with Brick in Roman Cement 
and Sand.  The top of the Centre walls between the double washing Benches, to be covered with five 
inch droved Freestone Coping, chamfered on top angles, and jointed, and set in Roman Cement and 
sand. – (43)  Four and a half inch glazed Earthenware Water Pipes to be built in the Brickwork at the 
back of the Benches, as shewn on Plans and Sections, and to have falls towards the ends of Benches 
next the existing Drains, the under ground Drains from the ends of the Washing Benches to the 
existing Drains marked S.S to be constructed with six-inch double glazed Garnkirk Fired Pipes, with 
spigot and faucet joints, jointed and put together with Roman Cement and Sand.  The drain, marked 
h on Plan and Section, to be constructed in a similar manner with nine-inch Pipes, and the requisite 
junctions to receive the six-inch Pipes. – (44)  The existing discharging Drains to have trapped 
cesspools constructed in them, in the yards where shewn and lettered C.C. on Plans, to be eighteen 
inches by fifteen inches, and twenty four inches in depth, the sides and ends to be laid with 
brickwork, in Roman Cement, half brick thick, the bottoms with two inch rough Pavement, covered 
on top with three inch droved Freestone Pavement and the inside of the cesspools plastered with 
Roman Cement three quarters of an inch thick; the Tongues to be droved Freestone Pavement. -  (45)  
The old Walls at the back of the Washing Benches, tinted Yellow on Plans and Sections, to be 
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plastered to the height of twenty one inches above the Benches with Roman Cement and Sand one 
inch thick, including raking out the joints of the stonework to form a key for the Plastering.  (46)  The 
Floors of the two Washing Rooms to be of three inch droved Arbroath Pavement, set in mortar, the 
joints grouted with Roman Cement and Sand, and laid with the inclinations shewn on Plans and 
Sections.   
 
(47) The Washing Benches to be covered with one-inch Welch Slate Slabs, six feet long, and two feet 
broad, polished on the upper side and edges, and bedded on Slate Cement, the butting joints and 
ends to be Covered with Chamfered Slate Ribs, two and a half inches by half inch, polished and set in 
Slate Cement, each Rib to be secured with two copper bolts and nuts three eights inch square; the 
front edges of the Slate Benches to be provided with a rounded fillet of Slate two and a half inches 
wide and one and a half inch thick, wrought on the bed, and top rounded as shewn on section, 
bedded on the Benches in Slate Cement and fixed with two and a half inch screw bolts and nuts with 
Countersunk heads, and set on flush; spaced two feet from bolt to bolt.  (48)  The Walls under the 
Tanks in the “Lions Den” and in the “Ladies Look Out” to be constructed, as shewn and figured on 
Plans and Sections, with rubble masonry, with all beds horizontal, and joints vertical, and Coped with 
Freestone, the full width of the walls, en inches in thickness; each stone not less than three feet six 
inches in length, droved on the top and sides and set in mortar.  Ragglets to be cut in the Coping for 
the heads of the bolts to admit of the bottom of the Tanks lying solid on the Coping.  The Walls under 
the Tank in the “Lions Den” to be two feet thick, and the walls under the Tank in the “Ladies Look 
Out” eighteen inches thick. 

 
Carpenters Work 
 
(49) Wooden Gratings on the Floors in Front of the Washing Benches as shewn on Plans and Sections, 
of Mernel Fir of the Scantlings figured on Plan, wrought on sides and edges, and properly nailed.  (50)  
Louvred Ventilators in the Roof of the Cookhouse No 3 to be repaired and made good, with such new 
materials as may be necessary after the Chimney Shaft has been removed.  (51)  The floor in the 
passage leading to the Officers Mess Room, to be taken up for laying down the Water Pipes from the 
Eaves in the “Lions Den” to the oblong Tank at the “Ladies Look Out” and made good after the Pipes 
are laid.  (52)  The Washing Rooms to have Shelves and Pin Rails.  The Shelves to be twelve inches 
broad, of one and a quarter inch deal, wrought sides and edges, and rounded on the front edges, 
supported on wrought OG Brackets of one and a half inch deal, rounded on the front edges spaced 
not more than four feet apart, and securely fixed to the Walls with Oak Plugs; also Pin Rails of one 
and a quarter inch deal, four inches wide, fixed to the walls with plugs, wrought and chamfered on 
the front and edges with oak-turned accoutrement pins, six inches long, spaced fifteen inches apart, - 
The washing Room, Plan No 1, is to have seventy feet lineal of Rails and Pin s and Shelves along the 
two side Walls over the Washing Benches; and the Washing Room, Plan No 2, to have fifty feet lineal 
of Rails Pins and Shelves along the side and walls. (53)  Provide and fix seventy seven yards lineal of 
long hemp clothes lines in the Washing Rooms with strong wrought iron wall hooks, driven into the 
Side Walls for securing the lines. 

 
Slaters Work 
 
(54) Repair the slating of roof of Washing Room No 2. 
 
Plaster’s Work 
 
(55) The whole of the Lathing and Plastering of the Walls and Ceilings in the Washing Rooms, Nos 1 
and 2, to be repaired and made good after the Masons Plastering Carpenters and Plumber’s works 
have been completed. 
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Plumbers’ Work 
 
(56) Provide and lay inch patent drawn lead pipe, ten pounds, to the yard lineal, to supply the 
Washing Benches, as shewn on Plans and Sections.  A piece of strong copper pipe, one quarter inch 
thick, tapering from two inches diameter at one end to one inch at the other, to be supplied and fixed 
into each of the cast iron sockets at the ends of the cast iron pipes from Tanks (see Smiths’ Work, Par 
64) and the joints run with lead, to Connect the lead and iron pipes together.  The lead service pipe 
from the Cast Iron Tank in the “Ladies Look Out” to be connected with it by a brass flanged joint, 
secured with screw bolts.. 
(58) The water to supply No 1 Washing Room to be laid on from the Tank in the Upper Square, and 
the Water to supply No 2 Washing Rooms from the Tank in the “Lions Den” and the “Ladies Look 
Out”. 

 
Smiths’ Work 
 
(59) Supply and fix a cast iron oblong Tank in the “Ladies Look Out” fourteen feet five and a quarter 
inches long, seven feet nine inches wide and five feet six inches in depth inside dimensions, as shewn 
on Plan and Section No 4.  The cast iron plates, five eighths of an inch in thickness.. 
(62) All parts of the octagonal Tank for the “Lions Den” with the materials for putting it together, 
bolts, nuts and swarf, etc will be furnished by the Ordnance.  The putting together of this Tank, and 
the fixing of it in place, is to be performed by the Contractors. (63)  A Cast Iron Over flow Pipe, three 
and a half inches in diameter to be provided and fixed to this Tank, the same as to the other.  (64)  The 
service pipe from the Lions Den to the Washing Room, Plan No 2, and also from the Tank in the 
Lower Square to the Washing Room, Plan No 1, to be of cast iron, two inches interior diameter.. to be 
connected to the Tank in the Lions Den with flanges fixed with bolts nuts and washers, and to the 
Tank in the Upper Square, with a flange only.. 
(65)  Provide and fix two hundred and thirty feet of six inch cast iron Eave Gutters, round the Eaves 
of the roof in the Lions Den, and eighty feet round the roof of the Washing Room.  The Eaves Gutters 
to be fixed with strong wrought iron brackets, weighing three pounds each, let into the stone walls, 
and run with lead.  (66)  The water from the Eave of the Roof marked a on Plan No 3 to be conducted 
under the floor of the passage leading to the Officers Mess Room, to the Tank in the “Ladies Look 
Out” with forty seven feet of four inch cast iron Pipe. 
 
The octagonal tank installed on the north side of the Lions Den is shown on an undated plan 
 of the upper floor of the palace preserved in the Historic Scotland archive (HS 340/291/L/4).   
The tank in the Lady’s Hole may be the one shown on the 2nd edition OS 1:2500 map of 1898,  
lying immediately to the south of the Cookhouse. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Documents ‘Stirling Castle. Public Lavatories in Lions Den, July 1974’. Plan at 1:24 includes plan 

of excavation of foundations at extreme S of S:04, outside entrance to V:08, with two 
simple sections. 

 
Photographs Cookhouse before demolition: 

ARCHIVE ID 173, general view of cookhouse from NW, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 175, N elevation of cookhouse, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 168, general view of porch, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 161, N elevation doorway of cookhouse porch, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 171, lintel of porch door of cookhouse, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 161, W elevation of cookhouse porch, October 1970. 
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ARCHIVE ID 164, sill detail of window in W elevation of cookhouse porch, October 
1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 162, window in N elevation of cookhouse, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 163, sill detail of window in N elevation of cookhouse, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 169, W elevation of cookhouse, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 170, W elevation of cookhouse, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 172,  detail of S window in W elevation of cookhouse, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 174,  detail of N window in W elevation of cookhouse, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 167, S elevation of cookhouse, general view, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 160, S elevation of cookhouse, October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 166, S elevation of cookhouse and part of W elevation of palace, 
October 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 159,  Cookhouse, detail of window in S gable, October 1970. 
 
Cookhouse after demolition 
ARCHIVE ID 184, view from NW, December 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 186, view from W showing restoration of footings, December 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 185, view from SW, S elevation partly intact, December 1970 
ARCHIVE ID 185, view from S, S elevation partly intact, showing W elevation of 
palace (S:04.2), December 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 193, general view from S after demolition of cookhouse, March 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 190, view after demolition from NW, also S:04.2, March 1971.  
ARCHIVE ID 191, view after demolition from SW, also S:04.2, March 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 192, detail of walling and stone flags at N end of cookhouse after 
demolition, March 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 505, general view looking N tidied after demolition of cookhouse, 
January 1974. 
ARCHIVE ID 506, general view looking N along fortifications, January 1974. 
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S:04.1 

The west facing elevation of the west range. 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Walling Possible remnants of early walls discovered during the excavation of the Ladies’ 

Lookout at the base of the West Range, towards the S end of the structure.  S:04.1.119 
(F14121), F14114, F14117, and F18050). 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Windows S:04.1.006, S:04.1.014, S:04.1.018 
 
Walling S:04.1.124, S:04.1.18 & S:04.1.059. 
  
Doors  Two door at ground level, to the N is S side of a doorway (S:04.1.059) and to the S is 

doorway S:04.1.061.  At first floor level S:04.1.055 plus S:04.1.065.  
 
 Doorway S:04.1.061 has fragment of relieving arch S:04.1.064 and surviving jambs 

S:04.1.063. 
 
 Doorway S:04.1.065 has surviving arch top S:04.1.067 and door jambs S:04.1.066 
 
 Doorway S:04.1.055 has fragment of surviving arch over S:04.1.058 and surviving 

door jambs S:04.1.056 
 
 Possible door on site of Period 3 window S:04.1.077 
 
Details Various early ‘joist’ holes were noted on the W elevation of the West Range in early 

2007 (S:04.1.150, S:04.1.151 & S:04.1.152). 
 
Stone type S:04.1.083 has high proportion of sandstone in overall matrix. 
   
Discussion The features from Period 2 relate to a gallery leading N-S from the earlier version of 

the S range.  They allow access on two levels out towards the W via the two sets of 
doorways.  The site of doorway covered by window S:04.1.077 linked to buildings at 
the extreme SW corner of the Period 2 complex. 

 
PERIOD 3 
    
Windows  Window S:04.1.077 inserted within Period 2 door site 
 
Walling S:04.1.083 associated with the conversion of a Period 2 door into window S:04.1.077. 
 Creation of crowstepped south gable S:04.1.113. 
 Crenelle & S:04.1.039 is probably original Palace feature. The parapet at the south end 

was probably partially rebuilt during Period 6 work but much of the parapet is 
probably original. 
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Discussion The Period 2 W range was retained although the building adjacent to the SW corner 
of Palace block was now removed and the first floor doorway replaced with a 
window S:04.1.077. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Windows S:04.1.002, S:04.1.010, S:04.1.023 & S:04.1.035.  Four new windows are created at upper 

floor level. 
 
Blocking S:04.1.057, S:04.1.068, S:04.1.062, S:04.1.008, S:04.1.016 & S:04.1.030.  Various Period 2 

doors and windows are blocked and/or converted into different apertures in this 
period. 

 
Walling S:04.1.026 – S04.1.029.  Roof level is heightened and parapet at south end possibly 

rebuilt. 
 
Documents NAS 37/33.f16r Account of Thomas Bachop, mason, for the period 1699-1703 includes 

‘Item for Towes [ropes] and nails at the Casting of the wall above the Ladies holl £5 
16s’. 
The account of slate and mason work by William Jack during 1690 and 1691 shows 
work being carried out on the west side of the palace ‘building up the battalliges 
[battlements] in the southwest and pointing all the west of the Batlings about the 
house and making needle holes for the Scaffold & filling them up again’ (NAS 
E28/579/15/1). 

 
Discussion This Period saw the raising of the wallhead above the Period 4 W range and the  

possible rebuilding of the battlements at the S end of the elevation though much of 
the parapet may be original Period 3 build. 

 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Chimney Flue S:04.1.083, which serves fireplaces on the principal and mezzanine levels of the 

West Gallery, is constructed.  Chimney S:04.1.030 is built to operate with this flue. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows  S:04.1.073 at the bottom south of the elevation is created in this period.  The current 

sash and case windows in the upper floor also probably date from this period 
(S:04.1.003, S:04.1.011 & S:04.1.036).      
   

Blocking   S:04.1.025 (blocking of window S:04.1.023) & S:04.1.087 
 Various early ‘joist’ holes were noted on the W elevation of the West Range in early 

2007.  These are presumed to have been blocked in Period 8 or earlier (S:04.1.150, 
S:04.1.151 & S:04.1.152). 

 
Doors  S:04.1.041, (S:04.1.044, S:04.1.045), S:04.1.046 (stairs) S:04.1.047, S:04.1.048 (banister) 
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PERIOD 10 
 
Blocking S:04.1.089 is constructed after the demolition of the ablution house in the 1970s. 
  
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 355, detail of blocked opening after cookhouse demolition, February 

1971. 
 ARCHIVE ID 361, detail of blocked opening after cookhouse demolition, February 

1971. 
 ARCHIVE ID 363, openings in S04.1 from cookhouse, now blocked, February 1971. 
 ARCHIVE ID 503, Lower elevation tidied after demolition of cookhouse, January 

1974. 
 ARCHIVE ID 507, doorway from P:01, January 1974. 
 Window in upper S face of S04.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1618 04/11/2003 
 Upper part of window in upper S face of S04.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1619 04/11/2003 
 Upper part of window in upper S face of S04.1 ARCHIVE ID. 1620 04/11/2003 
 Photo from the battlements of S04.1.027 - protruding stone with central groove. 

ARCHIVE ID. 1621 04/11/2003 
 Photo from the battlements of S04.1.027 - protruding stone with central groove. 

ARCHIVE ID. 1622 04/11/2003 
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S:04.2 

The north facing elevation of truncated period 3 outer wall. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Walling S:04.2.001, S:04.2.003. 
 
Corbel Though it is possible that the corbelling and the parapet is a later rebuild (possibly 

Period 6), the corbelling S:04.2.005, S:04.2.006, S:04.2.007 could be original Period 2 
build topped with Period 3 Palace crenellations S:04.2.004. The corbel design is 
similar to the Period 2 Princes Tower corbelling and unlike that of the Period 3 Palace 
corbelling. 

 
PERIOD 3 
    
Walling S:04.2.002 is related to the insertion of a Palace window on S08.1. 
 
Crenellations Though it is possible that the present parapet is a later (Period 6) rebuild, it is likely 

that the crenellations S:04.2.004 are a Period 3 addition over Period 2 corbelling.  The 
evidence for this is a window cut through the parapet which may be a Period 4 
insertion. 

PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 502, looking S, January 1974. 
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S:04.3 
 
The western part of the south elevation of the Governors Kitchen. 
 
PERIOD 2 
  
Niche S:04.3.023 
 
Walling S:04.3.001, S:04.3.002, S:04.3.003, S:04.3.100, S:04.3.006, S:04.3.008, S:04.3.009, 

S:04.3.010, S:04.3.013, S:04.3.014, S:04.3.015, S:04.3.012, S:04.3.016, S:04.3.011, 
S:04.3.017, S:04.3.020, S:04.3.019 

  
Discussion The majority of the upstanding fabric of the S wall of the Chapel of St Michael dates 

from at least Period 2.  Observations within the building suggest that the N half of the 
west gable is of a different character to the S wall and it is possible then that the S 
wall and part of the W gable relate to a refurbishment of the chapel in the medieval 
period.  The later redrafting of the chapel with a new N wall and extensions on its S 
wall are seen as work of the later 17th century (Period 6).  The windows at ground 
floor level most likely derive from Period 2 versions but along with the dormer 
windows at the upper floor both S windows were modified as part of the Period 6 
rebuild. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Windows  S:04.3.021, S:04.3.022, S:04.3.024, S:04.3.025     
 
Walling S:04.3.034, S:04.3.036, S:04.3.037,  
 
Other Crow step gable S:04.3.035 
 
Discussion The footprint of the Period 2 chapel was converted into a two chamber and two 

floored structure with a new two part roof.  The rebuilding was concentrated on the 
N wall and on parts of the S wall with a new gable at its E end.  The new upper and 
lower floors were now furnished with new windows which were later provided with 
sash and case fittings. 

 
PERIOD 9 
 
    
Blocking  S:04.3.004 (rebuild and blocking around new pipe work associated with WC drain). 
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S:04.4 

The west facing elevation of south wc extension. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Walling S:04.4.001, S:04.4.002, S:04.4.003 
  
Discussion This is the W facing elevation of the small WC extension built against the S wall 

(Period 6) of the Governors Kitchen. 
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S:04.5 

The south facing elevation of south wc extension. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows  S;04.5.006 with S;04.5.007, S;04.5.008, S;04.5.009, S;04.5.011, S;04.5.012, S;04.5.013. 

     
 
Walling S;04.5.001, S;04.5.002, S;04.5.003, S;04.5.004, S;04.5.005 
 
Drainpipes/gutters S;04.5.019 
 
Other S;04.5.018 (Lean to roof) 
 S;04.5.014, S;04.5.015, S;04.5.017 (a small air vent) 
 
Discussion This is the small WC build on to the S wall of Period 6 kitchen. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Other S;04.5.016 (audio tour sign). 
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S:04.6 

The east facing elevation of south wc extension. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Walling S:04.6.001, S:04.6.002 , S:04.6.003, S:04.6.004 
  
Discussion This is the E facing elevation of C extension against Period 6 kitchen S wall 
 
PERIOD 10 
    
Other S:04.6.005 (lead flashing), S:04.6.006 and S:04.6.007 (Iron fitting removed). 
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S:04.7 

The eastern end of the south elevation of the governors kitchen. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Walling S:04.7.004, S:04.7.005, S:04.7.006, S:04.7.008, S:04.7.009 (this is the S wall of the Period 6 

kitchen refaced to meet the W face of the W range - Periods 2 to 4 - this façade is part 
of a fill between the truncated Period 3 Chapel in its new role as kitchen abutting the 
corner of the Palace block). 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Walling S:04.7.001, S:04.7.003, S:04.7.010 (These elements form a buttress against Period 6 

walling to the S, however they may be built from/over an earlier wall line which may 
date from Period 1 or 2.  The present work appears to be largely cosmetic and 
represents a tidying up of older masonry at a time of the insertion of the new door 
and stair leading from the Ladies lookout in to P:01). 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 507, looking E, January 1974. 
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S:05.1 

The eastern part of the south facing elevation of the south range. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Walling S:05.1.107 is possibly the build over a residual Period 2 doorway marked by arch 

S:05.1.112. 
 S05.1.122 walling at base of S elevation on Princes Walk. 
 
PERIOD 3 
   
Windows  S:05.1.002, S:05.1.003, S:05.1.004   
 S:05.1.005, S:05.1.014, S:05.1.023 (relieving arches for the three principal windows)

    
 
Window covers S:05.1.013, S:05.1.022, S:05.1.031 Iron grills 
  
Bay S:05.1.032: Sculpture Reference 2 

S:05.1.033: Sculpture Reference 3 
S:05.1.034: Sculpture Reference 4 
S:05.1.035: Sculpture Reference 5 

  
Arch Arches over bays: 

S:05.1.040-S:05.1.044: Sculpture Reference 2:05-2:11 (These stops are not described in 
the iconography section of the Glasgow Report). 

  
S:05.1.049-S:05.1.053: Sculpture Reference 3:05-3:11 (stops are leonine). 
 

 S:05.1.059- S:05.1.063: Sculpture Reference 4:05-4:11 (Stops are long nosed fabulous 
beasts). 

 
 S:05.1.068-S:05.1.072: Sculpture Reference 5:05-5:11 (stops are human figures). 
 
Statue Principal statue series: 

S:05.1.039: Sculpture Reference 2:12 - A lightly draped laughing girl looking upwards 
and holding a ball in her right hand. 
  
S:05.1.048: Sculpture Reference 3:12 - A nude boy with a knotted strap over his 
shoulder and a large 'sun' faced shield on his left arm, the long fingers of which hold 
a small object on his belly. 
 
S:05.1.058: Sculpture Reference 4:12 -  A winged and horned devil with large breasts, 
a face in his belly, clawed hands and feet, and a long tail ending in a mask. 
 
S:05.1.067: Sculpture Reference 5:12 - Nude boy resembling statue 3:12 with knotted 
sash over his shoulder and lion mask shield held to his side.  He holds a ball in his 
raised left hand in a shot putting gesture similar to that of laughing girl 2:12. 
 
Parapet statue series: 
S:05.1.091: Sculpture Reference 2:01 
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S:05.1.095: Sculpture Reference 3:01 
S:05.1.099: Sculpture Reference 4:01 
S:05.1.103: Sculpture Reference 5:01 
 
There are four costumed parapet figures on thee part of the S elevation of the palace, 
three holding tools or weapons. One has been tentatively identified as James 
Hamilton of Finnart because of facial features thought to be characteristic of the 
Hamilton's in general but this seems unsafe since there is no other portrait for 
comparison. 
  

Column Parapet series: 
S:05.1.037: Sculpture Reference 2:16 
S:05.1.046: Sculpture Reference 3:16 
S:05.1.055: Sculpture Reference 4:16 
S:05.1.065: Sculpture Reference 5:16 
 
Parapet columns: 

 S:05.1.089: Sculpture Reference 2:03 
S:05.1.093: Sculpture Reference 3:03 
S:05.1.097: Sculpture Reference 4:03 
S:05.1.101: Sculpture Reference 5:03 
 

Pediment  S:05.1.006: Sculpture Reference 25:01 
S:05.1.015: Sculpture Reference 25:02 
S:05.1.024: Sculpture Reference 25:03 

 
Corbelling S:05.1.126: Sculpture Reference 22 

S:05.1.125: Sculpture Reference 23 (putti)  
 

Corbel Bay series: 
S:05.1.036: Sculpture Reference 2:17 - A bare shouldered male torso with shoulder 
knotted toga. The folds in his chin are almost as many as those in the toga. 
 
S:05.1.045: Sculpture Reference 3:17 -  A winged bovine head wearing a cap.  
 
S:05.1.054: Sculpture Reference 4:17 - A bare shouldered , winged, bearded male bust 
with open mouth and protruding tongue. 
 
S:05.1.064: Sculpture Reference 5:17 - Wyvern with cloven feet, missing its head. 
 
Parapet series: 

 S:05.1.088: Sculpture Reference 2:04 (monstrous boar’s head) 
S:05.1.092: Sculpture Reference 3:04 (monstrous boar’s head) 
S:05.1.096: Sculpture Reference 4:04 (monstrous boar’s head) 
S:05.1.100: Sculpture Reference 5:04 (monstrous boar’s head) 
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Plinth  Bay series: 
S:05.1.038: Sculpture Reference 2:13 
S:05.1.047: Sculpture Reference 3:13 
S:05.1.056: Sculpture Reference 4:13 
S:05.1.066: Sculpture Reference 5:13 
 
Upper series: 

 S:05.1.090: Sculpture Reference 2:02 
S:05.1.094: Sculpture Reference 3:02  
S:05.1.098: Sculpture Reference 4:02  
S:05.1.102: Sculpture Reference 5:02  

 
Walling S:05.1.001  

S:05.1.122 (Lowest section of S elevation) 
S:05.1.105, S:05.1.109 (These two fragments relate to the Period 3 façade but were 
truncated when the Period 3 doorway was blocked and converted to a 
cupboard/recess accessed only from the S). 

 
Wash course S:05.1.121, S:05.1.127 
 
Crenellations S:05.1.128 
  
Doors  Only the threshold of a S door from P:09 survives S:05.1.106 
 Arch S:05.1.112 marks a residual Period 3 doorway that provided a route from P09 to 

the Princes Tower. 
  
Stone type Sandstone Ashlar 
 
Other S:05.1.132 (Iron fitting to retain/support missing statue) 
 
Discussion This elevation follows the same layout and features as noted to the N and E. wall  It is 

arguably better preserved than the others with its full compliment of statues with the 
exception of the extreme E  example described on S:02.  There is no second decorated 
corbelling beneath the putti line as in N and E elevations, there is no obvious 
explanation for this as the façade is the same height from base of window to top of 
parapet wall. The unfaced masonry at the base of this elevation S:05.1.022 suggests 
that this walling was not to be seen however whether this simply relates to its 
visibility from points S of the outer forework or whether it implies that the associated 
walkway level immediately S of the S range was higher than at present, is not known.  
In regard to the present ground level of the Piper’s Walk it has no relevance to the 
access routes into the Prince’s Tower at first or second floor level nor in relation to the 
Period 3 S door in P:09.  This level only really works in relation to the Period 8 lean to 
cap house at the top of the steps leading to the lower square. If the facing Ashlar of 
the S range only referred to those parts of the wall which were visible from beyond 
the forework the Period 3 ground level is more likely to be commensurate with the 
threshold of the Period 3 S door in P:09.  This principal of only applying decoration 
and finished masonry to specific areas of the Palace facades is also noted in the area 
W of the Prince’s Tower.  This policy is again an example of how expediency guided 
the scale and scope of this expensive work.  The approach to the castle and the routes 
around the Palace have all been furnished with an appropriate level of ornamentation 
this is in contrast with areas of the castle which were not visible from the main 
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approach.  This in turn suggests that any ornamentation was of a  less substantial 
type or that much of that masonry was obscured by timberwork.  The threshold 
indicated by masonry S:05.2.106 suggests that there were steps down from door 
P:09.3.049.  The door going out from P:09 is shown to enter a small room on a plan of 
1708 (ref) and the general implication must be that the walkway from Period 3 was 
lower than at present.   

 
 Given the consistency of floor level at principal level throughout the Palace block the 

heights of the windows and by association their elaborate exteriors were all bound in 
to a fixed and coherent plan.  It is perhaps no coincidence that the present height of 
the forework parapet sits precisely at a height from which the principal windows can 
be viewed from outside the castle equally the height of the parapet wall did not 
obscure light into these windows. It is also note worthy that the threshold of the 
Period 3 door still did not tie in with the entrance to the first floor Princes Tower 
chamber. This may be explained by the fact that it is impossible to accommodate 
sufficient number of steps within the thickness of the Palace wall to meet the thresh 
hold of the Princes Tower Chamber and that at one time a series of external steps 
might have been required. If this arrangement was in place then it is possible that the 
external walkway S of the Palace and N of the forework was significantly lower than 
today respecting the threshold in to the first floor chamber of the Princes Tower.  If 
this is the case the present crenulations are too high to be effective.  There is no 
obvious change in build to suggest that the present line of the parapet wall head has 
been raised and it may be that the wall head has been lowered significantly and at 
once respected a fighting platform commensurate with the second floor of the 
Prince’s Tower.  The implications of this possibility are also significant in relation to 
the queen’s privy stair and its assumed route towards the gate house.  The 
implications in this discrepancy in height would have necessitated either steps down 
or up to the relevant platform. 

 
PERIOD 5 
 
Other S:05.1.129, S:05.1.130, S:05.1.131 (musket loops)  These are angled to monitor S 

approach to gateway of Palace. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Windows Upper floor window inserted: S:05.1.080 (window) (S:05.1.084, S:05.1.081, S:05.1.085, 

S:05.1.087, S:05.1.083 associated features) 
 
 Sash windows inserted into Principal level windows S05.1.002 & S05.1.003 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Windows  Easternmost window blocked by erection of a stair within P:07. 
  
Doors Aperture to P09 modified to form a cupboard/small room S05.1.105 (margin and 

blocking). 
  
Documents NAS E37/33.f7r  Accompt of work wrought in the Castle of Stirling by Tho. Bachop 

Meason, 1699-1703 
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‘Imprimis for two windows Conforme to a draught The open of the windows 3 ½ 
foot broad and 7 foot high for sloping the outside as broad as the windows below, 
one of them from the litle dining room looking to the Main guard and the other from 
the Trance on the southside looking to the gate each of them £24 furnishing and all 
materials  £48’ 
NAS E37/33.f 13v Accompt of work wrought in the Castle of Stirling by Adam Jack 
slatter 1699-1703 

78 ½ roods of old slate work £196 3s 

‘Item for tirring of the palace stairhead £1’ 

item for tirring and thikeing of the window in the back of the palace above the 
Princes walk £6’ 

 
Discussion The window opened in 1699-1703 may be identified as that which pierces the 

battlements on this facade, with a view of the outer gate. 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows  Sash windows placed in apertures at parapet level.    

     
Blocking  Window to P:07, later opened partly blocked after erection of stair to upper floor in 

P:07. Shown on photograph of 1878 (Valentine JV-279) 
  
Documents Photograph registered in 1878, Valentine JV-279: ‘The Palace, Stirling Castle’. 
 
PERIOD 9 
    
Blocking  Plan of 1900 by J Gillespie (HS 291/L/154) shows partly blocked window to P:07, later 

opened.  
 
Windows Sash window inserted into S05.1.004.  The ironwork of this opening was also restored 

in the early twentieth century. 
 
Other S:05.1.123 (air vent) 
 
Documents Plan of 1900 by J Gillespie (HS 291/L/154) shows partly blocked window to P:07. 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 57, general view in 1910. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Doors Modern door and door furniture in aperture of cupboard (P25).  S05.1.113 – S05.1.115 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 72, May 1950. 

ARCHIVE ID 347, September 1970 (E end with P:05.2). 
ARCHIVE ID 353, exterior from SE, September 1970. 
ARCHIVE ID 372, September 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 379, September 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 551-2, September 1994. 
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S:05.2 

The west facing elevation of the period 7 cap house p:08. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Bay E edge roll S:05.2.026, S:05.2.025, S:05.2.024, S:05.2.023 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Walling Porch on S side of Queens Bed Chamber S:05.2.001, S:05.2.002, S:05.2.027 , 

S:05.2.003(roof) 
 
Doors  S:05.2.022 (doorway) S:05.2.015, S:05.2.016, S:05.2.017, S:05.2.019, S:05.2.021, S:05.2.013, 

S:05.2.014 (a series of holes which once received hinges or some form of grill) 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Doors  S:05.2.007, S:05.2.008, S:05.2.009, S:05.2.010, S:05.2.011 
  
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 347, September 1970 (E end with P:05.1). 

ARCHIVE ID 373, September 1971 
ARCHIVE ID 546, September 1994. 
General view of the steps at the W end of S05 and the door to P10.  ARCHIVE ID. 
1687 28/08/2003 
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S:05.3 
 
The upper part of the forework south facing elevation east of the Prince’s Tower and west of the cap 
house. 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
Walling S:05.3.001 (Ashlar sandstone masonry)  
 
Crenellations S:05.3.002, S:05.3.003, S:05.3.004, S:05.3.005, S:05.3.006, S:05.3.007, S:05.3.008, 

S:05.3.009, S:05.3.010, S:05.3.011, S:05.3.012 
  
Discussion The present wall head appears to have been lowered to allow light into the windows 

of the S range as well as allowing the decorative façade to be seen.  The Prince’s 
Tower and the forework may be contemporary and in this case access to the second 
floor was most likely via the wall head.  This has been reduced in height.  It is most 
likely that the elements of the crenulations and merlons etc. were recycled as part of 
the Period 3  work. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Crenellations  Rebuilding of part of bartizan. 
 
Documents Among the accounts for repairs to the castle during 1674-77 is the cost of three days 

work on the bartizan on the west side of the Princes Tower which had been blown 
down in a storm, (NAS E36/37/7). 

 
Discussion It is possible that the cap house was heightened in this period, visible as smaller 

rubble masonry on the elevation and by a redundant corbel, presumably from the 
earlier roof, at the stairhead. 

  
PERIOD 9 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 57, general view in 1910.  

ARCHIVE ID 67, undated view from SE, ?early 19th Century. 
ARCHIVE ID 68, undated view from SE, ?early 19th Century. 

 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 71, May 1950. 
 ARCHIVE ID 72, May 1950. 
 ARCHIVE ID 375, September 1971. 
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S:05.4  

The east facing elevation of the Prince’s Tower. 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Walling S:05.4.001 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Corbelling S:05.4.048, S:05.4.051, S:05.4.052, S:05.4..053, S:05.4..054  
 
Walling S:05.4.002 (main build), S05.4.006 (unfaced build).  The unfaced build above door 

S:05.4.013 is possibly Period 3 and related to the insertion of the door. 
 
String course S:05.4.049, S:05.4.047 
 
Wash course Wash course 
 
Crenellations S:05.4.056, S:05.4.058, S:05.4..059 
 
Doors The margins of door S:05.4.021 appear to be original but the top of the current door 

has been altered in Period 4 and may have originally been a large window on the 
evidence of a removed iron grill. 

 
PERIOD 3 
 
Doors  S:05.4.013 inserted 
  
Discussion Door S:05.4.013 represents access from P09 to the Princes Tower, however the door at 

present was totally rebuilt in Period 7. 
    
Discussion The Princes Walk wallhead has been reduced to allow light etc. on to S elevation of 

Queen’s Presence Chamber. 
 
PERIOD 4 
 
Doors  Arch S:05.4.021 possibly inserted in this period 
  
Discussion This door S:05.4.021 allows access from second floor Princes tower down to a version 

of the wallhead walk/balcony outside the Queens Presence Chamber P:09.  This 
feature may be later and could be part of the Period 6 work which appears to exploit 
gallery/balcony access. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Crennelations The parapet is reduced in height 
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PERIOD 7 
 
Doors  Door to P10 rebuilt (S05.4.005, S05.4.014) 
  
Documents Estimate of Repairs to the buildings ..which have become necessary n consequence of 

fair wear and tear…, agreeable to the Quarterly Inspection taken the 19th day of April 
1832.  Princes Walk 36 feet Supd of new droved Kilsyth pavement req 4 inches thick. 
(PRO WO55/824) 

 
Discussion  There appears to have been some kind of building which was accessed via the S door 

of P:09 converting what was once a gallery or balcony into a partially covered space 
leading ultimately towards first floor Prince’s Tower. 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows  S:05.4.008      
 
Doors  Replacement door in aperture to P10 (S05.4.016 and S05.4.017) 
 
Other S:05.4.024 (Steps) S:05.4.061, S:05.4.062 (banister)   
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Doors  Replacement door in aperture to M01 (S05.4.025 and S05.4.026) 
 
Drainpipes/gutters Drainpipe S05.4.060 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 57, general view in 1910. 
  ARCHIVE ID 67, undated view from SE, ?early 19th Century. 
  ARCHIVE ID 68, undated view from SE, ?early 19th Century. 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 71, May 1950. 
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S:06 
 
The Lion’s Den. 
 
Documents In 1537 it was suggested that a young lion, bought in Flanders, should be presented 

to James V, the ‘Prince delighting in such things’ (State Papers, Scottish, I, 39). The 
lion arrived in 1539 (Bain 1892, I, 56). There is a further reference in the rules of the 
household compiled in 1598 stating: 

 
That Thomas Seatoun... to tak the charge of the keeping of his Majesties Lyonis & 
uther bestis in respect he keipis the place and hes allowance thairof and that the puir 
man quha had the lyon in keeping be recompensit... (NAS E34/39). 
 
Marked on Dury’s plan of 1708 (NLS MS1646 Zo2/17) as ‘The Court Called the Lyons 
Den’ and on NLS MS 1646/16a as ‘The Lyons Den’. 
 
Defiencies noted at quarterly inspection, 1 April 1829 (WO55/822): 
Casying at Bottom of Wall, and round Pavement within Channel around the Barrack 
and Long passage to repair 
 
The Lions Den was paved with concrete slabs in 1911 (NAS MW/1/92). 
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S:06.1 

The North side of the Lion’s Den south facing elevation. 
 
PERIOD 3 
    
Windows  S:06.1.017, S:06.1.037, S:06.1.113 (sill of double window) S:06.1.110 (Lintel of Double 

window) S:06.1.056 (double window) 
 
 S:06.1.018, S:06.1.026, S:06.1.055 (Relieving arches over principal window series) 
  

S:06.1.109, S:06.1.076, S:06.1.075, S:06.1.068, S:06.1.069 (Double windows from the 
upper floor series) 

 
S:06.1.010 (associated withS:06.1.011, S:06.1.012, S:06.1.013, S:06.1.014) Only example 
of ground floor/vault window 

       
S:06.1.166, S:06.1.169, S:06.1.180, S:06.1.181 (glazing grooves for principal window 
series) 

 
Walling S:06.1.001, S:06.1.002, S:06.1.003, S:06.1.005, S:06.1.006 
 
String course S:06.1.008 
 
Wash course S:06.1.007 
 
Chimney S:06.1.185, S:06.1.119 (This chimney has been extensively rebuilt with only lower 

elements surviving and one fragment of its E side)  
 
Stone type Overall the wall is built of a mix of dolerite and sandstone rubble.  The wall also 

shows clear stages in its construction where the wall fabric shows different 
proportions of these stone sources.  These changes do not represent separate building 
episodes but rather reflect stages in the on going building programme. 

 
Other S:06.1.009 (relieving arch for the fireplace in P:02) 
 
Discussion This elevation has a utilitarian aspect at present and the rubble construction of its 

upper part contributes to a rather shabby finish. It is thought that the coarser stone of 
the upper part of the wall does not reflect a change in the building but is merely 
employed in contrast with the fine stone used around such details as windows. It is 
postulated therefore that this façade and all the others on the Lion’s Den was harled.  
There is no trace of this surface however surviving and this fact shows how render of 
this type was easily weathered away as there is no particular reason to assume that it 
was deliberately picked off after Period 3. 

 
 It is possible that window S:06.1.010 may have once been a door and the possibility of 

it having been used for an actual Lion (caged within V:01) is worth considering.  The 
top of the wallhead is shown by string course S:06.1.008 and this line is fossilised in 
the present façade a short distance below the new, raised wallhead of Period 6. 
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 The wall head has been heightened to accomodate a corresponding heightening of 
the upper windows. A string course marks the position of the rearlier wall head – this 
crosses the main chimney stacks. The lower parts of the windows have larger quoins, 
a suvival from the earier phase.  

 Are these earlier windows part of Phase 3? 
 
PERIOD 5 
 
Windows  The Period 5 windows serving the new suites at upper floor level were probably 

obscured  by  the Period 6 enlarged windows.  It is possible that Period 3 windows 
saw reuse into Period 5 with the addition of a single window in the S wall of U:08. 

    
Blocking  Window S:06.1.109 partially blocked with S:06.1.114 
 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Windows  New windows inserted at upper floor level sometimes replacing Period 3 versions. 

S:06.1.102, S:06.1.096, S:06.1.089, S:06.1.082, S:06.1.071, S:06.1.064, S:06.1.057 (Upper 
floor series). 

 
 Principal level sash and case windows     
 S:06.1.142 (frame), S:06.1.164, S:06.1.165 (glass) 
 S:06.1.035 (frame) 
 S:06.1.051 (frame), S:06.1.053 (frame), S:06.1.173, S:06.1.174, S:06.1.175, S:06.1.176, 

S:06.1.177, S:06.1.178 (Glass) 
 The sash and case woodwork in the principal window series survives with occasional 

glass panes still in situ from Period 6. 
 
 S:06.1.015 sash and case for window S:06.1.010 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Walling  S:06.1.004 raising of the wallhead- conversions to profile of roof at this time in the N 

and W ranges. This was commenced at the W end of this elevation where there is a 
verticaljoint with quoins on the E. 

 
Windows Tops of Period 6 upper floor windows date from the raising of the wallhead. 
 
PERIOD 8 
       
Window Upper floor window frames and sashes 

S:06.1.107, S:06.1.108 
 S:06.1.094, S:06.1.095 
 S:06.1.115, S:06.1.116 
 S:06.1.087, S:06.1.088 
 S:06.1.078, S:06.1.079 
 S:06.1.080, S:06.1.081 
 S:06.1.062, S:06.1.063 
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 S:06.1.144, S:06.1.45, S:06.1.146, S:06.1.147, S:06.1.148 (iron bars across windows) 
    
Blocking  Window S:06.1.096 is blocked with S:06.1.100 (the date of the blocking is not obvious 

but may relate to use of U:04 as office space) 
 
Chimney New chimney S:06.1.117 relates to a Period 8 fireplace.  The base of the chimney 

could be an older feature but this is uncertain. 
 
Drainpipes S:06.1.128 (upper roan/gutter), S:06.1.121, S:06.1.122, S:06.1.123, S:06.1.124, S:06.1.125, 

S:06.1.126, S:06.1.127, S:06.1.137, S:06.1.138, S:06.1.139, S:06.1.140, S:06.1.11, S:06.1.193 
  
PERIOD 9  
 
Chimney S:06.1.183, S:06.1.186 (The Period 8 chimney was repaired). 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Chimney 1978-79, 1990: S:06.1.118 was rebuilt , repair- S:06.1.184, 
 
Other S:06.1.132 (electrical cable) The cable connects lights S:06.1.129, S:06.1.130, S:06.1.131.

  
 S:06.1.120, S:06.1.121 (lightning conductors) 
 
Documents Foreman’s reports. 
 Drawing of chimney S:06.1.118 (RC:03): ‘Chimney from King’s Guard Chamber’, July 

1976, scale 1:12. Elevations with measurements and stones marked ‘place as existing’ 
(HS 340/291/L/136). 

 
Photographs Lion’s Den N wall ARCHIVE ID. 1726 02/09/2003 
 Lion’s Den N wall ARCHIVE ID. 1727 02/09/2003 
 Lion’s Den S wall ARCHIVE ID. 1728 02/09/2003 
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S:06.2 

The east side of the Lion’s Den west facing elevation. 
 
PERIOD 3 
    
Windows  S:06.2.104, S:06.2.105, S:06.2.106,  and S:06.2.097, S:06.2.098, S:06.2.099 are the 

surviving parts of Period 3 windows in the upper part of the elevation.  These 
windows have been raised slightly in Period 7. 

 
S:06.2.025 (lower series of windows) 

  
 S:06.2.026, S:06.2.027, S:06.2.030, S:06.2.031   
 
 S:06.2.072, S:06.2.063, S:06.2.053 
 S:06.2.075, S:06.2.076, S:06.2.077, S:06.2.078 
 S:06.2.066, S:06.2.067, S:06.2.068, S:06.2.069 
 S:06.2.056, S:06.2.057, S:06.2.057, S:06.2.058, S:06.2.059 
 S:06.2.047 (sole remaining original north margin of window) 
 S:06.2.073, S:06.2.064, S:06.2.054, S:06.2.044 (relieving arches over principal floor 

window series)  
 
 S:06.2.088,  

S:06.2.089, S:06.2.090, S:06.2.091, S:06.2.092 
 
Walling S:06.2.001, S:06.2.008, S:06.2.002 
 
Wash course S:06.2.005, S:06.2.003, S:06.2.004, S:06.2.006 
 
Chimney The central chimney S:06.2.012 and S:06.2.013.  The masonry around the flue serving 

S:06.2.012 is mainly dolerite (S:06.2.002) 
 
Stone type Predominantly sandstone with less dolerite up to over principal level and ground 

floor. 
 
Other The present roofline S:06.2.010 is a repaired version of the Period 3 original.  This is 

the painted roof over the King’s apartments including P:04, P:05, P:06. 
 
Discussion This range is constructed on three levels recycling parts of two Period 1 and 2 

buildings.  The W sides of these buildings are not visible as they are covered by the 
King’s Closet etc. P:06.  It is possible that the discrepancy between S:06.2.008 and 
S:06.2.002 in wall fabric type is a reflection of possible Period ½ build surviving to 
present height 

 
PERIOD 4 

Windows  Window in inserted staircase.  Comprising S:06.2.081, S:06.2.082, S:06.2.083, S:06.2.084, 
S:06.2.085.    

 
Other The construction of a stair to the upper floor from P:05 and P:06 saw construction of a 

lean to over Period 3 roofline S:06.2.010.  This construction had a crow step gable 
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S:06.2.014 and a new section of roof S:06.2.015 it also saw insertion of a small window 
light on the stair S:06.2.081. 

 
Documents In 1625 James Murray, Master of Works, was ordered to reconstruct the west side of 

the palace and also: to doe the like with the toofall on the east syde of the new worke 
that is abone the Kings cabinett, quhilk is decayit (RPC xiii, 706). 

 
Discussion The stair linking the King’s Closet to an upper floor apartment at the NE corner of the 

Palace block was in two section – a straight stair at the bottom which was converted 
into a circular stair towards the top.  Both sections of stair are seen as contemporary 
and are associated with a new section of roof over the upper section.  It is likely 
therefore that there was no direct link between the principal level and the upper floor 
at this part of the Palace circuit until Period 4. 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Other New roof S:06.2.009 and S:06.2.001 
 
Chimney The 2 Chimneys date from this period: S:06.2.012 & S:06.2.013. 
 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Doors  Possible door in the location of Period 3 window S:06.2.047.  Masked by 

reconstructed window S:06.2.035, which is a late (Period 9-10) insertion in the style of 
Period 3 windows. 

 
Windows 2 of the  Period 3 windows on the upper floor level of this elevation were probably 

raised slightly in Period 7.  This is shown by the upper parts of builds S06.2.104, 
S06.2.105, S06.2.097 & S06.2.098 and lintels S06.2.103 & S06.2.096 

 
PERIOD 8   
    
Window Window glass and frames replaced: 

S:06.2.107/S:06.2.108, S:06.2.101/S:06.2.100, S:06.2.093/S:06.2.094 (Upper level 
windows) 

 
 S:06.2.079/S:06.2.080, S:06.2.070/S:06.2.071 (principal level windows) 
 
 S:06.2.040/S:06.2.041/ S:06.2.042, S:06.2.032/ S:06.2.033/S:06.2.034 (ground floor 

windows) 
 

Two wide mouth gun loops S:06.2.017 and S:06.2.021 – these may be Period 3 features, 
as any cuts are unclear, but the stonework is exceptionally fresh. 

    
 
Drainpipes S:06.2.112, S:06.2.113, S:06.2.114, S:06.2.115, S:06.2.116, S:06.2.121  
 
Other S:06.2.109, S:06.2.110, S:06.2.111 (vents) 
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PERIOD 9 
 
Blocking  S:06.2.007 lower part of Period 7 door associated with elevated platform is blocked by 

masonry.   
 
Windows The upper part of the Period 7 door site is filled by window S:06.2.043, which is 

entirely a reconstruction except for the north margin (S:06.2.047 ). 
S:06.2.035, and associated features S:06.2.037, S:06.2.038, S:06.2.039 (excluding lintel) 
are the early Twentieth Century blocking of doorway and restoration of window into 
S part of P:06. New stonework around window S06.2.035 shown on photograph of c 
1912 (ARCHIVE ID 62). 
Two new window frames and panes are installed at vault level: S:04.2.032 & 
S:04.2.033) and S:04.2.040 & S:04.2.041. 
The sashes and cases of three windows at Principal level are replaced with hinged 
windows S:06.2.050 & S:06.2.051, S:06.2.060 & S:06.2.061 and S:06.2.070 & S:06.2.071. 

 
String course S part of string course between vault and principal floor level replaced, new 

stonework visible on  photograph of c1910 (ARCHIVE ID 63) 
 
Documents Photographs 
 ARCHIVE ID 63, ?1910, shows stonework repairs and restored windows. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs E and SW facing elevations of the Lion’s Den ARCHIVE ID. 1606 28/08/2003 
 E Facing elevation of the Lion’s Den ARCHIVE ID. 1607 28/08/2003 
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S:06.3 
 
The south side of the Lion’s Den north facing elevation. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Passage The passage into the Lion’s Den from the south may date to Period 2 as an access 

route from the N side of a partially enclosed passage later the trance.  
 
PERIOD 3 
    
Windows  S:06.3.115, S:06.3.106, S:06.3.096, S:06.3.085, S:06.3.074 (Principal floor windows) 

S:06.3.118, S:06.3.119, S:06.3.121, S:06.3.125, S:06.3.109, S:06.3.110, S:06.3.111, S:06.3.126 
(associated features) 

 
S:06.3.096 (window) 
S:06.3.099, S:06.3.101, S:06.3.102, S:06.3.103 (associated features)  

 
S:06.3.085 (Window) 
S:06.3.088, S:06.3. 089, S:06.3.090, S:06.3.091, S:06.3.095 (associated features) 

 
S:06.3.116, S:06.3.107, S:06.3.097, S:06.3.086, S:06.3.075 (relieving arches for principal 
floor window series) 

  
S:06.3.066 (window) 
S:06.3.067, S:06.3.068, S:06.3.069, S:06.3.070 (associated features) 

 
The upper floor windows presently all date from Period 5 but may themselves mask 
Period 3 versions of which no trace survives.  At  ground/vault level there were 
probably windows comparable to those in the E range all of which have been 
obscured by Period 7 enlargements. 

 
Walling S:06.3.001, S:06.3.002 
 
String course S:06.3.013 
 
Wash course S:06.3.004 
  
Passage Passage into the Lion’s Den is incorporated into the fabric of the Period 3 walling. 

S:06.3.059 (archway) 
 S:06.3.060, S:06.3.061, S:06.3.062, S:06.3.065 (associated features) 
    
Doors  Possible door S:06.3.030 
  
Chimney S:06.3.016, the top of the chimney was probably rebuilt in Period 6. 
  
Stone type Lower fabric of wall S:06.3.001 is mainly sandstone with less dolerite inclusions 

however the upper section of Period 3 masonry is largely dolerite with fewer 
sandstone inclusions.  This change is most likely due to stages of construction rather 
than repair or rebuild. 
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Discussion The lower elements of the S range exploit Period 2 structures/vaults but were 
themselves refaced in line with the layout of the new Lion’s Den in Period 3.  It is 
possible that the pend or passage S:06.3.066 relates to Period 2 and it too was refaced 
in Period 3. 

 
PERIOD 5 
 
Windows  Period 5 upper floor windows do not survive and have been obscured by Period 6 

conversions.      
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Windows  S:06.3.169, S:06.3.162, S:06.3.155, S:06.3.148, S:06.3.141, S:06.3.134, S:06.3.127 

(windows) 
 
 S:06.3.170, S:06.3.171, S:06.3.172, S:06.3.173 (associated features) 
 S:06.3.163, S:06.3.164, S:06.3.165, S:06.3.166 
 S:06.3.156, S:06.3.157, S:06.3.158, S:06.3.159 
 S:06.3.149, S:06.3.150, S:06.3.151, S:06.3.152 
 S:06.3.142, S:06.3.143, S:06.3.144, S:06.3.145 
 S:06.3.135, S:06.3.136, S:06.3.137, S:06.3.138 
 S:06.3.128, S:06.3.129, S:06.3.130, S:06.3.131 
      

S:06.3.123, S:06.3.113, S:06.3.104, S:06.3.093, S:06.3.083 (Principal level sash and case 
windows inserted) 

 
Other S:06.3.014 (roof) 
 
Chimney Possible new chimneys S:06.3.015 and S:06.3.017.  S:06.3.017 Serving U:23 and 

S:06.3.015 is serving U:28 and U:29.  Top of existing Period 3 chimney rebuilt. 
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Windows  S:06.3.051, S:06.3.042, S:06.3.035 (new windows) 
 
 S:06.3.052, S:06.3.053, S:06.3.054, S:06.3.055 
 S:06.3.043, S:06.3.044, S:06.3.045, S:06.3.046 
 S:06.3.036, S:06.3.037, S:06.3.038, S:06.3.039 
 
 Upper floor windows raised in Period 7 to meet the raised wall head. 
          
Blocking  S:06.3.034 is blocking of door S:06.3.030 
 
 S:06.3.007 and S:06.3.008.  This patch of masonry has been carefully replaced along 

with appropriate section of S:06.3.004 over a doorway which once lead out to an 
elevated platform on the S side of the Lion’s Den.  It has an equivalent feature in the 
E side of the Lion’s Den now covered by a window. 

 
Walling S:06.3.003 (this is the raising of the wallhead over the Period 3 line, S:06.3.013) 
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PERIOD 8 
      
Window covers S:06.3.174, S:06.3.175 
 S:06.3.167, S:06.3.168, 
 S:06.3.160, S:06.3.161 
 S:06.3.153, S:06.3.154 
 S:06.3.146, S:06.3.147 
 S:06.3.039, S:06.3.140 
 S:06.3.132, S:06.3.133 (Upper series of windows) 
 
 S:06.3.124, S:06.3.114, S:06.3.105, S:06.3.054, S:06.3.084 (new glass in principal series 

windows) 
 
 S:06.3.070, S:06.3.072, S:06.3.073 
 S:06.3.056, S:06.3.057, S:06.3.058 
 S:06.3.047, S:06.3.048, S:06.3.049 
 S:06.3.040, S:06.3.041 (Lower series of windows new sash and case and external bars) 
 
Passage Repairs to archway S:06.3.059 and quoins S:06.3.063 and S:06.3.064 
 
Other S:06.3.022, S:06.3.023, S:06.3.024, S:06.3.025 (vents) 
 
Documents An undated plan in the Historic Scotland archive (HS 340/291/L/3) 
 
Discussion  The introduction of iron bedsteads in 1828 necessitated a major reorganisation of 

room access: 
 

In order to make room for the iron bedsteads, the rails for arm bands and to add to 
the comfort of the rooms the doors communicating between them which are not 
required for the accommodation of the troops, to be built up on one side with brick 
(PRO WO55/822). 
 
The 16th century internal doorways were blocked and access created to the rooms via 
a wooden walkway in the Lions Den reached by a flight of steps from the ground 
level and leading to doorways, now blocked, through the south wall of the Lions Den 
at the junction of the Queen’s Guard Chamber and the Queen’s Presence Chamber 
(P:09 and P:11) and into the King’s closet (P:06).  This arrangement is shown on an 
undated plan in the Historic Scotland archive (HS 340/291/L/3) and another ‘shewing 
proposed removal of balcony & stairs in Lion’s Den Square (HS 340/291/L/2), also 
undated. 

  
PERIOD 9 
 
Windows  All the principal floor windows have evidence for repaired stonework: 

window S:06.3.115 has been repaired - S:06.3.120, S:06.3.122.  
 S:06.3.092 repair for S:06.3.085.  
 S:06.3.081 repair for S:06.3.074.       
 
String course Replacement of string course between vault and principal floor level visible on 

photograph of c 1910 (ARCHIVE ID 62). Possibly removed during erection of barrack 
walkway. 
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Doors  Early 19th century door to P:09 blocked (HS 340/291/L/2). 
 
Drainpipes S:06.3.018, S:06.3.019, S:06.3.020 (drainpipes) 
 
Details Three ventilation grilles to roof spaces shown on photograph of c 1910 (ARCHIVE ID 

62). 
 
Other Documents Plan ‘shewing proposed removal of balcony & stairs in Lion’s Den 

Square (HS 340/291/L/2), also undated. Recent stonework repairs visible in 
photograph of c 1912 (HS A965/11). 

  
Discussion Removal of timber walkway and blocking of doorway of c.1828 giving access to 

centre of principal floor. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Windows  window S:06.3.115 has been repaired - S:06.3.120, S:06.3.122  
 S:06.3.092 repair for S:06.3.085  
 S:06.3.81 repair for S:06.3.074       
 
Passage/archway Repairs to sides of archway S:06.3.059 are S:06.3.063 and S:06.3.064 

  
Other S:06.3.021 (lightning conductor)  
 S:06.3.026, S:06.3.027, S:06.3.028 (lights). 
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S:06.4 

The west side of the Lion’s Den east facing elevation. 
 
PERIOD 3 
    
Walling S:06.4.001 as far as first floor level only 
  
Stone type Period 3 fabric is characterised by a predominance of sandstone with less dolerite and 

generally use of larger stones. 
  
Discussion Only the lower section of the elevation dates to Period 3.  From first floor upwards it 

was rebuilt in Period 4 and 6.  The ground floor windows from Period 7 may mask 
earlier versions in the style of E elevation from Period 3. 

 
PERIOD 4 
 
Windows  Four large windows at principal level S:06.4.090, S:06.4.076, S:06.4.068, S:06.4.067 
  
 S:06.4.093, S:06.4.094, S:06.4.087 
 S:06.4.079, S:06.4.082, S:06.4.073, S:06.4.080 
 S:06.4.064, S:06.4.065, S:06.4.061 
 S:06.4.051, S:06.4.053, S:06.4.046 
 
 S:06.4.091, S:06.4.077, S:06.4.062, S:06.4.049 (relieving arches)   
 
 Upper floor windows: S:06.4.134, S:06.4.127, S:06.4.120 
 S:06.4.136, S:06.4.137, S:06.4.138 (associated features) 
 S:06.4.129, S:06.4.130, S:06.4.131 
 S:06.4.122, S:06.4.123, S:06.4.124    
 
Walling S:06.4.002. above vault level. 
 
String course S:06.4.005 
 
Wash course S:06.4.004 
 
Doors  Central door at principal level S:06.4.034 
 S:06.4.037, S:06.4.038, S:06.4.039, S:06.4.040 (associated features) 
 S:06.4.035, S:06.4.036 (relieving arch for door) 
 
Stone type Use of increasingly large fraction of dolerite in build towards wallhead (S:06.4.005) 
 
Other Where wash course S:06.4.004 meets doorway S:06.4.034 there is some carving. 
 
Documents Account of 3-8 November 1628 (MW2, 240): 

Item fra James Rynd 16 foot of rigging staine and put on the iii storme [dormer] 
windowis in the over gallerie atiiii s. the foot inde    
 iii lib. iiii s. 

Discussion Building or alteration in 1628 include 3 dormer windows, presumably where the 
present, now enlarged, windows are located. 
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PERIOD 6 
 
Other S:06.4.142 (roof) 
 
Documents NAS E36/37/6 Accompt of the New Inglish Glass furnished and wrought by John 

Maisterton, Glasier att ye Pallace & Castle of Stryveling in Anno 1676 
 

[Principal floor] 
Item in ye transs on ye West Syde of ye Pallace 4 stonework qrof measures                                           
78 [ft2] 
Item ye 4 pair casements yrof in all                           52  [total] 130 
 
[Upper floor] 
Item in ye transs on ye West syde of ye said Storie ye northmost window on ye east 
ye stone work yrof       6 1/3 
Item ye pair Casements yrof                                        9       
                                                                                    15 1/3 
Item ye midle window yr to ye east ye stonework       8 
Item ye 2 Casements yrof                                             11 2/3 
                                                                                      19 2/3 
Item ye southmost window yr to ye East stonework      6 ½ 
Item ye casements yrof                                                   8 ¾ 
                                                                                        15 ¼ 

Discussion The Documents shows that in 1676  the central window of the upper floor was larger 
than the two adjacent windows at that level, as it is today. It can be estimated from 
the glass sizes that the windows were slightly lower than the present windows, i.e. 
their tops below the cornice. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Walling Wallhead S:06.4.003 is raised. 
 
Windows  Ground floor levels were inserted S:06.4.027, S:06.4.020, S:06.4.013 
 S:06.4.027, S:06.4.029, S:06.4.028, S:06.4.030, S:06.4.031,  
 S:06.4.021.  S:06.4.022, S:06.4.023, S:06.4.024 
 S:06.4.014, S:06.4.015, S:06.4.016, S:06.4.017 
 
 Top of upper floor windows raised to meet the new wall head: S:06.4.121, S:06.4.128, 

S:06.4.135. 
  
Chimney S:06.4.143 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Doors  S:06.4.006 (door) 
 S:06.4.007, S:06.4.008, S:06.4.009, S:06.4.010, S:06.4.011, S:06.4.012 (associated features) 
 
Windows New windows inserted at mezzanine level 

 S:06.4.113, S:06.4.106, S:06.4.099 
 S:06.4.114, S:06.4.115, S:06.4.116, S:06.4.117 
 S:06.4.107, S:06.4.108, S:06.4.109, S:06.4.110 
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 S:06.4.100, S:06.4.101, S:06.4.102, S:06.4.103  
     

New windows converted from the series of Period 4 Principal floor level windows 
 S:06.4.083, S:06.4.069, S:06.4.057, S:06.4.042 (windows) 
 S:06.4.084, S:06.4.085, S:06.4.086, S:06.4.070, S:06.4.071, S:06.4.072 
 S:06.4.058, S:06.4.059, S:06.4.060  
 S:06.4.043, S:06.4.044, S:06.4.045 
 
 These windows at principal floor level have been created by reducing the Period 4 

windows in line with the new Mezzanine floor level itself served by three new 
windows S:06.4.113 etc.  The new reduced windows at principal level where possible 
carefully used recycled stone work from the Period 4 windows.  

 
 
PERIOD 9 
       
Windows Frames and glass replaced 
 

S:06.4.139 S:06.4.140 
 S:06.4.132 S:06.4.133 
 S:06.4.135, S:06.4.136(Upper floor series) 
 
 S:06.4.118, S:06.4.119 
 S:06.4.111, S:06.4.112 
 S:06.4.104, S:06.4.105(Mezzanine floor series) 
 
 S:06.4.088, S:06.4.89 
 S:06.4.074,S:06.4.075 
 S:06.4.047, S:06.4.048(Principal floor series) 
 
 S:06.4.032, S:06.4.033 
 S:06.4.025, S:06.4.026 
 S:06.4.018, S:06.4.019 (Lower floor series) 
     
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 62, ?1910, shows repairs to stonework. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Drainpipes/gutters S:06.4.141(gutter). 
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S:07 
 
Documents Plan of 1733: NLS MS1649 Z46/58. 
 
S:07.1 
 
South facing elevation of the Kings Old Buildings.  The north side of the yard between the Governors 
Kitchen and the Kings Old Buildings. 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Windows  S:07.1.065, S:07.1.063 (windows) 
 S:07.1.036, S:07.1.018, S:07.1.019, S:07.1.020 (associated features)   
       
Walling S:07.1.013 
  
Discussion The two surviving windows were blocked by the insertion of later features.  

S:07.1.065 by Period 2 window S:07.1.064 and window S:07.1.063 by possible Period 6 
door S:07.1.067. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Windows  S:07.1.064 (window)  
 S:07.1.029, S:07.1.030, S:07.1.031, S:07.1.032(associated features) 
 S:07.1.033 (relieving arch) 
 
 S:07.1.059 (possible window) The fragmentary remains of a possible window at first 

floor level.  
 
Walling S:07.1.001, S:07.1.012 
 
Doors  S:07.1.069 (doorway) 
 S:07.1.003, S:07.1.004, S:07.1.005 (associated features) 
 S:07.1.002 (relieving arch) 
  
Discussion The façade represents the S end of the KOB/James IV lodging range extended to this 

line in Period 2.  There is possibly a gallery leading from the extended W range to 
meet the KOB stair tower at first floor level. 

 
PERIOD 3 
    
Corbel S:07.1.034 
  
Discussion The Period 2 gallery retained in Period 3 was linked in some way with the partially 

covered space between KOB and chapel.  The corbel S:07.1.034 and possible vault 
traces (ref) suggest that the area was enclosed and formed part of an integrated route 
running N-S along the western side of the Palace and beyond to the KOB.  This was 
later elevated and partially reinstated in stone in Period 4 as a new gallery heading 
towards the N side of the upper square. 
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PERIOD 4 
  
Discussion The E facing façade of the KOB shows how Period 2 gallery masonry was elevated to 

first floor level which is close to that of the Period 4 W range gallery inserted at this 
time.  It is arguable that this was once an open walkway which was only enclosed in 
stone during Period 4.  This façade was later cut by a new wall S:07.1.014 

 
PERIOD 6 
 
Doors  It is possible that door S:07.1.067 relates to this Period when the earlier space was 

subdivided and the first floor lowered, although the stair presently accessing 
S:07.1.067 does not appear to be any earlier than Period 7.  

  
Discussion The gallery originating in Period 2, retained in Period 3, modified in Period 4 may 

have been dismantled at this time.  The work on the Governors Kitchen probably 
coincides with the demise of the fixed route/direct link between Palace and KOB.  
This work may therefore include large window S:07.1.066 (see below).  It is also likely 
that masonry S:07.1.014 and its associated fragment of crow step S:07.1.017 and 
quoins S:07.1.015 also date from this Period. 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Windows  S:07.1.066 (window) 
 S:07.1.037, S:07.1.038, S:07.1.039, S:07.1.040 (associated features)   

     
Walling  S:07.1.049, S:07.1.052 
 
Doors  S:07.1.067 (door-this door may be Period 6) 
 S:07.1.022, S:07.1.023, S:07.1.024, S:07.1.026 (associated features) Door inserted at first 

floor level.  This floor level is probably lower than precursor as window S:07.1.064 is 
now too low and is blocked. 

 
 Ground floor doors S:07.1.068 and S:07.1.070 
 S:07.1.010, S:07.1.054, S:07.1.055, S:07.1.053(associated features) 
 
Chimney S:07.1.016, S:07.1.071 
 
Other Stone stair S:07.1.027 and S:07.1.028  
 
 masonry S:07.1.006, S:07.1.008 and S:07.1.007 is applied to earlier wall fabric in part 

this brings the wall face forward and defines the W side of reused Period 2 door 
S:07.1.069 with new build S:07.1.006.  S:07.1.008 defines E side of new door S:07.1.068. 

 
 Roof and coping S:07.1.041, S:07.1.042 
 
PERIOD 8 
 
Doors  S:07.1.068, S:07.1.070 are blocked with S:07.1.009 and S:07.1.061 
 
Other Iron beam S:07.1.060 inserted. 
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PERIOD 9 
 
Documents Photographs 
  ARCHIVE ID 55. Undated showing rebuilt SE chimney stack 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Drainpipes/gutters S:07.1.050 (drainpipe)  
 
Other S:07.1.056, S:07.1.057, S:07.1.058 (alarm  and lights). 
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S:08.1 
 
The southwest elevation of the Palace Block. 
 
PERIOD 1 
      
Walling S:08.1.001 The lower masonry from this façade appears to be sealed by Period 2 work 

and may therefore represent an earlier build which was levelled off and then used as 
a platform for Period 2 masonry.  It is also possible that this façade was built in two 
stages during Period 2 (see below). The likelihood that context S:08.1.002 relates to 
Period 2 is based on the way in which the S window in the W wall of P:11 predates 
the Period 3 ‘sleeving’ masonry within P:11. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Walling S:08.1.002 The wall fabric on this elevation is of two different characters above an d 

below string course S:08.1.037.  It is most likely that both this masonry is a 
continuation of the forework which in turn is only of homogenous build on its main 
façade.  To the W N and E this Period of curtain wall had a more mixed matrix 
therefore S:08.1.001 and S:08.1.002 represent either stages in the construction or 
represent a combination of internal or external facades now revealed or were recycled 
as an exterior for Period 3.  One possible explanation may be that there was some 
form of single storey tower or battery defined in part 

  
 S:08.1.003 This patch of masonry appears to predate the demolished wall reflected by 

S:08.1.042 and S:08.1.043 and therefore should be considered as at the latest Period 3 
and probably Period 2 as it seals S:08.1.002. 

 
String course S:08.1.037 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
    
Windows  S:08.1.006 (window) 
 S:08.1.009, S:08.1.010, S:08.1.018, S:08.1.034, S:08.1.035, S:08.1.037 (associated features) 
 S:08.1.007 (window)      
 
Walling S:08.1.002 it is possible that masonry S:08.1.002 is a Period 3 feature and is part of the 

presentation of the Palace façade in the style of the main S E and N elevations 
however it seems more likely that due to the relining of P:11 in Period 3 and the 
alteration of a possible Period 1/ door into a window that his wall face predates the 
Period 3 work as it is on the line of the earlier curtain/trace.  

  
Doors  S:08.1.005 This door may be Period 7 allowing access to gun battery but also may be a 

route on to a lower terrace beyond the Period 2 rampart line.  This terrace was later 
extended/elevated to create the present Ladies Lookout gun battery. 
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PERIOD 4 
 
Other S:08.1.043, S:08.1.041, S:08.1.042 This represents the tusking of the now demolished 

trace extending NW as in Period 2 and 3 but which was demolished in Period 4.  The 
collapse of the W quarter by 1625 may be associated with this feature. 

 
PERIOD 5 
 
Windows  S:08.1.007 This window is a remodelled earlier aperture and saw the partial rebuild of 

the parapet  S:08.1.027 
 S:08.1.030, S:08.1.032, S:08.1.028, S:08.1.029 (associated features)   

    
Crenellations  S:08.1.027     
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Windows  S:08.1.036 (sash window added)     
 
PERIOD 7 
 
Corbelling S:08.1.026 
 S:08.1.015, S:08.1.016, S:08.1.017, S:08.1.018, S:08.1.019, S:08.1.020, S:08.1.021(associated 

features) 
 
String course S:08.1.038, S:08.1.014 
 
Crenellations S:08.1.004 
  
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows  S:08.1.031 (window frame)       
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Drainpipes/gutters S:08.1.022, S:08.1.023, S:08.1.024, S:08.1.025, (gutters) 
  
Other S:08.1.040 (iron grill) 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 499, looking N, January 1974. 
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S:09.1 
 
The western part of the South Elevation. 
 
PERIOD 2 
 
Walling S:09.1.019, S:09.1.020, S:09.1.021, S:09.1.022, S:09.1.018 
 
Doors  S:09.1.003 (door) 
 S:09.1.004, S:09.1.005 (associated features) 
 
PERIOD 3 
 
    
Windows  S:09.1.043, S:09.1.056  
 S:09.1.044, S:09.1.045, S:09.1.046, S:09.1.047, S:09.1.049 
 S:09.1.058, S:09.1.059, S:09.1.060, S:09.1.061, S:09.1.062    
 S:09.1.051 (relieving arch over S:09.1.043)  
 S:09.1.059 (relieving arch over S:09.1.056)   
 
Window covers S:09.1.105, S:09.1.053, S:09.1.054, S:09.1.103, S:09.1.104 
    
Column S:09.1.086: Sculpture Reference: 1:16  

S:09.1.090: Sculpture Reference: 1:12  
S:09.1.092: Sculpture Reference: 1:07 
S:09.1.094: Sculpture Reference: 1:05  

  
Corbelling S:09.1.075: Sculpture Reference 23 (decorated with putti) 

S:09.1.076: Sculpture Reference 22 
 
Corbel S:09.1.085: Sculpture Reference 1:17  - Very weathered possible lions head design.  

Different from equivalent statues on south elevation of palace to E of Prince’s Tower - 
in that they are anthropomorphic.  

 
Plinth  At SW corner of palace block: 

S:09.1.087: Sculpture Reference: 1:15 
S:09.1.088: Sculpture Reference: 1:14 
S:09.1.089: Sculpture Reference: 1:13 
S:09.1.091: Sculpture Reference: 1:09 - 1:08 
S:09.1.093: Sculpture Reference: 1:06 
S:09.1.095: Sculpture Reference: 1:04 

 
Walling  S:09.1.025, S:09.1.026, S:09.1.027, S:09.1.028,  
 S:09.1.096 (quoins) 
  
Wash course S:09.1.074  

It is possible that S:09.1.024 may be part of the Period 3 build rather than a relic from 
Period 2. 

 
Crenellations S:09.1.030, S:09.1.029, S:09.1.032,  S:09.1.035 
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Doors  S:09.1.068 may date from this Period definitely in place by Period 6 
  
Stone type Mainly sandstone with some dolerite S:09.1.026, S:09.1.025, S:09.1.027,  
 S:09.1.028 mainly basalt/dolerite 
 S:09.1.030 sandstone ashlar 
  
Documents TA7, 47 1541: 

Item, gevin to Robert Murray, plumber, for the theking of the tufall of the Quenis 
chalmer in Striveling witht leid x lib. 

 
Discussion This façade is built over the remains of low tower or battery N wall.  The roof of the 

Period 2 possible battery survives as platform for initially balcony and later as small 
building by Period 7.  The quality of the facing stones is significantly poorer than the 
more prominent elevations from Period 3 as it is largely masked by the Princes 
Tower. 

 
PERIOD 4 
    
Blocking  Window S:09.1.056 partially reduced by S:09.1.063 & S09.1.102.  West window also 

fully blocked at this time. 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Doors  S:09.1.068  
 S:09.1.069, S:09.1.070, S:09.1.071, S:09.1.072 (associated features) 
 
Rebuild  S:09.1.034, S:09.1.031 
 
Documents An account survives from c 1699-1703 for ‘pointing and harling the southwest side of 

the Trance, the Gable of the new dining room and that side of the Princes Tower all 
from tope to Bottom’ f8r). 

 
Less certain in location, but possible this elevation, is the following (NAS E37/33 f 
27r):  
 

 ‘Item for slopping and taking doun the Gavell on the south Syde of the palace and 
building up two chimneys for Closets therein from bottom to top £96’ 

‘Item for slopping the wall betwixt the saids two chimneys and for building a box 
seat therein £12’ 

 
PERIOD 7 
 
Windows S09.1.036 and associated features S:09.1.037, S:09.1.038, S:09.1.039, S:09.1.040 
 
Rebuild S:09.1.030, S:09.1.033 is associated with the insertion of window S09.1.036. 

S:09.1.107 created from Period 3 window S:09.1.056 with addition of S:09.1.064, 
S:09.1.065 

 
Documents Sandby drawing, ‘Stirling Castle’, NGS RSA 1402, 1751. 
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PERIOD 8 
 
Windows  Sash window in S09.1.036 installed at this point.     

    
Column Upper column missing (Grose drawing NGS D187). 
     
Documents Grose drawing NGS D187, 2 June 1790.  
 
PERIOD 9 
 
Column Upper column replaced in concrete (?), missing on early drawings, e.g. Grose 1790. 
 
Blocking  S:09.1.073 Blocking of S door S:09.1.068 which now has fireplace on its S side in P:11.  

This blocking may originally have been put in place in Period 8, but the style of 
recessing back blocking to emphasise it may be a ministry of works feature.  Similarly 
the west window has recessed blocking which may be a reduction of blocking 
originally emplaced in Period 4. 

 
Photographs ARCHIVE ID 65, 1912-13 before repairs. 

ARCHIVE ID 64, 1912-13 after repairs 
PERIOD 10 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 375, September 1971. 

ARCHIVE ID 376, September 1971. 
ARCHIVE ID 500, January 1974. 
ARCHIVE ID 501, January 1974. 
ARCHIVE ID 1114, upper elevation from Princes Tower in 2001. 
ARCHIVE ID 1171, June 2001. 
ARCHIVE ID 1116-7,mid-elevation in 2001. 
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S:09.2 
 
West facing elevation of the Prince’s Tower. 
 
PERIOD 1 
 
Walling S:09.2.005  
  
Discussion The Princes Tower is built on a rounded platform of rubble S:09.2.005 which is itself 

built out from bedrock outcropping and is probably the N side of an Outer ditch.  It is 
therefore possible that it may be the remnants of some early defensive line recycled 
as footings for Period 2 work. 

 
PERIOD 2 
 
Windows  S:09.2.078 – north margin altered in Period 7 
 S:09.2.039  
 S:09.2.057    
 
Scarcement S:09.2.071, S:09.2.072 
 
Corbelling S:09.2.068, S:09.2.067 
  
Walling S:09.2.009, S:09.2.007  
 
Wash course S:09.2.008 
 
Crenellations Parapet S:09.2.074, S:09.2.065 
  
Doors  S:09.2.022 (door), S:09.2.027 (south margin) 
 S:09.2.057, a surviving fragment of a Period 2 doorway out to the west of the Princes 

Tower above S:09.2.022. 
   
Stone type S:09.2.009 well finished ashlar sandstone 
 The remaining face is a combination of the refaced scar after the removal of the 

curtain wall and the unfaced masonry behind the curtain wall when it was in place.  
This face is described in S:09.2.010 and placed in Period 3 but in part must relate to 
Period 2 walling within (and therefore not visible) the curtain. 

  
Discussion The tower has been faced in good quality ashlar on its S and E façade but on its W 

side there is a clear break between good facing masonry and rubble build.  This is 
probably due to two possibilities, firstly that the curtain wall extended from almost 
wall head to a point near the SW corner of the Palace and was simply dismantled in 
Period 3 allowing windows etc. to be formed in the Queens guard chamber however 
it is possible that the unfaced masonry as in the case of S:09.2.005 is the remains of an 
earlier structure which has been refaced on this side and recycled as part of the 
Period 2 forework.  The latter explanation has some validity in that the stair has 
apertures opening out to the W suggesting that it was a free standing structure from 
the start.  In either case there was an open space above first floor level W of the 
Princes Tower. 
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PERIOD 3 
  
Documents TA7, 47 1541: 

Item, gevin to Robert Murray, plumber, for the theking of the tufall of the Quenis 
chalmer in Striveling witht leid x lib. 

 
Discussion The Period 2 stair has been extended to wallhead. Period 2 access from the W has 

been retained.  The lean to building which prompted new doors S:09.2.012 and 
S:09.2.053 etc. is not in place. 

PERIOD 4 
 
Windows  Inserted window S09.2.040. 
     
PERIOD 5 
 
Documents Slezer, ‘The Prospect of Sterling Castle’, 1693. 
 
Discussion Slezer shows chimney RC12 with gable attached on west side. A crow-stepped gable 

is shown in this position on Sandby’s drawing of 1751 (NGS RSA 1402). 
 
PERIOD 6 
 
Crennelations  Repair to the central part of the west parapet of the Princes Tower. 
 
Documents NAS E36/37/7 1674-7 

‘Item payeid out to a meson for thrie dayes work at the bartasine of The Princes Tour 
on the West syd yrof being blown in by storm yt the skleatters coulld not geat 
wrought till it was helped 3 days at 13s 4d a da and dressing of a chimnay head moir 
To ane Workman for serving him at 6s 8d a day during the said space  

 
An account survives from c 1699-1703 for ‘pointing and harling the southwest side of 
the Trance, the Gable of the new dining room and that side of the Princes Tower all 
from tope to Bottom’ (NAS E37/33 f8r). 

 
PERIOD 7 
    
Windows S:09.2.030: inserted lower window in spiral stair. S:09.2.058: inserted middle window 

in spiral stair.  S:09.2.078: widened north margin of upper window in spiral stair.  
 
Door S:09.2.012 
 S:09.2.025, S:09.2.016, S:09.2.013, S:09.2.014, S:09.2.014 (associated features) 
  
 S:09.2.053, S:09.2.054 and S:09.2.055 form the bottom of a blocked door subsequently 

replaced by a Period 8 window.  
 
Blocking S:09.2.073 blocking of inserted Period 4 window. 
  
Discussion There has been a building on at least two storeys part of the W façade of the Princes 

Tower.  This building has since been removed but may be responsible for prominent 
scar between S:09.2.010 and S:09.2.00.  A lean-to structure as shown on late 18th 
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century images was built against the W face of the Princes Tower this was no two 
levels and saw the insertion of a new door at second floor level in the Princes Tower 
and the insertion of a new door in to the stair at first floor level from the Level of the 
Period 2 W balcony.  It is possible that window S:09.2.040 and door S:09.2.022 along 
with stair windows S:09.2.030 and S:09.2.058 were all blocked at this time. 

 
PERIOD 8 
 
Windows  S:09.2.046, 
 S:09.2.048, S:09.2.049, S:09.2.050, S:09.2.051, S:09.2.052 (associated features) 

        
Blocking  S:09.2.056 blocks Period 4 door S:09.2.053/S:09.2.054/S:09.2.055 below window 

S:09.2.046. 
 S:09.2.029 blocks period 2/7 door. 
 
Walling Lean to over the stair tower constructed. 
 Crenellations on parapet are infilled/repaired. 
 Small patch repair to base of SW corner of tower. 
 Large  amorphous central repair around and between windows – possibly associated 

with the removal of a structure to the west. 
  
Discussion The establishment of pseudo Crenellations over the new toilet block and the removal 

of the Period 7 lean-to building saw the reestablishment of open space W of the 
Princes Tower and the replacement of Period 7 door S:09.2.053etc with a window 
S:09.2.046 

PERIOD 9 
 
Drainpipes/gutters S:09.2.082 and S:09.2.083 
  
Documents Photographs 
  ARCHIVE ID 65, 1912-13 before repairs. 

ARCHIVE ID 64, 1912-13 after repairs. 
 
PERIOD 10 
 
Other S:09.2.084 (lightning conductor) 
 
Photographs  ARCHIVE ID 1113, entrance to turnpike in 2001. 

ARCHIVE ID 1118-9, 2001. 
ARCHIVE ID 1172, June 2001. 
ARCHIVE ID 1183-4, June 2001. 
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